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IN

the course of the last century several treatises on Carpentry have appeared; but in none of tbem is to be found any thing on the mechanical
principles of the art, except it bea few rules for calculating the strength of
timber; and these are founded upon erron.eous views of the subject, and
therefore are not to be relied upon. The greater part of the works on
Carpentry are confined almost wholly to what is termed" finding the lines ;"
a branch of science to which the celebrated MQnge gave tbe name of
Descriptive Geometry: and in tbe works of Mr. P. NichoTson this part of
Carpentry has been so ably handled, that little more seems to be required
on the subject.
But the knowledge of practical and descriptive geometry is not the only
part of science that a carpenter ought to acquire; for when it is considered
that the art of Carpentry is directed chiefly to the support of weIght or pressure, it will be obvious that a considerable knowledge of the principles of
mechanics is required to practise it with success. And it is not to carpenters alone that the study of the mechanical principl~s of Carpentry should
he confined; for, in the modern practice of building, it forms one of the
most important departments of the science of construction; and a knowledge of construction is so essential to the art of design, in Architecture,
that it is difficult to believe how much it has been neglected, and how little
it is esteemed by the students of that profession.
It would, however, be easy to show, tbat it is as necessary that an architect
shoald understand construction, as it is that a painter, or a sculptor, should
understaad anatomy: in fact, construction is the anatomy of Architecture, it
is the very base upon which the art of design must be founded, and on the
b2
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nature of the base must depend the excellence of the superstructure.
So
much have the principles of construction been neglected by many architects,
that all works which require any considerable degree of skill in construction
are now given to men of a new profession-to Civil Engineers. This division of the art might be an advantage, if the objects which require such
skill were such as have no pretensions to visible beauty; but where beauty
and solidity are to be combined, the study of the higher branch of Architecture, which consists in the production of visible beauty, must, necessarily,
be joined with the study of construction.
As the- mechanical principles of Carpentry have never been published in a
separate form, I have attempted, in the following pages, to supply that defect;
but, sensible of the extensive acquirements that are necessary to do justice
to such a work, I should not have undertaken the task, had I bad a hope
of seeing it executed by an abler hand. It is much to be regretted, that
works of this kind, like elementary works in science, though they require a
considerable share of abiHty to execute them well, yet men of superior talent almost always neglect them in favour of more distinguished pursuits.
But though I feel much diffidence in submitting the result of my ~abours to
the public, I also am encouraged ~bythe hope that they will be useful; and
that if these labours have not been directed by the profound views of superior science, nor elucidated by the elegant and perspicuous language of a
scholar, at least they have arisen out of a sincere love of knowledge, and
have been guided by a zealous. desire to extend and improve the art of
building.
In the present state of society it is most desirable that stability and economy should characterize the different species of construction.
A just economy of materials should be one of the fust objects of the builder's attention,
and this desirable object is to be obtained only by judicious combinations of
the materials to be used; but unless the effect of pressure, and the resisting
powers of the different materials be understood, how are such combinations
to be designed ( It is true that there are men, who, without education, have
done works which are regarded with astonishment, even. by men of science;
such, for instance, was Brindley, or Grubenmann. But were these men ignorant of mechanics? or had they by their own mental application acquired
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a knowledge of some of its most useful principles? The latter is by far the
most probable conjecture.
It is, however, wholly unnecessary to advance reasons for adopting correct
principles in preference to being guided by opinion, as opinions are often
hastily formed upon confined or imperfect 'views of the real nature of the
subject; and we can seldom, if ever, refer with any degree of certainty to
the grounds on which they were founded; but a maxim drawn from science
can always be examined, and traced to its origin.
But science remains a dead letter unless it be applied" to the business and
affairs of men;H on the contrary, when it is applied to the useful arts, it extends the views of the artist, substitutes certainty"for uncertainty, security for
insecurity; it informs him how to raise the greatest works with confidence,
and how to produce stability with economy, or, in its own language, how
to obtain a maximum of strength with a minimum of materials.
There is perhaps no class of the mechanical arts so directly capable of -!"e...
ceiving improvement from the researcbes- of men of science as those connected with building; neither is there any that have received}t greater share
of their attention: but these researches have not benented practical men in
proportion to the e~tent to which they have been made, as they are either
given in works that are inaccessible to the bulk of men of business, or so
completely scientific, as to be almost usele~s to any but men of science themselves. It has been my object to make these researches the ground-work
of a practical treatise.
But while I most earnestly reco.mmend the study of the principles of con..
struction, I must as earnestly protest against its abuse. It is necessary that
an architect sliould understand ~~.?metry and mechanics, but dangerous for
him to make either of them a favourite study; lest, like Father Guarini,
CaTuscan architect,) "be trifles with his knowledge," and employs himself
" in inventing grotesque vaultings, and honeycombed cupolas, which have
neither solidity nor beauty." It should be the architect's care to avoid every
thing of the kind, and to aim at tl1at simplicity of design which is most easy
in the execution, and forms the most economical and the most durable struc.
tures. In this consists the true excellence of the art of construction; but
I am aware that this kind of excellence seldom s~cures praise. Men are

x
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better pleased with a.pparent artifice, or with a hardiness of design which
nothing but the most profound ignorance of the art would allow anyone to
venture upon.
When science smooths the way, and rendel's it easy to project and to exe..
cute any design within the limits that will secure firmness and durability,
wonders disappear, and the greatest works are carried on with confidence,
and become little different from the common course of business.
THE Elementary Principles of Carpentry being a title which i~cludes all
that is essential to the art, it therefore embraces a wider range than I have
attempted to fiIl ; and to avoid promising in a title more than is performed
in the work, I have omitted the definite articJe, and made it " ELEMENTARY
PRINCIPLES

OF CARPENTRY"."

I have divided such parts of the elementary principles as form the subject
of my work into ten sections; on these sections I have a few remarks to offer,
for which this will be the fittest place.
The first section is devoted to explaining the nature and laws of pressure,
with the application of these principles or laws to designing framing. In
tbis section the review of the methods of spanning a wide opening, which
is given in sect. VIII. al't. 258-265, plate XVIII. ought to have been
placed, as the principles are general, and apply to roofs, centres, &c. as well
as to bridges, requiring only some slight modifications to fit them for each
of these cases. Its proper place would therefore have been to follow art. 66
in sect. I. Tllis defect was not noticed till it was too late to alter it.
~n the first section I have attempted to supply only what appeared to be
actually useful in Carpentry, the subject might have been treated at greater
.length, but 11good treatise on mechanics will answer a better purpose to the
IStudent; as jointly they would be more complete than either would be separately. A system of mechanics is necessary to give the student an entire
and comprehensive view of the science, as its several parts have a mutual
influence toward the explanation and proof of each other; "and that man
.. Lord Kames made a.like limitation to bis flElements of Criticisxn," which of course !!uggested this.
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is never fit to judge of particular subjects relating to any science who has
D€Vertaken a sunrey of the whole."
The second section treats of the resistance of timber; and in the intro..
ductory remarks to that section I-have endeavoured to point out in what it
consists; from whence it will appear, that the rules for the resistance to
fracture do not apply to the general purposes of building, and therefore
tables of scantlings calculated according to such rules do not agree with
those required in practice.
The second section <?ontainsthe results of many new experiments, both 'on
the stiffness and strength of timber. I have preserved specimens of the pieces
tried; and, on account of the advantage I have reaped ITom making such a
collection, I should be glad to find that the same practice is adopted by
others. I have also been favoured with an account of several experiments
made by Mr. R. Ebbels, together with specimens of the pieces tried. His
selection.ofpieces for trial has been made with. much judgment.
The third section is on the construction of floors; the fourth on roofs;
the fifth on domes; and the sixth on partitions: these are the parts which
demand the greatest part of the carpenter's attention in house-building; and
in each of these sections I have endeavoured to show the most advantageous
methods of construction, illustrated by examples.
The seventh section is on centres for bridges; a subject of much importance, in which some better principles of COI].str~ctjonare shown t4an those
hitherto published.
The eighth section is on wooden bridges, and it may appear to be extended
to a greater length in proportion to its usefulness than was necessary; and
yet, wh en it is considered that there are many situations where bridges are
wanted, and where bridges of timber might be constructed at a small expense,
and .consequently without going beyond the funds that could be appropriated
to such a purpose, a few pages on the subject will not appear to be altogeth~
out of place : as I think.it may be shown, that the first cost and subsequent
repairs of a wooden bridge would be SQ'Small a burden upon the community
in comparison with the expense of a stone, or an iron bridge, that the bene..
fit of these useful structures nUg~t be extended to situations where at J>re~
sent it is unknown..
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In order to prevent repetition, the construction of joints and straps is the
subject of the ninth section; treating of them together gives an opportunity of comparing the different species of jojnts, and, therefore, of unfolding
the principles of construction in a more distinct and effectual manner.
In the tenth section the nature and properties of timber are considered.
In this department of my work I have endeavoured to exhibit a brief but
comprehensive view of the most useful facts and observations that have been
made on this important subject.
Classing the woods may appear to be a refinement not required in a work
on Carpentry, but it is hoped that the following reasons for adding it will be
thought satisfactory. In old specimens, there are some woods 80 nearly
alike that they are often mistaken by common observers; now as it is desirable to know that kind which is most durable; it must be an advantage
to have some character by which different kinds can be distinguished. For
under the impression that chesnut was much employed by our ancestors,
and that it is the durable kind of w.ood found in old buildings, the growth
of it has been lately much encouraged. But I have examined many specimens of old wood that have been shown to me as chesnut, and without an
exception they have proved to be of oak. Perhaps a closer inyestigation
may show that the growth of chesnut has been encouraged on very superficial inquiries respecting its nature. The character which distinguishes oak
from chesnut, is the same as that which distinguishes my two classes of
woods; and the divisions are also founded on such distinctions as will con-

vey useful information.

.

The numerous tables at the end of the work will not form the least useful
part of it. The tables of scantlings were first calculated for' my own use
some years ago, and the arrangement is that which I found most convenient.
They are the first that have be,en published of _the kind, where the calcula-

tions have been made on the principles of the resistance to fJexure.

.

As tables al'e limited to particular purposes, and calculation is an irksome
labour to those who are not accustomed to it, I shall notice some of the
means that may be used to lessen the labour. In the fust place, the calcula.
~ions may be much shortened by using a table of the powers and roots of
numbers. Such a table may be found in Mr. Barlow's Mathematical Tables,
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a work which contains many other very useful ones. Less extensive tables
of powers and roots are given in Dr. C. Hutton's Course of Mathematics,
vo). i.; in the first volume of the Mathematical Tracts of the same author;
in Buchanan's Essay on the Shafts of Mills; and there is a French set of
Tables des Quarres et des Cubes, &c. by Seguin.
Tables of logarithms may be used with much advantage for lessening the
trouble of calculation; and it was my intention to have given the rules for
the logarithmic mode of computation only; but the application is so easy to
anyone so far conversant with logarithms as to be able to use the tables,
that to give them according to the common method is perhaps preferable.
The sliding-rule may also.be employed as a means of reducing-the labour.
It is much to be regretted that this useful instrument is not much often er
eIJlployed in arithmetical operations. The improved, or rather the new
sliding-rule of Dr. Roget (see Philosophical Transactions for 18l5) is better
adapted for the .Qp.er.atimlSin many of the rules of this work than the common one. But with the common one, and a table"of powers and roots, many
of the operations may be performed by inspection only.
Convenience of reference is so desirable in a work of this kind, that I have
employed every means that appeared likely to obtain it. Besides the division of the work into sections, it is also further divided into shprt articles,
l1umberedin a continued series from the beginning to the end. The figures
on the plates are also numbered in a continued series; and each figure has a
reference to the article where it is described, which will often save much
trouble in finding the description. .The table of contents refers to both the
page and the article; the index to the page only, as custom has rendered it

more easy to turn to a subject by means of the number of the page than by
means of that of the article.
When any other part in this work is referred to, the reference is given in
the text between parentheses; but in referring to other works, the reference
is given at the foot of the page. Some of my readers may think that so
many refel'ences to different writers might have been dispensed with; but
if in any of them it rouses a spiri~ of inquiry, one good effect that I had in
view will be obtained.' Besides, j~stice demands that the builder should
know to whom he is indebted for investigating the principles of his art. It
c

,
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cannot be altogether uninteresting to anyone to know, that GaliJeo, Mariotte,
Leibnitz, Euler, Bernoulli, Lagrange, Emerson, Girard, Hutton, Robison,
Young, and many other celebrated men, have directed their talents to the
improvement of the principles of building: and in collecting from the rich
store ofmaterials that are scattered through their works, surely the agreeable
duty of pointing out the sources will not be denied me; nor yet will reference be objected to when my own essays are supported by showing their
agreement with higher authorities. If I have not always noticed where I have
trodden in the steps of others, it was more from the want of the means than
from the want of the will. My claims to novelty are few, as after a little
research I have often had the mortification to find the ground already occupied which once appeared to be my own.
The tables of specific gravities, at the end of the volume, were collected,
and the plates were drawn, by my brother, R. Tredgold; the merits or demerits of the rest of the work are my own. In executing it I have laboured
under many disadvantages; it has been written in the short intenyals between the hours of business, with. very limited means of consulting the
works of others, and. without the advantage of any other education than
that of which my own industry has made me master. On these grounds
then I claim the indulgence of the reader; and I hope, that after an impar...
tial review of the whole, he will find more to approve than to condemn.
LONDON,
April 20-, 18~O.
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PRINCIPLES

ELEMENTARY
OF

CARPENTRY.

INTRODUCTION.
ART. 1. CARPENTRY is the art of combining pieces of timber for the support of
any considerable weight or pressure.
The theory of carpentry is founded on two distinct branches of mechanical science:
the one informs us how strains are propagated through a system of framing; the other
bow to proportion the resistance of its parts, so that all may be sufficiently strong to
resist the strains to which they are exposed. The one determines the stability of
position, the other the stability of resistance. Each of these will be considered in the
most simple manner the subject will admit of, with the addition of rules and practicai
remarks.
Timber is wrought into various forms according to the principles of geometry; and
these forms are to be preserved in their original shape only by adjusting the stress and
:strain according to tbe laws of mechanics. Hence the importance of studying both
these sciences is evident, and particularly the latter; as, without the stress and strain
be accurately adjusted, the most careful attention to geometrical rules, and the most
skilful workmanship, :will be exerted in vain. For instance, if the centre of an arch
were to be drawn and worked ever so truly to the curve required, what would it avail
if the centre changed its form with every course of stone laid upon it? And it must
be remarked, that this is not an imaginary case, but one that has frequently happened;
and not only to men ignorant of mechanics, but also to some of the most celebrated
engineers that France ever produced.
B
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The engineers of our own country have been more successful; they have succeeded
in gradllally improving a better principle of constructing centres, than any of the
numerous ones designed by the French engineers. The greatest defect of the English
centres is an excess of strength, W11ichon principles of economy it would be desirable
to avoid.
2. The stability of position is determined by that part of mechapjcal science which
treats of the pressure and equilibrium of bodies. Its application to the carp~nter's
purposes has been effected in the most clear, simple, and useful manner, by Professor
Robison, in the article Roof in the Encyclopredia Britannica, and Carpentry in the
Supplement to that valuable work. To the latter article in particular I am .indebted for
II.Ssistance in the following page.s. But though Professor Robison treated the subject
in the most popular and simple manner, the greater part of the principles and rules in
his articles had been investigated before by Emerson, in his Mechanics, Fluxions,
Algebra, and Miscellanies.
3. The stability of resistance is determined by that part of mechanical science which
treats of the resistance of solid bodies. And notwithstanding the valuable accessions
which the theory of carpentry had received from the labours of Emerson, and the
excellent articles by Professor Robison, the carpenter was not able to reap much
benefit from them till the importance of the laws of flexure was d~veloped by Dr.
Thomas Young, in his Lectures on Natural Philosophy. It is true some .of the continental mathematicians had be.en occupied before in ~esearches. relative to the flexure
of columns; but their method is embarrassed with so many. difficulties, and so intricate
~ itself, that human care was scarcely capable. of preventing elTors from creeping into
their investigations.
By adopting a more simple and elegant method, Dr. Young has estabiished many
important principles relating to the tlexure of bodies. But still something more simple
appears to be wanted for the carpenter's purposes; a work that, without aiming at
refined mathematical demonstration, should indicate the sources from which its rules
may be derived. Such a work, I hope, this will be found; at the same time, from its
.being confined to su.bjects connected with carpentry, the same information m.ay be
gained at less expense than from books where the su.bject of carpentry is only treated
of in as far as it is connected with philosophy and science.
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SECTION I.
OF THE EQUILIBRIUM AND PRESSURE OF BEAMS, OR THE
STABILITY OF POSITION.
4. IT is through a knowledge of the composition and resolution of forces alone that:
the carpenter can expect to arrive at excellence in the art of designing frames of timber,.
for the purpose of building, for machines, and other uses; as without this knowledge
it would be impossible for him to understand clearly what is to be aimed at in such
designs; or even to know whether a design of his own would answer its intended
purpose or not.
The first step towards obtaining this. knowledge, is that of acquiring just notions of
the action of forces.
5. A heavy body always exerts a force equal to its own weight, in a vertical direction;
and would always descend in a vertical line, if not forced out of that direction by some
uther force.
6. But when a heavy body W (Plate 1. fig. 1) is sustained by two beams AC and
BC, its effects on these beams depend on their position; the further the ends A and B
are set apart, the greater will be the strains on the beams; and the contrary. Here it
is obvious the weight resolves itself into two forces, one in the direction of each beam.
We may now proceed to explain what is meant by the composition and resolution of
forces.
Of the Composition and Resolution of Forces.

7. The

resolution of forces consists in finding two or more forces, which, acting in any
different directions, shall have the same effect as any given singleJorce. .For the weight.
W (fig. 1) might be sustained by a vertical force in the direction cC equal to the
weight, and this vertical force; it is obvious, may be resolved into two forces in the
directions of the be'ams that would produce exactly the same effect as the vertical
(orce et.
8. The 'Compouti-onof forces consists in finding one force that shall produce the same
effect as two or more forces acting in different direction$. This is nothing more than
the reverse of the resolution of forces, and may be accomplished in the same manner.
9. If a vertical line Cc (jig. 1) be drawn through the centre of the weight, and a c be
drawn parallel to the beam AC; also be parallel to BC; then, the relations between
the weight and the pressures will be found by the following proportion! .:
"82
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As the line Cc,
Is to the line Cb ;
So is the weight W,
To the pressure in the direction of the beam Ac.
Also, As the line Cc,
Is to the line Ca;
So is the weight W,
To the pressure in the direction of the beam CB.
To those who are acquainted with the principles of mechanics the truth of the principle,
from which these proportions are derived, requires no illustration; but such as have not
had the advantage of that branch of learning, may, by ha~ing recourse to the following
simple experiment, not only satisfy themselves of its truth, but also render themselves
more familiar with tne nature of forces *-.
10. Let a thread or fine line be passed over the pulleys Band c (fig. 2;) and let a
known weigbt be attached to each end of the line, as at band c; also let another thread
be knotted to the first one at any point A, and attach a known weight to the end W. Then,
if the sum of the weights b and c be greater than the single weight W, there is a certain
position in which the assemblage will be at rest; and if it be deranged by pulling at any
of the weights, it will return of itself to the same position when left at liberty. Therefore, in that position, and in that position only, the weights will balance one another, or
be in equilibrio. Now if the positions of the threads, when the weights balance one
another, were drawn upon paper; and, from a scale of equal parts, AF were made equal
to the number of pounds in the weight W, and the line BA were continued to E, and
the line FE drawn parallel to AC; then FE measured by the same scale of equal parts
would show the number of pounds in the weight at c; also the measm'e of the line AE
would be equal to the number of pounds in the weight b.
If the three weights be equal, then the three lines AF, FE, and AE will be equal, and
the angles formed by the threads round the knot will be equal.
I]. And, universally, whenever the directions of three forces are in the same plane,
and meet in a point, and are ill cquilibrio, those forces will be represented in magnitude
by the three sides of a triil:ngle drawn parallel to the directions of the foi'ces.
i2. Consequently if a body be kept at rest by three forces, and any two of them be
represented in magnitude and direction by two sides of a triangle, the third side taken in
order will represent the magnitude and direction of the other force.
13. Also, because

the sides of triangles

are as the sines of the opposite angles

t,

it

. The read~r who wishes to baTe more 8cientinc information on the subject will tind it 3bly handled in Gregory's
Mechanics, vol. i. c~p. 2; .he may also constllt Marat's Mechanics, book i. sect, 1 ; 6r Wood's Me~hanics. sect. 8.

t

Greg:ory'l

'l'rigonometry,

page. 17,
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follows, that when three forccs keep a body in equilibrio, each force is proportional to
the sine of the angle made by the directions of the other two. Thus, the weight W Jfig. 2)
is as the si?e of the angle AEF, the weight b as the sine of the angle AFE, &c.
It may, however, be observed, that the designs of framing are always drawn on paper
to a scale; hence the proportions of the forces may always be obtained immediately from
the figure without the trouble of calculation, and the values of the forces so obtained
will be accurate enough for any practical purpose. This method then will be adopted,
whene,.cr it is found most convenient, in the following pages.
14. Again, considering the combination of forces in jig. 1; let the vertical line Cc be
drawn, and by a scale of equal parts make Cc equal to the number of pounds, hundred
weights, or tons, contained in the weight W. Then draw cb parallel to BC, and c a parallel to AC; aud Cb, measured from. the same scale, will show the number of pounds,
hund~.ed weights, or tons, by which the beam CA is strained; and, ill like manner, Ca will
be the measure of the strain on the beam CB, in pounds, hundred weights, or tons. The
pressure is not altered by making the beams longer or shorter, so long as their positions
remain the same; but the power of a beam, to resist pressure, is much lessened by increasing its length. But the effect of this power will be considered in another part of
the work (see Section H. art. 125.) Ouly here it may be remarked, that when one
beam is much longer than another, in a system of framing, the position of the line of
direction of the weight will vary a little from its intended position; because a beam of
ten feet in length will compress twice as much as one that is only five feet long, which
must cause a conesponding change in the directions of the forces. Also if a beam that
has to sustain a pressure in the direction of its length be joined in several pla.ces~it will
yield more than one that has no other joints than those at its ends; and the yielding will
be nearly in proportion to the number of joints, supposing them all to be equally well
made; for it is impossible to make a joint that will not yield in some degree.
Changes of form in an assemblage, or system of framing, almost always increase the
power of the weight, and often produce cross-strains that are attended with the worst
consequences when such changes are not foreseen, and provided for accordingly.

Effect of Position.
15. If the position of the beam CB (fig. I) were changed to that shown by the dotted
lines CE, the magnitude of the strain would be prodigiously'increased on both beams.
By drawing lines parallel to the beams ~n this position, expressing the wftight by the line
Cc the same as before, then the pressure on the beam"in the position CE will be mea'Sured by the line Cd instead of Ca, being much increased; while the strain on the beam

CA will be nearly doubled, being represented by the line Ce.
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Hence it appears that enormous strains may be produced by a comparatively small
weight; merely by altering the position of the supports. The reader will do well to
consider these changes with attention, and to draw figures in different positions, estimating the pressures according to each position; which will render his mind familiar
with the subject; and enable him, in practice, to form accurate notions of the magnitudes of pressures, without the labour of calculation.

To measure the Strains in a Framed T,'uss.
16. If, instead of placing the weight on the point where the beams meet, the beam~
were framed into a piece of timber, CE (fig, 3) and the weight W suspended at E; the
pressures would still be propagated in the same manner, and would be found by the same
means; Cc representing the. weight, Cb the pressure in the direction of the_beam CA, and
Ca the pressure in the direction of the beam CB.
In this case CE performs the office of the king-post in a roof.
17. Hitherto the ends of the beams, marked A and B, in fig. I and 3, have been considered to be supported by an immoveable obstacle, but they obviously have a tendency
to spread; therefore they might be co~nected by a rope, a rod of iron, or another beam;
which would answer a purpose nearly similar to the tie-beam of a roof. It is not quite
the same, because a tie-beam has in general to support a ceiling, which a rope 01'rod of
iron would not be sufficient to do.
Let .fig. 4 represent an assemblage of this kind, where AB is the tie to prevent the
lower ends of the beams AC, and CB, from spreading. This form is similar to the truss
of a roof.
The strain on the tie AB may be found by drawing bf parallel to the tie AB; filen, if
Cb represent the pounds or tons with which AC is pressed (found by art. 14;) hf,
measured from the same scale of equal parts, will be equal to the strain in the direction
of the length of the beam or tie AB in pounds or tons. And the equal and opposite
strain at B is measured by e D.
Of Framed Le'Oe1'!.

18. Letfig.4 be inverted, and supported at C, as represented infig. 5; and a weight
hung at each end, 80 as to balance one another; then the proportion of the strains would
remain precisely the same; and it shows how a powerful lever may be framed, and also
makes us acquainted with the nature of the strains produced in a solid beam when it
performs the office of a lever. The tie AB is in a state of tension, the beams AC and
BC are compressed; in a solid beam the same thing takes place, thE:side next the sup-
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port is always compressed, and the opposite side is always in a state of tension. Thus
we see the same general principle regulates the equilibrium of matter in all cases, and
that ail forces act by the same laws; which naturally leads us to admire the wisdom of
our Creator, who has, by the same simple, and yet general property of forces, accomplished such a wonderful series of effects.
It may be observed, that when the frame is inverted, as infig.5, and the tie AB is perfectly straight, there is no strain on the piece CE. But if the tie were of the-form shown
by the dotted line AgB, then the piece gEC would be compre~sed; and, on the contrary,
if the tie were of the form represented by the dotted line AhB, the piece hC would be in
a state of tension, or dJ;awn in direction of tts length. It is the same with a solid beam;
as when it becomes bent in any considerable degree new forces are call~d into action,
and it always bends considerabJy before breaking; consequently, rules that do not include the effect of the forces that are brought into action, by the bending of a beam,
canl10t perfectly agree with experiments. The investigation of the stiffness of beams,
which is the most useful to the carpenter, being confined to the first degrees of flexure,
is not liable to this objection.

Effect of Position further

considered.

19. To take another example-; let fig. 6 represent a frame fixed against a wall, and let
the weight be suspended from the point C, where the beams CA and CB join. In this
assemblage, the beam AC will be stretched, and the beam CB will be compressed; or"
In other words, AC will act as a tie, and CB as a strut.
To estimate the quantities of the pressures, draw the line Cc in the direction in which
the weight would move if left at liberty, that is, in a vertical direction; then, from a
scale of equal parts, set off Cc equal to the weight in pounds; from c, draw c b parallel
to CA; and Cb will represent the force pressing on the beam CB; also, ~ b will repre!ent that stretching CA, which being each measured by the scale will give the values of
these strains in pounds.
If t~e position of the beams in fig. 6 were changed to t~at shown in fig. 7, the beam
BC would still act as a strut; that is, the weight would have a tendency to compress it :
this is evident, because, notwithstanding its inclined position, its place could not be sup~
plied by a rope, which" would be the case if it were only stretched.
Also, infig. 8, AC is in a state of tension, and its place might be supplied by a rope,
though it "appears from.its position to "act as a strut. In either of these cases the magnitudes of the strai~ are to be estimated as in fig. 6. As the line representing the weight
is the same in each, by comparing these figures it will be seen how much the pressure!
Me increased by altering the position of the beams.
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20. The last three figures are each similar to the jib of a cran~, but the strain upon
the jib of a crane is very different: this difference I will endeavour to explain, and in so
doing will point out some principles that ought to be attended to in the construction of
jibs.
Let DCE represent the rope by which the weight is raised (jig. 9) passing ove\' a pulley
at C; it is clear that the strain in the direction CD is equal to the strain in the directIOn
CE; but in each of the cases represented in fig. 6,7, and 8, the strain was in the direction CE only.
Now if we make CE equal to CD; and draw BE parallel to DC, cutting the line DB
in B; then, joining BC, we have the direction of a beam that would sustain the forces
in the directions DC and EC: and the beam placed in the direction BC would sustaiu
the whole effect of the strains with the least force possible; only requiring a piece AC to

steady it. .
Bllt when the beam BC is placed in any other position than that found by constructing a parallelogram on the directions of the ropes, the effect of the straining forces wiU
be increased; and will vary according to the position of the sustaining beams. For example, let the beam BC be removed to the position shown by the dotted lines B1C.
Thell both AC and BIC will be in a state of compression. Let the vertical Ca represent
the weight V.T,then Cb will represent the force in the direction of the beam in th€ position CB!; and bc, that comp\'essing the beam AC, from which the equivalents of these
forces in pounds or other weights may be ascertained.
Again, suppose the beam BC to be removed to the position shown by the dotted
lines BiC, instead of BIC; then it would be compressed, and the strain nearly doubled;
while the beam AC would be in a state of tension, under a considerable strain. This is of
all others the most defective form for a crane jib; yet it is that which is most commonly
used. When CA represents the weight W, Ce represents the pressure on the beam BiC;
and c e the tension on the beam AC; and being compared, with the same line to represent the weight, in each case we see how devoid of principle the usual methods of construction are, as well as the obvious means Qf improvement.
21. The beam BC, in the jib of a crane, is called the spur; and the position, so that it
shall be th~ best, adapted for the purpose, appears to be, to place it a little below the diagonal of a parallelogram, constructed on the directjons of the ropes. This diagonal may
be found"as follows: Let DF be the shaft (fig. 10, Plate H.) and DC, CE, the directions
of the ropes for raising the weights. Make CA equal to CG; and draw BG parallel to AC~
and AB parallel to CG; then join CB, and it is the diagonal required. Then, to place the
foot of the spur a little lower than the point F, where the diagonal cuts the line of the
shaft, causes bath the spur and head-piece to be compressed, and prod,uces'the strongest
arrangement, and one that will move more steadily than any other.
It is scarcely necessary to state, that in all these cases the beams have been supposed
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to be capable of motion at the joints, or points of connection; as all the firmness tnat
can be given at the joints is so v.ery small in heavy framing, that its effect, in all cases
where calculation is necessary, may be left out of the question. The methods of connecting or joining framing will be considered in a separate section. (See Sect. IX.)

To distinguish Tiesfrom Struts.
22. It is necessary, in estimating the streligth of framing, that we should be able to
distinguish the struts from the ties; that is, to ascertain which of the beams are compressed, and which of them are stretched. By attending to the following considerations,
this may be easily determined. From the point on which the straining force acts, draw
a line in the direction the force would move in, if the framing were removed. When
this line falls within the angle formed by the pieces strained, then both pieces are compressed~ But when it falls within the angle formed by producing the directions of the
5ustaining pieces, then both the pieces are in a state of tension.
The following method is a more general one, and includes the case just stated.
23. Let a parallelogram be constructed, on the direction of the straining force as a
diagonal; the sides of the parallelogram being parallel to the sustaining forces; th~n, let
the other diagonal of the parallelogram be drawn; and parallel to it, draw a line through
the point where the directions of the forces meet. Consider towards which side of this
line the straining force would move if left at liberty; and all supports o~ that side will
be in a state of compression, and all those on the other side will be in a state of tension.
The same thing would be true of a plane passing through the point where the forces
meet, when three or more forces meet that are not in the same plane; but such cases
are of rare occurrence; therefore, I shall only apply it. to the examples in fig. 3, 6, and
7, Plate 1. which will enable the reader to apply the method to all cases where the
sustaining forces a.re in the same plane.
In fig. 3, 6, and 7, Plate I. Cc is the direction of the straining force, on which as a
diagonal the parallelogram Cbca is drawn, the sides of it being parallel to the resisting
or sustaining beams: join b a, and draw the. dotted line e e parallel to b a in each figure;
then, in fig. 3, the straining force would move towards E, if left at liberty; therefore
both the beams are compressed, being both on that side of the line ee'.
In fig. 6 and 7, only the lower sustaining beams are compressed, the upper ones are
extended; and if the line ee' were drawn tofig. 2, it would show that both the support~
are in a state of tension.
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To find the Resultant of a System of FO't'ces.

24. As the strain upon a piece of framing is often produced by two or more forces,
acting in different directions, of which the crane is an instance, the means of finding a
force and its directions that would be equal in effect to two or more forces may be next
considered a little more attentively. In all cases where the strain is produced by the
action of several forces meeting in one point, these forces must be reduced to a single
force, capable of producing the same effect; otherwise it will not be possible to determine the strain upon the supports.
25. A force capable of producing the same effect as two or more forces, is called the
resultant of those forces.
Let AC represent the magnitude and direction of a force, acting on the body C,
(Plate n. fig. ll,) and BC the magnitude and direction of another force also acting on
the body C. Then to :find the resultant, draw hB parallel to AC; and Ab parallel to
BC; join bC, which represents the resultant required. The lines connecting the points
A, C, B, h, form a parallelogram, of which bC is the diagonal; and whenever two sides
of a parallelogram are parallel to the directions, and proportional to energy of two forces,
the diagonal will represent the direction and energy of a force that would produce the
same effect. A parallelogram constructed in this manner is called a parallelogram rif
forces.
Also, if the force bC were to act in the opposite direction, that is, from a.towards C,
it would retain the two forces AC and BC in equilibrio; but two forces only can neyer
be in equilibrium unless their directions be exactly opposite, and the forces equal; and
the direction they would move in wben not exactly opposite, is shown by producing the
diagonal of the parallelogram drawn on their directions. Thus Ca (fig. ll, Plate n.) is
the diagonal produced~ and consequently the direction in which the forces AC and BC
would cause the body C to move.
26. . If it were required to find the resultant of three forces pressing {>nthe point C,
of whiCh the ~agnitudes and directions were represented by t~e lines AC, BC, and DC,
(jig. 12, Pl~te n.) In. the first. place complete the parallelogram BCDb, as in the preceding example; from whioh we find bC to be the resultant of the two forces BC and
DC. Tllen consider bC and AC as two forces, and complete the parallelogram AabC,
and aC is the resultant required; that is, a force, the magnitude and directi~n of which
is represented by aC, would produce the same effect in moving the point C as the three
forces AC, BC, and DC. Also, a force equal to aC, anClopposite, would- keep these
three forces in equilibrio~
By pursuing the same method of reduction, the resultant of any number of force~
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tending to one point may be found; but the same thing may be effected more simply
as follows:
27~ Let AC, BC, and DC, fig. 13, be the three forces*; beginning at any force, as at
B, make Ba parallel and equal to the next force DC; and then make a d parallel, and
equal to tke other force AC ; join dC, and it is the resultant of the three forces.
The figure BadC is called the polygon of f01'ces, and the number of its sides will
always be one more than the number of the forces.
28. When any strain is produced by a single force it is sometimes useful to know its
effect in a particular direction, in order to apply an equivalent support in tha.t direction.
Thus, when a force acts obliquely against the plain surface of an immoveable obstacle,
the force will have a tendency to slide along the plane; because two forces cannot
sustain each other unless they be equal and opposite. Let a force AC, fig. 14, act upon.
the even surface of a plane CB; it is evident that only part of this force ~ be exerted
in a direction perpendicular to the plane, and this part will be represented by the line
AB, drawn perpendicular to the plane; and then, CB will represent the force that
would prevent it sliding along the plane.
When two pieces of timber are joined obliquely, the pressure on the different parti
of the joint may be ascertained by this method; for example, let DB, fig. 15, represent
the end of a tie-beam, and AC the principal rafter; the force in the direction of the
rafter being represented by AC. Then AB being perpendicular to the part Ca of the
joint, will represent the pressure upon it, and the pressure on the part Cd will be
represented by CB; consequently CB will be the measnre, of the force tending to
$plinter off the part D. (See Sect. IX. on Joints.)
We cannot often oppose a force by one directly opposite, but we can generally find
two forces that will answer the pnrpose; and by constituting a triangle on their directions, and that of the force to be supported, their proportions can always be ascertained.
This principle is the m~st important one in the theory of carpentry.
29. In general the designs for framing may be so contrived, that the load rest! upon
two or more points.'; for example, the weight of a roof acts on the truss which supports
it, only at the points where the purlins bear upon the truss; and when these points are
supported by struts, the forces may be considered, without material error, to be in the
direction of the principal rafters. But when the load is uniformly distributed over the
rafter, and it is supported at the ends only, the strain upon the tie-beam is no long~r in
the direction

of the rafter:

and

~

there are some important

strains produced by the

action of uniform loads, the nature of thege strains will form the next object of inqniry.
. Where forces are represented in magnitude and direction 'b,.lines, the lines only are u.ed for the laic of dearacn
:md C:OIlcaenel.to. expnu the furces.
c2
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In order to render the inquiry more clear and simple, let the load be supposed to
arise from the weight of the'lJeams themselves.

Of the Centre of Gravit!l'
30. In a heavy beam there is a single point, by which it may be supported; and if so
supported, it may be placed in any position, and remain at rest. Whereas, were i1i
supported by any other point, it would rest only in certain positions.
This point is called the centre of gra7.1ityof the beam.
A beam AB, suspended by a pin at C (fig. 16, Plate H.) passing exactly through the
centre of gravity will rest in the poshion AB; or in that shown by the dotted lines ab,
Qr any other. And the same thing will have place let .the body be ever so irregular,
provided the support passes exactly through the centre of gravity.
The centre of gravity of an uniform cylinder or prism, is at the middle of its length.
In a triangle the centre of gravity is in a line drawn from the vertex to the middle of
the base, and at the distance of one-third of that line from the base.
In cones or pyramids the centre of gravity is one-fourth of the height from the base.
The place of the centre of gravity in various planes, lines, and solids, has been determined by mechanical writers; and as the subject is considered in most works on
mechanics~, it is not necessary to enlarge. upon it here; because when the rules become
complicated it is easier to ascertain it by mechanical means, and in irregular figures
such contrivances must be resorted to.
~e most us~ful mechanical methods of finding the centre of gravity are the
folloWing;
31. To find the centre of gravity of a body with plain sides, suspend it by the cord
AEB, fig. 17~fIxed to the body at A and B, and passing over a pin E. When the body
is at Test by means of a line and plllmmet, draw a plumb or vertical line upon it, as at ab.
Then, slide the cord upon the pin E, so as to change the position of the body as much
as possible; and when it is at rest again, draw another vertical line upon it, and where
this vert~calline crosses the former one wlll be the centre of gravity of the body.
32. Another method. Balance the body upon the edge of a triangular prism (see
fig. 18), and mark a line upon it close by the edge of the prism; then change the
position of the body '~pon the prism, balance it again, and a line drawn by the edge of
.the prism will cross the former one, and the point of intersection will be the place of
tbe centre of gravity of tne body.
. Sre Gregof)'" Mechanics, Tol. i. ch.p. Hi.; or Marat'i Mef.anic.. book i. sect. m.
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The intersecting lines should cross each other nearly at right angles if possible, as
the nearer they cross at right angles the more accurately the point will be found.
The same thing may be done by laying the body upon a bench, and moving it so as
to balance over the edge, or till it be just on the point of faIJing off. Then mark a line
along by the (>dgeof the bench, and do the same in another position, which will in like
manner determine the centre of gravity.
33. It is a principle in mechanics, that when a body is supported and at rest, the
directions of the supporting forces must either meet at the centre of gravity, or in a
vertical line passing through it, except the forces be parallel to one another;,\o.
34. And when a body is supported by one or more planes, and the body is at rest, th~
pressure on the planes is in a direction perpendicular to their surfaces; when the pres'Sure upon the plane is in an oblique direction, the body will not remain at rest, unless it
be in consequence of the friction of the surfaces, which is neglected in this inquiry.
By the help of these principles it will be easy to determine the direction of the
pressures produced by a heavy beam or other body in some of the most useful cases.

Of the Pressure of Inclined Beams.
35. Let AB be a beam, Plate n. fig. 19, resting against the vertical wall HQ, and C
its eentre of gravity; the lower end resting on an abutment cut in the beam AD.
Through the centre of gravity C, draw the vertical line c e; and draw cB perpendicular
to BD, meeting c e in c. Join Ac, which will be the direction of the pressure against
the abutment at A; and that the beam may have no tendency whatever to slide, the
-abutment should be perpendicular to Ac.
Also, if c e, taken from a scale of equal parts, represent the weight, and a e be drawn
parallel to cB, then a e will represent the pressure against the wall at B, and c a the
pressure against the abutment at A. The horizontal thrust at the abutment "A,is also
measured by the line a e; as it is always equal to the horizontal pr~ssure against the
wall at B. The pressures of shed or lean-to roofing are sbown by this exampl~.
36. Let AD be a smooth horizontal plane, and BD a smooth vertical plane (Plate Il.
fig. 20;) the force which the end A, of the beam AB, would exert in a horizontal direc-

tion in any position of the beam, may be f~:)Undby the equation

Wx

':

~

= the

horizontal thrust: Where W is the weight <?fthe beam, m the distance of the centre of
-gravity AC from the lower end; a the angle which the beRJIl forms with the 4onz.on!
:and h the height BD of the upper end. of the.oeam.

. GreJQrf.Mechanics,
~ol.i.art.:Oq.
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It is evident from this equation.) that when the weight is the same, the length of the
beam does not alter the horizontal thrust, while the angle of inclination and distance of
the centre of gravity are not varied. And that the horizontal thrust increases in proportion to the distance of the centre of gT'dvityfrom the lower end, and that it also
increases as the angle of inclination decreases.
37. It has been already stated, that the abutment should be perpendicular to the
direction of the pressure (art. 35;) and it may be shown that the tangent of that angle
which the abutment for the lower end should form with the horizontal plane is equal
m x cos. a;
AD
which becomes
when tbe centre of gravity is at the middle of the
to
It
2h
length of the beam. Hence the angle may be easily calculated.
38. When the beam moves between the planes, so that the lower end slides along the
plane AD, fig. 29, and the upper end down the plane BD, the centre of gravity C will
describe a poition of an ellipse of which BC will be the semi-transverse, and AC the
semi-conjugate axis. And when the centre of gravity is in the middle of the length of
the beam, it will describe a circle; of which the radius is equal to half the lengt.h of the
beam *. This curious property may in many cases be applied to describe an ellipse on
a large scale with advantage, as it is simple and easy to put in practice almost in any
situation.. The line infig. 20 shows the part of an ellipse so described.
39. When two similar and equal beams AD and DB, are placed in tbe position represented in fig. 21; CC' being their centres of gravity; then their pressures against each
other, at. the point where they meet, will be equal and opposite; and their horizontal
thrusts will also be equal, and may be found by art. 35 and 36; as each beam is obviously in the same state 'as that. in fig. 19.
As the horizontal thrust of a roof is nothing more than a particular case, which is
easily solved by the same rules, I wHl"give the equation in art. 36, in words at length,
with an example of its application to that purpose.
'40. RULEfor the Hori%ontal Thrust of an inclined Beam. Multiply the weight in
pounds by the .cosine of' the angle of inclination; and multiply this product by the
distance~ in feet, of the centre of gravity from the lower end; divide the last product
by the height DE in feet, and the quotient will be the horizontal thrust in pounds.
Example. Let tbe weight diffused over the length of a rafter be 1600 lbs. T.b.eangle of
incli~ation 2/].degrees, of which .the cosine is '891; and the distance of the centre of gravity from the lower end, 7 feet; the rise or height DE being 6 feet 6 inches, or 6'5 feet.
Then,

1600

~::91

~

'7

~ ~:'2

-15341bs. nearly for the horizontalthrust, which is

110tmuch less than the weight in this particular case.
. Edinburih 'Revie"~ voL~. p. 387.
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When the centre of gravity is at the middle of the length of the rafter, the rule
becomes more simple, and may be stated as follows:
RULE, when the centre of gravity is at the middle of the length of the rafter or beam.
Multiply the weight in pounds by the distance AB, in feet, (which in a roof is half the
span), and divide the product by twice the height DE, in feet, and the quotient will be
the horizontal thrust.
Example. The weight ulliformly distributed over a rafter .is 200 lbs.; the span of
the roof is 20 feet, half of which is 10 feet; and the height of the roof is 5 feet.
200 x 10=200 lbs. the horizontal thrust, which is exactly the same as the weight,
Then,
2x5
and will always be so when the roof rises exactly one-fourth of the span, but not in
othel' cases.
4]. Let us now suppose a weight to be laid on at D, in fig. 21, its effect would be to
press the beams in the directions o( their lengths, as has been shown, and the magnitudes of these pressures may be found by the former articles (see art. 6 and 14.) Hence
we see that a beam performing the part of a strut or an oblique support is often strained
by two forces, the one being caused by the weight supported, and tbe other by the
weight of the beam itself, or some uniform load. But it is a well ascertained fact, that
a beam pressed in the direction of its length is very much weakened by a cross strain of
this kind. If a beam happens to have a slight natural curvature, the convex side should
be placed upwards, which ,,~1l counteract the effect of the weight of the beam.
42. It is easy to alter the directions of the pressures of a b~am by altering the
position of the supporting surfaces. If, for example, the beam AB, fig. 22, were cnt so
as to rest upon two level plates at A and B, the beam would have no tendency whatever
to slide, notwitbstabding its inclined position, and consequently it would have no
nonzolltal thrust. The carpenter may in many cases take advantage of this circumstance jn preventing oblique strains upon the points of support, for those supports rp.ay
be abundantly strong to resist a perpendicular pressure, and yet be incapable of
sustainn1g a very small force in an oblique direction.
The present example shows that by cutting tbe rafters of a shed roof so that they may
rest levell1pon the plates, the roof will have no tendency to push 'out the 19wer wall.
43. To find the perpendicular pressure upon tbe points of slIpport, draw the l1ori20ntalline a h through G the centre of gravity of the beam.
WxbG.
Then,
IS equal to the pressure on A,
ab
WxaG.
ISequaloo th e pressure on B * ;
And,

ab
Or, as hG : aG :: pressute on A : pressure on B.

. Gr~ort'M~haniCJJ
TO!.
i.art.80.
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The relations between the weight \V, and the pressures on the points of support, m-~
the same in a straight beam, lrod in a horizontal position upon two supports, fig. 23.

DJ the Strain upon Bearm laid horizontally.

44. Wben a beam is laid in a horizontal position, as in fig. 23, and a load is uniformly
distributed over its length, or the beam is only loaded by its own weight, the strain upon
the beam is the same as if half the weight were acting at its centre of gravity.
But if the weight be distributed over the beam it must be of a yielding nature, other-wise this rule will not hold good. If a strong short beam be laid upon the first beam"
and the weight upon that, the strain upon the lower beam would be removed to the
points where the ends of the short beam would rest upon the longer one, and of COU!se
the strength of the lon~er one would be much increased.
45. When a beam is supported at the ends, as fig. 24, the stress arising from any
weight, W, produces the greatest strain when it is applied in the middle of the length.
And, if w be the greatest weight the beam would support in the middle, the greatestweight W that it could support at any other point C, will be found by the followin~

proportion:

.

As the distance AC multiplied by the distance BC,
Is to the square of half the length of the beam;
So is the weight w, that could be supported in the middle,
To the weight W that could be supported at the point C.
From whence it appears; that a beam 20 feet long will bear double the weight, at
3 feet distance from one end, that it would bear in the middle of its length. Consequently the further a load can be removed fro~ tbe middle of the beam the better;
and when it is necessary to place the stress at or near the middle, it ii of great importance to cut the timber as little as possible with mortices at the point where the
stress acts, and the piece should be as free as possible from knots in that point. Als07
as a beam is generally weakest at the point strained, the same precautions should be
attended to wherever the strain may be.
46. If fVbe the greatest weight a beam whose length is L will bear in the middle of
its length, and it be required to support by that beam any greater weight W, the point
C may be found by this equation,

x (1+ .vw w) = the
w

distance of the point C from
~
the ends. The upper sign gives the distance from the remote end, the lower sign gives
the distance from the nearest end.
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of an Assemblage of Beama.

47. When an opening is too wide to be spanned with one or even two pieces of
timber, it may be effected by a combination of pieces which bear a near resemblance to
an arch in masonry; tl1e principles of stability are not, however, exactly th.e same. In
a piece of carpentry the stability is gained by tbe strength of the material, and the
mode of connection; in a stone arch the stability is gained by a proper disposition~
and depth of the joints. The principles of equilibrium, as established by mathematical
writers, are better suited to the kind of construction employed in carpentry, than to a
stone arch; but it requires some modifications which have only lately been found to be
necessary*. When a combination of beams is strained by a force which tends to
destroy the balance of its parts, if the strain at any part be examined, it will be found
to be of two kinds; the one stretching, the other compressing: and in the depth of the
framing there will be one point in a neutral state, in the same manner as in a solid
beam. Now the curve of equilibrium should pass through the neutral points, and n~t
form the inner line of the system of framing, as Emerson, Hutton, and others assertt.
If the combination consisted of single frames, or blocks, without connection, but
merely abutting against each other, the forces excited by a strain on any part would be
wholly of the compressive kind, as it is in a stone arch; and in this case we have not a
satisfactory investigation of the laws of stability. But in a combination of beams, to
lose the advantage of connection, is to lose that in which the excellence of the carpenter's art chiefly consists; therefore the latter case need not be considered.

Of the Points of Fracture in a System of Framilzg.
48. Th~ balance of the parts in a system of framing is not so complicat~ 8 question
as it is generally imagined to be; at least it is not so while our inquirieS are confined to
practical cases. A system of framing for spanning a wide opening is generally composed of two equal and symmetrical parts; and when it is loaded, the load i~ also
similarly disposed. When the parts are loaded so as not to be in equilibrio, the system
will divide itself into four p~ts only, and not more.
49. Again, if the system be balanced, and rupture. be produced by a. weight laid on
at any particular point, the system may either divide itself into three or four parts.
When the weight is laid upon the system -at or near the middle of the span., it will
. Encyclopaedia BritaDnica, Supp\etDent to 5tb editioo, &11;.Brid&,e.
t :EmenoD'S Fhwons, stct. H. prob. 20; Huttoo's Principles of Brid~es.
.u
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diyide itself into four parts. \\7hen the weight is laid upon it at some distance from the
middle, the framing will generally divide itself into three parts.
50. Let fig. 25, Plate Ill. represent a system of framing, which is similar to onc
applied by Mr. Seppings, for the roof of a dock for building ships under cover;;''' The
part') of this "roof are obviously not in equilibrio, and the weight of the roof itself tends
to cause fracture at the points B) C, and B', consequently to break the roof into four
parts, AB, BC, CB', and B'A'.
The uprights AB and A'B', have neither position nor weight to balance the spread of
the superior parts; and the stability of the system depends wholly on the strength of
the post to resist a cross strain, and the connection of the parts. By a proper disposal
of the parts of this roof, the greater part of the strain arising from the weight of the
roof itself might have be~n removed; and of course the roof would be much stronger
to resist any othet' force, such as the wind, &c.; or it might have been constructed
with less matelial and labour.
I have cited this example to show that it is as essential tnat the principles of equilibrium should be known, as it is to understand the best method of stiffening and connecting the parts. The roof of Mr. Seppings is a fine example of the latter, and it has
undoubtedly been for the purpose of leaving as much free space as possible, that the
upright posts only were used; for an oblique stmt in the direction aB would have
added much to the stability of the frame

t.

.

51. To find the position of the side posts so that the roof may be in equilibrio. Let G
be the centre of gravity of that part of the frame between B and C, fig. 26. Draw the
vertical line b g through G, and from the middle of the depth of the framing at C, draw
the horizontal line Cb, cutting the veTticalline in b. Then draw the line ABh, and AB
is the position of the post.
Here no notice is taken of the weight of the post itself, because it is too small to
produce a sensible difference in the position.
52. In fig. 25, B, C, and B', may be called tne points of fracture; or the centres of
motion, which in this case are easily found by inspecting--tne figure.' In general it is
more d1ffi.cultto ascertain their position, and they are affected by so many circumstances,
that it is not practicable to give a general rule ior finding them.
.
But jn most cases~ the positions of the centres of motion may be determined, with
all the accuracy required in practice, by inspection; and it may be ag well to illustrate
this point before proceeding to exa.mine these combinations further.
11>
The roof designed by Mr. Seppings is 954- feet span from A to A'; it il described in the Supplement to the Ency.
dopzdia Britannica, art. DOck, p. 59().
t ]n another department of carpentry, v~. ship carpentry, Mr. Sepping has introduced some improvements which
promise to be of great Jelvice.
Tram. for 1818, part i.

Th~ improvement conlistl in applpng diagonal bracel to Itrengthen ships.

S.e Phi!.
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In the first place, suppose ACB, fig. 27, to be a solid curved beam, resting on the
abutments A and B. Let it be uniformly loaded and the strength equal in every part
of its length, then the neutral line would be at the middle of the depth. Now if the
curvature of the neutral line should not be the proper curve of equilibrium to the load,
there would be a tendency to break at three points, one of which would be,at C, the
middle of the length. The other points would be near where the neutTalline is most
distant from the chord line AC and CB, but a little below, that is, at e and f in the
figure.
53. If the beam should be much weaKer at any point b than it is at e, the centre of
motion would be in the point b, and one of the fractUl~eswould be there in the case of
failure. But if the weak point were at d, the beam would be less liable to fail there,
unless it should be very much weaker than at e.
54. Again, considering the strength to be equal throughout, and the load to increase
from A and B towards C, then the fractures would take place at, or rather above the
points e and f. On the contrary, if the load should increase from C towat'ds A and B,
the fractures would be below the points e andf.
Hence, by attending to the form, the strength of the parts, and the disposition of the
load, in a system of framing, the centres of motion, or places of fracture,. may ~e determined with all the accuracy that is necessary in practice.
00. But the constant load on a system of framing may be so ba1anced by tbe form of
the supporting frame, that it will have no tendency to produce fracture; and then the
strengtb should be capable of sustaining any other load of a variable nature, as. the
weight of carriages, &c. upon a bridge, or the like. In order that the load may be thus
balanced, the form of the supporting frame should be such, that a particular curtle,
which wiU depend on the nature of the load, may pass through the middle of the depth
of every part of the supporting frame. This curve is called the clIne of equilibrium.
The form of the curve may either be fOlmd by mathematical investigation, or bt.
mechanical means, when the nature of the load is known.

To determine the Curve of Equilibrium.

56. Let AC represent a portion of a curve of equilibrium, fig. 28, C being the vertex
of the cun'e, and GE a vertical line passing through the centre of gravity of the load
resting upon the part between A and C.
Then by similar triangles AE : GE(=CB) :: AB : BD :: horizontal thrust to the
CBxAB
But BD is the subtangent of the curve, CODweight. Therefore, AE=BD.
»2

~o
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sequently when it agrees with that of any known curve, that curve is the curve of
equilibrium.
57. Example 1. Suppose the load to be uniformly distributed over the framing, then
the centre of gravity of the load over any portion AC will be over the middle of AB,
and AE will be equal ~AB. Consequently, BD=2Bc, a property of the parabola*.
Therefore when the weight is uniformly distributed the curve of equilibrium is a
parabola. A method of describing a parabola will be found in the section on roofs,
(Sect. IV.) Various other methods are given by writers on Conic Sections; particularly
in Emerson's Conic Sections, book ill. prop. 59 and 60; and an easy method is given by
Nicholson in his Carpenter's Guide, p. 11.
As in bridges and roofs the weight is very nearly uniformly distributed, it will generally
be near enough for practice to use the parabola as the curve of equilibrium; where greater
ac~uracy is required, it may be found by art. 6l.
58. Example 2. Let the weight on any part of the framing be proportional to the
distance from C, the middle of the span.
Then the distance AE will be equal to !AB; because the distribution of the weight
may be represented by a triangle, with the vertex at C, and base at A. In this case
BD=3BC, a property of tbe cubic parabola. Hence, when the weight is distributed in
proportion to the distance from the cen.tre, the curve must be a cubic parabola. To
describe this curve, put s=half the span, and It=the rise of the framing; x the absciss,
and 9 the corresponding ordinate.

Make x=nh;

then sn+ !It.
The curve may also be constructed by the following method:
Divide the rise BC (fig. 29) into eight equal parts, and draw the horizontal lines a I,
lj.2, c 3; &c. Then the distance

AB multiplied by 0.5 willbe equal a 1,
AB . .. . ~. . . ... ..0'63
. . . . . . . . .. 1J2,

AB..
AB .

... . . . . 0.721 . . . . . . . . ..

'.. 0.7937

,

c 3,

AB multiplied by 0.855 will be equal e 5,
AB . .. ......., 0-0085
f 6,
AB . .. .... .. .. 0-956t
g 7.

d 4,

Through the points a, h, c, l1,e,f, g, draw the curv~, and it will be the cubic parabola
sufficiently near for practice.
59. Whenever the distance of the.centre of gravity from.A (fig. 28) is expressed by
.. Vince's Fluxions. p. 36, suond edition.
13

/lll

t For bJ the property of the curn, az=g 11; and, wheJl11=,11,and Y=I, ah=I a, or CJ:O:_;therefore -=Y
11
8(_)T
=all-mT,
.
\

b

h

\

wben :&=1In.

h

.a

,or
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.

the equation AE=-AB,
m

the curve of equilibrium will be a parabola of which the equa-

tion will be ax !fm, and the subtangent=mx*.
60. It is useful to know the 8ubtangent of the curve of equilibrium, because it gives
the tangent, and consequently the direction of the pressure at the abutment.
In any
case, where the equation of the curve of equilibrium is ax-ym; the pressure on the
abutment will be in the direction of a line, which makes an angle with the horizon, of
mlt; where s=half the span, and h=the rise. And also, when we
which the tangent is
s
make w=the weight of half the framing, we have sa;.=the horizontal thrust.
1Il1l,

61. Example 3. When the weight is distributed over a piece of framing, a bridge for
example, so that the weight on any portion from the middle towards the abutment
shall be represented by a trapezoid AFHC, fig. 30, put HC=a, which will represent the
weight at the middle of the arch; and let lC : lA : : 1 : n; then °.Y+i-ny2=the weight
on any portion of the arch, whose horizontal ordinate is!J. Put AB !I (fig. 28) and
3x(11'y+2a)

CB=x, and we have

.

ny+3a

-BD the sub tangent of the curve.

.

the pomt A IS at the abutment, and 'y=s=half

Consequently, when

the span, and x=h, we have

M~+~
- .

-

s (118+3 a)
tangent of the angle which the direction of the pressure on the abutment makes with
82

the horizon.

And 6,1 (3a+ns)

=the horizontal

thrust at the abutment.

But in .order to construct the curve, its equation should be known; to effect this,
put H=the horizontal thrust, and by converting the relations of the forces into an
analogy, we easily derive from art. 35, a!l+-i71y2(the weight) : H : : :r-: to the dist.ance of
Hx
the eentre of gravity from A=- (lY yn;y
~;
but by art. 56, the value of .the subtang~t+
!IX
d'~8.centre 0if gra.

=

a,y'+~nY'.

-a'y2+ 1 n!f

therefore ~~=---;-,

And, by the principles of fluxions !I~

H

!IX

y

!I

=the subtangent t"

!Ill

'Whence we have 2H(a+i-ny)=r for the equation or "the

curve.
This equation will be sufficientlyaccurate for determining the form of the curve for
most cases; as the expr.-essionfor the weight will nearly agree with the-distrlbutien
.. Emcrson's Fluxions, p. tQJ.

t

Vines"s Fluxiens, art. ~3.
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The absciss x, and ordinate!J, become h, and s, at
Si

the abutment, and these being always given, we have H=2h(a+{-ns);

and, H being de-

termined either oy this method, or as above, as the equations are actually the same, the
ordinates of the curve may be easily calculated;;'.
The curves that apply to such cases as mmally occur in practice are evidently of a
parabolic k-ind; and the same observation applies to those curves which are proper (0\'
c'Qpolas,or domes, to which we must now proceed.

To determine tlte Curve of Equilibrium for a Cupola or Dome,
62. Conceive the. dome to be generated by the motion of the curve AC (fig,28)
round CB as an axis; then the same relations will obtain as in the case of an arch
CB

x AB

(art. 56,) that is AE=BD=the

'
su b tangent 0f th e curve 0f eqUl' lib num.

Let AI

bc the plan of the dome, fig. 31, and let it be divided at the circumference into any
number of equal parts, of which HF is one; then, whatever form is necessary to
equilibrate the gore HFC', must be equally requisite for every other part of the dome.
Let ACB be a section through A!C' the middle of the gore HFC'.
63. Example 1. When the weight is uniformly distributed.
In this case the weight on any part of the gore is proportional to the distance from
the centre; consequently the centre of gravity is !AB from A: and the curve is a cubic
parabola, the same as in Example 2, art. 58; and may be described in the same man-

nert.
64. Example 2. Let the weight be distributed. so that the weight on any portion AC,
fig. 31, is !/a+pr,

where yis equal the ordinate AB, a the depth or an uniform weight;

and 1 : b the ratio of increase of another part of the load, which increases regularly
from the centre to the circumference: allIDp=6'2832.
s

By the same process as in art. 61, we obtain z=la(a+{.pby');
I!ciss; and H=tbe horizontal tnrust.

where r=BC the ab"-

. The lame equation is Dsed for expTes.iD~ the weight iD prop. S, in the artide Bridge, Supplement to the EDcyc1o.:.
,adw. Britaunica; but an error has been onrlooked in calculating the eqaation of the curve.

t

The same conclusion ia obtaiDed

"Trads, vol. i. p, 65.

in a different

manner by .mcraoD,

I'laxions.

p. :SS3; and by Dr. Button,

in JUs
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Hence, when the rise and radius of the base of the dome are given, the rise or height
,.2

(a+c}pbrt)=H.
2k
The most useful cases of domes will be determined by this equation, from which it is
easy to find a sufficient number of points in the curve to design the framing upon. It is
scarcely necessary to remind the reader, that in domes, as in arches, the curve of equiJibrium must pass through the middle of the framing.
65. Example 3. Suppose the curved part of the dome, fig. 32, to be uniformly loaded,
and a lantern on the top, the space CD being open.
Let \V be the weight of the lantern, and wp,o/(y+1')=the weight pressing on the
curved surface AC, where 'y=AB, r=CE the radius of the lantern, and p=3'1416.
being h, and the radius 1',

The whole weight is WP!/(Y+l') + \V, and the equation of the curve of equilibrium is

.y

-

H(~U'"+4wpry+

W)=,r.

Let the radius of the base of the dome be R+r, and h the height to the base of the
lantern.

Then,

~ (wp(!Ri+iRr)

+ WJ =H=the

horizontal thrust.

66. From the equations in the two preceding articles, the proper curve for a dome
may be obtained; but it may be remarked, that so long as the curve is not more convex
tOwards the external surface than the proper curve of equilibrium, the form may be
changed at pleasure; because every part of the framing may be strutted so that it can..:
not press inwards.
The curve of equilibrium is not the weakest form for a dome, as Dr. Robison states it
to be*, but jt is the limit that should never be exceeded. The curvature of the line passing through the middle of the framing may be of any form within the middle., and be
stronger; but if it be without the dome, it will be weaker.
From the mutual tendency of the parts to the axis, a dome admits of an opening in
the centre; but it is not a matter of indifference whether the weight be omitted or not
in determining the curve of equilibrium. The reader will, however, easily perceive,
that the external covering may have -any form tbat is most consistent with the other
parts of the building, as these calculations refer to the supporting frame only. The
strongest forms are generally the most beautiful, but the consideration of beauty of form
does not come within the plan of this work.
. Encyc1°pl£dia Britannic:a.

~1
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General Observations on Designillg, Frami1lg,8!c.

67. The principal questions relative to the action of forces on single beams, and on
!ystems of framing, have now been considered; and it only remains to make.a few remarks on the best method of applying those principles so as to form a perfect design.
In tbe first place, the artist must remember, "that the strength of a piece of framing,
whatever may be the design, can never exceed that of its weakest parts; and that partial
strength produces general weakness:\!:."
Therefore, let the fixed conditions, or those objects which cannot be altered, be well
considered; and as far as it can be done, let. them be drawn correctly to a scale; showing the curves of equilibrium, the points where the forces act, and every other particular
condition. Also, it mast be considered whether the forces are to act constantly 011the
same parts, or to be subject to changes; and the nature and extent of these changes should
be exhibited.
2ndly. The nature of the sustaining points should be carefully examined, whether
they be capable of resisting a force acting obliquely against them or not; and the
framing must be disposed accordingly.
Then a design may be sketched in, of such a nature as shall appear best adapted to
attain the objects in view; the strength of the parts being fixed by the rules in the
next Section.
Nothing will assist the artist more in fornrlng a good design, than just conceptions of
the objects to be attained; and nothing will render those objects more familiar to hiB
mind than .drawing them.
. SeppiD!S' PhilO$Opbieal TnDs&ctioIlS.
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11.

OF THE RESISTANCE OF TIMBER, OR THE STABILITY OF RESISTANCE.
68. To know the resistance which a piece of timber offers to any force tending to
change its form~ is one of the most important species of knowledge that a carpenter has
to acquire; and to be able to judge of the degree of resistance from observation only,
even in common cases, requires nothing less than the practice of a life devoted wholly
to carpentry.
Besides, it is a species of knowledge that is confined to the person who has obtained it,
and dies with him. It is a feeling of fitness that cannot be communicated, nor yet described; nevertheless it is a feeling that every thinking practical man is sensible he possesses. I am far from having a wish to banish the nice observation that gives birth to
this feeling; because it is more desirable that it should be encouraged than suppressed:
but there are cases where it fails; that is, when th~ magnitude oPthe object is beyond
the range of ordinary practice; and where new combinations are attempted.
In such
cases the laws of the resistance of solids should be referred to, even by the expert practical man; and he will be better able to judge of their correctness if he finds them, in
common cases, to give results that agree with those he has drawn from practice.
But there are many, besides practical carpenters, that ought to know something of the.
principles of building, and who have not an opportunity of becoming acquainted with
those principles through practice; to such persons the rules and experiments detailed in
this work will be found extremely useful.
Tn order to be able to determine the dimensions or scantling of a piece of timber, that
shall be capable of sustaining a given weight or pressure, the laws that regulate its resistance should be considered; and to accomplish this in a manner that is likely to be.
useful~ we must consider what effect is produced when a piece of timber is overloaded.
This effect, in general, is nothing more than a certain degree of flexure, or bending, as
it seldom happens that timbers are absolutely broken; andJ._generany~a small degree of
bending render~ a beam unfit for its intended purpose.
.

Much has been said on the irregular :nature of timber, and that it is impossible to make

rules or tables for scantlings on that account; but it must be observed, that these remarks
apply only to rules for the strength of timber to resist breaking; and even in that case
timber is ~ot so irregular as is generally imagined. The difference in good timber is
still less perceptible when the bending only is cOllsidered, and the laws of flexure are
founded on e..~periments of the most unexceptionable nature. It has been shown in, the
preceding section (Section 1. art. 18) that a change in the position of the resisting' parts
E
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brings new forces into action, which is the cause of the irregularity observed by Buffon
in his experiments *; but in a piece of carpentry these changes must never. be so great
as to produce a sensible effect; therefore it would be an useless refinement to attempt to
form rules that would embrace all tbe circumstances these changes produce; besides, it
would render them too complicated to be useful.
In all cases timbers that ro:e exposed to considerable strains ought to be of a good
quality; therefore the data should be drawn from experiments on good timber, and not
from inferior specimens. For if inferior specimens were made the basis of calculation,
at what point of inferiority should we begin? and how should it be described so as to
enable us to compare it with any other timber? But when it is known what a piece of
good timber will do, it will be easy to .compare its description with that to be used.
Good timber is that which is perfectly sound, straight grained, free from large knots or
other defects, particularly near the strained p.oints, and seasoned. Specimens of this
kind I have marked medium in the tables of experiments.
In Section X. the reader
will find further information respecting the nature and qualities of different kinds of
timber.
But the qualities even of good timber vary in some degree according to the nature of
the earth it is grown upon, and the dryness and exposure of the situation where it was
grown. The age of trees at the time of cutting, the natural defects, such as knots,
shakes, &c. also the mode of seasoning, or the comparative dryness, is the cause of
some difference in the strength and stiffness of timber: all these things considered, it is
i1Dpossible to calculate correctly its strength and stiffness. But, fortunately, that precision which is so essential to the philosopher, is not absolutely necessary to the architect
and engineer. They content themselves with approximations that are simple, and more
easily obtained; and, provided that the limits which cannot be passed with safety be
pointed out, these approximations are sufficient to direct their practice.

DEFINITIONS,

AND GENER.AL PR.INCIPLES~

69. The laws of the resistance of materials depend on the manner in which the pieces
are strained, and may be divided into three kinds.
First, When the force tends to pull the piece asunder in direction of its length, 01'
the resistance to tension.
Secondly, When the force tends to break the piece across, or the resistance to cross
Itrqins.
Thirdly, When the force tends to compress the body in the direction of its length, or
the resistance to compression.
~ Memoires de l' Acad~mie des Sciences, 1741, p. S'1If-!32.
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70. Stiffness is that property of bodies by which they resist flexure or bending.
Strength is that by which they resist fracture or breaking. This'distinction must be
carefully attended to, because the laws of strength and stiffness are not the same. For
instance, the stiffness of a cylinder, exposed to a cross strain, increases as the fourth
power of the diameter, but the strength increases only as the cube of the diameter. If
the diameter of a cylinder be doubled, its stiffness will be sixteen times as great, but its
strength will only be increased eight times.
In carpentry the comparative stiffness is of much greater importance than the comparative strength, as timbers are seldom exposed to strains that break them.
71. All bodies may be extended or compressed; and the extension 01"compression is
directly as the force producing it: that is, if a force of 100 pounds produce an extension of
one-tenth of an inch, 200 pounds will produce an extension of two-tenths of an inch, and
so on. It is on the truth of this principle that the greater part of the following inquiry
depends; and it has been found by experiment to be perfectly regular to an extent that
embraces all useful cases. It has no other proof than" a large experience without a
single exception;" but this will be deemed a sufficient one.

ON THE RESISTANCE

TO TENSION.

in conformity to the principle of distinguishing stiffness from strength, this subject
divides itself into two parts. And, first,
Of the Stiffness of Bodies to resist a Strain in the Direction of their Length.
72. I t is apparently the most simple case of extension when a piece is pulled in the direction of its length; but in reality it is the most complicated, or at least the most difficult
to account for in a theoretical point of view. According to some experiments made on
iron*, the extension appears to be as the square of the length. But as these experiments
are not sufficient to establish the law of variation, I shall follow the usual train of reasoning.
'When a beam is strained in the direction of its length, the quantity it extends is directly
proportional to the number of parts extended, or to the length of the piece; and also as
the weight.
The extension will be inversely proportional to the area of the section, or inversely as
the breadth and thickness.
Let L be the length in feet, \V the weight in pounds, B the breadth in inches, and T
the thickness in inches.
given Lx\V:

BxT.

Then

~:~

is as the e..,<tension. Or when the extension

Also LxWxa=BxTt.

(1.)

.. ]3arlow's Essay on the $trength of'.I'imber, &c.l" 2~8-230.
E2

t Bmerson's Geometry, p. U6. pr9p. 9.

is
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'''here a is a quantity derived from experiment, and is found from the equation
BxT
4=L x W'
The equation (1.) applies to king-posts, queen-posts, spears of pumps, &c.
73, 'Ve have no experiments that have been made with the intention of obtaining
data for this case; but while the elasticity of the timber remains perfect the following
values of a are deduced from experiments on the resistance to transverie or cross strains.

T A.BLEI.-Of

Constant Numbers for the Resistance to TellSioR,
fOak. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. a='()()(}13

,

'
Britii

~

'()()(}14
o'. . . . . . . . . . . . , .-. a
Scotch fir
,
a='OOO15
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. a= '()()()l
Ash

Larch

h timb er

{

~

rMemel or Riga yellow fir a='()()()16
Norway

'
ForeIgn

,

I

bm b er

fir

.. . . .. a='OOO]
1

American pine. . . . . . . .. a='00024
,
WhIte

l

yellow
spruce.

.. . . . . .. a='()()()13

Oak from Riga... .. .. .. a='00012
Oak from America. . . . . a='000125

74. RULE I. Multiply the weight in pounds to be suspended by the length of the suspending piece in feet; this product multiplied by the decimal corresponding to the kind
of wood will give the area of the piece in inches. The extension of beams strained in
the direction of their length being very small, it may be considered unnecessary to
introduce the effect of the length: I have done so more on account of the weight of the
piece, and risk of failure in long pieces, than on account of the actual extension.

Of the Strength of a Beam to resist a Strain in tke DirectioJl of the Length.
75. The strength to resist a weight that will produce fracture is as the area of the
section. Consequently,
RULE Il. Multiply the area of the section in inches, by the weight that will tear asunder
a bar an inch square of the same kind of wood, and the product will be the weight in
pounds the piece will just support, but only one-fourth of this should be the greatest
constant load any piece should sustain, The same rule applies to iron, and to the cohesion of timber wben it is pulled asunder at right angles to the direction of the fibres.
The fonowing table contains tbe results of tbe chief e.xperiments that have been made
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on the direct strength. Emerson'g numbers do not give the full strength; and Anderson's are much below the true value of the cohesive force; most likely he has intended
those numbers to represent the load that a square inch would bear with safety.
76. TABLElI.-Cohesive

Force cif a Square Inch cif different Woods..
Cohesion of a
square inch in
pounds.

Cobesion of :1

Kind of wood.

square inch in
pounds.

Oak
. . . . . . . . .. 17,300
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 13,950

Expl'rimentali$t.

Muschenbroek. Elm..........

Rondelct.

Ditto, dry} from: 12,000} Barlow.
English to
8,889
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 7,850 Emerson.
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 6,114 AndersoD.
Beech. . . . . . .. 17,709 Muschenbroek.
Ditto. . . . . . . .. 1l,500 Barlow.
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 6,300 AndersoD.
Ditto. . . . . . . .. 6,0i0 Emerson.
Alder. . . . . . . .. 14,186 Muschenbroek
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 5,094 Anderson.
Ditto. r' . . . . . . 4,290 Emerson.
Sycamore. . . . . 5,000 Emerson.
13,300
Chesnut,Spanish
Rondelet.
17,850} Barlow.
Ash ..... {from
t0
15,784
Ditto. . . . . . . .. 12,000 Muschenbroek.
\

.

Ditto.

. . . . . . ..

Ditto. . . . . .. . .

6,300
6,OiO

Kind of wood.

Anderson.
Emerson.

Ditto. .. . . . . . .

Ditto.. . . . . . ..
Acacia.

. . . . . ..

13,489

Muschenbroek.

4,455
20,582

tAnderson.
M11schenbroek.

6,070 Emerson.

Mahogany . . . .
\Valnut . .. . . . .

Ditto. ........
Teak. ........

8,000'

BaLlow.

8,130

Muschenbroek.

5,360
15,000

Poplar. . {

Experimentalist.

~0D1

Emerson.
Barlow.

6,641} Muschenbroek.
4,596

13,448} Barlow.
to
11,000
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 8,506 Muschenbroek.
Ditto. . . . . . . . . 5,000 Emerson.
Pitch pine.. . . . . 7,818 Muschenbroek.
Norway pme
. . . 7,287 Rondelet.
Larch. .... . .. 10,220
Rondelet.
F'.Ir.....

{from

.

-----Cedar.........

4,973

MUichenbroek.

77. T.UU.E IlL-Co/Lesion of a Square Inch pulled asunder in a Direction perpendicular
to-the Length of the Fibres.
Kind of wood.

Cohesionof a square inch perpendicular to 1ibres, in pounds.

Oak . . . . . . .

2316

Poplar.. . . .
Larch .....

1782

from 970 to 1700

.Experimentalist.
By my trial.
Idem.
Idem.

. In this table aU the experiments were made by pulling specimens of the woods asunder in the direetion of their
length. Muschenbi'oek's are from his Intro. ad PhiJ. Nat. tom. i. p. 414, 415; Barlow's, from his Essay 00 the Strf:ngtb
d Timber, p. 76-78; Emersoo's and Anderson's are froll1the Edinburgh Encyclojla:dia., art. Carpentry; and Rondelefs
from TOl.iv. of his L'Art de Batir.
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Emerson states, that tough wood, such as elm and ash, is from 7 to 8, and even 10
times ,veaker across the grain than when strained in the direction of the fibres; and
that straight grained woods, such as fir, are from 16 to 20 times weaker than in the length
of the fibres.
i8. The cohesive force of differcnt kinds of iron is shown in the following table, which
will be of service in finding the dimensions of straps, &c.

TABLEIV.-Cohesi1.'e Force of Iron.
Coh.,;,. of .
Kind of iron.

square inch in
pounds.
,

Iron wire. . .. 113,077
Ditto. . . . . . . 93,964
Swedish iron. 78,850
Ditto. . . . . .. 72,064
Ditto. .. .. . 64,960
Ditto.. . .
53,244
'"
German iron.
69,133
~glish from 66,000}
Iron {to
55,000

.

Cohesionof a
Experimentalist.

Kind of iron.

English iron..
Sickengen.
Ditto.. . . ...
Telford.
Muschenbroek. \V c]sh iron. ..

Rennie.

Telford.
Brown.
Muschenbroek.
Rumford.

square inch in
pounds.

61,600

55,772
64,960

I

Experimentalist.

Telford.
RClll1ic.
Telford.

Ditto. . . .. .. 55,776 Brown.
French iron.. 61,041
Russianiron.. 59,472
Cast iron. . .. 68,295
Ditto. . . . . .. 19,488
Ditto, Welsh. 16,255

Pcrronct.
Brm.\'ll.
Muschenbroek.
Rennie.
Brown.

The load upon a square inch, eitl1er of wood or iron, should not exceed one-fourth of
the weight that would produce fracture.

ON THE RESISTA.NCE

TO CROSS STRAINS.

Of the Stiffness of Beams to resist Cross Strains.

79. When a weight is laid upon the middle of a piece of timber that is supported
only at the ends, it always bends more or less. When the weight bends the piece
in a very small degree, the piece is said to be stiff; when the bending is considerable, it
is called flexible.
The stiffness of beams is proportional to the space they are bent through by a given
weight, when the lengths are the same; but that two pieces of different lengths
may be equally stifl; the deflexion, or bending, should be proportional to their lengths.
For a deflexion of one-fourth of an inch in a joist 20 feet long, would not be attended
with any bad effect; but if a joist 4 feet long were to bend one-fourth of an inch, it
'would be totally unfit for the purpose. Hence the rules given by mathematical writers
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for determining the stiffness of beams are not adapted to the carpenter's purpose; yet
they are perfectly correct on the principle of making the deflexion always the same,
whate,,'er the length may be; and the rules given in this work may be immediately
derived from them by making the deflexion proportional to the length, as it ought to be.

Of the Stiffness of Beams supported at both E'llds.

80. V\.Thena beam is supported at the ends only, in a horizontal position, and the
weight rests upon the middle between the points of support, the laws of deflexion may
be determined as fo11O\'\"s
:

The extension of any part of the beam is directly as the force which produces it; and it is known by experiment, that the deflexion is as the weight; therefore, the deflexion
is as the extension.
Now the effect of a force to produce extension is as the leverage it acts with, and as
the force itself; but the leverage is proportional to the length of the beam; therefore,
the extension is as the length and weight directly; and inversely as the breadth, and
square of the depth, as is shown hy writers on the strength of materials.
Also, the extension will be directly as the number of parts extended, that is, directly
as the length; and as the quantity of angular motion, which will be as the length
directly, and depth inversely. Uniting these proportions, we find tbe extension will be
as the weight, and cube of the length, directly, and as the breadth, and cube of the
depth, inversely; consequently, the defle...xion'will be in the same proportion, that is,
making L=the length of bearing in feet, W=the weight in pounds, .B=the breadth in
inches, and D

=the depth in inches, ~':;-

is as the deflexion.;(:.

But in order that a beam may be equally stiff, according to the definitiQn of stiffness
given in a preceaing article (art. 79~) the deflexion should be inversely as the length;
consequently, the weight that a beam will sustain~ so that the defl6xion. shaJ} be proportional to the length, is as the breadth and cube of the depth directly, and as the square
BxDs
ef the length inversely; or =W. (2.)
i

ax L

. . . WxV~xa D
An d wh en th e welg ht ISgIVen
-~
= s. Where a is a constant quantity to be
determined from experiment.
81. When the beam is placed in an inclined position, and the angle which it makes

.

.

.

With t he h onzolllS d enote d bye;

t h en~

a xW x V~x cos. c
~. Ds
B

(3.)

>I The .ame result is obtained by a different process by Dr. Thomas Young. Nat. Phi!. vol. ii. a}"t.3~a,
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82. The quantity of timber being the same, a beam will be stronger "in proportion as
its depth is greater; but there is a certain proportion between the depth and breadth,
which, if it be exceeded, the beam will be liable to overturn, and break sideways. To
avoid which, the breadth should never be less than that given by the following rule,
unless the beam be held in its position by some other means.
RULE Ill. Divide the length in feet by the square root of the depth in inches, and
the quotient multiplied by the decimal 0'6 will give. the least breadth that should be

given to the beam.

When tl1e depth is not determined by other circumstances, the nearer its form approaches to that determined by the rule, the stronger it will be; and, from the same
rule, another is easily obtained which will show the advantage of making the beams thin
and deep.
83. To find the strongest form for a beam, so as to use only a given quantity of
timber~
RULE IV. Multiply the length in feet by the decimal 0'6, and dhide the given are(t
in inches by the product; and the square of the quotient will give the depth in inches.
Example. If the bearing be 20 feet, and the given area of section be 48 inches; then,

~ -

-4, and the square of 4 is 16 inches, the depth required; "andthe breadth

0'6 20 i~
will be 3 inches. A beam 16 inches by 3 would bear more than twice as much as a
square beam of the same area of section; which shows how important it is to make
beams deep and thin. In many old buildings, and even in new ones, in country places,
the very reverse of this has been practised; the principal beams being oftener laid on
the broad side than the narrower one.
84. The stiffest beam that can be cut out of a round tree, is that of which the breadth
is to the depth as 1 is to the square root of 3*, or as 1 is to 1'732, nearly; or as 'S8 is to
I, and, RSthis is in general a good proportion for beams that have to sustain a considerable load, and where it would be impossible to get them deeper on account of the
size of the tree, we may substitute this value of the depth in the equations (2.) and (3.)
.
axWiwhich then become Lx(-)
'58

'

=D'.

(4.)

axWXcos. C)~ =D!.

.
An d ~
lor .mclinedbeams,Lx(

'58

,.

(S.)

'Young's Nat. Phil. vol. ii. art. 338.
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E.Tpel'imental Datp.

85. Before these rules can be applied tbe i'alue of a must be got from experiments.

Experiments on Oak.
Duhamel made some experiments on oak, where the scantlings were as large as they
are generally used in buildings; and as the results of experiments on large pieces will
be most highly valued by the generality of readers, I shall here describe as much of them
as is applicable to the present purpose.
A piece of oak 9'6 inches deep and 10'66 inches in breadth, was placed upon two
supports 24'5 feet apart, and a weight of 8198 pounds was suspende4 to the middle,
which bent it in the middle 3'73 inches. The piece broke with 9613 pounds, but it
was found to have been faulty. The value of a for a deflexion of one-fortieth of an inch
per foot in length is 0'0114.
Another piece of oak, which was very sound and straight grainep,. the depth 12'2
inches, the breadth 10'66 inches, and the bearing 24'5 feet; with a weight of 8198 pounds
bent 2'65 inches. Whence for a deflexion of one-fortieth of an inch per foot in length,
a=0'0157.
The piece broke with a weight equivalent to 19,666 pounds applied to the
middle.
A third piece of oak, that was sound and straight grained, was tried; the "depth was 13'a3
inches, the breadth 12'8 inches, and the length 24'5 feet; and with a weight of 8198
pounds it bent an inch ill the middle*. Therefore for a deflexion of one-fortieth of an
inch per foot a=O'Oll.
These are the only experiments on oak made on a large scale where th,~defle~i~}1.1
has been measured while the elasticity of the pieces remained perfect, excepting ~ipard's
experiments. The following table contains the results of my own experiments, together
with a selection from other writers.
*

M~moires de l'Academie des Sciences, Paris, 1768, p. 535-5:)7.
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TABLE V.-Experiments

on the Stiffness of Oak.
Weig1tt

I

1

I
I

Specific
gravity.

Kind of oak,

I
IOldsnip timber

8 .,

Oak from young}
tree, King's
Langley, Herts.
Oak from Beau-}

..

lieu, Hants. .
Ditto, another}
specimen.

. 88

Oak from old tree.
Oak from Riga .. -.
English oak. . 88..

Canadian oak 4. . ..
Dantzieoak. . . .,

.

Adriatic oak. . . . .,
English oak. . ....
Ditto, green., . . 8Dantzie oak, sea-}
so ned.. . . 88. 8
Oak, seasoned. . 8,
Oak, green 8. . . . ..
Oak, green ,.....
Oak ............
Oak (bois du brin *)
Oak (quereus se-}
siliflora) . . . , ..
Oak (quereus ro-}
8

burt) .. . . -...

Lengtb
in feet.

Breadtb Depth in
in inches , inches.

pro

duciug the
dellexion in

pounds.

Values of

a.

Authorities.

'872

2'5

1

1

0'5

127

'00998

Br my trial.

'863

2

1

1

0'5

237

'0105

[demo

'616

2'5

1

1

0'5

78

,0164

Idem.

65
103
233
200
225
200
150
137.
96
148
268
803
7587

'0197
,024
.0107
.0].19
,009
.0105
.0193
'00934
'0133
'0087
-008}
'0105
'005

Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Barlow.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Ebbels.
Idem.
By my trial.
Aubry.

'736
-625
'688
8960
8867
'787
'948
-748
'763
8755

1
2
1
2
1
2
7
2
7
2
7
2
7
I
2'5
1
2'5
1
2'5
3'19
12'8
6'87 5,3
23'58 5,3
2'5

8-52 5,06
16'86 10'66
2
1
2

I

Detiexion
in inches.

1

1
0'5
1
0'5
1
0'5
2
1-275
2
1'07
2
1'26
2
1'55
1
0'5
1
0'5
1
0'5
3'19 {1'06
4'25
,433
5'3
5'3
6'22
11'73
1
1

706
2'7
0'709 4146
0'67 4559
149
0'35
0'35

167

.

Buff OD

'0095 ' Idem.
.0133 Girard'0213 Idem.
'0117 By my trial.
'0104

Idem.

. n Boil du brin," timber the wbole size of the tree, excepting that which was taken off to render it squart.

t

See Section X. art. 376, where the characters of these specie5 are described.
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TABLE VI.-Experiments

Specific
gravit}'.

Kind of fir,

Len!:"th
in feet.

yellow

fir,}

medium. . , , . .
,Yellow fir, from}
Long Sound,

'6398

Norway. . .. ..

IYellow fi1:, Riga
!Ditto, Meme],

,

I

medium. . . ..
American

18

2

2

1

{:1~~

2.5
2'5

]
1

'553

2'5
2.5

1
1
1

{

Pine,}

'544

Scotch fir:\(:

.529

......

Spruce fir, British. '55 5
Fir (bois du brin)

..

.Fir (bois du brin) ..

261

'00957 Idem.

0'5

123

0'5
1°'5
,0'5

'0102

116
143
145

'Oll
Ebbels.
'0089} By my trial.
'0088

237

'0105

69

'0112

f 1
I

1
1
1

2

1

1

0'5

;'

2

7
7

2
2
2

2
2
2

-970
'912
]'560

1
1
1
1
1
I

1
I
1
1
1
I

0'5
0'5
0.5
0.5
0'5
0'5

Pitch pine. . . . . . .. '712

Riga fir .. "." . ... '765
Scotch fir, Mar} '715
Forest. . . , . .'
Larch, Blair,Scot} '622
land, dry
"'"
Ditto, seasoned,} '644
medium. . . . ..
'554
Ditto, very young}
'396
wood 4...,...'

'0'5

0'5

2

.. '560

1
I

I

spruce,
Christiana .. . . } '512
!"'''hite spruce, } '465O
fir

,0115 By my trial.

1

]

I

103

0'5

3

INew England

/°'25

0'5

2

'407

Quebec......

7

1

'460

the \Veymouth
pine. . . , . . , , .

I

7
2'5
2'5

2'5
2'5
2.5
2'5
21-3
10'65

Autborities.

pounds.

I
I

I

supposed to be

IWhite

Qn the Stiffness of Fir.

Weight pro.!
I
Breadth
Depth in Deflexion ducing the Values of
in inches.: inches. in inches. deflexion in
a.

Riga

3,5

RESIST Al\JCE OF 'l'IMBER,
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I

~1'33

10.48
10'48

II

I

} Idem.

261

'00957 Idem.

180

'0138

Idem,

150

.0166

150
150
]25

Barlow.

'0121 Idem.
'01l37 Idem.
'0233 Idem.

93
101
1I2
45
89
03

'0137
'0126
'OIlI
'0284
.01437
'0124

By my trial.
Idem.
Ebbels.
By my trial.
Idem.
Ebbels.

'OH5

Girard.

'022

Idem.

10'48 1'02 14389
I
10'48 0'2245 4122

. The tree from which this specimen was taken was grown in Buckinghamshire.

F2

Idem.
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TABLEVII.-Experim,nts

Specific
gm-ity.

Kind of wood.

Ash from YOUng}
tree, white co'811
I

Length
in feet.

Breadth Depth i~ peflexion
I

1

1

'753

2'5

!Ash, medium quality . . . . . , . . ..

'690

2'5

lAsh. . . " , . -, . , .. '760
I

Beech. . . . . a8. . .. '688
Teak. . . . . . . . . . ". '744

'540

,Cedar of Lebanon.
Maple, common.,
Abele

'544
'486
'625
'5U

""""'"
. . . . . . .. '405
Horse chesnut "., .. '4838

Willow.

Lime tree. , . . , , .. '483
Walnut, gree~

.,..

Spanish chesnut,}

'920

'895
green. ... . . ".
"
Acacia, green. . . ., '820
Plane, dry,

, . . . . ,. '648

Alder, ditto.

Birch, ditto"

a.

Authorities.

I
I

'" 0"..,

141

'009

Bymy trial.

1

0'5

113

'0113

Idem.

1

'0163

Ebbels.

I

lAsh from old tree,}
! red coloured..

Elm...,.......{

I

Values of

I

\
2'5

Iwm,.","
duciDg the

inches. in inches.de/lexionin
pounds.
I

in feet.

I loured.""..

}

on the Stijfness of various Woods.

, , , ,. '555

. . ,. '720

Beech, ditto, , . . ,. '690
Wych elm, green" '763
Lo:a~~~ :~:~a~:} '374
Honduras"mabo-}
~gaB.Y.. . . ... .. . '560
SpanisD.Jqitto. . , '-' '853
Sycamore. . . . , , '.' '590
Pear tree, green ~." '7~2
Cherry tree, green"690

7

7
7
7

2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5

2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
'2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5

I

I

J

I

I

2 iI

2

2

2

0'5
78'5
1'27 225
1'0'25 150

2
I
1
1
I
1
1
I

2
I
1
1
1
1
I
1

1
1
I

125
99'5
36
65
84
41
79
84

'0212
'0128
'0355
'0197
'0152
'031
'0162
'0152

Idem.
Ebbels.
By my trial.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.

I
1

1'42
0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5

0'5
0'5
0'5

62
68'5
125

'020
'0187
'0102

Ebbels.
Idem.
Idem.

I
1
I
1
1
1

0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5
0'5

99'5
80'5
90'5
97'5
92

'0128
'0159
-0141
~131"
'014
'0224

Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem,
Idem.
Idem.

1

1

0'5

'0109

By my trial.

1
1
1
1

I
1
)
1

10'5
10'5
10'5
0'5

118
93
76
59'5
92'5

'0137
'0168
'0215
'0138

Idem.
Ebbels.
Idem.
[demo

2
I

I

I

]
I
I
1
1
1
1

I

2

1'276 300

56'5

'0105 Barlow.
'01277 Idem.

'0076 Idem.

89, The constant number a is calculated on the supposition that the deflexion is equal
to one-fortieth of an inch for each foot in length: that is, when the length is one foot
the weight will produce a deflexion of one4ortieth of an inch; when the length is 20
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feet, the deflexion will be twenty-fortieths, or half an inch, and so on. Therefore, the
reader must consider when he intends to calculate the scantling of a beam, what degree
of deflexion the beam may take without injury to the work. When the deflexion is required to be less than I have assumed, then multiply the constant number a by some
number that will reduce the deflexion to the proposed degree: for instance, if the deflexion should be only half of one-fortieth, multiply a by 2; if one-third of one-fortieth,
multiply a by 3, &c. Also, if the deflexion may be greater than one-fortieth per foot,
divide a by 2, 3, 01'any number of times tbat the proposed deflexion may exceed onefortieth of a.n inch per foot.
By 11leansof the above experiments, and the equations (2.) and (3.) the scantling of a
piece of timber may easily be determined: for the use of those who do not understand
algebraic expressions the rules are given at length below, with examples.

Rulesfor tlte Stiffness of Beams.
90. To find the scantling of a piece of timber that will sustain a given weight when
supported at the ends in a horizontal position, the bearing being given.
Case I.-rVhen

the Breadth is given.

RULEV. Multiply the square of the length in feet by the weight in pounds, and this
product by the value of a opposite the kind of wood in the preceding tables. (Table
V. VI. or VII.) Divide the product by.the breadth in inches, and the cube root of the
quotient will be the depth required in inches.
E:x:ample.A beam of Norway fir is wanted for a 24 feet bearing to support 900 pounds,

..

and the bI:eadth to .be 6 mches; reqUIred the depth?

Here

24x24x900x '00957-827;
6'

and. the cube root of 827 is 9'38, the depth required in inches.
Case 2.-When

the Depth is givm.

91. RULEVI. Milltiply fbe square of the length in feet by tbe weight in pounds, and
multiply this product by the value of a opposite the name of the kind of wood in Table
V. VI. or VII. Divide the last product by the cube of the depth in inches, and the quotient will be the breadth in inches required.
Example. The space for a beam of oak does not allow it to be deeper than 12 inches;
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to find the breadth so that it may support a weight of 4000 pounds, the bearing being 16
16x16x4000x'OI64.
"
feet. Here
-9~ mches nearly, the b readth reqmred,
12xl2xl2
92. But, generally, neither the breadth nor depth is given: in this case it will be best
to fix on some proportion which the breadth should have to the depth; for instance,
suppose it to be convenient to make the breadth to the depth as 0'6 is to 1, then the
rule would become as follows:
RULEVII. Multiply the weight in pounds by the value of a opposite the kind of wood
in the foregoing tables (Table V, VI. or VIT.;) divide the product by 0"6, and extract the
square root. Multiply this root by the length in feet, and extract the square root a second
time, which will be the depth in inc11esrequired. The breadth is equal to the depth
multiplied by the decimal 0'6. It is obvious, that any other proportion of the breadth and
depth may be obtained by merely changing the decimal 0'6 in the rule.
Example. A beam of Riga fir is intended to bear a ton weight in the middle of its
length, the bearing is 22 feet; what should be the dimensions of the beam? A tOll is
22401bs,

Here 2240.~ 'OIl-41'066;

the square root of 41'066 is 6'4 nearly,

There-

fore 6'4 x 22= 140'8; and the square root of 140'8 is ll'86 inches, the depth required.
And U'86x '6=7'116=the breadth.
93. When the beam is inclined the scant1ing win be found by the following rule:
RULEVIII. Multiply together the weight in pounds, the cosine of the angle the bean!
makes with the horizon to a radius of unity, and the constant number a for the kind of
wood; divide this product by 0'6, and extract the square root of the quotient. Multiply
this root by the length in feet, and extract the square root again, which will give the depth
in inches.
94. Otherwise, let AB (fig. 22, Plate H.) be the beam, and BC a vertical line ; then
AC will be the horizontal distance between the points of support.
RULEIX. Multiply together the weight in pounds, the length of the beam in feet, thc
horizontal distance between the supports in feet, and the const8.Ilt ~umber a for the
kind of wood; divide this product by 0'6, and the fourth root of the quotient will give the
depth in inches. According to either rule, the breadth is equal to the depth multiplied
by the decimal 0'6.
Bxample. Let the length of the beam be 20 feet, and the horizontal distance between
the points of support 16 feet, and the weight to be supported one ton, or 2240 pounds, by
,2240x20xI6x'01l
.
-13240; the fourth root of 13240 IS 10~
a beam of Rlga fir, Then
'6
nearly, and lOt x '6=t)} nearly; therefore the beam should be lOt- inches by 6i- inches.
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When tile Beam isfixed at botk Ends and loaded in the Middle.
95. The strain upon a beam tLxed at both ends has excited much attention, in consequence of a supposed difference between the result of theory and experiments.
If it
had been possible to fi...xa beam so that it should not have suffered extension beyond the

point of fixing,the demonstrations of Emerson ~ and Prof~ssor Robisont would have

been perfectly correct; but it is evident, that the beam will be extended beyond the
point of support, and the quantity of extension must depend on the mode of :fixing.
According to tbe experiments of Belidor, the strength of a beam fi...xedat both ends is to
th~ strength of a beam only supported at the ends as 3 is to 2t. M. Parent obtained
nearly the same result. The stiffness will be nearly in the same proportion.
But we cannot in practice fix the ends of a beam into a wall without endangering its
stability, therefore the determination of the stiffness of beams to suit such a case is not
an object of much importance.
When, however, a long beam AB, is laid over several points of support, as in fig. 33,
Plate Ill. a case of very common occurrence in building, the strength of the intermediate parts is nearly doubled, or twice as mueh as when the beams are cut into short
lengths. Hence the carpenter will see the importance of using bridging and ceiling joists,
and pm'lins, and rafters, in considerable lengths, so that a joist may extend over sev.eraI
binding joists, purlins ovar several trusses, and a rafter oyer several purlins; also, by
contriving so that the joinings shall not be opposite one another, a floor or roof may be
made tolerably equal in strength. Hence, also, we see the importance of notching joists,
purlins, and rafters over the supports, instead of framing them between.

Of tlte Sli.fl;iess of Cylinders supported at botlt Ends.

96. When a solid cylinder is supported at both ends. Let D be the diameter of the
cylinder; then W x L2x constant quantity=D+. (6.)
Now it is shown by Dr .Young, that the stiffness of a cylinder is to that of its circumsclibing
rectangular prism, as three times the bulk of the cyl~nder is to four times the bulk of the
3 x '785~ x D+
prism §; and by equation (2.) the stiffness of the prism is= B" i' Therefore
ax L
4ax !l
=W,

or 17axL2x'\V=Df.

(7.)

From want of proper experiments
.. Eme)."soll's Algebra, probe IS!, p. 464.
:J: Sciences des Ingenieurs,

liv. iv. chap. 3.

this method of obtaining the stiffness of cylinders

t Art. Carpentry, Supplement to the Encyclopa:dia Britannic~.
§ Natural Philosophy, vol. ii. art. ~89, B.
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has been resorted to; as the only experiments on cylinders, where the first deflexions
are given, are those of Duhame1, which were made on very small specimens;,(:.
97. To find the stiffness of a solid cylinder, or rather the dimensions, so that it may be
capable of supporting a given ,veight; and the deflexion not exceed one-fortieth of an
inch for each foot in length.
RULEX. Multiply the value of a for the kind of wood from the tables, art. 86, 87, or
88, by 1'7, and multiply this product by the weight in pounds. Then multiply the square
Toot of the last product by the length in feet, and the square root of the quotient will be
the diameter of the cylinder in inches.
Example. A solid cylinder of elm is intended to support 10 hundred weight (or
1120 pounds,) the length of bearing 10 feet; required the diameter?
The constant
number for elm being '0212, by one of the experiments in Table VII. art. 88.
In this case we have 1'7 x '0212 x 1120=40'3648, and the square root of 40'3648 is
6'35, therefore 10 x 6'35=63'5;
of which the square root is 7.97 inches, the diameter
required; or nearly 8 inches.

DJ the Stiffness of Beams when fixed at both Ends, and tlte Weight 'Uniformly diffused ovel'
the Length.

98. Where the weight is uniformly diffused over the length of the beam, the deflexion
does not increase in the same proportion as when the weight acts at one point. For
where the weight is uniformly diffused it increases as the length, and the deflexion will
be as the fourth power of the length; consequently, according to the definition of stiffness I have given in art. 79, the stiffness will be as the cube of the length.
The stiffness of a beam uniformly loaded may be del;ved from the general proportion
BD' is as L3W.
This proportion applies to the case of the rafters, and purlins of a roof, to ceiling joists,
and binding joists that support ceilings only, but it does not apply to flooring joists, because their stiffuess is measured by the resistance offered to a strain at one point; a floor
might seem stiff enough to support a uniform load, and yet shake very much by the
weight of a single person moving over it.
99. The above method may be applied in cases where beams are similarly loaded, as in
rafters, ceiling joists, &c. but another manner of determining the stiffness may be used
in other cases.
For let W be the weight that is uniformly distributed over a beam supported at both
ends; then the deflexion produced by this weight uniformly distributed ,vould be to the
'f. Transport du :Bois,p. 460.
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deflexion produced by the same weight collected in the middle of the length as 5 : 8, or
as 0'625 : 1'if. Therefore, in the rules in art. 90, 91, 92, and 93, it is only necessary
to employ the weight in pounds multiplied by 0'625 instead of the whole weight, and
the rest of the operation is the same as in those rules; therefore it will not be necessary
to repeat them.
Of the Stiffness of Beams supported at one End.

100. Wl1en a beam is fixed at one end, as in jig. 34, Plate Ill. the det1exion is
much modified by the method of fixing; the deflexion being greater as the distance AC
is greater; because the parts between A and C will be extended, and of course.increase
the deflexion. And as it is impossible to fix a bar so that it will not be extended beyond
the point of support, there is much irregularity in the results of experiments on beams
fixed in this manner.
The forms of the equations (2.) (3.)(4.) (5.) (6.) and (7.) remain the same, only adiffe:rept
constant quantity must be used, which may be obtained from the following table Qf
experiments.
101.

TABLEVIII.-Experiments

I
Kind of wood.

Dantzic o~.k

.

'854

Riga fir. .. . . . . . . . . .. '537
Pitch pine. . . . . . . . .
"
Beech
"""""""

t

I

,Weight pro. Values o~
Specific Length Breadth IDepthin DeflexionIducing tbe constant
gravity. in feet. in inches. inches. in inches. detiexion in quantity

Englishoak. . . . . . . .. '92~
Ditto, another specimen

on the Stiffness of Beams supported at ont End.

4
4
4
4
4
:3

2
2
2
2
2
2

I

2
2
2
2
2
2

2'5
1'176
1'5
1'34
1'12
3'375

I pOllnds.

o.

112
112
112
112
112
221

-222
'105
'1335
'12
'099
'313

Authorities.

Beaufoy.
Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
Idemt.
BarIow.

102.. As beams fixed at one end are not frequently used in the construction of buildings, it will not be necessary to repeat the rules in woras at length.
,
When the beam is fixed in a horizontal positIon, (L x (b;.-:;r)i-)

'!r
=D.

(8.)

And 0'6 D=B.
~ The demon~tration is given in the art, Carpentry, Supplement to the Encyc:Iopa!diaBri~nnica, p. 6240.prop. F;
ard in Barlow's Essay on the Strength of Timber, p. 117 ; and alto is evident from art. 326 and 330 of Dx. Young's
Natural Philosoph)'. yol. H.

t In Colonel Beaufoy's experiments the mean result has been taken of the most regular of his experiments, and the
de!lexion converted into inches'. His experi:tnents are publish,ed in TI;\(~mson'sAnnals of Philosophy; TIll.ix. p. 274.
G

I
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. . .
b x coS.cXW
ang 1e 0 f mc 1ma t Ion, (L x (
) )
T

T

0'6

===D. (9.)

And 0'6 D=B.

a

\Vhen a solid cylinder is fixed at one end, (L x (}'7b x W)+r =D.

(10.)

Where the value of b may be obtained from the preceding table, and the deflexion is
calculated to be one-fortieth of an inch per foot in length.

l¥hen the Weight is uniforml.!J diffused over the Length of Beamsfired at one .End.

103. When the weight W is uniformly diffused over the length of the beam, the
deflexion is to the deflexion of a beam loaded in the middle as '75 : 2; or as '375 : ).
Therefore, instead of W in the above equation substitute '375 W, and the scantlings for.
beams uniformly loaded may be obtained.

On the Strength. of Beams to resist Cross Strains.
104.. As it may sometimes be desirable to know the greatest weight a beam win bear
without fracture, the following rules afford the means of obtaining it sufficiently near for
practical purposes. The effect of deflexion is neglected because-it does not produce any
material difference, unless th~ depth be v~' small and the length considerable; a case
.
which can rarely happen in the construction of buildings.

Strengtl~ of Beams StlppoTted at both. Ends.

It is shewn by writers on the strength ef materials, that the strength of rectangular
beams supported at both ends is directly as the breadth and square of the depth, and

.

BxD'xc -Wo

(lI.)
L
Where c is a constant number to be ascertained by experiment.

1nversely as the length"".

Therefore

105. When a square beam is strained in the direction of its diagonal its strength is
less in the proportion of 0'7071 to 1

t.

. I:merson', Mecbanics, stet. 'l'iii. prop. 67; Grerory's Mechanics, 't01. i. art. 169 ud 170; Young., Natural
1.'hilosopby,

t

'1'01. ii.. art.

835.

Phi108opbital Magazine, \'01. 1. p. 4IS.

The proportions given by Dr. Gregory in this ease are not corrnt.
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106. The strength of a solid cylinder is as the cube of its diameter:1\:, therefore
B3x I'le
-\" . (12.)

L

Th~ strength of square beams and cylinders being in the same ratio as their stifthes$.
A hollow cj'linder is both stronger and stiffer than a solid one containing the same quantity of matter; therefore, where it is desirable to combine strength and lightness, cyJinders
may be made hollow. In timber this is rather too expensive an operation to be often employed, but there are cases where it is useful. The strength of a tube, '01'hoHow cylinder,
is to the strength of a solid ,one as the difference between the fourth powers of exterior
and interior diameter of the tube divided by the exterior diameter, is to the cube of the
diameter of a solid cylinder: the quantity of matter in each being the same.
107. The strongest beam that can be cut out of a round tree is that of which the depth
is to the breadth as the square root of 2 is to 1t; or nearly as 7 is to 5. And the
strength or a square beam cut from the same cylinder, or round tree, is to the strength
of the strongest beam nearly as 101 is to 110; but the square beam would contain more
timber nearly in the ratio of 5 to 4'714.

Experiments

01lthe Strength of Beams suppo1.ted at both Ends.,

108. On this kind of strength the experiments are most numerous, and some of the
most important are collected in the following table.
... EmersOll'S Mechanics. sect. viii. prop. 67. cor. 4; Gregory's Mechanics. 1'01.i. art. 169. CDr.t.

t

Thii was int

demonstrated

by M. Parent in the Me~~ires

r;2

de I' Academic, Paris, for 1708.
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TABLE IX.-E:!JJe1'iments
,

on the Strength of fVoods.

)

.I

iWeight that
Specific Length I Breadth Depth In Def!exion broke the Values of
..
.
hat
le
Ime
t h e conI
tIt'
gratity. In
'f "et. Hunc h es. me e.5. I
ffract ure. piece in 51aDt C
poun ds.
1°

Kind of wood.

\
1

l

J°ak,English, youngtree '863

2

1

1

iDitto, old ship timber- - '87~

'Z'5

1

2

1

2'5
2'5
2'5

1
1
I
8'5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
I
1
S'5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

'753

2'5

1

1

'544
'763
'820

2'5
2'5
2'5

1
1
1

'852

2'5

I

1

'560

2'5

I

1

'920
'374
'511
'744
'405
'720
'553

2'5
2"5
2'5 j
7
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5
2'5

1
I
1
2
1
1
1
1,
1

'639

2

1

'715

7

2

'529

2'5

1

'460
'512
'465

2'5
2
2

1
1
1

! 1
1
1
1

'555

2'5

1

1

'460

2

1

1

'640
'622
'396

2'5
2'5
2'5

1
1
1

1
1
1

,Ditto, from old tree..

'6'25

ID~tto, medium quality

'748

,Ditto, green. - - . . . . -. '763
ID~tto, from Riga , - ,
'688
,DItto, green"..,
-. ",,1'063
jBeech, medium quality
'6~0
Alder. . . . , . . . , . . . .. '5a5
Plane tree ..............
a '648
Sycamore.
. . , , , , , , ,, '590
Chesnut, green. . , . .. '875
Ash, from young tree.,
'Sll
Ditto, medium quality
'690
Ash.,....

.",.,

.".

lm, common. . - . ,
Ditto, wych, green, "
"
Acacia, green. . . . . . .,
!Mahogany, Spanish,}
i

. , , , ,

seasoned.

IDitto, Honduras,

"
sea-}

soned,.. . . . . . , .

Walnut, green. . . , . ..
IPoplar, Lombardy. .
, . , . . "
Ditto, abele
ITeak. . , . . . , . . . . . ." "
!Willow . , . , , . , , . . ", ,
IBirch ...,...",..,.
I

.

.

I~;rfi~f
iMemel

~i~~~~"
fir ,

.. .. . . , ...

,

Ditto, ditto,.

.

\

~, '486
'480

jNorway fir, from}
f Longsound".,..
,Mar Forest fir. . , , . , ..
iScotch fir, English}
growth,

[SECT- II.

.. .. ... , .., . ..

Christiana white deal
American white spruce
Spruce fir, British}
growth, . . . . , , , .
American pine, Wey-}
mouth,
.. , , . . . .
Larch.. <:hoice specimen
Ditto, medium quality
Ditto, very young wood

2'5
2'5
2
11'75
2'5
2-5

I

2'5
2'5

I

i

i

'

I-Si

r

1-5
1'38

I

!

I

1'25
3'2

I

I 2'5

Authorities,

48~

964

By my trial.

264
218
284
219
357
25~1~
271
212
243
214
ISO
324

660
436
710
547
714
595
677
530
607
535
450
810

Idem.
Idem.
Bbbe1s,
Itiem,
By my trial.
Buffon.
Ebbels.
Idem,
Idem,
Idem,
Idem,
By my trial,

254

635

Ebbels,

1
1
1

314
216
192
249

785
540
480
622

By my trial.
Ebbels.
Idem,
Idem.

1

170

425

By my trial.

1

255

631

Idem.

2'7"5
1'3
1'15

195
131
2~8
820
146
207
165
21~
218

487
327
5;0
717
365
517
412
530
545

Ebbe1s,
Idem,
By my trial,
Barlow.
Y my trial.
bbe1s,
By my trial.
Idem,
Idem.

1

1'1~5

396

792

Idem,

2

5'5

360

315

Barlow.

I 1'75

233

582

By my tri&1.

157
343
285

392
686
570

Ebbels.
By my tri&1.
Idem.

186

465

Ebbel~

1'125

329

658

By my trial.

3

253
2'l3
129

632
1557
322

1
1
I
2
,,:
1
1
1
1
1

I
I

2'38

I

1'5
4'00
3

'937
1'312

1'75

Idem.
Idem.
Idem.
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109. In these tables, as in all the others, I have endeavoured to collect experiments
of such various kinds as would best show the strength of wood under different circumstances. I consider this much preferable to taking mean results; and it will convey
much more useful information to the reader. It will be seen that the specimens from
aged trees are much inferior in strength to those of mean age; and that the strength of
green timber differs materialJy from that of seasoned, or dry. Also, that the strength
is greater in those specimens which are the most heavy; but the increase of strength is
not exactly proportional to the increase of specific gravity.

Rules for the St1'ength of Beams SUppo1.tea at ooth Ends.
llO. To find the weight that would break a rectangular beam when applied at the
middle of its length, the beam being supported at the ends.
RULEXI. Multiply the breadth in inches by the square of the depth in inches, divide
this product by the length in feet, and the quotient multiplied by the value of c in
Table IX. corresponding to the. kind of wood; the product will be the weight in pounds.
Example. The length of a girder of Riga fir between the supports is 21 feet, its
depth is 14 inches, and breadth 12 inches; to find the weight that would break it
when applied hI the middle. Opposite Riga fir in the table we find c==530; and
12x 14x l4x530
=59360 pounds, or above 26 tons.
21
If a beam of the same scantling and length had been supported at one end only, on€fourth of the weight would have broken it.
111. To find the weigl1fthat would break a solid cylinder when applied at the middle
Of its length, the cylinder heing supported at the ends.
RULE XII. Find tJie value of c for the kind of wood in Table I?,. art. lOB, and divide
. it by 1-7; multiply the quotient by the cube of the diameter in ineh€s, and divide the
product by the length in feet; the quotient will be the weight in pounds that would
break the cylinderExample.

What weight woulc:l break a solid cylinder of ~h, 12 feet long and 8
x
inches diameter'. For ash the value of c is 635 in the table, therefore 63\~;XXI~ 8=
15937 pounds.
112. If the weight be uniformly diffused over the length of a beam, it will require
to break it twice the weight that would break it when applied at the middle of its
length.
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Strength of Beams supported at one End.
113. The rules for beams supported or fixed at one end are precisely the same a~
those for beams supported at both ends, except that a different constant number must
be used; viz. the constant d in the following table, or the constant for beams supported
at both ends must be divided by 4. And when the weight is uniformly diffused over
the length, the beam will bear double the weight that would break it when applied in
the middle.

114. TABLEX.-Experiments

,Kind of wood.

Specific
gTavity

oak ...... 9g2
Ditto ....'.......
Dantzic oak. . . . . .. '854
Beech, . . . . . . . . . .. '700
Ditto. . , . . . . . . . .. "'740
Ash.....,........
'658
Ditto. . . . . . . . .. '730
Ditto, green. . ." . " .. "858
English

Teak, old, dry

.. """.

'606

Riga. fir .... . . . . ". "537
.

Virginian yellow pine 5'l'l
Canadian white pine '618
Pitch pine.. .. .. ".
Larch, dry . . . . . .. '526
"

Length
in feet.

4
4
4
3
2
3
2
5

on the Strengtl" of Beams supported at QneEna.
Weight
Defiexion
Valueso
Breadth Depth in atthetioot' that broke
.
cons t an t'
in inches. inches. offracture
th e piece
d.
in inches. in pounds.

2
2
2
2
1
2
1
2

2

266

Cl

210

2
2
2
2
2
2

11
5
11j.
6
16
12j.

5

2

2

4
5
5
4
5

2
2
2
2
2

2
'l
2
2
2

ll,}
1St16{.

196
401
352
436
321
~39

Experimentalist.

133 Beaufoy.
105 Idem.
98 Idem.
150 Barlow.
176 Idem.
163 Idem.
160 Idem.
149 Peake and Barralier.

257

161

210
147
122
270
162

105 Beaufoy.
9'l Peake and Barralier.
16 Idem.
135 Beaufoy.
101 Peake and Barralier.

Idem.

Resistance to Detrusioll, or crushing across close to a fixed Point.
115. There is another kind of cross strain that requires particular attention, as the
strength of framing often depends upon it; that is, when a body is ,crushed across
close to the points of support. Dr. Thomas Young has called the resistance to this kind
of strain the ""resistance to detrusion."
According to the experiments of Professor Robison, this resistance appeared to be
exactly proportional to the area of the section, and quite independent of its figure or
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position:'#. Mr. Barlow has also made some experiments on this kind of resistance;
from which it appears, that when the force is parallel to the fibr~, the strength of fir
to resist detrusion is from 556 to 634 pounds per square inch, or about one-twentieth of
its direct cohesion in the direction of the fibres t.
e have great reason to believe, that
the resistan~ to being crushed across is, in all cases, equal, or vel-Ynearly equal, to the
cohesive force of the body; and as, in construction, it is the lateral cohesion of timber
that is usually exposed to a detruding force, we may conclude that the numbers already
given (in art. 77) will be sufficient, with the one above stated, to assist the carpenter in
proportioning the parts that have to support this strain.
116. To give an example of the application, let Ac (fig. 15, Plate II.) be -the lower
end of a principal rafter, and CB the tie beam. Now it is evident, that if the part D
should not be made sufficiently long to resist the thrust of the foot of the rafter, it
would crush off the abutment at the line bC. Let us, for the sake of simplicity, sup.
pose there is not a tenon in the joint, then the horizontal thrust of the rafter in pounds
should be equal to the area of the surface in inches, that would be forced asunder in the
~ase of fracture, multiplied by the resistance of a square inch in pounds. But, in practice,
the strain should be only one-fourth of the cohesive force; therefore, to find the length
bC we have the following rule:
RULE XIII. Divide four times the horizontal thrust, by the thickness-in inches,
m:ultiplied into the cohesive force of a square inch in pounds, and the quotient will give
the length hC in inches.
Example. Find the horizontal thrust of a rafter, or any other oblique beam, by the
principles detailed in Section 1. (art. 40;) let us suppose this pressure is found to
be 5600 pounds, and let the thickness of the beam be 6 inches; also, when the beam is
()f fir, the lowest number for the cohesive force is, according to Mr. Barlow's experi-

'"

ments,556

pounds.

Then 4~5~~=6'7

inches nearly for the distance from 6 to C.

If the beam had been oak, then the resistance of a square inch is 2316 pounds, from
Table Ill. art. 77; tberefore,

:=~:=1'7

Further

application

principles will be found under the Section on Joints tt.IldScarfing.

Sect. IX.

ON THE RESISTANCE

inches nearly.

of these

TO COMPRESSION.

117. When a piece of tim"Qeris compressed in the direction of its length, it yields to
the force in a different manner, according to the proportion between its length and the
. En.]clopzdia :Britannica, art. Strength of Matenab.

t E'Ja;yon the StrellJth Clf'l'imller,&.. ". n~.
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area of its cross section. For more convenient illustration, let us suppose the piece to
be a cylinder, then if its length be greater than about eight times its diameter, the force
will cause it to bend in the mannet' shown in jig. 35, Plate In.; and it will break at
tIle middle of its length. But when the length of a wooden cylinder is less than about
eight times its diameter, the piece will expand in the middle of its length, and split in
several places. Materials that are less flexible than timber break in another different
manner when in short lengths.
The case where the length exceeds about eight times the diameter is that which h
most useful, consequently shall be first examined.

On the Strengtll of ColumTls and Posts to resist F'lexure.

118. It is certain, from experience, that there is a certain force that will bend a piece
of timber when acting in direction of its length; and that, when it has been bent ill a
small degree, a still greater force is required to complete the fracture. But our investigation must be confined to the strength to resist the first degrees of t1exure.
The strain will be directly as the weight or pressure; and inversely as the strength"
which is inversely as the cube of the diameter. The strain will also be directly as the
deflexion, which will be directly as the quantity of angular motion, and as the number
of parts strained; that is, directJyas the square of the length, and inversely as the diameter. Joining these proportions, and retaining the same notation as in the preceding
is as the strain, and 1'7 axV~xW=D..
(12.)
investigations, we have L<J~~W
The strain being supposed constant.
When the post is rectangular, andD is tbe least side; then, exV'xW=BD3.
If the post be square, it will break in the direction of its diagonal;

(13.)
and, 4e x Lt X W =

D4. (14.)
Where D is the diagonal.
119. The stiffest rectangular post is that in which the greater side is to the less as 10
is to 6; therefore, when the post is insulated, this- form should be preferred; but -even
when the post is of this form it will bend in two directions. In this case the equation
(13.) becomes 0'cexL2xW=D4.
(15.)
Where D is the least side. The greater side-will be found by dividing the least by ,6.
120. When two inclined beams or rafters are strained by a weight resting upon the
point where they meet, as in fig. 1, Plute'L the -pressure in the direction of the -beams
may be found by art. 14 of Section I.; and substitute this pressure for W, -in ~ne
of ~he preceding equations (12.) to (16.), from which the scantlings may be found that
would be capable of sustaining these pressures. And, generally, let the pressure jn the
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direction of a beam be found by the principles in Section I. and the pressure thus found
being substituted for W in the equations from (12.) to (16.) will enable the reader to find
the scantlings that would support these pressures.
In these equations we have supposed the beams and columns to be perfectly straight;
'-nd that the pressure should be exactly in the direction of the axes: but it often
happens that this cannot be the case; and as a very slight deviation causes a considerable difference in the magnitude of the strain, it is easy to account for the great
irregularities which may be found in the few experiments that have been made on this
strain.
Let AB,fig. 36, Plate Ill. represent n beam, supporting a load at A, and supported
itself at the point B. Join AB, and if the line does not pass through the centre c of the
cross section of the post or beam at the middle of its length, the strain \\ill be much
increased; because the weight acts with the energy of a lever. The same thing happens
when the beam is not perfectly straight, as injig. 35.
] 21. When a beam or post, that is not straight, is pressed in the direction of its
length, or where the pressure acts with a leverage, as infig.36, the effect of this leverage
must be considered.
Let C be the neutral point, jig. 35 and 36, which is situate nearly at tbe middle of
the depth of the beam, then the leverage will be expressed by L x cos. ACD. Or
denoting the angle ACD by c, it is L x cos. c. Hence the equations in art. 118, when
applied to beams where the weight acts with a leverage, should be multiplied by' this
leverage as below. When the post is cylindrical, and D its diameter, 1.7 e x V x W x
cos. c=D4. (17.)
In a rectangular post or beam, wIlere D is the least side, eX LSx W x cos. c=
BD'. (18.)
In a square post or beam, where D is the diagonal of the square, 4e x J} x W x cos. c
=D\

(19.)

And equation (16.) art.1l9, becomes 0'6 exL'xWxcos.

C=D4, and B= ~,

(20.)

In these equations, when the beam becomes vertical, cos. c=O; therefore L x cos. C
;::0, and the rules become the same as for vertical beams. Also when the deflexion
is to be a constant quantity, these rules apply to a beam fixed at one end, either in an
inclined or horizontal position, for it is obvious that the operation of the forces would
not be altered by fixing the part of the beam, below CD, in a wall. When the beam is
horizontal, cos. c= 1.
It will be often more convenient to substitute another mode of expression in these
equations; that is to say, the sine of CAD instead of cosine of ACD, then CAD may be
called the angJe which the neutral point makes with the ~irection of the pressure.
H
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122. A column or pillar that shall be equalJy strong throughout will be generated by
the revolution of two parabolas round the axis of the column, the vertices of the curves
being at the extremities, as is shm,vn iu fig. 37; for when all the other quantities are
constant, U : D4, or L : D2, a property of the parabola.
But the figure of a column depends on t\'\'o conditions: the one, that it shall rest
firmly on its base, and offer a solid bearing for the load to be supported; the other,
that it shall be capable of the greatest degree of resistance. To fulfil the first condition,
it should be a. frustum of a cone;. to fulfil the second, it should be of the form generated
by the revolution of two parabolas: and combining the forms which fulfil these conditions, we produce nearly that form ,vhich has been adopted for columns; that is, a
column with a slight swell in the middle. But where the form of a column is considered rather as the most beautiful than the strongest, one that gradually diminishes
from the base to the capital appears preferable.

Experiments on the Stiffness

of Beams to resist Cornpression.

123. The experiments are few on this strain, indeed it is difficult to make such
experiments without an expensive apparatus, -and without they are made with much
care they are of little value. The following tables contain the results of the most
valuable for our present purpose ~. The weight that produced the first degree of
deflexion, and the weight that broke the piece, are given in the tables; but that pro.ducing the first deflexion is the one of the greatest importance.
. Experiments on this strain should ahvays be made either with cylinders, er beams suilicientJy thin to cause the
&Aaion to be in ene directien OID1.
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TABLEXL-Experiments

I
Kind of wood,

Oak,

seasoned

Ditto, ditto,.

2'125

4'25

Ditto, ditto.,

-'

on the Resistance of Beams to Forces pressing in the Directions
of thei,' Lengths.

Weight
Duration
Length ,B:eadth Thick- Dtliexion ducing pro-I
the Values of of tIle exness
in
in feet, IDlncbes.\ inches. in inches. deflexion
e,
periments
inj
pounds,
in hours.

Ditto, ditto. - 6'375
itto, ditto

2'125
4-25

~'126

2'126

2'126

2'l~6
3'18

2'126

2'126
3-18

3'18

3'18

Ditto.. ditto -' 6'375

3'18

3'18

itto, ditt~ ,. 2'125.

4'25

4'25

itto, ditto,.

;)1

4'~5

itto, ditto. - 6'375

4-25

4'25

4'25

4'25

I

7,856
13,525
14,119
11,750

{0787
'03937
'1181
'03937

{0787
'1574
'1574
'1574
{IS74
'1574
-2361
'1574
{'0787
'03937
{ISH
'1574
'J 9685
'27559
'1574
{19685
'0787
'2361
'1574
'0787
{039~
'03937
'OiS7
'03937
[987
'0787
'0787
'03937

{ISH
'2361
'1574
'2361

6,298}
6,298
~,298
6,298
3,277
2,860
2,750}
2,750
34,599
45,168
20,317
18,647
20,578
21,819
9,121
9,113
11,000
10,142
12,746
61,883
56,691
56,693
67,467
57,780
63,066
29,695
50..525
45,201
21,586
17,331
18,517
27,599
---

1"°006
'00033
'00032
'00042

°0002

{

} '00129
.00101
'OOl~5
.00027
.0006
'00035
'0004
'00038
'00047
'00044
'0003
--

21
27

11,844}
12,225
13,565
12,458

27
24
29
5
9
17

7

.19
4
18
6
11
8
23
28
30
8
5
19
19

. Gauthey's Constructiondes Pants, tom, it p. 48.,

H2

IS,631}
21,296

5

'00019
'0007
'0005
'0003
'ooo~n
'0003
.00026
'00028
'OOOCZ1
'00023
'00025
'0002
-00118

4
6
18
8

6
6

'00015
'00018

Weight
that broke Experimentalist.
the piece
in pounds.

7
5
22
22

19,993

Lamand6

21,060

7,244}
7..484
8,492
7,878
50,958}
50,958
48,639}
36..865
36,205'
28,182
26,939
28,997}
23,929
33,048
36,902
95,262
66,112}
105,826
94..476
88,442
lOO,755}
85,998
73,238
96,368
64,090}
59,313
54,06~
65,608

Idem,

Idem.
Idem

Idem"

Idem.

Idem,

Idem,

Idem,

'

.
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of Timber

wlwz compressed in tht

of its Length,

I
Kind of Specific Lengtl1 Breadth Thickness Beflexion
wood, gravity. in feet, ininches. in inches, in inches,

---

We~gbtproDuration Weight that broke
duc1D~tbe Values of of the ex- the piece in pounds
deflexionin
e,
periments
or remarks.
'
pounds.
in hours,

I Oak

1'038

8'52

6''22

5'06

0'268

38,105 0'00029

O'S3

3 Ditto

1'010

S'52

6'22

4'00

0'09

26,381

O'OOO~

0-83

4 Ditto
5 Ditto
7 Ditto

1'000
'923
'973

8'52
8-52
7'46

5'24
S'15
6'22

3'9
4'17,
5'06

26,384
0'445
26,392
0'665
Not sensible, 38,098

0-00016
0'00019
0'00038

6'66
6'66
0'83

0'157

50,454

0'00028

208

its
{Recovered
first form,
{Retained
a
s]jght flexureIdem,
50,448

{Recovered
first form,

its

8 Ditto
9 Ditto

'972
'925

7'46
7'46

6'13
6'22

4'09
4'00

0'244
0'267

38,104
38,106

0'00019
0'00018

12'08
12'08

10 Ditto

1'038

7'46

4'97

4'00

0'312

26,397

0'00021

IQ'OO

11 Ditto

l'l<Yl

6'39

6'13

5'24

0'177

38,107

0'00057

7'08

72,865
62,977
{Retained
a
slight flexure,
Idem.

13 Ditto

'987

639

6'22

4'00

0'177

38,106

0 00025

2'08

{ Recovered
first form,

15 Ditto
17 Ditto
] 9 Ditto

1'032
'920
1'038

6'39
7'46
8'52

5'24
6'S2
6'22

4'17
4'25
5'06

0'22
0'U4
0'177

88,048
26,396
26,392

0'00024
0'0003~
0-0004'

IQ'OO
IQ'oo
10'00

20 Ditto

'944

8'52

7'37

6'22

0'09

26,394

0'0009

10'00

21 Ditto

'842

8'5~

7'46

6'22

0'09

26,396

0'00093

]0'00

its

Idem.
Idem.

{Recovered
first form,

its

The numbers in the first column con-espond with those of the experiments I have
selected from M. Girard's work *. Many of his experiments were made with defective
specimens, these are rejected, because pieces so defective should not be employed in any
situation where they are exposed to much strain. By description and plates representing
the most defective specimens, be has rendered it easy to ascertain the cause of many of
the irregularities in his expedments.
The least deflexion only, with the weight that
produced it, is given for each piece in the table above; several other deflexions were
observed., but the first is the only one that is of use for the purpose of determining the
strength of posts or columns. Most of the specimens bent in the direction of the
diagonal, consequently they were ~urved both in the direction of the breadth and thickness. The deflexion given above is that in the direction of the thickness, except in one
case, which is experiment 19; in that case the force cannot ha1-'ebeen applied exactJy
in the direction of the axis. Some of the pieces were broken; in those cases the
.. Traite

Analytique

de la R.fsistance des Solides. table i.
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weight that broke the piece is given. It is remarkable that the weight which broke the
specimen is always about twice that which produced the first deflexion, both in Girard's
and Lamande's experiments.
1\1.Girard has not described the state of the wood when his trials were made, but it
appears from a remark he makes on the 8th experiment, that it had been cut about
fifteen months'"'; consequently it would not be very dry, as might be inferred from the
weight of the cube foot given in the third column.
In the IIth column the effect of the greatest load that was tried is stated for some of
the pieces. No. I recovered its first form after being loaded with 93,320 pounds. No.3
retained a slight flexure, the greatest weight it bore being 68,946 pounds.
It is obvious that a column or post should not be loaded till the deflexion becomes
sensible, therefore the values of e as found by these experiments are too low for use.
The constant number e then should be taken of such a value as may give all the security that is necessary, without employing more timber than is consistent with just
economy.
The highest value of e is 0'00125 in Lamande's experiments, and it is 0'00093 in
Girard's. If the number be taken 0'0015 the result will always be sufficiently strong
for "Use,as in good timber it would seldom be loaded with above one-fourth of tbe
weight that would produce sensible flcxure, if its strength were determined by the
rule.
Experiments having been made upon oak only, it remains to determine the constant
number e for other kinds of wood. It has been shown by Dr. Thomas Youngt~ that
the weight, W, which would hold a beam in equilibrium, under a small degree of
.
'8225d9g
; where d is the least side, 1 the length~ and g t~e
f1exure~is expressed by
1~
weight of the modulus of elasticity corresponding to the area of the section; consequently, if m be the weight of the modulus for a sq"Uareinch (see Sect. X. art. 869)
'8225hd~m :::;W; or
then g=mhd, where b is the breadth: and the formula becomei
li
Wit
hd'.
'S225m
According to my experiments the modulus of elasticity of oak of a medium quality is
1,714,500 pounds; and recollecting that in Dr. Young's formu1a 1 is in inches, we have
144,\V19
'8225 x 1,714,500

.

=Wl~xO'OOOl02=bd3.

. TraiM Analytique, &c a.-t. ~35.
t Lectures on Natural Philosophy, VD].H. art. 3iS; and the sam~ thinr i, shown ill the article Carpentry. prop. E,
Supplement to the EDcyclop~dia Bfi1anniea> 1818..
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There is no doubt that from experiments made with dry oak of such a quality as that
from which the weight of the modulus was obtained, and made with all the precision
that might be employed on a small scale, the constant number given by this formula
would agree with the experiments '*.
As the modulus of elasticity has been determined for several kinfts of wood, Dr.
Young's formula enables us at once to obtain the constant number for other woods,
when that for one kind is obtained from experiments. Assuming therefore that O'OOl!,
is the proper constant number for oak, the following table will show those for other
woods. The first column gives the kind of wood; the second its modulus of elasticity
for a square inch in pounds avoirdupois; and the third contains its constant number, to
be employed in the rules for the strength of posts and columns.
1'ABLE XIIL-Of
the constant Numbers to be used in caZc~latil/g the Dimensions of
Columns, Posts, and other Beams, pressed in the Direction of tlteir Length.

I

of elasticity Value of e, the constant
I Modulus
in pounds.
I numb~r in the rules.

Kind of wood.

English oak . . . . . . . . . ..
Beech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Alder ,..............................
Chesnut, green. . . . . . . .

1,7]4,500
1,316,000
1,086,750
924,570

Ash.................

0'0015
0'00195
0'0023
0'00267

1,525,500
1,343,000

0'00168
0'00184

Elm
..Acacia"""""""'"
Mahogany,"""""""""""."'''''
Spanish

Ditto, Honduras.
Teak

.

1,687,500
""".

......

.............................

Cedar, Lebanon. . . . . . ..
Riga fir ..............
Memel fir ............

Norway spruce fir .. . ..
Weymouth pine. .. .. ~.
"

Larch

..............................

1/255,500
1,593,000
2,167,074
486,000
1,687,500
1,957,750
1,804,000
1,633,500
1,363,500

0'0015£
I

0'00205
0'00161
0'00118
0'0053
0'00152
0'00 133
0'00142
0'00151
0'0019

There &1'emany reasons for giving the preference to experiments made on a small scale. All the measures can be
*
taken with more accuracy, the weight can be made to act directly upon the sp\:cimens, consequently there is no 10s1nor
uncertainty from friction of mechanical Jlowers, the necessary adjustmentJ can be made with more precision, and tbe
whole process is more completely under the f:yeoftbe observer. The apparatus being simple, the labour of calculation
is abridged, trials are more easily repeated and varied, and the expense becomes comparatinly small. :For similar
reasons a mineral can be more acclllately analyzed by employing a few grains, than by trying upon a larger quantity;
and I knoW'DOreason why a.well chosen specimen of wood should not afford as accurate a.measure of the elasticity of
that substance, as a smaU specimen of limestone does of the constituent.s of tbe mass it bad been seleeted from. But the
,specimens of wood sbould not be less than an inch square, otherwise tbey become too small to contain fair specimens of
tbe wood.
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the oak and fir the constant l1umbers do not differ materialJy, but in small scantoak is more liable to warp, and besides oak is seldom so straight grained or so free
knots as yellow fir; therefore it is usually employed in larger scantlings. But this
depend on the judgment of those who are to use it.

Practical Rules for the St,'ength of Columns, Posts, and othet' Beams, pressed in the Directions of their Lengths.
125. To find the diameter of a column or pillar that will sustain a given weight, when
the pressure is in the direction of the axis.
RULEXIV. Multiply the weight or pressure in pounds by 1-7 times the value of e for
the kind of wood taken from 'rable XIII, art. 124; then multiply the square root of the
product so obtained by the length or height in feet, and the square root of theJast product will be the diameter required in inchesIf the column be shorter than 10 times its diameter, then the diameter found by this
rule will be too small. In this case the proper diameter will be found by Rule XVIII.
art. 13I.
Example. Let it be required to support 12 tons (26880 pounds) by a cylindrical oak
post, of which the height is 8 feet. Then, by the prereding table (Table XIII.) the value
of e for oak is 0'0015; therefore, 26880 x 1'7 x 0'0015=68'544, of which the square root
is 8'28 nearly. And 8'28 x 8=66'24; the square root of 66'24 is very nearly 8'14, therefore 8'14 inches is the diameter required.
126. To:find the Bcantling of a rectangular post or beam capable of sustaining a given
pressure in the direction of its length.
RULEXV. Multiply together the weight or pressure in pounds, the square of the length
in feet, and the value of e for the kind of wood from Table XIII. Divide this product
by the breadth in inches, and the cube root of the quotient will be the thickness in inches.
In "this rulE', as in the last, when the beam or post is shorter than 10 times its thickness or least dimension, the scantling found by this rule is too small. The proper
scantling in suca cases may be found by Rule XVIII. art. 131, where the cause of
this limitation is explained.
EX/Imp/e. Let the height of a post of MemeJ fir be 8 feet, itS breadth 71nches, and
the weight to b~ supported 12 tons, or 26880 pounds. The value of e by Table XIII.

.

for Me~el fir IS0-00133; ~erefore

26880xO'00133x8x8
-=327

7

nearly; and tIle cube

root of 327 is 6'889 inches, the thickness required.
127. If the bearu be curved, or the weight does not press exactly in the direction of
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the axis of the beam, then find the cosine of the angle ACD, or the sine CAD,fig. 35
and 36, to a radius of unity.
RULE XVI. Multiply together the weight in pounds, the tabular value of e for the kind
of wood, and the sine of the angle CAD; divide the product by the breadth in inches.
The cube root of the quotient multiplied by the length in feet will give the depth in
inches.
Example.

Let the length AB be 8 feet, the weight 26880 pounds, the breadth

7 inches,

and the sine of CAD='25.
Also let .0015 be the tabular number, as in the example,
art. 125. Then 26880X'~15x'25
1-44. The cube root of 1-44 is 1'13 nearly; and
1'13 x 8=9-04 inches, the depth required.
A post 8 inches diameter would not support half the weight when applied as it is
supposed to be in this example; but we have seen that it is sufficiently strong when the
,force acts in the direction of tlie axis. See art. 126.
Sometimes the strain ariseR from pressure produced by the position of the beams, as
in jig. 101' 3, Plate 1.; in that case the pressure in the direction of the beam must be
found by the mles in Section 1.; and this pressure must be substituted instead of the
weight, observing that the pressure must be found in pounds.

Strength of Curved Ribs.
128. When a curved rib is of the proper curve of equilibrium for the constant load
upon it, as in a bridge for example, there are often strains caused by variable loads, such
as heavy waggons and the like. The effect of such loads upon a continued rib is the
next object of our inquiry.
Let ACB (fig. Z'/, Plate Ill.) be the rib, and let a load W be applied in the middle at
C. The effect of such a load would be to depress the curve at C, and to cause it to rise
at e antl/; dividing the curve into 4 equal parts. Denoting the length of each part by I,
th~n 2DC : AC : : W : pressure in the direction AC- ~~~c,
ex W x AC X sin. eCa ~

and ex 813x.~;~C

.

x sine

) =D. But here It may be observed, that no
. Bx2DC
notice is taken of the resistance at C; because it is not possible to join large pieces so as
to make them equally as strong as a solid beam of one piece, therefore, to keep the .rule
as simple as possible, I have co.nsidered the strength at C to compensate for the defects
of a built rib.But the strain upon the rib will not be greatest when the weight is applied in the
eCa=BD', or 21)( (
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middle. The exact point where the strain is greatest has not been ascertained~ but it
will be near enough for practice to fix this point at the distance of one-third of the span
from. one of the abutments.
Practical Rule and Example.
Let the weight be considered to act at E,jig. 27. then (by art. 14, Sect. 1.) if the weight
be represented by EF, the pressure in the direction EA will be represented by EA. Or,
EF : EA : : W : pressure. Taking an example in numbers, let EF be 77 feet, and EA 135,
W being 50,000 pounds. Then 77 : 135 : : 50,000 : 87,662 pounds, the pressure required.
RULE XVII. To find the scantling ofthe rib. Multiply tog~ther the pressure in pounds,
the constant e from the table art. 124, and the sine of the angle dEk to a radius of unity.
Divide the product by the breadth in inches of all the ribs the weight will bear upon.
The cube root of the quotient multiplied by the distance AE, in feet, will give the depth
of the rib in inches.
Example. In a bridge of 200 feet span, consisting of 3 ribs, each 24 inches, or the
whole breadth of the ribs 72 inches. The sine of dElt=O'I, and the constant number
from Table XIII. art. 124, corresponding to oak=0'00l5.
The pressure in the direction

.

EA bemg 87,662 pounds as above found.

Then

87662x'OO15xO'}
-()o 18263.

'Ille
72
cube root of 0'18263 is 0'587 nearly; and the distance AE is nearly 135 feet: Therefore,
0'587 x 135=79 inches, the depth required.
129. It has 'already been stated, that the stiffest rectangular post or beam is that of
which the sides. are to one another as 10 to 6 (see art.1l9:) the rule expressed in words
at length may be useful.
RULE. Multiply the weight or pressure in pounds by 0'6 times the tabular number e
for the kind of wood, from Table XIII. art 124. Extract the square root of this product,
and multiply the root by the length in feet. The square root of the last product will be
the least side in inches.
Divide the less side by 0'6, which will give the greater side.
Example. It is required to support a part of a wall by an oak post, 11 feet in length.
The wall to be supported contains a rod of reduced brickwork which weighs 13 tons, 01"
29120 pounds; and it is proposed to determine the scantling of the post so as to be
sufficient to sustain the pressure. According to tbe rule, 29] 20 x 0'6 x 0'0015=20,208.
The square root of 20'208 is nearly 4'5; therefore 4'5 xl] =49'5. The square root of

49'5 is 7'03, consequentJytheieast side of the post should be 7'03 inches. And

=11'7 inches,

~~

the greater side; therefore a post 11 feet long, of which the scantling is
Il{ inches by 7 inches, would support a rod of brickwork with safety.
I
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A post that sustains a considerable burden should never be exposed to a cross
strain; as a very small force of this kind has a considerable effect when the post is
~ompressed in direction of its length.
A table of the scantlings of story posts is given at the end of the volume; but story
posts depend so much 011the nature of the building to be supported, that it would be
difficult to reduce them to particular rules; it will not, however, be difficult to estimate, with sufficient accuracy, the weight a post of this kind may have to support, and
then the scantling will be found by the preceding rules.

On the Resistance tQ Crushing.

130. According to the experiments of Rondelet, when the height of a square post
is less than about 7 or 8 times the side of its base, it cannot be bent by any pressureless than that which would crush it. The internal mechanism of the resisting forces,.
when timber yields by crushing, is not exactly understood, but it appears evident that it
is different in timber from what it is in stone, and other brittle materials. In timber
the resistance to crushing is less than the cohesive force; in brittle bodies it is always
greater ~han the cohesive force of the material; but it must n~t be imagined that the
resistance to crushing is an exception to the laws of compression, because the resistance
to extension, and that to compression, are both emplo}"ed in opposing a force tending to
crush the. body when the body is of a flexible nature.
The resistance of timber to crushing appears to increase in a higher ratio than that of
the area of its section. We have not, however, experiments that will throw any light
on this part of the subject; and the generality of writers content themselves witb
assuming the strength to be directly as the area.
According to the experiments of Rondelet, made on cubes of an inch in length, it
required from 5000 to 6000 pounds per square inch to crush oak; and under this
pre~sure its length was reduced more than one-third. For to crush fir it required from
6000 to 7000 pounds per square inch; and the length was reduced one-half * .
Mr. George Rennie's trials afforded results considerably lower than those of Rondelet..
The following are the results of his experiments:
A cubical inch of elm was crushed by

. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

American

pine.

..... .. ...... .. white deal.

. . ... . . . . . . . . .. English oak.

..

.... 1284

. . ..

...

pounds.

1«506

1928
. . . . . . . . . 3860

. . . . . . ... . . . ... ditto, 4 inches long.. .. 5147t
.. L'Art de :Bitil'~ tome iv. p. 61.

t Philosophical'l'ransactioD$ for 18181 part i. p. 130..
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131. The load a piece of timber will bear when pressed in the direction of its length,
vdthout risk of being crushed, may be found by the following rule.
RULE XVIII. Multiply the area of the piece of timber, in inches, by the weight that.
has 'been found capable of crushing a square inch of the same kind of wood (see tIle
preceding experiments, art. 130.) Then one-fourth of the product will give the load in
pounds that the piece would bear with safety.
Example. Required the weight that a piece of oak 3 inches by2 inches would support
with safety? Here the area is 3 x 2=6 inches; and by one of Mr. Rennie's experiments
6 x 3860
an inch square of oak is crushed by 3860 pounds. Consequently
=5790 pounds,
.

4

the weight required.
If the area that would support a given weight be required, divide 4 times the weight
by the number of pounds that would crush a square inch, and the quotient is the area.
in inches. .
By comparing the rule for the resistance to fle.."Curewith that for the resistance to
crushing, it will be easy to determine the length when these rules give the same result.
This comparison is important, because the strength of pieces shorter than this length
must be calculated by the rules for the resistance to crushing; but all pieces longer than
this length must be calculated by the rule for the reslstance to flexure.
Let the force tnat would crush a square inch be represented

-ceding rule (Rule XVIII.) Dx:xf
DSxB

W.

by

h

then by the pre-

Also by equation (13.) (art. 11S) we have

DxBxf
D'xB
t ID'
1
, or L -~, and L=2D-v' -.
=
Lt
xe
J xe
4 .
f Xe
From the experiments on crushing it appears, thatfmaybe
taken at 4000 pounds for
either fir or oa.k; and, according to Table XIII. art. 124, the value of e is nea~ly the
same for fir as it is for oak, viz. 0'0015. Putting these numbers in the equation L=2D

Lt X e =W.

Hence

-v'f~e' we have L=2D.v 4000xI0'0(H5 =O'SlSD, nearly: t~at is, the length in feet is
0'818 times the least thickness in inches, when the resistance to flexure and the resistance to crushing are equal. Or, what is the same thing, the length is nearly 10 time5
the least thickness when the resistances are the same. Consequently, when the length
of a beam is greater than 10 times the thickness, .its strength must be determined by
art. 125, 126, or 127. When it is less than 10 times the least thickness, the strength
must be determined by Rule XVIII. of this article.

-I ~
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On the Resistance to Compression at tlte Joints of Framing.

132. There is yet another kind of resistance to compression to be considered; which
is, when the end of one piece is pressed against the side of another piece. The strength
of the joints of framing depends in some degree on this kind of resistance; for unless
the resistance at tbe joint be equal to the pressure, a degree of compression may
take place that would produce considerable derangement in the framing, if not a total
failure.
In order to obtain some information on this important point, I made the following
experiments:
J prepared two pieces of good Memel fir, and placing the cnd of the one
piece upon the side of the other, I loaded it successively with 800,900, 1000, lloo,
1200, and 1300 pounds upon a square inch, examining the effect of each trial; t1;le
impression was faint with 900 pounds, but became very distinct with 1000 pounds;
therefore I consider the pressure on the joints of timbers of yellow fir should never be
greater than 1000 pounds per square inch. The position of the annual rings makes a
considerable difference, for in some other trials the impression was very distinct with
950 pounds.
English oak was next tried; with a load of 1400 pounds the impression appeared to
be about the same as 1000 pounds produced in Memel fir; and there was less difference
from varying the position of the rings.
It is obvious th.at the pressure on the joints must Hmit the rules for the resistance of
beams compressed in the direction of their length, nearly in the same manner as in the
last article; with this difference, that the area of the joint is seldom equal to the area
of the section of the beam. But if B x D be the area ()f the section of the beam, the
area of the joint may always be expressed by nxBxD.
Consequently, R,xBxDxF=

:

B D3;
; where F is the force that produces a sensible impression.
and L=D..;
n~ ~ xe
L xe
Hence it a~pears, that in fir the least thiclmess of the beam in inches multiplied by
1°""..!. is equal to the length in inches, when the resistance of the beam and that of the
n
joint are equal; and &3if ~ multiplied by the breadth gives the length for oak framing.
Let the area of the joint be half the area of a section through the beam, then

I

-

-

.

n=9.. and ..;1..=
Hence when the area of the joint is in this proportion, in
n .v2=1'414.
a fir frame, when the length is less than 14 times the least thickness, the scantling must
be regnlated by the size of the joint instead of the resistance to flexure.
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Ill.

OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF FLOORS.
133. THE timbers which support the flooring boards and ceiling of a room are called,
in carpentry, the naked flooring. There are different kinds of naked flooring, but they
may be all comprised within the three following ones; viz. Single joisted floors, double
floors, and framed floors.
1st. Single joisted floors. A single joisted floor co~sists of only one series of joists.
Plate IV.fig. 38, shows a section across the joists of a singlejoisted floor.
Sometimes every third or fourth joist is made deeper, and the ceiling joists fIxed to the
dee.p joists, and crossing them at right angles. This is an improvement in a situation
where there is not space for a double floor. Fig. 39 shows a section of a floor of this
kind. It increases the depth of the floor very little" and will not allow sounds to pass
so freely as a single joisted floor, and tbe ceilings win stand better.
The ceiling
joists, a, a, are notched to the deep joists b, b, "6,and nailed.
.
134. 2ndly. Double floors. A double floo~ consists of three tiers pf joists; that is,
binding joists, bridging joists, and ceiling joists; the binding joists are the chief support
of the floor, and the bridging joists are notched upon the upper side of them; the ceiling
joists are eith~r notched to tbe under side, or framed between with chased mortises;
the best method is to notch them. Fig. 40 shows a section of a double floor across
the binding joists, "6,"6,b. The bridging joists d d are notched over, and the ceiling
joists a a are notched under the binding joists.
135. 3rdly. Framed floors differ from double floors only in having the binding joists
framed into large pieces of timber, called girders. Fig. 41 shows a section across tbe
girders of a framed floor; where b, b, "6,are the binding joists.
Single joisting makes a much stror..ger floor, with the same quantity of timber, than
a double or framed floor, and may be constructed with equal ease to the same extent of
bearing; but the ceilings are more subject to cracks and ilTegularities; consequently
flingle joisted floors of long bearings can be used only in inferior buildings.
When it is desirable to have a perfect ceiling, a double floor is used; and when the
bearing is long, a framed floor becomes the most convenient. The following experiment
"Wasmade on the comparative strength of framed and single joisted :6.oors by Professor
Rebisen.
136. Two models w~re made. 18 inches square, one consisted of single joists, the
other framed with girders, binding joists, bridging and ceiling joists; the single joists of
the - one contained the same quantity. of timber with. the" girders alone of the other.
"
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They were placed in a wooden trunk IS inches square within, with a strong projection on the inside for the floors to rest on; and small shot was gradually poured
over.
The single joisted floor broke down with 487 pounds, the framed floor with 327
pounds*. The difference would not be quite so much on a large scale, pecause the
girders would not be so much weakened by mortises. This is not the only case where
apparent strength has turned out to be real weakness; and shows how necessary it is to
distinguish those parts which really support a load from those which only appear to do so.
(

OF SINGLE JOISTED FLOORS.

137. In order to make a strong floor with a small quantity of timher, the joistishould be thin'and deep; but a certain degree of thieh.-nessis necessary, for the purpose
of nailing the boards, and two inches is perhaps as thin as the joists ought to be made;
though sometimes they are made thinner.
To find the depth of a joist, the length of bearing and breadth being given, for a
.singlejoisted floor.
RULE. Divide the square of the length in feet, by the breadth in inches; and the
cube root of the quotient multiplied by 2'2 for fir, or 2'3 for oak, will give the depth
ill inches t.
Example. Required the proper depth fol' a fir joist, ,the bearing being 12 feet and the
12x 12_72,
breadth 2 inches?
and the cube root of 72 is 4'16; therefore 4'16x2.2=
2
9'152 inches, the depth required; or 9 inches is near enough in practice.
On account of flues, fire-places, and other causes, it often happens that the joisb
cannot have a bearing on the wan. In such cases a piece of timber, called a trimmer,
is framed between two of the nearest joists that have a bearing on the wall. Into this
trimmer the ends of the joints to be supported are mortised. This operation is called
trimming. The scantlings of trimmers may be found by the same rule as those for
binding joists, Case 2, art. 150; the length of the joists framed into the trimmer being
equivalent to the distance apart in binding joists.
. EncycloplEdia :Britannic.. art. Itoof, sect. 47.
T The constant numbers in this, and in all the rules tOTfiooring and roofing, are derived from the scantlings of timbe~
that were found to be sufficiently strong; this I considered to be the best method of obta.ining those numbers, because it
is difficult to ca.lcnlate the weight that a floor bas to support; yet it is easy to ascertain whether a BOOTbe sufficiently
stilf or not after it is executed. These comparisons have not been made from single observations, but from various ones
el\ bearlDga of very clliferent lengths. The COBstantDumbers are taken higher for oak, becaase the oak is seld.m straight
Jraiued, loudvery subJec:t to warp.
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The two joists which support the trimmer are called trimming joists, and they should
be stronger than the common joists. In general it will be sufficient to add one-eighth
of an inch to the thickness of a trimming joist fOL'each joist supported by tbe trimmer.
Thus, if the thickness of the common joists be 2 inches, and a trimmer supports 4
joists, then add four-eighths, or half an inch; that is, make the trimming joists each
2-}inches in thickness.
When the bearing exceeds 8 feet, single joisting should be strutted between the
joists to prevent them turning or twisting sideways, and also to stiffen tbe floor;
when the bearing exceeds 12 feet, two rows of struts will be necessary; and so on,
adding another row of struts for each increase of 4' feet in bearing. These struts
should be in a continued line across the floor, and short ends of boards, put in moderately tight, and nearly of the depth of the joists, are quite sufficient; indeed such pieces
simply nailed are better than keys mortised into the joists, because they require less
labour, and do not weaken the joists with mortises. The well fitting of the struts is an
essential part in making a good c.eiling.
For common purposes single joisting may be used to any extent that. timber can be
got deep enough for; but where it i$ desirable to have a perfect ceiling, the bearing
should not exceed 15 feet. Also, ,vhere it is d~sirable to prevent the passage of sound,
a framed floor is necessary.

OF FRAMED FLOORS.

Girders.

138. The girders are the chief support of a framed floor, and their depth is often
liJnited by the size of the timber; therefore, the method of finding the scantling may be
.divided into two cases.
Case 1. To find the depth of a.girder when the length of bearing and breadth of the
prOOr are given.
RULE. Divide the square of the length in feet, by the breadth in inches; and t~e
cube root of the quotient multiplied by 4'2 for fir, 01' by 4'34 for oak, will give the
depth required in inches.
139. Ca&t2. To find the breadth when the length of bearing and depth are given.
RULE: Divide the square of the length in feet, by the cube of the depth in inches;
and the quotient multiplied by 74 for fir, or by 82 for oak, Will give the depth in
inches.
Example to Cas, 2. Let the bearing be 20 feet, and the depth 13 inches;. to find the
breadth, so that the girder shall be sufficiently stiff.
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The cube of the breadth is 2197, and the square of the length is 400; therefore
400
x 74= 13'4j inches, the breadth required.
2197
In these rules the girders are supposed to be 10 feet apart, and this distance should
never be exceeded; and should the distance apart be less or more than 10 feet, the
breadth of the girder should be made in proportion to the distance apart.
Girders should always, for long bearings, be made as deep as they can be got; an
inch or two taken from the height of a room is of little consequence compared with a
ceiling disfigured with cracks, besides the inconvenience of not being able to move in
the rooms above without shaking every thing in them.
140. When the breadth of a girder is.considerable, it is often sawn down the middle
and bolted together with the sawn side outwards; the girders in the section,fig. 41, are
supposed to be dOlle in this manner. This is. an excellent method, as it 110tonly gives
an opportunity of examining the centre of the tree, which in large trees is often in a
state of decay, but also reduces the timber to a smaller scalltling, by which means it
dries sooner, and is less liable to rot. The slips put between the halves, or flitches,
should be thick enough to allow the air to circulate freely between them. It is generally imagined that it strengthens a girder to cut it down, reverse H, and bolt it together
again; it is in fact weakened by the operation, but tq.e method is recommended. here for
the reasons above stated.
Others suppose that girders aTe cut down merely for the purpose of equalizing their
stiffness; but admitting a girder to be bent considerably, the difference between the
deflexi°D:s at any two points equally distant from the middle would not be sensible
in girders of the usual form. The person who first practised the method of cutting
girders down the middle undoubtedly did it with the view of preserving, and not. of
stiffening' them. We find that Vitruvius, the oldest author on architecture extant,
directs a' space of two fingers' breadth to be left between the beams for forming the
architrave over columns, in order that the air may circulate between and prevent
decay :i:. Every one must have observed that decay begins in the first place at the
joints, and other parts where the pieces are neither perfectly close nor yet sufficiently
open to allow any dampness to evaporate.
141. When the bearing exceeds about 22 feet it ~s very difficult to obtain timber
large enough for girders; and it is usual, in such cases, to truss them. The. methods
in general adopted for that purpose have the appearance of mu~h ingenuity; bat, in
reality, they are of very little tlse. If a: girder be trussed with oak, all the strength that
can possibly be gained by such a truss consists merely in the djfference between the
compressibility of oak and fir, which is very small ,indeed ; and unless the truss be
.. Vitruvius, lib. iv. tap. 7.
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extremely well fitted at the abutments, it would be much stronger without trussing.
All the apparent stiffness obtained by trussiJ;lg a beam is procured by forcing the
abutments, or, -in other words, by cambering the beam. This f(}~cingcripples and injures
the natural elasticity of the timber; and the continual spring, from the motion of the
floor, upon parts already crippled, it may easily be conceived, .will soon so far destroy
them as to render the truss an useless burden upon the beam. This is a fact that. has
been long known to many of our best carpenters, and which has caused them to seek
for a remedy in iron trusses; but this method is quite as bad as the former, unless there
be an iron tie as an abutment to.the truss, for the failure of a truss is occasioned by the
enormous compression applied UpODa small surface of timber at the abutments.
142. The above remarks are further confirmed by some experiments that have been
made by Mr. Barlow, of the Royal Military Academy~ a; Woolwich, the resu1tsofwhich
are shown in the following table.
Description.

Lengtb of bearing.

Weight.
I

Two trusses meeting against a king}
bolt in ~he centre, with plate .b~lts.

at the abutments.

feet. inches.
2
4

Dedexi9D produced
~ythe weight.

pounds.
606

0'87

,.., . . . . . . . . : .

Piece of the same size, without trus.ses
Three trusses, with two queen bolts}
with plate bolts at the abutments. ,
Piece of the same size, without trusses

4

2

600

1'00

5

8

500

2'25

5

8

500

1'55

The' pieces were trnssed in the manner described by Mr. NicholsOII, in his Carpenter's
G~ide, plate xxxtX.;
the' depth of the pieces 2 incites, 'and tha breadth I? inches.
In the experiment with the girder having a king bolt and two truss pieces, there appears
to be a slight advan~age in trus~ing; but in the one in three lengths, trussing appears to

have had no effect, it being much weaker than the untrnssed piece i\:.
The methods of trussing proposed by Smith t, Price t, and Langley §, are' still worse ;
som~ in principle, otners in 'the1matenals.' The attempt to m~ctf a -SOlid'beam stronger
in' the same bulk, 'without USh1g.a stronger material' thoo the' beam itsM is made of, is

ridi~ulous~ yet'snch has been the aim of m0st of these writets.
Though the usual mode of trussing girders cannot be relied' upon, Dor, indeed, any
other timber truss that is made within the depth of the 'beam; yet, by adding: to the
depth3 there ate ~""era~ methods that may be applied with success in extending the
bearing of timber girders. Bat where the depth is limited, and the hearmg-.considerable, iron must bc employed, and the best mode of doing this would be to make the
. See .Mr. Ba'rlow's Essay 011tbe Strength and Stress of Timber, p. J 96.
.,. S\11ith'sCa'r~entet's COmpanion.
§
Langley's Builder's Complete Assistant, plate Hi. 4th edit.
::: British Carpenter, Plate F.
K
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girders of cast iron, each in one piece, if the bearing should not be too long for a;casting,
and in two pieces if it should be too long. These cast iron girders are simple, and
cheaper than any kind of iron framing of the same strength; that is, when they are properly contrived, so as to make the most of the material.
But it often happens that large founderies are not near, and consE;quently iron girders
would be very expensive; and at any rate it is not proper to omit shomng how they
may be done without, when there is the means of increasing the depth of the floor,
which may generally be done without inconvenience.
143. The principle of constructing girders of any depth is the same as that of building beams, and when properly conducted is as strong as any truss can be made of the
same depth.
The most simple method COl16istsin bolting two pieces together, 'With keys between,
to prevent the parts sliding upon each other. The joints should be at or near the
middle of the depth. Fig. 42, Plate IV. shows a b~am put together in this manner.
The thickness of all the keys added together should be somewhat greater than one-third
more than the whole deptb of the girder; and, if they be made of hard wood, the
breadth should be about twice the thickness.
144. F£g.43 is another girder of the same construction, e.'i:ceptthat it is held together
with hoops instead of bolts. The girder being cut so as to be ~maller towards. the
ends, would admit of these hoops being driven on till they would be perfectly tight, and
would make a very firm and simple connection.
145. In fig. 44 the parts are tabled or indented together instead of being keyed, and
a king bolt is added to tighten the joints; the upper part of the girder being in ~wo
pieces. The depth of all tbe indents added together. should not be less than two-thirds
of the whole depth of the girder * .

146. Another method:of constructing a girder consists in bending a piece into a
curve, and securing it from springing back by bolts or straps. A girder constructed in

this manner is shown by jig. 45. . Mr. Smeaton has adopted a si~
methpd of
strengthening the beam of a steam enginet, and the additional sti,rness gained by bending beams in this manner is very considerable. The pieces should be well bolted, or
strapped, to prevent any sJiding of the parts. In this manner a beam might be built of
any depth that is necessary in the erection of buildings, and by breaking the joints of
any length that is likely to be needed in the construction of floors.
The thickness of the bent pieces may be about one-fiftieth part of the b~a.ring, and as
many of them should be added as will increase the depth to that proposed, ~less the
.. A girder similar to this is described by Mathurin Jousse, in his Art de la Charpenterie.
t }tees's Cyclopte4ia, art. Steam Engine, p1ate i. Girders constructed in this manner have also been proposed by
Bondelet, L'Art de Batir, tome iy. p.145.
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whole depth of the curved pieces exceeds haIf the depth of the girder; and in that case
straight pieces should be added to the under side, so as to make th~ whole depth of the
straight parts exceed the depth of the curved parts. When pieces cannot be got sufficiently long for tJle girder, care should be taken to have no joints near the middle of
the length in the lower half of the girder.
Fig. 45 shows a girder for a 40 feet bearing, with the lower half scarfed at a, and a
plain blit joint in the curved part at b.
147. In the construction of floors it would be a great advantage to make each girder
only half the bread th given by the rule, and to place them only 5 feet apart j to bridge
the upper or floor joists over the girders, and notch the ceiling joists to the under side
of them; and to omit the binding joists. There would be a great increase of strength
and stiffness by adopting this method; and in point of economy, it is decidedly preferable; only it requires a much greater depth of flooring.
148. As the strain is always greatest at the middle of the length of a girder, it would
be well to avoid making mortises there, if possible, either for binding joists or any other
purpose; and the most straight grained part of the beam should be put to the under
side.
Also, timber. girders should not be built 'into the wall, but an open space should ~e
left round their ends, either by laying a flat stone over them, or by turning an arch to
carry the wall above.
Girders should be lard from 9 to 12 inches into the wall, ac~ording to the bearing.

Binding Joists.
149. The depth of a binding joist is generally determined by the depth of the ftoQr,
b\1t this is not always the case. Therefore the rules must be given fol"two cases.
Case 1. To find the depth of a binding joiat, the length and breadth being given.
Ruu.
Divide the square of the length in feet, by the breadth in inches; aJld the
cube root of the quotient multiplied by 3'42 for fir, or by 3'53 for oak, will give the
depth in inches.
150. Case 2. To find the breadth, when the depth and length are given.
RULE. DivUJethe squa.re of the length in feet, by the cub~ of the depth in m<;hes;
and multiply tbe qu<;>ti.ent
by 40 for fir, or by 44 for oak, which will giv~ the br~adth in
inches.
These rules suppose the distance apart to be 6 feet; if the distance ap.art be greater
()1"less than 6 feet, the breadth gh-en by the rule must be increased or diminished in
proportion. The breadth of the binding joists next the wall may be two-thirds of the
K2
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breadth of the others; but in general they are made the same breadth, or such as are
defective are selected for that purpose.
151. The binding joists may be from 4 to 6 feet apart, but should not exceed 6 feet;
and about 6 inches bearing on the wall is sufficient.
The manner of framing binding joists into girders is shown by fig. 46; and in fitting
them great care should be taken that 'ooth the bearing parts, a and b, should fit to the
corresponding parts of the mortise. This is the most important' part of fitting' in a
binding joist, yet is often the least attended to. The tenon should be about one- sixth of
the depth, and at one-third of the depth from the lower side.
152. Binding joists that have only to carry a ceiling may have tlieir scantlings found
by the same rule as for ceiling joists (see art. 154;) except that the quotient must be
multiplied by 1-2 instead 'Of0'64 for fir, and by 1'25 instead of 0'67 for oak joists.

Bridging Joists.
153. The rule for bridging joists is the same as that for single j~isting (see ar\.. 137.)
They seldom need be more than two inches in thicknes$, ex?ept for grou!ld floors, where
they are laid upon sleepers; in which case, 'the depth may be found to a breadth of two
inches, and an inch may be added to the brea.dth, on account pf ,the situation; as when
proper care is not taken to drain and ventilate the under side of a ground floor, t~
joists are subject to very rapid decay. I t is a good practice to strew smiths' ashes, or
even common ashes, under such floors, to prevent the growth of fungi. The ashes and
scorire from a foundery, or any ashes that contain much iron, are the best. Mr. Batson
found this an effectual remedy for the dry rot. He filled a space below the floor of two
feet in deptb, wnhanchor smithsS ashes, and also eharr~d the sleepers..
(See Sect- X.
art. 342.}
Ceiling Joists.
154. Ceiling joists require to be no thicker than is necessary to nail the laths to';
two inches is q~te sufficien,t for that p.urpose.
T9 find the depth .ofa. ceiling joist, when the length of bearing and-breadth are gi¥en.
R~LE. Di~c:ie the length in feet by the cube' root of the breadth in IheiJ.'1es;and
multipb' the quotient by 0'64 for fir, or by 0'67 for oak, which will give the depth in
i~chel4 required.

.. TraUACtion8

of the Society of Arts, '\'01. xii. p. iSo.
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Example. Let the bearing be 6 feet, and the breadth 2 inches; to 1ind the depth of
a ceiling joist of fir.
The cube root of 2 is nearly .1'26; and the length, 6 feet, divided by this number, thftt
is,

=4.76; whi~ being ~ultiplied by the decimal 0'64, gives 3 inches, the depth
1.~6
required.
155. If two inches be fixed upon for the breadth, the rule for ceiling joists of fir
becomes very easy; for then haIf the length in feet is the depth in inches: that is, if
the length of bearing be 10 feet, the depth of the joist should be 5 inches. The
distance apart in the clear is generally from 10 to 12 inches, according to the length
of the laths.
It is better to notch ceiling joists to the under side of the binding joists, and nail
them, than to mortise and chase them in; because it requires less labour, it does not
weaken the binding joists, and the ceiling stands better. Oak is not so good a material
for ceiling joists as fir, because it is more subject to warp; particularly if it be not
,veil seasoned.
General Observations respecting Floors.

156. Girders should never be laid over openings, such as doors or windows, if it be
possible to avoid it; and when it is absolutely necessary to lay them so, the wall-plates,
or templets, must be made strong, and long enough to throw the weight upon the piers.
It is~ ~m~ever, a bad practice to lay girders very obliquely across the rooms; and it is
better to put a strong piece as a wall-plate.
In the bearings of floors the caution ofVitruvius must be attended to; that is, when
the ends of the joists are supported by external walls of considerable height, the middle
part of the joist should never rest upon a partition wall that does not go higher th3:n the
floor ~; otherwise the unequal settlement of the wa1ls will cause the floor to be unleveJ,
and most likely fracture the cornices.
157. Wall-plates and templets should be made stronger as the span becomes longer;
the follow~g proportions may serve for general purposes:
inc:hu. inches.

For a 20 feet bearing, wall-plates 4} by 3
30
"
6 by 4-

40.

:

""

7~ by 5

158. "Floors should always be kept about three-fourths of an ineh higJ!erin the middle
than at the sides of a room when first framed; and also the ceiling joi.sts should be
.. VitruyiuJ, lib. vii. cap. 1.-
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fixed about three-fourths of an inch in 20 feet higher in the middle than at the sideb
.of the roonl; as all floors, however well constructed, will settle in some degree.
In la)ing the flooring, the boards should always be made to rise a little under the
doorways, in order that the doors may shut close without dragging; and at the same
time it assists in making them clear the carpet.
The following observations, from Evelyn's Silva, are worthy of notice: "To prevent
all possible accidents, when you lay floors, let the joints be shot>fitted, and tacked down
only the first year, nailing them for good and all the next; and by this means they will
lie 5taunch, close, and without shrinking in the least, as if they were all of one piece:
and upon this occasion I am to add an observation that may prove of no small use to
builders, that if one take up deal boards that may have lain in the floor an hundred
years, and shoot them again, they will certainly shrink (toties quoties) withQut the:
former method*."

FloOTS constructed with Short Timbers.

159. There are many curious methods of constructing floors with short timbers, which
cannot be passed over without notice, and yet are scarcely worthy of it; because they
are seldom applied, as long timber is always to be had. To those, how;ever, who are
more inclined to pursue curious than useful information, the following notices respecting
such floors may be acceptable.
Let ABCD, fig. 47, Plate IV. represent the plan of a room, and let four joists be
mortised and tenoned together at a, b, c, and d, in the form shown in the figur~; then
it is evident that these joists 1:villmutually support one another. Each joist being supported at one end by the wall, and at the other by the middle of the next joist. ,This is
one of the most simple for~s, and will sufficiently explain the principle of constructing
a tIoor of shorter timbers than will reach across the room.
The same thing may be done by mortising and tenoning the j~ists together in the
form represented infig. ~8; and various other forms ,will rea~ily suggest themselves> the
manner being once understood.
A. design for thiS kind of tIoor was given by Serliot; and the celebrated mathematician
Dr. Wallis has entered very fully into ~he investigation of the strength and disposition
of these floors, in the first volume of his mathematical works. The researches of Dr.
Wallis have been reprinted in Nicholson~s Architectural Dictionary, art. Naked Flooring. The' Dutch manner of framing these floors is given in Kraftt's Recuei). de Cbal"o. Eyel}n°. SiIu, Dr. Hanter.

edit. '1'01.ii. p. !11.

t Tatte L'Opera c1'Architettura di Serlio d&Scamozzi Vineg. J600, lib. i.

. Ill.)
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pente, part it; and several forms are exhibited in Rondelet's L' Art de Bfltir, tome iv.
p. 149, &c.
160. Perhaps the most singular floor that ever was coIistmcted on a large scale is one
that was executed in Amsterdam, for a room 60 .feet square, which has no joists whatever. There are very strong wall-plates on each side of the room, firmly secured with
iron straps at the angles, and rebated to receive the flooring. The flooring consists of
three thicknesses of li- inch boards. The first thickness is laid diagonally across the
opening, the ends resting in the rebates of the wall-plates; and rising about 2i- inches
higher in the middle than at the sides of the room. The second thickness of boards is
laid diagonally, but the direction is the reverse of the first thickness; and the two thick-

nesses are well nailed together. The boards of the third thickness are laid parallel tQ
one of the sides of the room, and form the upper side of tbe floor, being also well
nailed to the boards below. All the boards are grooved and tongued together, and form
a solid floor 4.}i.llches in thickness *. This example shows how much may be accomplished by a well disposed bond, and firm connection of parts. This floor partakes of
the nature of a thin plate supported all round the edges; the strengths of plates supported in this manner are directly as the squares of their thicknesses, and they arc equally
strong to support a weight in the middle, whatever the extent of bearing may be; but
when the load is uniformly distributed, the strength is inversely as the area of the
space it coverst.
. 1t.ndelet'~L'Art de :Bltir, tome iv. p. 154.

t Emerson's Mechani\:IJ 4to. lect. viii. prop. 73, CDr.5.
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OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF ROOFS.
161. A ROOFis intended to cover and protect a building from the effects of the
weather, and also to bind and give strength and firmness to the fabric. To effect these
purposes it should neither be too heavy nor too light) but of a just proportion in aU its
parts to the m~01litude of the building. Mr. \Vare observes, that in practice roofs are
generally made too heavy; and that he .will do a most acceptable service to his profession, who shall show how to retrench and e:'!:ecutethe same l'oof with the smallest
quantity of timber; he will by this take an unnecessary load off the walls, and a large
and useless expense from the owner '*."
The timber roofs of om ancestors, in the styles of building called Norman and Gothic,
were generally made without horizontal ties at the feet of the rafters, and were intended
to be supported by the walls as an arch is supported by its abutments. The heavy
walls they were in the habit of erecting in the Norman style, and the skilful disposition
of buttresses in the Gothic, rendering ties unnecessary; besides, a tie beam would
have been wholly incompatible with their mode of finishing the interior of a building.
Their principles of construction bear a nearer analogy to masonry than to modern
carpentry. It is true they sometimes erred in placing too great an oblique pressurc
against the walls, but in general we have more to admire than condemn in tbose celebrated buildings. The fashion of timber framed roofs originated about tbe reign of
Edward Ill. as applied to great halls. They became common about 1400, and spans of
considerable extent were roofed in a most judicious manner. The timber roof of the
Gothic architects was generally executed in oak, and ornamcllted With bold and graceful mouldings, having richly carved ornaments at the jo!nings. The most elaborate
specimens are the halls at Christ Church, Oxford, and. Hampton Court; that at Trinity
College, Cambridge, is somewhat inferior: each of these is 40 feet span t. The span
of the roof of Westminster Hall is 66 feet
In the old Gothic buildings the roof is always of a high pitch; its outline forms
a striking feature, and in general is in graceful proportion with the magnitude of the
building: sometimes, however, it presents too extensive a plain surface, of which we
have a notable instance in the roof of Westminster Hall. A high roof is in perfect
unison with the aspiring and pyramidal character of Gothic architecture; but in the
opposite, though not. less beautiful style of the Greeks, it becomes a less conspicuous

t.

. Ware's Body of ~hitectuTe.

t Dallaway's Observations on English Architecture, p. 188.

! Idem, p. J99.
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object: indeed, many of the Grecian buildings were never intended to be roofed at all~
Yet when a roof was necessary it was not attempted to be hidden, but constituted one
of the most ornamental parts of the building. Of timber roofs we have no examples in
Grecian buildings; but the beautiful stone roof of the Octagon Tower of Andronicus
Cyrrbestes:l;:, and that of the Choragic Monument of Lysicrates t, are sufficient to
show that they wel."e more inclined to ornament than hide this essential part of a
building:
162. ID carpentry, the term Roof is applied to the framing of timber which supports
the covering of a building. The Pitch of a roof, or the angle which its inclined side
forms with the horizon, is varied according to the climate and the nature of the covering.
Th~ inhabitants of cold countries make their roofs very high, while those of warm
countries, where it seldom rains or snows, make their roofs nearly flat. But even in the
same climate the pitch of the roof has been subject to many variations. Formerly the
roofs were made very high, perhaps with the notion that the snow would slide off
easier; but where there are parapets, a high roof is attended with bad effects, as the
snow slips down and stops the gutters, and an overflow of water is the consequence;
besides, the water in heavy rains descends with such velocity that tbe pipes cannot
convey it away soon enough to prevent the gutters being overflown. In high roofs the
action of the wind is one of the most considerable forces they have to sustain, and it
appears to have been with a view of lessening their height that the Mansard or curb
roof was invented. This form of roof has however been in a great measure abandoned,
being now adopted in town houses only; and were it not for the absurd restrictions in
the Building Act, they would very soon be wholly laid aside. The quantity of room
lost by a curb roof, the difficulty of freeing the gutters from snow, and the ungraceful
effect of the roof itself, are objections that few would encounter to save the small
difference between the expense of this and a common roof, especially now that experience has proved that roofs may be made of a much less height than our ancestors were
in the habit of making them.
163. The height of roofs at the present time is very rarely above one-third of the
span, and should never be less than one-sixth. The most usual pitcb for slates is
that when the height is one-fourth of the span, or when the angle with the horizon is
26;. degrees.
The ,pediments of the Greek temples make an angle of from 12 to 16 degrees with
the horizon; the latter corresponds nearly with one-seventh of the span. The pediments
()f the Roman buildings vary from 23 to 24 degrees: 24 degrees is nearly two-ninths of
the span.
The kinds of covering used for timber roofs are copper, lead, iron, tinned iron, slates
. SteWlll"t'5 Athen.,

t Idem, 'Yol.i. p. 27.

yol. j. p. 13.
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of different kinds, tiles, shingles 'if, reeds, straw, and heath. Taking the angle for slates
to be 26i- degrees, the following table will show the degree of inclination. that may b~
given for other materials.
Inclination to the ho- Height of roof Weight upon a square
rizon in degrees.
in parts of span.
of roofing.
degrees.
minutcs.
100
{copper
t
Copper orlead
50
3
'111"
100
lead
QC)
Slates, large. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O
1120
.....
T'
900
I
{from
t
Itto,
or
nary............
33
D'
ill
26
T
Kind of coverin~.

I

....... .. ....

,

I
I

!

I

Stone

slate.

..

. . . . . . . . . . . ..

I Plain~iles ""'"''''''''''

!

I

~~~~~te~r"
~t~~~: ~~;ds: ~~'h~ath
I

!

.to

~9
29
24
41:)

41
41
0

"
"T
"

"T

...

500
2380
1780

~650

1
T

Of tIle Forms of Roofs for di.fferent Spans.
164. A roof for It span of from 20 to 30 feet may have a truss of the form shown iD
Plate V. fig. 49. Within the limits above stated the purlins do not become too wide
apart, nor the points of. support for the tie beam; and in the table, No. 5, at the end
of the volume, the scantlings of the timbers are given according to the length and
bearing of the different parts. The figure (49) is drawn with a parapet on one side and
eaves- on the other side.
165. For spans exceeding 30 feet, and under 45 feet, the truss exhibited in Plate V.
fig. 50, is extremely well adapted; each purlin is supported, consequently there are no
cross strains on the principal rafters; and "tbe points of support divide the tie beam iato
three comparatively short bearings. The scantlings may be had fr0fil the table, No. 6~
a.t the end of the volume.
The sagging which usually takes place from the shrinking of the heads of the queen
posts may be avoided by letting the end of the principal-raftey abut against the end or
the straining beam S; and notching pieces and bolting them togetker in pairs at each
joint. The side marked D of the figure is supposed to be done in this manner. This is
further illustrated in Sect. IX. See art. 306. The same method is applicable to' any
other roof, therefore it appeared better to explain it under the head of Joints th1Ulunder
any parHcular design.
}66. When the span exceeds 45 feet> and is not more than 60 feet, the truss shown
.. 8hiogles are now very little used in this country, though they appear to bave been much used fermerly.
Ne...c's IJuilder's Dictionary, art. Shingle; Brittoo's Archit. Antiq. ,"ol. ii. p. 7'9.
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in Plate VI. fig. 51, is sufficiently strong for the purpose, and leaves a considerable
degree of free space in the middle. For this span the tie beam will most likely require
to be scarfed, and as the bearing of that portion of the tie beam between a and b is
short, the scarf should be made there. . The middle part of the tie beam may be made
stronger by bolting the straining sill s to it. The scantlings may be got from the table,
No. 7, at the end of the volume; and the principles of scarfing and joints are detailed
ill Sect. IX.
167. A truss for a roof from 75 to 90 feet span is shown byfig. 52, Plate VI. In
this truss the straining sill s should be tabled or keyed, and bolted to the tie beam in
the manner that has already been proposed for increasing the depth of girders (see
Sect. HI. art. 143.) This truss nearly resembles the roof of the Birmingham Theatre*.
168. By omitting, or rather reducing, the upper part of.the truss infig. 52 ~o the same
form as that infi,g. 51, the truss would answer for a bearing of from 60 to 75 feet. The
scantlings ma.y be had from the table, No. 8, at the end of the volume.
But when the span is so very wide, unless the building be of a proportional height,
the roof exhibits such an immense mass of plain surface, that it destroys the architectural effect of the building; besides, it is difficult to light the large space in the r~f
in any way that would not be objectionable, 011account of the external appearance.
169. To avoid a large expanse of roof, th~ truss may be of the form shown in
Plate VII. fig. 53, from Price's British Carpenter. A roof of this form is called an ~1
roof. This roof would do for a span of from 55 to 65 feet; but it would be better to
make the top flat,
, and cover it with lead, and adopt the truss represented ill Plate VI.
Jig. 52, as the sPace gained in the roof would amply repay the expense of the lead flat.
The scantlings Of the M roof may be got from the table, No. 9, at the end of the
volume.
170. In spans that exceed 65 feet the truss that was adopted in the construction of
Drury Lane.Theatre, in 1793, is, in respect to form, perhaps one of the best that can
be devised of its kindt.
Plate VII. fig. 54, shows a roof on the same principle; of
which the scantlings may be obtained from the table, No. 10, at the end ~f the volume.
One part of the principal truss is shown with a queen po.st, the other witb suspending
pieces, as described in art. 306, Sect. IX. The middle part of the principal tie beam is
supposed to be built as a girder
171. There is a considerable degree of difficulty in executing a roof when there are ~
great number of joints, and ~he timbers of large dimensions; and the shrinkage of the
ldng or queen posts often produces considerable derangements in the truss. It is
~

<10The roof of the Birmingham

Theatre

Assistant, p. 61, plate lxxiii. ind edit.

t

is described, with the scantlings of tbe timbers,

in Mr. NicbQl~on's Carpenter's

.

A description ofthe roof of Drury Lane Theatre is givt.R in.Nic:holaon's Carpcntel"s Assistant, p. 60. plaklxxi.
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obvious, that to make principal rafters in a continued series of pieces abutting end to
Qnd against one another W011ldremedy these defect!. These pieces would then form a
kind of curve, and, according to the degree of neatness required, might be made regular,
or left with projecting angles, as is shown hy jig. 55, Plate VIII. These pieces might
either be bolted, or mortised and put together with wooden keys, as represented in
jig. 56. The length of the pieces would be determined by the form of the curve; crooked
timber would be preferable for the ribs where it could be procured, as the joints
should be as few as possible, and they should be crossed, like fhe JOInts ID stone-work.
Plate VIII.fig. 57, shows a roof constructed in this manner. Each of the supports for
the tie beam marked S, S, &c. consists of two pieces, one put on each side of the rib>
and notched both to the rib and to the tie beam. The pieces are bolted together, as is
shown by a section to a larger scale, through one of these pairs of suspending pieces, in
fig. 58. This mode Qf construction admits of a much firmer connection with the tie
beam than is procured by the ordinary mode, and the number of suspending pieces may
be increased at pleasure. The best situation for th~ suspending pieces is at the joints
of the curved rib.
The weight of the roof being very nearly uniformly distributed, the form of the
curved rib should be a parabola (see Sect. 1. art. 57;) and as this ctlrve is easily
described with sufficient accuracy for this purpose, it is best to adopt it; because, in
that case, the strain from tbe weight of the roof and ceiling will have no tendency whatever to derange the form of the rib; and its depth will always be sufficient to withstand
any partial force to which a roof is ever likely to be exposed. Consequently, when the
rib is of a para.bolic form, diagonal braces will be unnecessary; nevertheless they may
be added if thought necessary, as is shown by the lines in the figure. But it may be
remark~d, that these braces will increase the strength to resist any partial strain in a.
very considerable degree.
To construct the parabola, let AB, fig. 59, be drawn for the upper side of the tie
beam, and AC, CB, for the under side of the common or small rafters. Then divide AC
and CB each into the same number of equal parts (an even number is to be preferred ;)
and join the :points I and 1, 2 and 2, &c..; then the curve formed. by these intersecting
lines will be the parabola required.
But it will be found that this curve scarcely differs from a circular arc that rises half
the height of the roof; therefore either may be used.
If a lantern or any other structure be to be raised on the top, a hyperbolic curve
mould be adopted; which admits of a considerable increase of pressure at the crown *.
The scantlings of the curved ribs are given in table, No. 12, at the end of the volume.
.. The malt aimple method of describing thia c:urYe i. given by ~Ir. Nicholson, in his Carpenter'a Guide, p. 11
:
which work 1 suppose every carpenter to be: in posses.ion of.
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The tie beam will require to be scarfed for large spans, and would be best made in two
thicknesses, and joined so that the scarfs should not be opposite one another.
172. Smaller roofs might be constructed in a similar manner, at a comparath-elr
small expense. But in these, instead of forming the rib of short pieces, it might be
bent by a method somewhat similar to that proposed by Mr. Hookey for bending ship
timber"" .
If the depth of a piece of timber does not exceed about a hundred and twentieth part of
its length, it may be bent into a curve that will rise about one-eighth of the span without
impairing its elastic force. And if two such pieces be laid one upon the other, and
then bent together by means of a rope fixed at the ends, they may be easily bent to the
form of the required curve, by twisting the rope as a stone sawyer tightens his saw, or
as a common bow-saw is tightened. The pieces may then be bolted together; and if
this operation be performed in a workman-like manner, the pieces will spring very little
when the rope is gently slacked; and it is advisable to do it gradually, that the parts
may take their proper bearing without crippling.
Otherwise, a piece of about one-sixtieth part of the span in thickness may be saWR
along the middle of its depth, with a thin saw, from each end towards the middle of the
Jength, leaving a part of about 8 feet in the middle of the length uncut. The pieces may

then be bent to the proper curve, and bolted as before.

-

In either case the rise of the ribs should be half the height of the roof; and they
should be bent about one-fourth more, to allow for the springing back when the rope is
taken off. A roof of this kind for a 30 feet span is shown by Plate VIII. fig. 60. The
suspending pieces are notched on each side, in pairs, and bolted or strapped together,
as shown byfig. 58.
The advantages of this roof consist in tbe small number of joints in the truss, ifl
being able to support the tie beam at any number of poiuts, in admitting of a firm and
!jmple connection with the tie beam, and in avoiding the m effects attending the
shrinking of king or queen posts. Tbe scantlings are given in table, No. 1I, at the end
()f tbe volume.

173. In the construction of modern roofs a continued tie. at the foot of the rafters is
always necessary, though sometimes it has been omitted, for in general the lightness of
the walls renders them incapable of sustaining much lateral pressure; and this pressure
is entirely removed by a tie beam.
As leaving out the tie beam gains only a very small space in height, and which might
generally be obtained without injury to the external effect of the building, by rair-;ingthe
walls a little higher, I wHl endeavour to show the defects of roofs without tie beams.
. TI8Dsadio~. of the Societyof Art~ vol. :axii. p. 8~.
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In the first place, letfig. 61, Plate IX. represent a roof with a collar heam Cc, the:
\vhole weight of such a roof is sustained by the parts of the rafters AC, and Bc, and
when the roof has the weight of the covering upon it, it will settle in proportion to
this weight, in consequence of the lower parts of the rafters bending at C, c, which will
press out the walls. The reader who has thoroughly consid~red the effect of weight in
producing flexure, will readily see that a pressure against the walls cannot be avoided
in this construction, tl10ugh it may be lessened, by making the rafters very strong at the
lower part. I have often observed failures from adopting this form for a roof.
174. In wider spans another mode of construction has been employed, which, though
better, is not a good one, from the powerful strains that are €.'\:citedin it by the oblique
disposition of the beams. To show the nature of these strains, I have takenfig. 62 from
Mr. Price's work*, who has said much in praise of it, without being capable of investigating its construction according to the principles of mechanics. The essential parts
of this roof are contained infig. 8, Plate 1.; and by comparing the strains produced by
the weight in that figure, with the strains when CA is in a horizontal p03itiOll, it will bc
found the strains are more than doubled by the oblique position of CA. Returning
again to the section of the roof in Plate IX. Let the vertical line aE bc drawn,
fig. 62, and let a h upon this line represent the weight of half the roof; also draw cb
parallel to AC, and ca pal'aIlel to. AD. Then the weight and pressures will be measured
by ab, bc, and ac. But if there bad been a tie beam AB, the pressures produced by
the same weight would have been only bd and ad; hence it appears, that they are ;~arly
doubled, while the space gained in the middle in height amounts only to aoout oneninth of the span. To gain this small advantage, we encounter the difficulty of making
a firm connection of the ties at C, with the certainty of a considerable degree of settlement from the number of the joints, and the magnitude of the strains. It also must
be. remembered,. that the same degree of settlement will produce a greater effect in
thrusting out the walls in proportion as CB is greater. Having thus pointed out the
defects of this kind of roof, I shall leave the reader to judge for himself on the propriety
of adopting it.
175. The centre aisle of churches being often rugbcr than the side ones, the same
effect as when the tie continues through may be produced by connecting the lower
beams, by means of braces, to the upper one, so that the whole -may be as a single beam.
To illustrate this principle I have drawn the roof infig. 63, which is for a church si~ilar
to St. Martin's, in London. Here the lower ties, B, B', are so connected to the principal
tie beam AA!, by means of the braces b, h', that the foot of the principal rafters P, P',
cannot spread without stretching A.A!. The iron rods, a, a', perform the office of king

. British

Carpenter, plate K, fig. 1.:.
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posts to the ties B, B'; and are better than timber, because the shrinkage of timber ones
would be particularly objectionable in that situation. The oblique positions of dil will
render them effectual in opposing the spread of the rafters.
Fig. 64, Plate IX. is a sketch of the roof of Westminster School, from Smith's Specimens of Ancient Carpentry*. It shows the most usual form of the roofs of Gothic
balls, as they differ more in the tracery and omaments than in the essential parts- of
the framing. The timbers are so disposed as to throw the pressures a considerable way
down the walls, and at the same time nearly in a vertical direction. . Indeed, considering
the e~ect that was intended to be produced, the arrangement of the parts is worthy
of much praise.

On Proportioning the Parts of Roofs.
176. The proportions of the timbers depend so much on the de3ign of the framing of
a. roof, that it would be impossible to furnish rules that would apply dh'ectly- to all
cases; nevertheless, by considering a few cases, the method that may be adopted will
be seen, and consequently may be applied to designs made on other principles than
-dIOsealready shown. In roofs, as in floors, I have taken the constant number fz:om a
comparison of roofs already executed, and known to stand.

Of King Posts (sometimes caZZed Crown Posts.)

177. The king- post is intended to support the ceiling, and, by means of the hl'aces,
to .~upport part of the weight of the roof; and is marked K in the roofs, fig . 49, 52, and

54, Plates V. VI. and VII. The weight suspended by the king post will be proportional
to the span of tha roof; therefore, to find the scantling,
RULE. Multiply the length of the post in feet, by' tbe span in feet. Then multiply
this product by the decimal 0'12 for fir, or by 0.13 for oak,.which will give the area of
the king post in inches; and divide this area by the breadth, and it will give the thickness
or by the thiekness for the breadth.

:.

.. Plate viii. Smith's speoimens would bave been yaluable if they had been accompanied with dimensioDS.\and a. rJwl't
d8scriptU>uof each.

~
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Queetl Posts and Suspending Pieces.
178. Queen posts and suspending pieces are strained in a similar manner to king
posts, but the load upon them is only proportional to that part of the length of the tie
beam suspended by each suspending piece or queen post. In queen posts the part
suspended by each is generally half the span.
RULE. Multiply the length in feet, of the queen post or suspending piece, by that
part of the length of the tie beam it supports, also in feet. This product multiplied by
the decimal 0'27 for fir, or by 0'32 for oak, will give the area of the post in inches; and
divide this area by the thickness will give the breadth.
Example. In the roof, fig. 50, Plate V. each queen post, Q, supports one-third of
the tie beam, or 13'3 feet of it, and the length of the queen post is 6 feet; therefore
] 3'3 x 6 x 0'27 =21'546, the area in the shaft in inches. If the thickness of the truss be
six inches, then 21'546_3'6 nearly, and the queen post should be 6 inches by 3'6 inches.
6
I have put it 6 by 4 in the table, No. 6.
These rules give the scantling in the smallest part of the pieces, and in order to
avoid the bad effects arising from the shrinking of the -king or queen posts, the heads
must be kept as small as possible, and the timber should be well seasoned. Hard
oak makes the best, because it will be least compressed by the ends of the principal
rafters.
179. It has been proposed to let the ends of the principal rafters abut against each
other, and to suspend the king post by straps of iron; but a piece of good carpentry
should depend as little on straps as possible, and it would be better, and less expensive,
to make a king or queen post wholly of cast iron, than to depend on wrought iron.
The breadth of a cast-iron king or queen post should be about one-fourth of an oak one,
to be equally as strong. Bya method descdbed in Sect. IX. art. 306, fig. 150 and 151,
Plate XXIII. the rafters abut against each other, and the tie beam is suspended by
pieces bolted on each side; which is perhaps the best in use.
180. The common method of forming the joint between .the principal rafter and
king post is shown by fig. 143, Plate XXII.; but it is obvious that when the roof
settles, unless it be provided for the change, the whole bearing will be on the upper
angles of the joints, as 8.ta, and these sharp angles will indent into the king post, or
become bruised in proportion to the degree of settling, and of course increase it. And
as all roofs will settle more or less, -the carpenter will see how important it is to mak~
the joints bear on the opposite corner when first fitted. To remedy this defect, I
would propose to make the joint in the form of a circular arc, in order that the pressure
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on every part may be equal, whatever degree of settling may take place. A joint of
this kind is shown by .fi~. 149; and A and D show the paris separated. The centre
for describing the arc should be in the middle of the depth of the rafter, and should be
as near the end as possible, so as not to cut t~o much into the king post. See-Sect. IX.
art. 304 and 305.

Tie Beams.
I8}. A tie beam is affected by two strains, the one in the direction of the length from
the-thrust of the principal rafters, the other is a cross strain from the weight of the
ceiling. In estimating the strength, the thrust of the rafters need not be considered,
because the beam is always abundantly strong to resist this strain; and when a beam
is strained in the direction of the length, it rather increases the strength to resist a
cross strain~ Therefore the pressure or the weight supported by the tie beam will be
proportional to the length of the longest part of it that is unsupported.
But there are
two cases, one where the weight is merely the weight of the ceiling; the other where
there are rooms in the roof.

Case1. To find the scantling of a tie beam that has only to support a ceiling, . the
length of the longest unsupported part being given.
RULE. Divide the length of the longest unsupported part by the cube root of the
breadth; and the quotient multiplied by 1'47 will be the depth required for fir, in inches;
Qr multiply by 1'52, which will give the depth for oak, in inches.
182. Case 2. In the case where there are rooms above the tie beam" the rule is the
same as that for girders. See Sect. Ill. art. 138 and 139.
Example to Case 1. The length of the longest unsupported part of the tie beam in
the roof, fig. 53, Plate VII. is 17 feet; and let the thickness of the truss be 9 inches.
.
17x 1'47
Then the cube root of 9 is 2.08 very nearly; therefore,
2'08 = 12 inches, the depth
required.
183. Tie beams are often unnecessarily cut to pieces with mortises, where the
king or queen posts join them, it is much better to make very short tenons to the
lower end of these posts, and to support the beam by means of straps. The be~t
method of cocking o:t cogging the tie beam apon the wall plate is shown by fig. 65,
P late IX.
Sometimes blocks are placed under the ends of tie beams, for the purpose of adding to the security of t11e roof if the ends of the tie beams should decay. The 'roof
of the Theatre d' Argentina, and that of the Basilica of St. Paul, have blocks of this
111
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kind (see Plate X.) The present roof of Covent Garden Theatre, and that of Dru1')'
Lane Theatre, are also done in rhis manner; as well as several other modern roofs.
In respect to the use of these blocks as a security in case of decay, it can only be
from affording a greater quantity of matter for the causes of decay to act upon, and is
as likely to accelerate as to retard its progress. And by adding to the depth of timber
at the points of support, the settlement from shrinkage will become considerable. Also;
whether the blocks be firmly connected to the tie beam or not, by raising the middle
part of the tie beam above the real points of support, a lateral pressure equivalent to
that of a beam, cambered in the same degree, win be exerted against the walls.
.
If the ends of the tie beams be left with a perfectly free space round them, so that
there wOl1ldbe nothing to retain any moisture in contact with them, there would be
Httle to apprehend from decay. And if a further security should be thought necessary,
cast-iron plates might be used instead of wooden blocks.
It is a common practice in framing roofs to force the tie beam tc?a certain degree of
camber, which appears to have been introduced under the idea that a cambered beam
partakes of the nature of an arch; this, as has been justly observed by a late writer*,
is one of the fallacies which it is the business of the mathematical theory of carpentry
to dispel. It is obvious that when a cambered beam settles it has a tendency to thrust
out the walls instead of being a. bond to tie them together. The Gothiq builders
sometimes laid naturally crooked timbers with the round side upwards for tie beams;
but then their walls were capable of supporting a considerable lateral pressure. In
some of the tie beams of Durham Cathedral this curvature is very considel'able; but
modem walls are constructed on different principles, and require all the connection a
roof can be made to give them, instead of. being sufficient to withstand the thrust of a
cambered beam. Where there are ceiling joists it is easy to keep them a little higher
in the middle of a ceiling, at the rate of about an inch in 20 feet, which prevents the
settling from offending" the eye of the beholder;" and consequently accomplishes all
tb~t Mr. Price and others propose to do by cambering the tie beam,

P70incipal Rafters.

184. In estimating the strength of principal rafters, I suppose them to be sUPPQrted
by struts, either at or very near to all the 'points where the purIins rest upon. The
pressure on a principal rafter is in the direction of its length, and is in proportion to
the magnitude of the roof; but tbis pressure does not bear the same proportion to the
~ EI1C)'clopzdiaBritaanica, art. CarpeDtry. Supplement, p. 646.
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weight when there is a king post, as when there are queen posts; tberefore the same
constant number will not answer for both cases.
Case I. To find the scantling of the principal rafter when there is a king post in tJ1e
middle.
RULE. Multiply the square of the length of the rafter in feet, by the span in feet;
and divide the product by the cube of the thickness in inches. For fir, muWply the
quotient by 0'96, which will give the depth in inches.
185. Case 2. To find the scantling of a principal rafter when there are rn'o queen
posts.
RULE. Multiply the square of the length of the rafter in feet, by the span in feet;
and divide the product by the cube of the thickness in inches. For fir; multiply the
quotient by 0'155, which will give the depth in inches.
The thickness is generally the same as the king or queen posts, and tie beam.
Erample. The length of the principal rafter P, in fig. 50, Plate V. is 1# feet, and
the span is 40 feet, the thickness of the truss 6 inches. The square of the length is

.

210'25, and the cube of the thlclmess 216.

Therefore,

210'25x40x 0'155-6mches
.
216

nearly; that is, the principal rafters should be six inches by six inches.

.

186. In fig. 139, Plate XXII. is shown what is considered the best of the common
methods of framing the end of the principal rafter into the tie beam; and fig. 142,
No. 3 and 4, ~hows another method, with a circular abutment, which I consider to be
much preferable in large roofs; and must refer the reader to the Section on Joints,
Sect. IX. art. 303, for more full information; and also tD art. 310, for the best method
of strapping.
Straining Beams.
187. A straining beam is the horizontal piece between the heads of the queen posts,
and is marked S in the roof,jig. 50, Plate V.
In order that this beam may be the strongest possible, its depth should. be to its
thickness as 10 is to 7.
RULE. Multiply tbe square root of the span in feet, by the length of the straining
beam in feet, and extract the square root of the product. Multiply the root by 0'9 for
fir, which will give the depth in inches. "To find the thicknes!;, multiply the depth by
the decimal 0'7.
C, fig. 144, Plate XXIII. shows a joint for the ends ef straining beams.
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Struts and Braces.
188. The part of the roof that is supported by a strut or br.ace is easily ascertained
from the design, but the effect of the load must depend on the position of the brace;
when it is square from the back of the rafter, the strain upon it will be the least; and
when it has the same inc1ination as the roof, the same strain will be thrown on the
lower part of the principal rafter as is borne by the strut. But as the degree of
obliqueness does not vary much, 1 will not attempt to include its effect in the rule for
the scantling.
RULE. Multiply the square root of the length supported in feet, by the length of
the brace or stmt in feet; and the square root of the product multiplied by 0'8 for fir,
will give the depth in inches; and the depth multiplied by the decimal 0'6, will give the
breadth in inches.
Example. In the roof, fig. 50, Plate V. the part supported by the brace or strut B is
equal to half the length of the principal rafter, or 7 feet; and the length of the brace is

6 feet.

J

J

J

Therefore (7Tx 6)T x 0'8= (2'646 x 6)T x 0'8=3'985 x 0'8=3'188, the breadth;

and 3'I88xO'6=1'9128,
the depth; or 3-}by 2 nearly.
If a piece intended for a brace, a principal rafter, or a straining beam, be crooked,
.
the round side should be placed upwards.
189. I have now laid down rules for the principal. parts of a truss, but in so doing I
bave not taken into the account the. different weight') of different kinds of roofing, nor
the different degrees of inclination, lest the rules should become too complicated:
indeed I am. afraid many will suppose them too much so already; but the numerous
tables {)f5cantlings at the end of the volume will be found useful to those who are not
ready at calculation; and to others t,he assistance of a table of squares and cubes, or a
table of logarithms, will render all the rules extremely easy. It only remains now to
give the rules for purlins and common rafters.

PUTlins.
190. The stress upon purlins is proportional to the distance they are apart; and, the
weight being uniformly diffused, the stiffness is reciprocally as the cube of the length.
RULK. Multiply the cube of the length of the purlin in feet, by the distance the
purlins are apart in feet; and the fourth root of the product for fir'will give the depth
in inches; or multiplied by }'04, will give the depth for oak: and the depth multiplied
by the decimal 0'6 wiU give the breadth. See Table XIV. at the end of the volume.
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PurHns shol:lld always be notched upon the principal rafters, and should be put on in
as long lengths as they can be conveniently got, as the strength is nearly doubled "bythis
means. The old method of framing the purlins into the principal rafters, not only
renders the purlins weaker, but also wounds the principal rafter, and consequently

renders it necessary to make the rafters stronger.

.

There is no part of a roof so liable to fail as the purlins, i~deed there are few cases
where they have not sunk considerably; in some cases so much as to deform the
external appearance of the roof. \Veak purlins might be much strengthened by bracing
them; a practice that was once very common among the builders in this country.

Common Rqfters.

191. Common rafters are uniformly loaded, and the breadth need not be more than
from 2 inches to 2-}inches. The depth may be found by the following rule:
RULE. Divide the length of bearing in feet, by the cube root of the breadth in
inches; and the quotient multiplied by 0'72 for fir, or 0'74 for oak, will give the depth
in inches.
Example. Let the length of bearing of a rafter of Riga fir be 7 feet, and the breadth
2 jnches.

The cube root of 2 is 1'26 nearly; therefore

required.

See Table XV.

7~.~l2_4

inches, the depth

Foreign fir makes the best common rafters and purlins, because it is not so subject to
warp and twist with the heat of roo£., in summer as oak; much however depends on
the quality fif the timber, as oak from old trees often stands very well.

DESCRIPTION

OJ' ROOFS THA.T HA.VE BEEN EXECUTED.

192. Tbe roofs I have selected for description present some interesting specimens of
the art of carpentry, and are well worthy of the attention of the reader. They are taken
from the productions of foreigners, and may perhaps suggest some new ideas to the
artis~ and lead hhn to attain still greater excellence in his art; an art which has been
carried to a.high degree of perfection in this country, but is still ca.pable of improvement.
Boof of the Basilica of St. Paul at Rome.
The truss exhibited in Plate X. fig. 66, is one of the trusses of the Basilica of
8t. Paul at Rome, executed about 400 years ago. There is another kind of truss in
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the same roof that ii. much older, having been executed in 816, during the pontificate
of Leo Ill.; but the form is not so good as the one here given. These trusses are
double, that is, each consists of two similar frames placed 14'9 inches apart; and these
double trusses are about 10'5 feet apart. The principal rafters abut against a short
king post k. Between the trusses a piece of timber, S, is placed, and sustained by a
strong key of wood passing through it and the short king posts; this piece sustains the
tie beams by means of another strong key at a. The tie beams are in two lengths, and
scarfed together, as shown by fig. 67. The scarf is held together by thrce iron straps.
Scantlings of the Timbers.
inches.

Tie beams, t
Principal rafters, p ...
Auxiliary rafters, b ...
Straining beam, C ...
Purlins, d ..,
,..
Common rafters, . ..

inchel1.

22'5 by ]4'9
21'75 by 14'9
13'8 by 13'3
14'9 by 12'8
8'5 square, and 5 feet 7 inches apart.
5'3 by 4'25, and 8'5 inchcs apart.

This roof is executed in fir, and the span is 78'4 feet. The common rafters ar~
covered with strong tiles, about 12 inches by 7, forming a kind of pavement set with
mortar in the joints. On this pavement a kind of plain tiles with ledges are laid, and
the joints covered with crooked tiles, as is represented by fig. 68, From this description some notion may be formed of the load upon this roof*.
The roof is simple and strong; the method of sustaining the middle of the tie beam
is ingenious; and the covering, though heavy, is well calculated to preserve a uniform
temperature within the building; and a similar one might be often adopted with much
advantage in our own variable climate.

Roof of the Theatre d'Argentina, at Rome,
193. One of the trusses of the Theatre d'Argentina is represented in Plate X.fig, 69.
The span is SO.5 feet, and the slope of the roof 24 degrees, 'I'he tie beam is in three
pieces, scarred and strapped together; and the principall.'afters are each in two pieces,
also scarred and strapped together. The common rafters are from 10 to 11 inches apart,
and are supported by 12 purlins on each side: these rafters support a heavy tile

. L' Art
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covering. The tie beams are supported by stin-ups of iron, in a very judicious manner,
which differs considerably from any other example, except that of the Theatre de
l'Odeon, which is a close imitation of it, to a 77.8 feet span. The roof of the Tbeatre
d' Argentina is executed in fir, that of the Odeon in oak; both of them have to sustron
the machinery of the theatre, besides the ceilings and covering:;(:.
There appears to be too much strength in some of the parts of this roof; but the
design is extremely liimple, and well adapted to the purpose.

Roof of a Riding House at Moscow,in Russia.
194. The largest roof that has been executed was that of the Riding House, built at
Moscow, in 1790, by Paul 1. Emperor of Russia. It is represented by jig. 70, Plate XI.
The span was 236 feet, and the slope of the roof about 19 degrees. The principal
support of this immense truss consisted in an arch or curved rib of timber, in three
thicknesses, indented together, and strapped and bolted wi~h iron. The principal rafters,
and the tie b~ams, were supported by several vertical pieces notched to the curved rib;
and the whole stiffened by diagonal braces. The disposition of the parts of this roof
is e..'i:tremelyingenious; but from the immense extent of the span, it appears that it
settled so much, that it was proposed to add another curved rib in the situation shown
by the dotted lines.
The external dimensions of the building w€re 1920 feet by 310 feet; it was lighted
from the top by a lantern, and there was a gallery round tbe inside of the building
for spectators t.

. L' Art
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SECTION v.
OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF DOMES OR CUPOLAS.
195. A DOMEor cupola. is a roof, the base of which is a. circle, an ellipse, or a
polygon; and its vertical section a curve line, concave towards the interior. Hence
domes are called circular, elliptical, or polygonal, according to the figure of the base.
The most usual form for a dome is the spherical, in which case its plan is a cirde~
and section a segment of a circle.
The top of a large uome is often finished with a lantern, wl1ich is supported by th~
framing of the dome.
196. The interior and exterioT forms of a dome are not often alike, and in the space
between, a staircase to the lantern is generally made. According to the space left
between the external and internal domes, the framing must be designed. Sometimes
the framing may be trussed with ties across the opening; but often the interior dome
l"ises so high that ties cannot be got: in the latter case, the observations made on the
equilibrium of domes in Sect. 1. (art. 62-66) should be attended to.
Accordingly, the c<:,!nstructionof domes may be divided into two cases; each of which
it will be my next object to make a few remarks upon.

On tIle Construction of Domes tobien admit of Horizontal Ties.
197. A truss fot a dome where a horizontal tie can be got is shown by fig. 71,
Plate XII. In this figure AA is the tie; BB posts, which may be continued to !orm
the lantern; C, C, are continued curbs in two thicknesses, with the joints crossed and
bolted together; DD, a curved rib to support tl1e rafters. This design is calculated for
a span of about 60 feet, and may be extended to 120 feet.
Two principal trusses may be placed across the opening pa,rallel to each other, and a
distance equal to the diameter of the lantern apart, as AB, CD,fig. 72; with a sufficient
number of half trusses to reduce the bearing of the rafters to a convenient length.
Or, the two principal trusses may cross each other at right angles in the centre of the
dome, the one being placed so much higher than the other as to prevent the ties interfering. This disposition is represented in jig. 73; and is the same as is adopted for the
Dome des Invalids, at Paris, of which the external diameter is nearly 90 English feet.
A! the dimensions of the parts must depend chiefly on the wei~ht of the l~ntern, it
is scarcely possible to fix upon any without some particular design had been described~
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which would not have been satisfactory; besides being likely to mislead, as there are
few cases that are similar. The dimensions of the timbers may however be easily
ascertained to any particular design, from the rules and principles laid down in
Sect. I. and n.

On tlte Construction of Domes without Horizontal Ties.
198. The construction of domes without horizontal cross ties is not difficult when
there is a sufficient tie round the base. The most simple method, and one which is
particularly useful in small domes, is to place a series of curved ribs so that the lower
ends of those ribs stand upon the curb at the base, and the upper ends meet at
the top.
When the pieces are so long, and so much curved that they cannot be cut out of
timber without being cut across the grain so much as to weaken them, they should be
put together in thicknesses, with the joints crossed, and well nailed together: or, in
very large domes, they should be bolted or keyed together. The m~er
of forming
these ribs has been already described, as applied to roofs (see Sect. IV. art. 171.) The
method of making curved ribs in thicknesses has been used in the construction of.
centres for arches from the earliest period of arch building; and it was first applied to
the construction of domes by Philibert de Lorme*, who gives the foUawing scantlings
for different sized domes:
For domes of 24 feet diameter 8 inches by 1 inch.
36 . . . . . . . .. 10 . . . . . . .. 1+
"

60 ... . . . . .. ..

00
108

. ..........

......

13

13
13

.... 2

2~

. ... 3

These ribs are formed of two .fhicknesses, of the scantlings given above, and are
placed about two feet apart at the base. The rafters are notched upon them for receiving
the boarding, and also horizontal ribs are notched on in the inside, which gives a great
dc;;greeof stiffness to the wbolet. Fig. 74 is a section of a dome constructed in this
manner; and fig. 75 a projection of a part of the dome, with the rafters and
inside ribs.
If the dome be of considerable magnitude, the curve of equilibrium should pass
.. See his NouyeUes Inventions

t
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through the middle of the depth of the ribs, particularly if a heavy lantern rests upon
them. The curve in either case will be found by means of art:. 64 or 65, Sect. I.
Otherwise the curve must fall within the curve of equilibrium, and struts must be
placed between the ribs, to prevent them bending in. Or, if it be necessary for the
external appearance of the dome, that the curvature of the ribs should be without the
curve of equilibrium, then an iron hoop may be put round at about one-third of the
height to prevent the dome bursting outwards. This latter method was adopted in the
external dome of the Church de la Salute at Venice; the outside dimensions of which
are 80 feet diameter, 40.5 feet high, and the lantern 39.5 feet high; but the lantern is
supported by a brick dome, which is considerably below the wooden one. The ribs of
this dome are 96 in number, and each rib is in four thicknesses; the four together
make 5.5 inches, so that each rib is 8.5 inches by 5'5 inches. The iron hoop is 4.5
inches wide, and half an inch in thickne~s, and is placed at one-third of tne height of
the dome.
199. When a dome is intended to support a heavy lantern, it may require the principal ribs to be stronger than can be obtained out of a piece of timber; but the framing
may always be made sufficiently strong by using two ribs, with braces between, and
tied together by radial pieces across from rib to rib. A truss of this form is shown by
fig. 76, which would sustain "a very heavy lantern if the curve of equilibrium were to
pass in the middle between the ribs, as the dotted line does in the figure. The proper
form for the curve will be found by the equations in art. 65, Sect. I.
200. Where a light dome is wanted, without occupying much space, the ribs may be
placed so near to each other that the boards may be fixed to them without rafters, or
short struts may be put between the ribs, as shown by fig. 77.
In a splendid collection of specimens of carpentry, published by M. Krafft, there are
methods of finding the position of the principal timbers in domes and roofs shown,
which were proposed by M. Stierme, a carpenter of Wirtemburg:ii:. Kram's work
eontains no explanation of these methods, and they appear to me to be destitute of any
thing like sound principle, particularly as applied to domes, and are only noticed as i\
~a.ution to the young student.
. lLec:ueilde Charpente, par M. Krafft, deuxicme pame, planche 70 et 3~.
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VI.

OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF PARTITIONS.
IDl. PARTITIONS,
in carpentry~ are frames of timber for dividing the internal parts of
a ouse into rooms: they are usually lathed and plastered, and sometimes the spaces
be ween the timbers are filled with brickwork.
n modern carpentry there is no part of a building so much neglected as the partit ons. A square of partitioning is of considerable weight, seldom less than half a ton,
an often much more; therefore a partition should have an adequate support: instead
of hich it is often suffered to rest on the floor, which of course settles under a weight
it as never intended to bear, and the partition breaks from the ceiling above.
f it be necessary to support a partition by means of the floors or roof, it should rather
be strapped to the floor or roof above it, than be suffered to bear upon the floor below;
be ause in that case the cracks along the cornice would be avoided; and in such cases
th timbers of the tIoor or roof must be made stronger. A partition ought, however, to
be capable of supporting its own weight; for even when doorways are so plac~d that 3.
tru s cannot be got the whole depth, it is almost always possible to truss over the heads
of he doors.
.
02. Partitions that have a solid bearing throughout their length. do not require any
bI' ces, indeed they are better without, as it is easy to stiffen them by means of strUts
be een the uprights, and thus the shrinking and cross strains occasioned by braces are
av ided. When braces are introduced in a partition, they sbould be disposed so as to
thr w the weight upon points that are sufficiently supported below, otherwise they do
more harm tban good.
But though it be often practicable to give a partition a solid bearing throughout, it is
better not to do so, because an walls settle; therefore the partition should always be
suppoited only by the walls it is connected with, so that it may settle with them. If
the partition have a solid bearing, and the walls settle, fractures must necessarily
take place.
Also, when a partition is supported at one. end by the wall of a high part of the
building, and by the wall of a lower part -at the other end, it will always crack either
close by the walls, or diagonally across.
I state here the consequences that may be expected in the usual kinds of foundations;
there may be some where the settlement is so small as to produce no sensible effect;
but such instances are rarely met with. Much may be done by making the base of a
N2
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wall in proportion to the whole weight it is intended to s~pport; but this belongs to
another department of the building art.
~n a trussed partition the truss should have good supports, either at tbe ends or other
convenient places, and tbe framing should be designed accordingly; that is, so that the
weight may not act on any other points than those originally intended to bear it. The
best points of support are the walls to which the plastering of the partition joins.
203. Partitions are made of different thicknesses, according to the extent of bearing;
for common purposes, where the bearing does not exceed 20 feet, 4 inches is sufficient; or, generally, the principal timbers may be made
4 inches by 3 inches for a bearing not exceeding 20 feet.

5 .. . . . . . . 3~ .. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30
6
. 4
40

.. ..... .

And partitions sho~d be .filled in with as thin stuff as possible, so that it be sufficient
to nail the lat1~sto. Two inches is quite a sufficient thickness. When these filling in
pieces are in long lengths, that is, when they exceed 3 or 4 feet, they should be stiffened
by short struts between them; or, what is much better, to notch. a continued rail across
the uprights, nailing it to each.
It should be borne in mind, that in all cases useless timber is only an unnecessary
load upon the framing, and increases the risk of failure at a considerable expense.
The thicknesses above mentioned apply on1y to partitions that have no other than
their own weight to bear. When a floor is to be supported by a partition, it must be
prepared for that purpose. It would, however, be impossible to give any rules for
such partitions, as the design must be varied according to circumstances, which differ
so materially in almQSt every case as to render particular rules useless.
204. The pressure in the direction of any of the pieces may be found by appJying the
principles given in Sect.!.; and the 'scantlings of the timbers that would be sufficient
to sustain such pressures, may be found by the rules for the stiffness of materials in
Sect. H. The fol1owing data will assist in forming an estima.te of the pressure on
the framing of partitions :
The weight of a square of partitioning
}from 1480 pounds to 2000 pounds per squa.re..
may be taken at
The weight of a square of single jOisted
. . . . 1260 . . . . . . .. 2000

flooring, without counter flooring. . }

The weight of a square of framed
flooring, with counter flooring. . . . .

} . . . . ..9.500 . . . . . . . . 4000
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As great nicety is not required in calculating the scantlings, the highest numbers
may be taken for long bearings, and the lowest for short ones; as the one gives the
weight in large mansions, the other that in ordinary house!.
The shrinkage of timbers, and still more often imperfect joints, cause considerable
settlements to take place in partitions, and consequently cracks in the plastering;
therefore it is essential that the timber should be well seasoned, and also that the work
should be well framed, as a slight degree of settlement in a partition is attended with
worse consequences than is produced by a like degree of settlement in any other piece
of framing.
205. Fig. 78 shows a design for. a trussed partition with a doorway in the middle; the
tie or sill is intended to pass between the joisting under the flooring boards. The
strongest position for the inclined piece.s of the truss is shown by the figure, as the truss
would have been much weaker with the same quantity of materials if they had been
placed in the position shown by the dotted lines. The inclination of the trussing pieces
should never greatly differ from an angle of 40 degr~es with the horizon. The horizontal pieces, a a, are intended to be notched into the uprights, and nailed: in partitions
for principal rooms, one on each side might be used.
206. \Vhen a doorway is near to the side of a room, which is often necessary, in order
to render a room either convenient or comfortable, the partition should be trussed ove!
the top of the door, as shown in fig. 79. The posts, A, B, should be strapped to the
truss, and braces may be put in the lower part of the truss in the common way; but it
would be better to halve these braces into the uprights, which would bind the whole
together.
In order to save straps, the posts A, B, are often halved into the tie CD; in that case,
the tie' should be a little deeper; and as the tie may be always made str~ng enough to
admit of halving, perhaps this is the best method.
Partitions should always be' put up some time before they are plastered; that the
timbers, should they cast, may be put right again. This precaution is not so necessary
where timber has been a considerable time cut to the proper scantlings, or well
seasoned.
The arrises of all timbers exceeding 3 inches should be taken off, to allow room for a
~ufficient key for the plaster: that is, if A be the section of a post or urace, to be lathed
at a and b, it must be bevelled so as to reduce the faces at a and b to less than
3 inches.
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SECTION VII.
OF THE CONSTRUCTION

OF CENTRES FOR BRIDGES.

207. A CENTREis a timber frame, or set of frames, for suppOl:ting the arch-stones of
a bridge during the construction of the arch.
The qualities of a good centre consist in its being a sufficient support for the weight
or pressure of the arch-stones, without any sensible change of form throughout the
whole progress of the work, from the springing of the arch to the fixing ,of the keystone. It should be capable of being easily and safely removed, and designed so that it
may be erected at a comparatively small expense.
In navigable rivers, where a certain space must be left for the passage of vessels, and
in deep and rapid rivers, where it is difficult to establish intermediate supports, and
where much is to be apprehended from sudden floods, the frames should span the whole
width of the .archway, or be framed so as to leave a considerable portion of the archway unoccupied. In such cases a considerable degree. of art is required to make the
centre an effectual support for the arch-stones, particularly when the arch is large.
But in narrow rivers, and in those where the above-mentioned inconveniences do not
interfere with the work, the framing may be constructed upon horizontal tie beams,
supported in several places by piles, or frames fixed in the bed of the river; and the
construction is comparatively easy.
In large arches, when the arch-stones are laid to a considerable height, they often
force the centre out of form, by causing it to rise at the crown, and it is often necessary
to load the centre at the crown to prevent such rising; but this is a very imperfect
remedy. Notwithstanding the subject has been considered by several very eminent
men, their works are not much calculated to instruct the carpenter how to avoid this
difficulty; indeed their object seems to b~ve been exclusively to calculate the strength
of a.centre already designed, instead of showing the principles on which it ougbt to be
contrived; and even in calculating the strength they are very imperfect guides, because
tbey have not attempted to find what forces would derange a centre, but only the force
that might be suppo~ed without fracture ~.
Mr. Smeaton, in his designs for centres, always contrived his scantling to suit the
general scantlings of timber, with the view of saving labour, and of leaving the timber
in as useful a state as possible when it was done witht.
This practice is a good one,
.. See Pitot on Centres, Mem. de l'Aead. 1726;
Pierr8S, tome iii. p. 408.

t
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Couplet on ditto, Mem, de I'Aca.d. 1729;
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and ought to be imitated, as a centre or a scaffold is not like a permanent work.
Nevertheless, some knowledge of the principle of disposing the parts is necessary, and
also of estimating the degree of stiffness that will be actually required in a centre;
<>therwisemore timber may be wasted than if it had been cut to the proper scantling
at the first, as an timber that has been used in a centre is more or less injured.
208. Centres are composed of seyeral separate vertical frames or trusses, connected
together by horizontal ties, and stiffened by braces. When the frames have to span the
whole width of the archway, the offsets of the stonework afford a most substantial
abutment for the support of the centre. The frames or trusses of centres are generally
placed from 4 to 6 feet apart, according to their strength, and the pressure they have to
support. In general, there is one frame under each of the external rings of arch-stones,
and the space between is equally divided by the intermediate frames.
A bridge of three arches will require two centres, one of five arches requires thrce
centres, &c.
Pressure of the A.rch-stones upon Centres.

209. Before proceeding to investigat.c the disposition and stiffness of centres, the
point must be determined at which the arch. stones first begin to press upon the centre;
and also the pressure upon jt at different periods of the formation of the arch.
It has been found by experiment, that a stone placed tlpon an indined plane does not
begin to-slide till that plane has an inclination of about 30 degrees from tbe horizontal
plane*, and till a stone would slide upon its joint, or bed, it is obvious that it would not
press upon the centre. Also, when a hard stone is laid with a bed of mortar it will
not slide till the angle becomes from 34 to 36 degrees. A soft stone bedded in mortar
will stand when the angle which the joint makes with the horizon is 45 degrees, if it
absorb water quickly; because in that case the mortar becomes partially sett.
S~rnilar
results have been obtained by other experimentalists; therefore we may consider the
pressure, in general, to commence at the joint which makes an angle or about 32 degrees
with the horizon.
This angle is called the angle of repose, and if we suppose the pressure to be represented by the radius, the tangent of this angle will represent the friction; hence,
considering the pressure as unity, the. friction will be 0.625. Perronet estimates the
friction at 0'8 !; but it is erring on the safe side to take the lower result.
210. Thenext course above the angle of repose will press upon t11ecentre, but only
in a small degree; and the pressure will. inerease with each succeedh~g course. The
. RondeJet,
J"ArtdeBa.tir,tomeiv.p. t7S.
:$: Memoir
for 1778.
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re1ation between the "reight of an arch-stone, and its pres~ure upon the centre, in 3direction perpendicular to the curve of the centre, may be determined from the following'

equation: W(siu. a-f cos. a)=P.

'.

Where W is the weight of the arch-stone, P=the pressure upon the centre, j the
friction, and a=the angle which the plane of the lower joint of the arch-stone makes
'with the horizon.
211. When the a.ngle which the joint makes with }34 degrees P=.04 W.
the horizon is
,.
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But when the plane of the joint becomes so much inclined that a vertical line passing
through the centre of gravity of the arch-stone does not fall within the lower bed of tha
stone, the whole weight of the arch-stone may be considered as resting upon the centre,
without material error. We bave thus an easy method of estimating tbe weight upon a
centre, at any period of the construction, or when any portion of the arch-stones is laid,
as well as when the whole weight it has to sustain is upon it.
212. As an example, let it be required to determine tbe press.ure of the arch-stones
upon 20 degrees of the centre, counting from the joint which makes an angle of 32
degrees with the horizon.
RULE. Take out of the table above the decimals opposite every second degree for the
first 20 degrees, that is, from 32 to 52 degrees, and add them together. Multiply the
sum thus found by the weight of a portion of the arch-stones comprehended between
2 degrees; the product will be equal to the pressure of 20 degrees of the arch upon
the centre.
Suppose the frames of the centre to be 5 feet from middle to middle, and the depth
of the arc1J.-stonesto be 4 feet; also, that .the space comprehended between 2 degrees
of the arch measured at the middle of the depth of the stone is 1'5 feet. The s9lid
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content will be found to be 30 cubic feet; and, if the weight of a cubic foot of the stone
be 150 pounds, the weight of 2 degrees will be 30 xJ50=4500 pounds.
Then adding together the decimals for 20 degrees, that is, from 32 degrees to 52"
the sum is 2'26. This sum multiplied by the weight of 2 degrees, or 4500 pounds,
gives 10,170 pounds for the pressure of 20 degrees upon onc frame of the centre.
213. It is midcllt from the table, that the pressure increases very slowly till the joint
begins to make a considerable angle with the horizon; and it is of importance to bear
this in mind in designing centres, because the strength should be directed to the parts
where the strain is greatest. For instance, at the point where the joint makes an angle
of 44 degrees with the holizon, the arch-stone only exerts a pressure of one-fourth of
its weight upon the centre; where the angle of the joint is 58 degrees, the pressure
exceeds half the weight; but near to the crown the stones rest wholly upon the centre.
Now it would be absurd to make the centre equally strong at each of these points;
besides, by such a method there would not be the .means of applying the strength where
it is really required, without interfering with ties and braces, that are only an incumbrance to the framing.
When the depth of the arch-stone is nearly donble its thickness, the whole of its
weight may be considered to rest upon the centre when the joint makes an angle of
about 60 degrees with the horizon. If the length be less than twice the thickness, it
may be considered to rest wholly upon the centre when the angle is below 60 degrees;
and if the length exceed twice the thickness, tbe angle will be considerably above
60 degrees before the whole weight will press upon the centre.
214. But though the error introduced, by consider.ing all the arch-stones above the
joint that makes an angle of 60 degrees with the hori.on as pressing wholly on the
centre, is not a very considerable one, it may be desirable to use a method that
approaches nearer to the truth when the arch is circular. However inclined a joint may
be, a certain portion of the force of the arch-stone will be lost in friction, without the
joint becomes sensibly vertical. And in any case the pressure perpendicular to the
eurve of the centre will be expressed by the equation W (sin. a-f cos. a)=perpen.
pressure=P.
But it will be more convenient to measure the angle a. from the vertical
line passing through the crown; then \V (cos. a-I sin. a)=P.
If the angle included between the joints of one arch-stone be denoted by a, and the
stones be alike in weigbt, anc.in tbe portion of the arch they occupy; then the pres.,.
sure of any number n of arch-stones upon the centre will be expressed by the ~quation
n
." n+I
n
. 1t+I
_ a .,.
aXSl11.. cos._
a- f sm.-;;::.-axsm.
P
W
2
2
2
~
"'" =pressure=

(

.

sin. .}a

)

.

"

. This f!tpression is equal to W (sum of ,cosines of 1Ia.-fX sum of sines of "/la), and the sum of ~he sinea and cosi~s
are found by equations ~7 and ~9, p, 69, of Dr. Hutton's C08rse of Mathematics, Tol. iii.
0
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The magnitude of the arc a being ascertained, the sines and cosines to a radius of
unity may be taken from a table of natural sines. But the calculation will be more

.

simple under the following form:

n+1

W XSlU. Ta

x (cos. ina-f

sin. i-na.) (A.)

sin. ~a
The computation becomes easier by using a table of logarithms.
When the arch-stones are small, the pressure upon the centre is greater than when
they are large; and as an arch-stone will seldom be smaller than would extend one
degree of the arch, the pressure in that case may be assumed as sufficiently accurate;
the error being always in excess till the arch-stones extend less than one degree each.
Now the number of degrees between the middle or crown and the angle of repose is 58;
therefore, by equation (A) tbe whole pressure upon the semi-centre may be determined.
The calculation by logarithms may be done as follows. The equation is more convenient
n
'11
n+ I
n;:}
a
.
a x sin.
fior Iogan th msarrange dtl lUS: W X cos. 2 a x sin. ~ a fx sin. 2
CB )
.' 2

(

Ezample.

cos. 29<> =-}'941819

. ono

Log.f

0'-625. Therefore,

log.0'625

=-}'79588O

Log. sin. ;a=log.

sin. 290 =-}'685571

nn'>9
Iog.5m.",,~-30'=-1'6.,~9

Log.sin.n; la ... .. ...
-1'634] 58
Log. sin. ¥%=log. sin. 0° 30' . ."c -3'940842

Log. 49-36

)

sin. i-a

We have a= 1 degree, n=58, and (by art. 209) f

n
Log. cos. ~a=log.

. rt+ 1
Log.sm'Ta=

sin. .j.a

=

1-693316 Log.sin.~a
Log. 17'1

~

=-1'692339

-1'173790
=-3-946842
=-1'232948

And 49'36-17'1=32'26;
consequently, 32'26W is equal to the pressure of the semiarch upon the centre, where W is the weight of a part of the ring of arch-stones tha.t
extends one degree.
On Designing Centres.
215. In designing frames for centres there are two things which require particular
attention. The centre should be sufficiently strong to support any part, or the whole of
the pressure; and it should be. capable of supporting any part without a sensible change
of form. To accomplish the first object, the strains must not act very obliquely upon
the supporting pieces; and tbe magnitude of the parts must be proportioned to the
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strain upon them. The second object will be obtained by disposing the parts so that
the stress may prevent any part rising, instead of causing it to rise, as is too common
in centres.
216. Centring for arches, of small span, is easily managed, and when it is possible to
obtain intermediate supports at a comparatively small expense, even large centres are
not difficult. The centring of Canon Bridge, of which the span is 65 feet, and rise
21'S feet, is a good ~xample of this kind of construction; it was designed by Mr.
Telford;,«. See fig. 81.
The justJy celebrated Smeaton designed the centre, fig. SO, for Coldstream Bridge;
and as a description I cannot offer the reader any thing to illustrate it better than hi!
own directions that accompanied the design. He says, "What I had therefore in view
was to distribute the supporters equally under the burden, preserving at t~e same time
such a geometrical connection throughout the whole, that if anyone pile, or row of
piles, should settle, the incumbent weight would be supported by the rest."
"'Vith respect to the scantlings," he adds, "I did not so muah contrive how to do
with the least quantity of timber, as how to cut it with the least waste; for, as I took
it for granted the centre would be constructed of East Country fir, I have set down the
scantlings,

such as they usually are, in whole balks, or cut in two lengthways t."

The bridge was of stone; 25 feet wide, from outside to outside; the centring consisted
of 5 frames, or ribs, framed in the manner represented in jig. 80. The span of the
eentre arch was 60 feet 8 inc.hes, and the dimensions of the principal timbers are
figured upon the design.
217. But where intermediate supports cannot be obtained, centres require to be con~
structed with more care, as well as more attention in forming the design. It is obvious
that laying a load upon the haunches must have a tendency to raise the centre at the
crown, unless the frame be so contrived that it cannot rise there under the effect of
mlY force that it may have to sustain at the haunches. This principle the French
engineers did not understand, and consequently some of their centres underwent a
change of form with every course of stones that was laid upon them. I ca.nnot perhaps
show better the importance of the principle of preventing any change of form by the
disposition of the framing, than by pointing out the defects of the centre designed by
Perronet for the Bridge of Neuilly, and comparing it with some that bave been employed
in Britain. Fig. .82, Plate XIV. represents the centre of the Bridge at Neuilly. It is
obvious that such a centre loaded at A and B, must rise at C; and the timbers being
nearly paraHel, the strains produced by a weight resting on any point must have been
prodigjous; consequently, the yielding at the joints was very considerable. It is a
kind of framing well enough adapted to support an equilibrated load, distributed oY~r
. EdinbUT~h Encyc1op;E(ija, art. :Bridge.

...

02

t

Smeaton'. ReporU, vtll. m. JI. 236, pl~te 10.
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its whole length; but is one of the worst that can be adopted for a centre, or for supporting any variable load. It must have consumed an immense quantity of timber, and
yet without the advantage of connection. The quantity is crowded into so small a
space that it has a light appearance, and consequently bas obtained the approbation of
those- that are incapable of penetrating further than the apparent surface of things they
pretend to examine. The centres for the bridges of Nojent, Cravant, St. Maxence,
and Nemours, were designed on similar principles, and were found to be equally
defective.
2]8. Fig. 83, Plate XIV. represents the centre of the ,\\raterloo Bridge"', designed by
Mr. Rennie. In this centre, by a better disposition of its timbers, a load at A could not
cause the centre to rise at C, without reducing the length of the beam DE, and the one
opposite to it. There is an excess of strength in some of its parts, and it is complicated
in the extreme; but, on the whole, it is a very judicious combin,ation. The centre of
Blackfriars Bridge appears to have been taken as the ground-work; and there are some
improvements, both in form and construction, that do much credit to the able engineer
who has made them.
219. Let the line ACA',fig. 84, Plate XV. represent the curve of an arch; and let us
suppose the arch-stones to begin to press upon the centre at B, B'1where the joints make
an angle of 32 degrees with the horizontal plane; and that the laying of the arch-stones
proceeds alike on each side. Now if two trussed frames, EDH, E'D'H, abut against
'each other at.C, the point C cannot rise in a sensible degree from the pressures at
D, D', and much additional security may be obtained by adding the piece FF', with the
pieces FI, F'I'..
The framing of this centre commences on each side nearly at the point where the
arch-stones first begin to press on the centre, the curved rib must be strong enough to
bear the parts between BD, and DC, but the bearings may be shortened by making the
abutting blocks at D, D'longer. The beams EC, E'C, will act as ties till the arch-stones
are laid beyond the points D, D'; they will then begin to act as struts, and will continue
to act as struts after that, till the whole be laid.
This disposition cannot be employed where the span is large, because it then requires
very long pieces of timber; and the points of support for the curved rib become too
far apart to be supported by timbers of the usual dimensions.
220. Let the built beams, EF, FF', and FE', fig. 85, Plate XV. be each trnsseo, and
abut against each other at F and F'; then it is obvious, that wheJI the loads press
equally at D, D', they will have no tendency to raise the beam FF' in the middle, unless
it be not sufficiently strong to resist the pressure in the direction of its length; and, as
it is easy to give'it any degree of strength that may be required, a centre of this fOlm
,. J"Iom the Supplement to the :Encyelop~a BritanDica, art. Bridge, plate xliv.
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may, with a little variation in the trusses, be applied with advantage to any span which
will admit of a stone bridge. When timber is not to be had of sufficient length, the
beams EF, FF', and F'E', may be built in the manner directed for building beams. See
Sect. IX.
The examples and remarks already given will give the reader a clear notion of the
kind of alTangement which is proper for a centre; it would be an easy matter to
multiply examples, but having said enough to shDw the nature of the principle, 1
must leave him to design for himself, and proceed to make some remarks on the
construction.
On the Construction of Centres.

2"21. The principal beams of a centre should always abut end to end when it is
possible. It is a very good method, where timbers meet at an angle, to let them abut
into a socket of cast iron, as has been done in the centre of Waterloo Bridge. See
fig. 83, Plate XIV. The timbers should intersect one another as little Ri possible, as
every joining causes some degree of settlement, and halving the timbers together always
destroys nearly half their strength. The pieces which tend towards the centre, and
which perform a similar office to the king post of a roof, should be notcbed upon the
framing; and they should bc in pairs, that is, one on each side of the frame, and well
bolted together. Some of the braces may also be applied in the same manner with
much advantage. The braces marked a a, in fig. 85, are supposed to be done in
this way.
Ties should be continued across the frames in different parts, particularly at any point
where many timoers meet; and diagonal braces across the frames are also necessary,
to secure them from lateral motion.
A sound and firm centre is a most desirable thing in the construction of an arch, as
the motion of a weak one destroys the cohesion of the cementing materials. Sometimes
centres have completely failed. In erecting a large arch over the river Derwent, on
the line of the Glossop and Sheffield road, as they were proceeding to lay the keystone, tbe centre gave way, and fell with a. tremendous crash into the river. Several
lives were lost"'.
On Removing Centres.

2'22. The frames of a centre are placed upon double wedges, or sometimes on blocks
with wedge-formed steps cut in them) and when the centre is to be eased, the wedges~
. Merning Cltro.ide ofAugu,t

17., un&,

~
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or wedge-formed pieces, are driven back so far as to suffer the centre to descend regularly. This operation should be very leisurely performed; in order that the arch, in
taking its proper bearing, may not acquire any sensible degree of velocity; as it would
be a dangerous experiment to let it settle too rapidly.
'In small centres the wedges are driven back with mauls, men being stationed at each
pair of wedges for that pnrpose. But in larger works a beam is mounted, as a battering
ram,-to drive th~ wedge-formed blocks back. Before driving back the wedges it is a
good precaution to mark them, so that it is ftasy to ascertain when they are regularly
driven.
It is a great advantage in striking centres to be able to suffer them to rest at any
part of the operation; and in this, as well as in some other respects, the methods of
lowering and easing centres practised in Britain, are infinitely superior to those adopted
by the French engineers. The French method consists in destroying, by little and little,
the ends of the principal supports; a work of difficulty as well as of danger, and which
cannot be done with so much regularity as with wedges.
The centres of Blackfriars Bridge, and the Waterloo Bridge, were placed upon
blocks, with wedge-formed steps cut in them; as is shown in fig. 83, Plate XIV.
Another method consists in forming the steps on beams that reach across the whole
width of the bridge, passing between the feet of the trussed frames, and the posts that
iupport them. In fig. 84, Plate XV. the centres are supposed to be done in this
manner. The frames being thus placed upon continued wedges, the centre may be
struck without it being necessary to have workmen beneath; consequently it is less
dangerous, and can be done with a less number of men. In consequence of nine men
haviDg been killed in removing the centre of a military work, Mr. Richard Williams
proposed a simiJar method to the above, which was used at Chatham, in 1807, with
success

:i\<,

On computing the Strmgth of Centres.
223. It fortunately happens that simple designs are best calculated for centres; for
it would be very difficult to form any thing like an accurate estimate of the strength of
a complicated one. I will here show some approximate methods of fixing upon the
proper scantlings for the timbers for the desigI1s I have given; and add to one of them
some examples, in ~umbers, which will serve to illustrate tbe subject,
In the centre, fig. 84, Plate XV. the stress may be considered, in as far as it tends to
strain tbe frame EDH; also the stress upon the pieces EH, H'E', when the whole lo~d
is upon them; and, lastly, the strain upon the posts GK, G'K',
~ 'l'ransactions of the Society GfArts, yol. xxxiii. p, 128.
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First, Let the pressure of the arch-stones between B and C be calculated, if the arch
be circular, by art. 214; and if it be elliptical, by art. 211. Consider half this weight
as collected at D, and acting in the direction DF, which will be sufficiently accurate for
our present purp0ge. Then, by attending to the rules in art. 14 and 17, Sect. 1. the
strains in the directions of each of the beams composing the frame EDH will be
found; and the dimensions of the pieces that would resist them are to be determined by
the rules for the stiffness of beams in Sect. n. or by the rule at the end of this article~
Secondly, Compute the pressure of the arch between D and C, and consider it as
acting at C in a vertical direction; then tIle strain on the beams EH, H'E', will be found
by the rules above referred to.
Lastly, Let the whole pressure of the arch-stones between Band C, together with
half the weight of the centre itself, be considered as acting at the point E in a vertical
direction, and find the dimensions of the supports KG, K'G', that would resist this
pressure.
But in these caJcula~ions it must be observed, that if the length of any of the pieces
ill feet be not greater than 1'25 times the breadth, or least dhnension in inches, it will
cripple at the joint rather than bend. rrhus, if a piece be 8 inches in breadth, then its
length must be 1'25 x 8, or 10 feet; otherwise it will sink at the joint rather than bend.
Therefore, when the length between the points where it is braced is less than in
this proportion, instead of finding the scantHngs by the rules for the stiffness of beams,
they must be determined by the following rule.
RULE. The pressure upon the beam in pounds divided by 1000 gives the area of
the piece in inches, or that of the least abutting joint, if that joint should not be equal
to the section of the piece.
.As all long pieces in a centre may be rendered secure against bending by cross braces,
or radial pieces notched on and bolted to them, this rule may almost always be applied
for centres, instead. of the rules in Sect. n.
224. In the centre, fig. 85, the beams EF, FF', and F'E', constitute the chief support;
the arch is an eUipse, and consequently a considerable part of it wHl bear almost wholly
upon the centre. But from what ha.~been shown respecting the pressure of the archstones, it will appear that if we take the whole weight of the ring between D and C,
and consider it to act in the direction HF at the joining F, it will be the greatest strain
that can possibly occur at that point from the weight of the arch-stones.
Produce the
line HF tof, and make kfto represent the pressure, draw he parallel to the beam EF.
Then, as hf represents the pressure of the arch between D and C, he will be the
pressure in the direction of the beam FE; and ef, t~e pressure in the direction Qf the
beam FF': and these beams must be of such scantlings as would sustain these pressure~.
Let the weight of the arch from H to H' be estimated, and if two-thirds of this weight
be considered to act at C in a vertical direction, it will be t,he greatest load that is likely
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to be laid at that point, and the dimensions for the parts of the truss FCF' must be
found so as to sustain that pressure.
The frame, EDF, may be calcu1atcd to resist half the pressure of the arch-stones
Between B and H; that T)ressure being found by art. 21l.
The whole weight of the axch-stones from D to C, together with the weight of the
centre itself, may be considered as acting in a vertical direction at E, and the supports
nt GE should be sufficient to sustain the action of this pressure.
To determine the scantlings of tbe ribs that support the weight between H and C, or
D and H, &c. calculate the weight of that part of the arch which rests upon it, and
consider it as a weight uniformly diffused over the length. The proper seantling win
then be found by the rule in art. 98. These bearings may be much shortened by
lengthening the blocks against which the inclined beams of the truss abut.
Examples.
2'25. Example 1. To determine tbe principal scantlings for a centre for a stone arch
50 feet span to the design fig. 84~ A cubic foot of the stone weighing 130 pounds, and
the depth of the arch-stones 3 feet; the frames 5 feet from middle to middle.
The arch is described with a radius of 26 feet; consequently, 27'5 feet is the radius
of an arc passing through the middle of the depth of the arch-stones; and to find the
length of tbis arch for one degree, multiply the length of the arch for a radius of unity,
which is .01745329, by ZJ'5 feet. This is most easily done by logarithms.
The logarithm of

Log.of..

Log.of.. .. . . ..

'01745329 is-2'241877
27'5... ...
1'439333

=

,48. ... =-1'681210

And 5 x 3 x '48=7'2 feet, the solid content of one degree of the ring of arch-stone~.
But, by art. 214, \V x 32.26=7.2 x 32'26 x 130 pounds=30,195 pounds, for the pressure
er that part of the. ring between Band C. Then suppose this pressure to act in the
dii'~tion DF, and in order to render the operation more simple, call it 31,000 pounds.
DTaw df, in No. 2, Plate XV. parallel to DF; set off df equal 31 parts, by any convenient scale; and draw eb parallel to the beam EH; also draw de and db. parallel to the
principal rafters of the frame EDC. Now when dh is measured by t4e same scale as
df, jt will measure 70 parts; and as both the rafters make the same angle with
straining force, the strain on each will be 70,000 pounds. Let the abutting joint be
equal to the section of the rafter, then 7:=70

inches, for the area of the section of

each rafter, or nearly 8} inches square. The strain in the direction of the length of the
tie beam EH need not be calculated, because when it is sufficiently strong to resist
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the other strains to which it is exposed, its strength to resist tension will always be
above what is necessary,
Our next operation is to calculate the weight or pressure of the arch-stones between
Band C. This may be done by common arithmetic, according to the method pointed
out in art. 214, to show the superiority of the logarithmic process. The weight of one
degree of the ring is the same as before, that is, W=7.2 x 130=936 pounds, and the
space between Baud C is 32 degrees; therefore n=32. Hence cos. .}na-f sin. tlla=

cos, 16°-f sill.16='96126-'27564 x '625=.788985.

And

. n+l
W sm.
~x.788985=

.

~~

~x~

1

x .788985=24022 pounds, the pressure of the part BC upon the centre:l<.
'00873
By drawing lines parallel to the directions of the straining force and the beams, we find
the pressure in the direction of the beam EH to be nearly 23,000 pounds; therefore,
23000
=23 inches, the area of the section of the beam: but it must be made a little lal'ger
1000
than this, in order to have abutments for the other parts of the truss.
To find the dimensions of the supports required at KG, I have given an approximate
rule in art. 223, calculating according to it.
The pressure on the centre has been found to be 31,000 pounds.
The weight of half the centre may be stated at
5,000
Therefore

the vertical pressure

at K will be

.. , 36,000

This force would produce a pressure of nearly 41,000 pounds in the direction KG;
hence 4;:

=41 inches, the area of the support required at K.

Example 2. To find the strain upon the principal supports of the centre, in jig. 85,
Plate XV.; the depth of the arch-stones being 5 feet, the frames 5 feet from middle to
middle, and the .stone 130 pounds per cubic foot. The pressure of the arch-stones upon
the centre, estimated by the methods detailed in art. 212, will be about 130,000 pounds;
and measuring the proportions of the' forces by the diagram, No. 3, Plate XV, the
pressure in the direction of the beam FF' will be 220,000 pounds, and the pressure in
the direction FE will be 230,000 pounds; consequently, the area of the horizontal beam
!§houldbe 220 inches, and may consist of two beams 10 inches by 11 inches. The area
of the inclined beam,. EF, should be 230 inches, and may consist of two beams, 1'1
inches by 1~ inches each.

. 'The operations of multiplication

and division a:re Dot civen at length, becaUS8it would ha."e extende\i the volume

considerably, without cotueying any more useful information,~o ban d9ne so in each examplt.
p
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VIII.

OF WOODEN BRIDGES.
226. THE oldest wooden bridge that we have any account of is the Bridge of Snu!icius, which existed at Rome in the reign of Ancus Martius, about 500 years before the
Christian era. It owes its celebrity to the combat of Horatius Cocles, a renowned
Roman knight, who saved the city by a noble defence of this bridge; which, it is said,
was put together without iron or nails.
2';ti. The next in point of antiquit;y was that el'ected by Julius Cresar, for the passage
of his army across the Rhine. It is described at some length in his Commentaries;
and Alberti, PaUadio, Scamozzi, and others, have attempted, from the descriptiol1, to
restore the design; but their representations differ considerably. Cresar's army passed
over this bridge ten days after they began to carry the timber to erect it.
228. The bridge built by Trajan over the Danube appears also to have been of timber,
except the piers, which were of stone; at least so it is represented in basso-relievo upon
Trajan's Column. The roadway of this bridge appears to have bcen supported by three
concentric curved ribs of timber, connected by radial pieces; and is cert."linly a good
specimen of tlie art of building timber bridges at that early period. Trajan's Bridge
consisted of twenty or twenty-two stone piers, with wooden arches; each arch above
100 feet span:IF.
229. In the middle ages, when bridges began to be established on the pllssages over
the principal rivers, they were almost always constructed with piers, at from 15 to 20
feet apart, consistiBg of one or more rows of piles. These piers were generally defended
by a kind of jetty to break the ioe~which also protected the piers from the shock of
bodies borne down by the current; nevertheless, in process of time, and from the
frequent repairs that were necessary to protect the piers~ the water-way generally
became almost wholly blocked up; and, consequently, the bridge soon became incapable of eustaining the .pressur~ of water which accumulated in high floods.
The whole!()f the constrnction of these bridges wws of that kind~ where abundance of
.material is made to sw.pplythe skill of the artist; yet there are cases where a similar,
but lighter kind of wooden bridge, may be employed with much advantage; that is, in
places not &abject to floods, or for rais~ a road across a valley; and, generally~ for any
.situation where the piers (:an be kept light.
~.
A brid.ge that was built by PaIladio o,,-er the Brenta, near Bassano~ is a gOQd

. Gibbon's ltome,

\'01. vii. p. 126, DOU,8\'0. etlit.
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example of this kind of bridge. (See Plate XVI. fig. 88.) Also, the Bridge of St. Clair,
on the Rhone, built by Morand :11:. In the latter bridge the piers were not constructed
in the usual manner, but shorter piles were driven, and cut off a little below low-water
mark. On the heads of these piles horizontal pieces were placed, so as to receive the
posts to sustain the beams of the roadway to which these horizontal pieces were secured
with straps. As that part of the pier which is alternately wet and dry is subject to very
rapid decay, this method renders it easy t9 repair it without disturbing the lower piles.
231. Palladio, in his Treatise on Architecture, has given several designs for bridges,
which display a considerable degree of knowledge of the subject; indeed, many of the
designs of the present time are merely improvements of the principles exhibited in his
valuable work. Palladio appears to have been the first among the modems who
attempted a species of construction that would render numerous piers unnecessary, and
so as to avoid exposing any part of the timber work to the shock of bodies carried down
by the cun-ent. The bridge he erected over the torrent of Cis~one, near Bassano, was
of this kind, a.nd the span 108 feet. (See Plate XVI.fig. 86.)
Among the designs for wooden bridges given by Palladio, the most remarkable is
that exhibited by fig. 87; as it appears to have been the first idea of constncting a
system of what may b~ termed framed 'Voussoirs; similar to the arch-stones of a stone
bridge; a principle that has since been adopted with much success both in ti.tpber and
in iron bridges"
232. Of the modern methods of construction, the best appears to be that of forming
curved ribs for the support of the roadway; and this principl~ seems to have been first
applied -to bridges by Mr. Price, in his Treatise on Carpentry. Mr. Price's method
may be stated as f()llows: He proposes the curved rib to rise about one-sixth of the
opening, and to divide it into a convenient number of equal parts, according to the-span,
or to suit the lengths of the timber. Por a bridge of 36 feet span, he propo~es to make
the ribs of pieces of oak in 5 lengths, and 3 inches in thickness; each rib to con~t 'of
two thicknesses, OI\e 12 inches deep, and the other 9 inches deep; the joints crossed.!
and the tbicl-nesses keyed together with wooden keys. Two of these -ribs with 'joists
framed between, he says, will be sufficient to support the roadwayt.
Since the publication of Price's work, this method of construction has been brought
to considerable perfection in Germany, and other places on the continent, and in America. The following particulars respecting so~e of the most celeb.r~ted.WOQqeI}bridJes
cannot fail of beil\g iqteresting to the l"eader.
233. The famous wooqen a:reh of 250 feet span~ across Portsmouth R~ver, in No:rt;h
America, is put together with woo~en keys similar to those proposed by Mr. Price i
indeed it is precisely his Jp.ethod of construction applied to a larger spa~, excepting a
.. Gauthey,

t British Carpenter> p. 2G, edit. 1765.

t9m.e ii. p. 5~"
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little difference in the form of the keys. The arch was built by Mr. Bludget,. and is
described by Colonel Sir Howard Douglass, Bart. in his work on Military Bridges,. who
brought from America an accurate drawing of this ingenious structure.
"The arch is composed of three concentric arcs, ABC, DEF, GHI (fig. 89, Plate
XVI.) of which that in the centre, DEF, and the corresponding arches on the other two
sets, support the floor of the bridge. The circular beams, ABC, DEF, GHI, are connected with each other by pieces of hard wood, a c, a c, and a wedge b (jig. 90) at the
parts 1,2} 3, 4, &c. (jig. 89) where corresponding mortises are prepared. The wedge
secures these triple tenons in their mortises, and connects the centre beam, AB, fig. 90
(DEF, fig. 89) with the other two beams, by the dovetail tenons at the extremities
of the keys ne, ac." "Each circular beam,. or arc, ABC, jig. 89, is composed of
pieces of timber about 12 or 15 feet long, fastened together by dovetail keys and
wedgei. The joining, D, of every two beams, A, B, fig. 91, is in the centre of the
opposite beam, C, (breaking joint, as it is termed.) Mortises wider on the outside than
on the inside, are cut in the balf-beams or pieces, A, B, C, fig. 91, S6 that when they
are laid together, the mortises form a double dovetail cell, fi~. 92, admitting of two
pieces of hard wood, c, c, which are fastened in by the wedge d*!'
Colonel Douglass observes, that" the a.rch is extremely flexible," and very justly
remark~, that diagonal braces would be an improvement. Also, if the three ribs had
been placed close above one another, and firmly connected tegether, the bridge would
have been much stronger to resist any unequal load ; as then they would have formed a
solid beam equal in depth to. the sum of their depths. But it would have been still better
to have made the same qllantity of timber into two ribs with cross ties, and diagonal
braces between them. The manner of connecting the parts by means of dovetail keys
is not a gpod one, as the timber must be much weakened by mortises so large as they
require, and a very slight degree of shrinkage renders them useless. (See Sect. IX.
art. 307.) And it is still more objectionable as applied ~othe radial pieces, 1,2,3,4, &c.
fig. 89. These piec~ would be much better notched on in pairs, and bolted through.

Sehnffhausen Bridgt.
234. In Switzerland several excellent wooden bridges have been erected, one of the
most celebrated was that at Schaffhausen,. constructed in 1757, by John Ulrich Grubenmann, a village carpenter of Tuffen, in the canton of Appenzel, but certainly one of no
ordinary capacity. It was composed of two arches,. the one 172 feet, the other 193 feet
span, supported by abutments at the ends,. and by a stone pier in .the middle, which
tI Essay on tbe Principles and Constrnction of Military Bridges) p; 195-197.
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remained when the stone bridge was swept away, in 1754. In this bridge the oak
beams which rested upon the masonry of the abutments and pier not having been
sufficiently seasoned, nor raised from the stone-work so as to admit of a circulation of
air round them, they rotted; and the frames began to settle. Grubenmann being dead,
a carpenter of Schaffhausen, named Georges Spengler, undertook to remedy that accident, in 1783. He raised the whole bridge, by means of screw-jacks upon scaffolding,
supported by piles; and replaced the decayed timbers by others of a better quality.
This was the only repair that was done to it during the 42 years it existed; it was
burnt by the French army in 1799.
The constrnction is ingenious, and the principle is shown in fig. 103, Plate XVIII.
(See art. 260.) It has been remarked as the most essential defect, that all the principal
supports are so dependent upon one another, that a single part cannot be removed
without first supporting the whole bridge. I shall refer the reader for further particulars to the plate and description published by Mr. Taylor, of Holborn; but it is
necessary to state, that this bridge, in common with others constructed ODthe same
principle, bent considerably sideways.
Schaffhausen Bridge was finished in less than three years: and Mr. Cox says, that
~,a man of the slightest weight felt it almost tremble under him ; yet waggons heavily
laden passed over it without danger." It is often stated that the middle pier was not
necessary a$ a support to it; this however is a mistake, as it certainly would not have
borne its own weight without the assistance of the middle pier *.

Fre!lsingen Bridge.

235. The construction of bridges with curved ribs has been much improved by
Mr. Wiebeking. Instead of forming tbe ribs of sbort lengths, he employs pieces of
considerable length, and bends them to the fonn of the curve. This method has many
advantages over that in which short pieces are used; it lessens the number of joints,
consequently the ribs are more firm, and less liab]e to decay. The Bridge of Freysingen, on the Isar, in Bavaria, is one that was constructed according to Mr. Wiebeking's
method, in the years 1807 and 1808. It consisted of two arches of 153 feet span,
with a rise of 11'6 feet; and the width of the roadway was 25 feet. See Plate XVII.
jig. 94 and 95.
The ribs which supported the roadway consisted of two parts, the one more curved
than the other; that which was most curved was built with three courses of beams, of
. Cat'S Tra.vels in SwitzeJJand, v01. i. p. 9, 10; Ronde1et'! l'Art de BAtir, tome iv. p. 318; Gauthey's COD.trilctillJJ
M POJ)t~,tome ii. p. :)7.
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from 12'6 to 14'5 inches in thickness, and about 46 feet in length. Each beam having
been bent to the proper curve by screws or levers, and scarfed and bolted to the rest.
The upper part of the rib consisted of only two courses of beams of 15.5 inches each.
Each of the abutments were 21'25 feet in thickness, and 'rested upon 68 piles. The
piles were from 30 to 38 feet long, and 15'5 inches square; and they were driven from
]7'4 to 19'4 feet into the ground, with a ram of 1486 pounds weight. The straighter
parts of the curved ribs abutted against 5 piles that were driven within about 3 feet of
the back of the abutment; these piles were 12'6 inches square, and had 20 feet hold
of the ground, and were also further strengthened by building the abutment rOl:md
them. In the elevation of the bridge, fig. 94, the abutment to the left of the figure
ig supposed to be cut through, to show how the t\'\TOparts of the rib abut into it.
Each arch consisted of three curved ribs, which were bonded together at seven places,
by cross ties, each consisting of several pieces of timber laid one upon another; and these
ties supported seven ranges of beams, laid in the direction of tIle length of the bridge,
with diagonal braces between them, and the joisting for the roadway laid across them.
In the spaces, between the springing of the arches and the first cross tie, inclined
braces were fixed crossing one another, and similar braces were fixed between the cross
ties on each side of the crown of the arch, serving to strengthen the bridge against any
lateral strain. The upper part of the ribs were continued into the abutments for the
same purpose.
The p~er, which sustained .the arches in the middle, _consisted of 9 vertical piles, of'
]7'5 inches diameter, driven about 17'5 feet into the bed of the river; and two inclined
piles about 46 feet long. The base of the pier was surrounded by a bed of large
gravel stones, with the joints filled with water cement. The ends of the ribs abutted
into vertical posts, which rested upon horizontal sills, that were secured to the piles
by bolts and straps. A lining of strong oak planking was placed between the vertical
post~ and the piles, and the spaces formed between the planking and. the piles were
filled with beton. Fig. 95 is a section across the bridge close to the pier. .
In order to preserve the timbers, tbe mortises and tenons of the vertical posts were
soaked in hot oil; and small gutters were made near the lower ends of the curved ribs
and braces to cause the water to run off, instead of settling into the joints. To.all the
principal timbers two coats of pitch and tar were applied.
The exterior of the bridge was covered with boarding, painteq, and dark lines drawn
for the joints, so as to imitate a stone bridge. (Sec the part of the elevation to tbe
right, in fig. 94.) The simple inspection of the figure must convince anyone that a
stone bridge could not be executed with so slight a pier; consequently the bridge
must have always appeared what.it really was. An attempt at deception ill managed is
always regarded. with contempt; and it is much to be regretted, that some of the finest
specimens of this artist's skill are hid beneath a clumsy imitation of stone...work;
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whereas, had they" appeare4 without this disguise" they would have drawn forth the
praises of every one. Jt may be stated in favour of covering wooden bridges whh
boarding, that it assists in preserving them; but this I. am inclined to doubt, as it will
retain damp air round the timbers" and cause them to decay perhaps sooner than
when exposed to free evaporation.
The arches did not settle regularly in this bridge; the one settled~ only about 3'4
inches, while the other settled 11'6 inches, and in the manner shown by the dotted
line upon the elevation, fig. 94. The cause of this irregularity seems to be the want of
attention in making the beams regular; consequently, the forces they would exert to
regain their original form not being equal, the arch would bulge in the weakest place.
This bridge was entirely destroyed in the campaign of 1809; but the rebuilding,
nearly to the same plan, was begun some time a~o *-.

The Bridge of Bamherg.
236. The Bridge of Bamberg, on the Regnitz, in Germany, is another example of
Mr. Wiebeking's methods of construction, and it is the widest span that has been
executed according to his principle. It was built in 1809.
It consists of one arch of 208 feet span, with a rise of 16'9 feet, and the width of the
roadway is 32 feet. (See Plate XVII. fig. 96 and 97.) A stone bridge had formerly
been erected on the same site, but its heavy piers contracted the water-way so much,
that the water, in a flood, accumulated to such a height as to overturn the bridge by
its pressure. In consequence of this accident the wooden bridge was made to span the
.
whole width of the river.
In the middle of the width of the bridge, 3 ribs are placed side by side, the middle
one being 5 beams in depth at the abutments, but only 3 in depth at the crown;
but the ones on each side of it are 3 beams in depth throughout. On each side of the
bridge there are two ribs placed side by side, and bolted together; these eaeh consist
of 5 beams in depth towards the .abutment, and 3 beams in depth at the crown. The
depths of the beams are from 13'5 to 15'5 inches. The three compouBd ribs are united
together by cross ties, with diagonal stays or braces between, as in the Freysingen
Bddge; also the roadway is constructed in the same manner.
In the elevation, fig. 96, the boarding is supposed to be removed from one-half of
the bridge, and the abutment cut through, to show the manner of framing the timbers.
Fig. f17is a section across the bridge at AA, on the elevation to a lm-ger scale. .
The joints of all the parts built into the. abutments were well soaked in hot oil, and
also covered with sheet lead. .The ribs and joists are of fir, the cross ties and plates of oakt.
. Wu:beking's Trait~ d'une Partie ESlentiell&.de la Science de ~onstruire les Ponts, p. 43 to i"O.
t Idem) p. 92-95.
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237. In 8. bridge constructed near Ettringen, by Mr. 'Viebeking, of which the span
was 139 feet, and the rise 8 feet, a different method of strengthening it against lateral
motion was adopted. Two ribs were placed parallel to each other at the sides of the
bridge, and other two ribs were placed diagonally between tbem, so as to cross each
other in the centre of the bridge*. This method of placing the ribs rendered braces in
the flooring unnecessary.
Some very light and elegant wooden bridges bave been lately erected by Mr. James
Burn, of Haddington; the largest is over the river Don, seven miles from Aberdeen.
The span of this bridge is 109 feet 3 inches, the rise 13 feet 4 inches; the radius of
curvature 119 feet, and the width of the roadway 18 feett.
To supply, in some measure, the place of further descriptions of tbe various kinds of
bridges that bave been executed, I have, in art. 258 to 265, considered the leadillg
principles of construction; which, with the following tables, will materially assist in
informing the reader of what has been done, and consequently enable him to see how far
the art is -capable of improvement.
238. A Table of the principal Dimemion$ of the Bridges constructed by IJ:Ir.Wiebekillg,
with Curved Ribst.

I

Longest
Radius Span to lengthlo Depth of beams
Width of Span of Rise of
Name, situation, and date Qf roadway
of
CUr?a rise of beams in in the ribs in
tbearches \ tbearcbes
finishing.
ature in
in feet, in feet.
unity.
the ribs
itX:hes.
in feet.
feet.
in feet,

Bridge of Bamberg, on}
the Regnitz, 1809 ,.
Bridge of Shiirding, on}
the Rott, 1809 . . . , .
Bridge of Freysingen,}
on the !sar, 1808. . .
Bridge of Augsbourg,}
on the Lech, 1808 . .
BridgeofEttringen,oyer}
the Wertach, 1809 . .
Diagonal ribs of ditto. .
Bridge ofIrsingen, over}
the Wertach, leas , .
Bridge of Oettingen,}
over the Inn, l80T . .
Bridge of Vilshoven,

on

the ViIs, 1809 , , , . , ,
Bridge of Altenmarkt,}
on the Ab, 1809 . ..

}

-

-

32

208

16'9

42'l

12'5

5S

IS'5 to ]5.5 50'8

25

194

18'8

258

10'26

6~

li'6 to 15'5 37'14

16

25

153

11'6

246

13'25

46

12.6 to U.5

19'3

25f

114

10'6

158

]0.72

41

12'6 to 14'5 23'28

18'S

25

8

305

11'46

46

12'6 to 15'5 26'2

11'6

25

139
164
li6

7

355
285

17'91

48

11'6 to 14'5 30

15'5

25

103

6'8

200

15'29

69

13'5 to 15'5 24'4

17'4

27

179

11'1

378

16'09

38

IS'5 to 15'5

27

140

1~'9

203

10'96

38

-

9'68

. Wiebekin!.s Traite d'une Panie :Essentielle de la Science de conatruire Ies Pants, p, 50--62.
T Edinburgh Encyclopedia, art. Bridge, p. 537.
From Wiebeking'1 Trait~ d'une Partie: EssentieUe de la Science de cODStrllirele. Ponts, p. 1!9.

:

The defiexion be- Dictance
ing lithe of croSI
length of ties in
the beam
feet.
was

32

13

80

11'6

30

7'9
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239. Table of the Spans of some of tlie most celebrated Wooden Bridges that have been
executed in Europe.

Bridge

of Schaffhausen,

---

1757, by}

Ulrich Grubenmann,two arches
I
Bridge of Kandel, in the Canton
Of}
Berne, 1764, by Ritter, COllstructed

of fir

Bridge on~alton

... . ... .. . ...

upon the Thames,"

Bridge of Landsberg, over the Leeh,

1807, by Wiebeking, of fir . . . .

Bridge

.

~~~t~

~1~

.

~~~.

16

IN

Cox's Travels.

193

{Rondelet, l'Art de

166

Btltir.

}

130
125

I

\
I

27

Gauthey.

i
I

Wiebeking.

110'8

-

I

few years.

See art.

263, Gauthey.

I

I

I

IS

~~~~~~e.n:.1.~~~,.
~:.~~~.e~

lO9{-

13j-

1

I

:Bridge uf La Cite, on the seine,},
Paris, ISO~, by Demoutier, of

I,

{This bridge failed in a

I

Bridge of Cismone,by Palladio ....

ReportsA,
{ Smeaton's
vol. iii. p. 371.

1~3

22+

~~~~~,}

over the Don, seven miles}1

~~:

I

}I

Bridgeof Zurich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

0'0

Authority.

~~~g:..opening.

I

by Etherldge, about.1758 . . . . .

B~~~:c~f

Rise of
widest

of
Width of 1 Sp!'n
roadway. wIdest
.

Name, date, and situation.

I 108
I

I

34

Edinburgh
{ Te]ford;
Eticyclopredia.

I
I

Rondelet.

104

Gauthey.

oak

Bridge """"""""""'"
of Seurre, on the Saone

I

I

""

:Bridge of Tournus, on the Saone,

I
31i}
1801, by Gauthey, of oak. ..
I
"
Bridge of Gr:.mholm, four miles}
10ifrom Aberdeen, by James Burn
:Br~~~el ~f..~~~i?:.
~~. ~~~. ~~~~e:
}
:Bridge of Chazey, on the Ain . . . . , .
21
15
Bridge of Brechin, by James :Burn..
Bridge of Mulatiere, Lyons; on the}
3 I.}.
Saone, by Lallie ..... . . . . . . .

94

Gauthey.

89i-

Gauthey.

71j.

10i-

61
64
58

9
10

57

{Te]ford; Edinburgh
Encyclopredi3.
Gauthey.
Gauthey.
{Telford; Edinburgh
Encyclopre«4a.
Gauthey.

:Bridge of St. Clair on the Rhone,

}

42+

45

Gauthey.

Bridge of Bassano, over tbe :Bren-

}

27

36'S

Rondelet.

by Morand, in 1775 .. . . , . . . ..
ta, by Palladio ..........,...

Of tIle Design of Wooden Bridges.
240. The principal objects to be attended to in the design of a wooden bridge are,
1st, the choice of a proper sihtation; 2ndly, the width of the roadway; 3rdly, the
Q
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water-way that ought to be left for the river; and, 4thly, the span of the arches. Each
of these is chiefly dcterll1ine~ by local circumstances.
The principal object in erecting a bridge is to obtain a more eagy and ready commUl1icatioll between the opposite banks of a river, a deep raVine, and places of a like
nature; and, in general, the situation ought to be that which is most convenient for the
use of the public. Sometimes, howeyer, it happens that the most convenient situation
is not the best adapted for the erection of a bridge. In this case the advantages and
disadyantages of other situations should be carefully considered, and the site determined
so that the means of communication may be as direct as po~sible, and the access to the
bridge commodious.
This determination will be much facilitated by making a correct plan of the course
of the river, and of the roads that are to be connected with the brid~. This plan
should be sufficiently extensive to give a correct idea of the nature of the river, and
of the changes its bed may have tlDdergone; and also of the directions of the roads.
-

The bridge should always, if possible, cross the stream at right angles; and it is an

advantage, when the course of the river is nearly straight for a considerable distance
above the bridge; and when there is a contraction in the channel at 8. little distance
below the bridge, it renders the effects of floods less dangerous.
The situation being fixed upon, a correct section should be made of the bed of the
river, showing the form of the opposite banks, and the depth of water at different
seasons of the year. Also on this section should be put the line of the highest and
lowest water marks, which should be drawn from the best information to be procured
from the observations of the oldest inhabitants of the neighbourhood.
Tbe nature of the bed of the river should be carefully examined, particularly in the
site of the abutments o,r piers, by boring, driving in a rod of iron, or other means, and
to a sufficient depth to be certain of tbe quality of tbe ground.
It would also be desirable to have a section showing tbe declivity of the bed of the
river for a considerable distance above and below the situation of the intended bridge,
and also the velocity of the stream at different periods.

The Width of the Bridge.
241. The width or a bridge depends wholly on the situation of the place where it is
to be erected. It ought to be wide in proportion to the importance of the communication to be effected, and according to the population of the place where it is at, or
near; but it is desirable tbat its width should not be greater than its situation requires,
because it increases the expense of erection without adding to its utility.
The width of a bridge between the parapets that is intended for wheeled carriages
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may be from 18~ to 45 feet, according to the situation. . Where the road is at a distance
from any principal town, and has little traffic upon it, the width of the bridge may be
from 18 to 20 feet; in more frequented places, from 20 to 22 feet; near to towns,
and on great public roads, from 25 to 30 feet; and in or near large cities, from 30 to
45 feet.
In private roads and parks they are made from 12 to 20 feet in width; and foot
bridges, from 5 to 8 feet.

a,l tlJe Water-way that ought to be lift for the River.
242. The water-way of a bridge should be sufficient to give free passage to the
highest floods, and particular regard must be had to this circumstance in fixing the
height and width of the arches.
The form and quantity of water-way is often so much altered hy the bulk of the
piers, that there is an increase of velocity in the current under the bridge; and when
the bottom is of such a nature that it will yield to this increased action of the current"
there is much danger of the bases of the piers being undermined; also in navigable
rivers it renders the navigation difficult and often dangerous. Whereas,. if the forms
and magnitudes of the piers be so contrived that there shall be only a very small increase
of velocity under the bridge, those evils will be avoided, and the floods will pass
without doing any material injury.
Whenever the velocity is increased by contracting the width of the stream, t~
bottom wears deeper, unless it be 80 hard as to resist the increased action of the
current. In the latter case the chief evil will be the fall of water under the arch.
The velocity of rivers is extremely variable; it depends chiefly on the declivity of the
bed, and is most considerable in mountainous countries. In level districts there is little
to be apprehended from the effect of the velocity; nevertheless it would not be pru~
dent, even in level situations, to contract the water-way so as to proquce a rapid fall
1]nder the bridge, particularly if the bed of the river be not sufficiently firm to withstand it.
The aanger of a considerable fall under the bridge is weU known, from the bad
-construction of London Bridge~ where the fall during the ebb is generally about 4 feet;
and many lives have been lost in attempting to pass it. The want of a sufficient
water-way appears to haye been one of the causes, if not t.he chief cause, of the failure
. Sm8atoD says, that it is found by experimce

that 18 feet clea.r widta admit~ ef t'arr1;1{t's passillgwith

:andmeU'. Reports, vol. Hi. p. 51.
Q2
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of Hexham Bridge, ill which the fall was not less than 5 feet at the time the bridge
fell '*', and the bottom not of a nature to ,vithstand such an increase of velocity.
A bridge seldom if ever fails unless in consequence of a want of water-way; and, on
the other hand, care should be taken 110tto run into the other extreme, as it is equally
dangerous; because, when more space is left than is necessary, a deposit takes place of
sand and gravel, ,vhich, when once begun, in process of time reduces the water-way so
much as not to allow a free passage to floods.
243. The following table will enable the reader to compare the firmness of bottoms
of different materials. The experiments lvere made by Dubuatt.
The second column
gives the greatest velocity the material in the third column is capable of resisting; and
the fowth column contains the specific gravity of the material. In the first column the
popular stages of accumulation are stated.
Stages of accumulation
termed.

Velocity of river
in feet per second.

Ordinary iloods .. ..

{ 3'~~'17

Uniform tenors. . . -

0'62
0'71
0'351

1'07

Gliding

I>ull... """""
....:...,.

{

0'26

Natlue of the bottom
which just bean; such
.
'Velocities.

Specific gravity
of the material.

Angular stones, the size of a hen's egg
Rounded pebbles, 10 inches diameter.
Gravel of the size of garden beans. .Gravel of the size of peas. . . . . . . - ..
Coarse yellow sand. . . . . . . . . - . . . . ..
Sand, the grains the size of aniseeds ..
Brown potter' 5 clay.. . . . . . . . - . . - . ..

2'25
2-614

2-545
2-545

2-36
2'545
2-64

244. It appears then, that. the velocity of the water under the bridge is determined
either by the nature of the bed of the river, or by the quantity of fall that would be
hurtful to navigation.
If b represent the breadth of the natural water-way, and c .the brea.dth as reduced by
the construction of the bridge; also V the velocity in feet per second of the river in its
natural state; then the velocity 1Junder the bridge will be expressed by the equation
'D=m.V.!!..,and c=m.b V. Where m is a constant quantity which expresses the cont
v
traction a fluid suffers in passing through a narrow passage. According to Sir lsaac
Newton's experiments, the value of m is

t; this value of m should be used when the
~~
ends of the piers ate square; but they are generally made of a form better adapted for
. Smtaton"s Reports, 'Vol.Hi. p, 838. It appears that the bottom was sufficient to withstand a fall of 8 feet 9 inches.
~ut .failed ill the tlood which rose to 5 feet. Pag. <118.
t'
t Principes d'Hydraulique. tome H. art. 899.

: Principles

of Natural Philosophy, book H. prop. 3&.

lIT
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dividing the stream; and Dubuat has made some experiments with models of piers with
the end facing the stream in the form of an equilateral triangle, and according to these
experiments we may take 172=1'09*. Adopting this value, v=I-09V~,andc:::lI'09bV.
c
v
E:x:ample. Let the bottom of the river 'be fine sand, and the breadth of the natural
water-way 36 feet, and the \'elocity V=0'25 feet per second. Then for a fine sandy
bottom, v should not exceed 0'351 feet; hence c=l'09b V =]'09x36xO'25_27'7
v
0.351
nearly, which is the breadth of the contracted water-way; and 8'3 feet may be occupied

'\.vithpiers without endangering the bottom.

'

245. Retaining the same notation, the quantity of fall, h, will be found by the equation
m'i./J'l c9.

64c'

xV!1=ht.

And taking the value of m=l-09, then m!!.=l'I8SI;

or near enou gh

1-2bi-ci
x Vt=h, the faU.
64ct
Example.' The' breaqth of the Thames above London Bridge is about 936 feet,
according to the observations of Mr- Labelye, in 1746; and the sum of the w~ter-ways
at the time of low water is about 200 feet; the mean velocity of the stream just above
.
l'2b'-c2
l'2x876996-40000
361
the bndge ~ feet per second. Therefore
x V."-x-=
64 ~
~
64 x4 0000
for practice; mi= 1-2; consequently,

1011315-2)( 361
.
=3.96 feet, or 4 feet nearly; which renders the pas5age extremely
2560000 36
'

dangerous.
The velocity of the current and the area of the section should be ascertained at the
time of the highest floods; but as this is seldom possible, we must often be satisfied
with an approximate value of the fall at that time; which may be obtained by-observing
the velocity when the river is as much above its ordinary height as it may happen to be
during the time allotted for observation, and ascertain the depth of the river corresponding to that velocity- Now in the same.river and situation the velocity is nearly as
the square root of the depth; therefore the velocity for one depth being ~own, that for
any other depth may be found by direct proportion.
The fall under tne bridge is directly as the square of the velodty, therefore there is
much danger in contracting the water-way of a rapid river, and the fall will also be
. Dubua.t's lowest number is 1'097, but in wide ri\"ers perhaps it will be less; therefore- I have-assumed 1"09 4S
near the troth. See Dubuat's Principes d'Hydranliqtlc, tome i. p. 15.
T An ~nYestigation of this form1;1I~is given by Dr. C. Hutton, in his Tracts, vol; 1."p. 81i or vol. Hi. p, 311; alsO"in
his CourlCijf Matb.matics, vol. Hi. p. 378.
'
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nearly as the deptb of the river; which shows how necessary it is to ascertain the
height of the highest floods*.
"246. The following is a table showing the velocities of some of the principal rivers,
which may assist in giving more accurate ideas on this interesting subject; and we
have only to regret that so few observations have been made that it is not so complete
{isit might have been expected.
Name of river.

Place of observation.

State of river.

Thames. ..

{Above London Bridge. . , , . . . . .
Above Westminster Bridge. . . . .
{Between Tuileries and Pont-neuf
Between Sur~ne and N euilly . . ..
Rome. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . .

Mean state
Mean state

Seine. . . ..
Tiber .

''''
Danube....

Loire. .. . .
Rhone . . . .
Durance ...

Ebersdoff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Declivity of the bed '000382 . .
At Arless :. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .".
{ At Beaucalre . . . . ~,. . . . . , . . . . .
From Sisternon to its mouth. . . .

Low water
{LoW water

Velocity in feet per
second.

3'1667
2'25
1'54
2'55
8'~8
3'45

Observer.

Labelye.
Labelye.
l\Iarriotte.
CMzy.

.'from 7'~
HIghwater
{to li'~

Low water
Low water
Mean state

4'25
('8

8'2
8'2

In 1818 an immense collection of water was collected in the Val de Bagnes, in Switzerland, by a glacier sliding into the valley; when the ice gave way, the torrent burst
forth with the tremendous velocity of 33 feet per second, and swept two bridges away
in its courbe, and still retained a velocity of 6 feet per second, when it flowed into the
Lake of Geneva, a distance of nearly five miles t.

Of tI,e Span of the .Arches.

247. The extent of the span is the next subject to be considered"; it will be obvious
that this is in some degree determined by what has been said respect.ing the quantity of
water-way. The span of the arch, however, must also be regulated by the form of the
banks~ the height of the highest floods, the depth and rapidity of the river, and the kind'
and dimensions of the timber tbat can be procured.
.. Respecting the velecity of rivers, and the fall of wat8r untler bridges, the reader may cmuult Dubuat"s Principe,;
d'Hydraulique, edit. 1816; Dr. Robison's article River, Enc)'clop;edia Britannica; Playfair's Outlines of Natura) Phi)osophy, vol. i. p. 190; Rees's ~:rclop;edia, art. ,River, by Mr, John Fare)', Jun.; Hntton'sTracts, vol. i.; Sir H. Douglass.
un Military Bridgu; and Dr. Brewster's Encyclopaedia, art. Hydrodynamics.

t

EdiD~\lrgh Pbilosopbieal

Journal,

No. 1, p.191.
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In rivers that are tranquil, of Httle depth, and not subject to high and rapid floods,
the number of piers may be augmented without inconvenience, provided they do not
interrupt the navigation of the river, nor contract too much the water-way.
But if the bridge have to cross a torrent, the least possible number of supports should
be placed in the stream. \Yhen the banks are not too low, and the width of the
river does not exceed 300 feet, the engineer should gi\re the preference to one arch.
When more tban one arch is required, much expense cannot be saved by making the
span of the arches large, because the piers in such cases require to be carefully constructed, and there will be much additional labour, and consequently expense, both in
the arches and piers. But if the opening be not greater than can be spanned with one
arch, it would certainly be the best method to do it so, especially if the banks be
high on each side.
2-':18.The rise of the arch or arches is generally limited by the form of the roadway,
and the height of the highest water line, as that line should be the springing of the arc}}.
The roadway ihould always be of as easy an ascent as circumstances will admit of;
ascending from each side to the middle in a rise of about one part in 36, gives the
bridge a slight curvature, which improves its appearance; but it ought not to rise at a.
quicker rate than one part in 12. On this subject Mr. Smeaton remarks, that the
ascent of \Vestminster Bridge was originally laid out to be one part in 20, but he
apprehends it to be at least one in 12; and further observes, that it is a kind of rule in
laying out roads and bridges, "if the ascents do 110texceed 3 inches per yard, they are
no ways objectionable*."
Holborn Hill is stated to have a rise of one in 18, and that it is necessary at all times
to lock the wheel of a loaded waggon. Ludgate Hill rises only one in 36 t; and when
it is possible to construct a bridge with 80 gelltle a rise it is much more desirable.
Mr. Telford mentions one in 24 as a convenient ascent for a bridge t; and it is perhaps
tbat which will in general be found to agree best with the other circumstances to be
attended to in the erection of a bridge.
Mr. \Viebeking§ also names a rise of one in 24 as that which may be used without
inconvenience; but he observes, that, in timber bridges, the settlement is generally
about o~e part in 72; t 1at is, if a timber bridge of ] 44 feet span rise one foot in the
middle when first framed, it will settle so as to become nearly horizontal; therefore,
when it is intended that the bridge shall have an ascent of one in 24 when finished, it
must be framed so as to have a rise of one in 18; for
. Smeaton's Reports, vol. Hi. p. 2i6.
-: Edinburgb Ency. art. Bridge. .

-

t

1~=2~ +;2'

Supp. to Ency. Brit. art. Bridge, p. 507.

i Traite d'une Panie Elsellti~lle,&eip. US.

liU
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249. But when the rise of an arch or truss is limited, whether it be by the form of
the roadway or any other local circumstance, the span is also limited; for if the span
does not bear a certain proportion to the rise, the bridge will not suppmt its own
weight. This proportion depends on the radius of curvature of the CUlTeof equilibrium,
and from the length of this radius we may also determine to what extent a single
arch may be constructed. The largest span that we have any COrl'ect account of bciug
executed \ ith timber is the bridge ove\.' the Limmat, near Wettingen, of which the
span was 390 feet, the whole rise about 43 feet, and the radius of curvature of the curve
of equilibrium about 600 feet.
It ~as been found by experiment that the force required to crush a square inch of
oak is 5147 pounds*, and suppose one-fifth of this force to be a sufficient load to trust
upon each square inch in a bridge, this force would be equivalent to the weight of a
column of the same material 2950 feet high. And it is sho.wn by writers on the
strength of materials, that in an arch of the same material, of which the radius of
curvature is equal to the height of this column, the parts of the arch will be pressed
with the same force as the weight of tbe column.
Consequently, in a bddge constructed of oak, the radius of curvature should never
exceed 2950 feet; and for fir it should not exceed 3000 feet.
But when the construction is similar to a framed lever; the abutments being secured
by a horizontal tie, the radius of curvature of the curve of equilibriu~ of the compressed part of the frame, when it is sufficiently loaded with its own weight, will be
only half the height of the c~lumn that would produce an equal pressure on the same
base, because in this kind of construction there is at least double the weight of materials. Therefore, in a bridge ",ith horizontal ties the radius of curvature should not
exceed for oak 1475 feet, for fir 1500 feet.
These numbers only give the radius when the frames, or ribs, are sufficiently
loaded with their own weight; but there is the roadway and the timbers connected
with it, which add nothing to the strength of the bridge. But the radius of curvature of a bridge that will be sufficiently loaded when the whole weight te be laid upon
it is taken into consideration, may be found by the following proportion:
As the whole weight of the bridge,
Is to the weight of the supporting frame;
So is the radius of curvature above determined,
To the radius required.
The following table shows the radius of curvature when the weig.ht of the supporting
frame is to the weight of the whole in. the ratios at the head of the columns.
. Philosophical Transactions for 1818; or Philosophical Magazint!, vel; liii. p. 170.
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Radius of currature.
Weight ofroadway,&c. 5 Roadway, &C. . 6 Roadway, &c. . 8 Roadway. &c. 10
Weight of frame.
1 Frame......!
Frame..........
1 Frame.....
1

Kind of construction.

.. .

Curved ribs of oak SUP-}
ported by abutments
Ditto of fir, ditto. . . . . .
Fr~:e~aki~~.

121

~~:i~~~:~}

Ditto, fir. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

feet.
590

feet.

feet.

4~~

330

600

430

492

370

500

,
I

-

334
295

375

SOO

feet.

~70
273
~46
250

~hese calculations suppose the parts of the bridge to be accurately balanced, according to the principles of equilibrium; and it is obvious, that any defect in this respect
must render it necessary to increase the curvature.
Wiebeking, in his work on Bridges, gives some proportions for the rises for different
spans, but not from principle; his proportions being founded entirely upon the observations he had made in practice. As far as regards appearance,. he states one-tenth of
the span to be the best proportion for the rise of an arch; but as it is in general
desirable to keep bridges low, he gives the following proportions:
From 100 to 150 feet span make the rise
200

..

~

300

7'tr

.. . . .. . . .. .. ... ... ~
.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
*

400 . ..... ... . . .. ... . . . . . . ..

*

500 .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

ft

600

T'1r

\Viebeking says, that experience had convinced him that larger spans require a greater
rise than small ones *; but it will be seen from a table I have given in art. 270, that
large spans require even a greater rise than he has assigned to them; indeed, his proportions are not to be depended upon beyond 300 feet spans, nearly so far he has had
experience: and to determine the least rise for larger spans, the rules I have laid
before the reader, or others derived from the same principles, are the only ones to be
depended upon.
It is of considerable importance to know the radius of curvature that should not be
exceeded f~r different materials, as it determines at once the least rise that ought to
be given to an arch when the span is known, as well as the extent of span when the
dse is known. Perhaps the young artist may imagine that I have undervalued the
. Wiebeking'! Trait~ d'unl! PartieEssentielle.. &c. p.
It

]
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strength of the materials in taking only one-fifth of the force that actually produced
fragture, but he must remember that when fracture takes place the piece submitted to
experiment is generally shortened about one-third of its length; now, as the quantity of
compression is as the force nearly, one-fifth of the force would reduce the length almost
one-fifteenth part, which would produce a degree of derangement in a system of
framing that should never be found in a bridge.

Construction of the Abutmentl and Piers.
250. The abutment.<; and also the piers should be executed in stone, in which case
all that relates to the construction of them falls within the mason's department; nevertheless, as they should be capable of sustaining the thmst of the arch where there is not
a horizontal tie, I have given the following rule for finding the proper thickness; the
abutments being rectangular, and the weight of a cubic foot of the stone-work 120
pounds.
RULE. Multiply the square of tbe height of the abutment by 160, and divide this
product by the weight of a square foot of the arch, and by the rise of the arch; add
unity to the quotient, and extract the square root.
Diminish the square root by unity, and multiply the root, so diminished, by half the
span of the arch, and by"the weight of a square foot of the arch.
Divide the last product by 120 times the height of the aoutment, and the quotient
will be the thickness of the abutment.
Example. Let the height of the abutment from the base to the springing of the arch
be 20 feet, half the span 100 feet, the weight of a square foot of the arch, including the
greatest probable load upon it, 300 pounds, and the rise of the arch 18 feet. Then
lOOxroxro
.
=11.852, and 11.852+]=12.852.
The square root of 12.852183.6 nearly;
300x 18
~n~ 3.6-1=2.6.

Also

2'6x 100x 300-32,5 feet, the thIckness
..
requll"ed.

120x20
The abutment thus determined is one-fourth above what would barely resist the
thrust of the" arch, besides (be aqditional stability it receives from that part of the
-height above the springing. In order to prevent any risk of sliding at any of the joints
of the masonry, it would be an advantage to incline them towards the opening of the
areh, making the inclination less and less as it approaches the base. In fig. 1J2 and
114, the joints are drawn in the manner proposed.
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Piers.
251. When piers are necessary, either to save expense, or to reduce the span of the
arches to a practicable extent, to construct them of stone is the best method, as piers
of timber very rapidly decay: the timber in a wooden pier being exposed to the
alternate action of dryness and moisture, and consequently in the worst situation timber
can be placed in.
Stone piers for wooden bridges have been used in many situations: the following
table shows the span of the arches and thickness of tbe piers in some of the principal
ones.
Name of bridge, &c.

Span of centre arCh.
!

Bridge
Bridge
Bridge
Bridge

over the Schuylkill, at Philadelphia *
at Trenton, over the Delaware *". . . .
of Tournus, over the Saone, France t
of Choisy, Qver the Seine, France t ..

feet. inches.
194
10
194
0
89
6
676

Thickness of piers. Thickness of pier
in parts of span.

feet. inches.
27
7
19
0
16
6
9
10

I

T
1
~

.

"

TT

Y

It will be seen that considerable latitude has been taken in fixing the dimensions of
stone piers. If it be considered that they should be capable of withstanding the thrust
of the arches, their thickness should be found by the same rule as has been given for
the abutments. The ends of stone piers should be of a parabolic form, in order that the
water may glide easily between them t.
252. When timber is used for piers, they may, in simple cases, be constructed by
driving a single row of piles for each pier in a line with the current of the river. The
piles may be from 10 to 14 inches square, and placed at from 2 to 4 feet distance f~om
one another. The piles should be strengthened by oblique braces. Fig. 93, Plate XVI.
represents a pier of this kind.
25& In a deep river, or where the height of the roadway is much above the surface
of the water, it is difficult to get piles of spfficient length. {n such a case the piles
may be driven and cut off a little below low-water mark, and upon these piles pos~
may be placed for s.upporting the roadway. The joinings should be secured by means
of horizontal pieces well bolted together. A, B, and C, fig. 117, Plate XX. show how
the upper and lower parts of the pier should be connected.
The piers of the Bridge of St. Clair, at Lyons, are constructed nearly in this manner§}
Quarterly Review, vol. xix. p. i56. .
t Gautbey, Construction des Ponts, tome ii. p. 63 Ana 65.
'*
§ Gauth81, Constnction des Ponts, tome ii. p. '12.
:t See D.ubuat's PJ"incipes d'Hydrau!i'lue) tome i. p. 294.
&2
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and it has the advantage of giving good hold to the piles, besides rendering them much
easier to drive; it also cuts off the connection between the part of the pier, which is
constantly wet, and of long duration, and that which is alternately wet and dry; consequently it is much easier to repair or renew the posts which \vill from their situation
often require it.
254. But when the depth of the river is very considerable, it wOllld not be safe to
trust to a single row of piles; in that case the lower part should consist of a double
row of piles, BB (fig. 118, Plate XX.) at about three feet distance from middle to middle,
oonnected by the horizontal beams EE, and the cross pieces DD, for supporting the
posts.
In order to secure the feet of the posts they must be clasped by two horizontal ties,
C, C, and the whole well bolted together.
Fig. 93, PlateXVl. and fig. 99, Plate XVII. show how the posts maybe braced; and
when their height is considerable, one or more courses of horizontal ties will be required
besides the inclined braces.
255. Instead of driving piles for tlle piers or supports of a wooden bridge, Mr. Telford has adopted another method with perfect success on the river Severn, about eight
miles below Shrewsbury. He makes choice of any convenient situation on the banks
of the river for constructing the pier, which consists of an upright frame which has a
grated frame attached so as to form its base, the base Qxtending on each side of the
upright frame. The framing is then sunk in its Proper situation, the bottom having
been carefully levelled to receive it.
Through the spaces in the grated frame short piles are driven to keep the whole
secure in its place. The sides of the upright frame are covered with planking, and in
order to add to the stability, the lower parts are filled with gravel and small stones.
To prevent ice, or other bodies carried down by the current, from injuring the piers;
the edges of the frames which face the stream have triangular pieces of cast iron fixed
upon them ~. Fender piles are also sometimes driven so as to form a triangle at a Ettle
distance above and opposite to each pier.
256. When a river is subject to ice floods the piers should be protected by icebreakers, which should be detached, in order that the bridge may not be injured by the
shock of bodies descending with the current. The ice-breaker, A, B, fig. 98, Plate
XVII. consists of ~ single row of piles, connected by two horizontal beams, with
an inclined capping, the edge of which is protected by a triangular prism of. cast
iron.
Fig. ] 19, Plate XX. is a plan, and side elevation of an ice-breaker, consisting of two
row, 9f inclined piles; the heads of which abut against an inclined capping, protected
~ };4inburgh Enc)"clopa:dia)art. Brid(e, p.1i87.
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with iron as before. The inclined sides to be covered with planking, which is not
shown on the engraving.
In a large bridge there is little danger to be apprehended from connecting the icebreaker with the pier ~
257. Piles from 10 to 14 inches diameter require to be driven with a ram of from
1000 to 1700 pounds weight.
Pile planks require a ram from 500 to 900 pounds weight; and are about 8 or 9 inches
wide, and 3 or 4 inches thick.
The Bridge of Freysingen, already described, art. 236, is an example of a timber pier
of a different construction, which is well worthy of the reader's attention.
But after every precaution is taken to ensure the durability of wooden piers, they
aJmost always are in a state of decay before the superior parts of the bridge; therefore
they should only be used where it is difficult to procure stone: in such cases the modes
of construction adopted by Mr. Telford and Mr. Wiebeking may be employed with
advantage.

COTlStr'Uctionof the Arches and Timber Frames for Wooden Bridges.

258. Before proceeding to specify the modes of construction that are adapted to
particular cases, a few observations on the general principles of construction will perhaps
render the advantages of the methods I propose more evident, and, what is of more
importance, will improve the reader's notions of the subjeet.
Let AB, .fig. 100, Plate XVIII. be a solid beam resting upon the supports A and B.
If we suppose this beam to be the support of a roadway, it wil4 besides its own weight,
have to support the planking and road, as well as any heavy body moving over it.
A beam may be made stronger, with the same quantity of timber, by making it
deeper in the middle, and less at the ends, as in fig. 101; for a strain at C will have
less effect in bending the beam than one at the middle of the length. Also, however
the weight may be distributed, if it be sufficiently great it will cause the beam to
bend; and when a beam bends, it is observed that the fibres at the upper side dare
compressed; and that those on the lower side e are extended. Also, that there may
be a line drawn at the middle of the depth a c b, where the fibres are neither extended
nor compressed, but remain in their natural state. But all the fibres between c and d
are compressed, and all thqse between c and e are stretched; but not equally so, because
the neal'er a fibre is to the points d or e the more it is strained. Now as the middle
part of the depth of the beam is very little strained compared to the upper .and lower
sides, it is clear that we can employ the same quantity of timber in a: more effectual
manner, by using. a beam that is deeper, and cutting out the middle, as is shown in
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fig. 102. Bec<tnse we have seen that the middle paIt exerts very little force, and its
weight is a considerable load on the beam.
289. If we now attend to the forces that are exerted by the parts of the beam, it will
be found that the upper part a m d II b, is wholly compl'essed in the direction of it:>
length, and that the lower part, are s b, is wholly extended in the direction of it~
length; and it is well known that timber offers the greatest degree of resistance when
strained in the direction of its length, when the necessary degree of security can be:
givea to the joints.
260. From these considerations we are naturally led to the kind of construction
shown by fig. 103, where it is obvious the same pressures obtain as in the perforated
beam ~bcve described; the only difference is, that here the tie beam is supported, as
otherwise it would fail in large spans. The celebrated bridges of Schaffhausen, Zurich,.
Landsberg, and Wettingen, are constructed on this principle. In the Bridge of Schaffhausen the disposition of the timbers is nearly the same as shown by fig. 103. The
continued tie AB retaining, and being an abutment for the compressed beams., the
frame requires only to be supported, and has no other thrust on the abutments of the
bridge, than a solid beam would have. Framed bridges, such as that designed by
Palladio, fig. 86, Plate XVI. may be referred to the same principle.
261. It is easy to conceive that the tie might be entirely removed, provided that the
abutments were made capable of sustaining the thrust.
This, without any oth~r
change, leads us to the kind of construction represented in fig. 104, which has been
adopted by Joseph Ritter fur a bridge across the torrent- of Kandel, in the canton of
Berne*. Mr. Semple has given a design for a bridge on this principlet.
262. But as long pieces of timber require to be of a proportionate depth and breadth,
consequently are not easily procured, and in scarfing much of their strength is lost, a
kind of construction where short timbers can be procured is desirable. Fig. 105 represents a combination which may be used in such cases with advantage~ Such a combination has been often employed; we have an example in that of Panadio across the
Brenta (see Plate XVI. fig. 88;) and the Blidge of St. Clair, over the Rhone, at Lyons,
is of the same kind.
263. We cannot however derive much benefit-from shortening the beams, by dividing
the span into shorter lengths, because the angles of junction become more obtuse or
open, and of -coUrsethe strain in the direction of the pieces is much increased. And,
however strong such a bridge might be in respect to a constant load distributed over it,
the weight of any load moving upon it would soon derange it; because the strength of
such a system to resist a valiable load must depend wholly on the strength of the
.. This hridge is described by Gauthey, Constructicn des Ponts, tame ii. p. 61 ; and also by ROJ).delet,l'Art de Bltir,
t!>meHi. p.816.

t Semple on Building in Water, p. 111.
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joinings, wbich it is difficult to give much strength to. Nevertheless bridges have
been both designed and executed on such principles, as is represented by fig. 106 and
107. The combination, fig. 106,.resembles the Bridge of Mulatiere, at Lyons, over the
Saone~; and fig. 107 is combined in the same manner as the arches of the Bridge at
Kingston, over the Thames, of which the span is 49 feet. The Bridge at Walton' is
nearly on the same principle, and was f0und in a state of decay in 20 years t; and the
Bridge of Sault, on the Rhone, was also on the same principle as fig. 107, and failed
within 13 years!.
264. From combinations of the kind last noticed, the continued curved rib,. in the
manner proposed by Price (see art. 232) naturally succeeds, wl)ich posseSiies advantages
that are not to be found in a series of beams merely abutting end to end. Fo! when
the rib is built of short lengths, with the joints crossed, and the different thicknesseB
firmly bolted together, it becomes as one solid beam. If we suppose the straining force
to be applied at D, fig. 108, then the force must be sufficient to fracture the rib at C,
D, and E; therefore, when the strength of the rib is capable of sustaining the strains at
C, D, and E (see Sect. II. art. 128) and the curve is a proper curve of equilibrium to
the constant load (see Sect. I. art. 52;) this is at once a simple and effectual combination. The use of curved ribs of this kind, I have already noticed, appears to have
been known at a very early period (Sect. VIII. art. 228;) but it has been only lately that
they have been extensively employed in the construction of bridges, and it has been
further improved by bending the pieces that form the ribs. Among other considerable
structures on this principle may be noticed, in France, the Bridge of Choisy, C?nthe
Seine, and that of Chazey, on the Ain; the former 67 feet, and the latter 64 feet span;
the Bridge of Tournus, on the Saone, built in 1801, of nearly 90 feet span: in Bavaria,
a bridge near Oettingen, OIlthe river Inn, built in 1807, of 103 feet span; the bridge
near Freysingen, on the Isar, of 153 feet span, built in 1808 ; and the bridge near
Bamberg, over the Regnitz, of 208 feet span, built in 1809. The last three were designed
by Mr. Wiebeking§, and two of them are represented in Plate XVII. A rib composed
of bent beams is shown by fig. 109.
It may not be altogether useless to remark, that cast-iron bridges are now constructed
nearly on the same principle as fig. 108; the finest specimen that fhave seen is the
Southwark Bridge, consisting of three arches, the span of the centre arch being 236 feet.
It was designed by.Mr. Relmiell.
265. As a bridge with a curved rib, when the. span is considerable, yields at D, C, and
. 'Gauthey, Construction des Ponts, tome ii. p. 56.
t Smt\1toJ\'s Reports, vol:iii. p. 371.
i8. Rees's

An engraving of Walton Bridge, from a drawing by Mr. John Farey, is given

Cy,<:lopa;dia..

.§ Gauthey,Constructiondes Ponts, tome ii. p. 55.

n Tbe Southwark Bridgt

:t Idem, tome ii. cbap. ii. sect 1.

is described iB the Supplement to ne Encycl9pa:dia Britannica, a-rt. Brid~e, platu xliii.
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E (fig. 109) ,\"hel1the load is applied at the middle, the strc11gth must of course be
increased, by increasing the depth of the rib; and consequently, a framed rib, such as
is shown by fig. HO, is the next step in the progress of improyement. Here however
it must be observed, that the two curved ribs must be continuous, and put together
so as to resist either extension or compression, as infig. 109. For when a load is
placed at D, the lower rib will be extended at d, and compressed at C and E; while
the upper one will be. compressed at D, and extended at c and e. And a. weight applied
at any other point would produce a similar effect.
When the span becomes so great that two curved ribs can be introduced without
being made smaller than is required for the firm connection of the parts of each rib,
then framed ribs would be a vast addition t? the stability of the bridge.. Many designs
bear a near resemblance to the kind of co~struction now under consideration, such, fol'
example, as that by Palla~io (Plate XVI. fig. 87 $;) but it is clear that such designs
possess no other advantage than framed voussoirs, and they are well adapted for iron
bridges where firm connection cannot have place without endangering the structure, in
consequence of the expansion of the material.
In timber, however, where we have nothing to fear from expansion, it is losing one
of the greatest advantages of the material to interrupt the connection of the parts;
besides many joints ~hould always be avoided, both on account of the difficulty of
making them fit, so as to bring every part alike into action, and also of the difficulty of
.
preventing decay a.t such joinings.
In some cases it is difficult to form abutments, and also desirable to keep the roadway as low as possible; in such cases fig. III shows a kind of construction that may
be used. :It is peculiarly adapted to a situation where the banks of the rivet' are low,
and where there is no navigation to interrupt. Where the width of the bridge is considerable, a rib may rise in the middle of the width, so as to divide the roadway into
two parts. Sometimes a double rib might be placed in the middle, with a footway
between. But where there is much attention paid to architectural effect, bridges with
framing to rise above the roadway will
, seldom be adopted.
As cross ties will be necessary. at the top, the middle parts might be covered with a
roof to protect them; .also a continued coping, a a, c(a', might be put over each truss"
which would improve the appearance, as well as protect the framing.
266. I have now noticed each of the simple combinations, and if I have been
successful in showing the general principles of forming such combinations, the carpenter
will find it easy to span any opening within the limits I have pointed out in art. 249
of this Section.
When tbe distance of the abutments, or piers, do~s not exceed 16 feet, a bridge may
be constrncted by 'simply laying beams across the opening of a.bout 15 inches deep, by
"

1coni's l'aUadioiplate vi.
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8 inches in breadth, and about 2 feet apart. For foot bridges this kind of construction
may be extended to 18 feet, with the same scantlings. When the extent of hearing
for a bridge for carriages does not exceed 35 feet, the kind of bridge shown by fig. 88,
Plate XVI. may be adopted. When there are more openings than one, any of tbese
simple forms might be much strengthened by continuing the beams over more than onc
opening when the timber is long enough; and when it is not, to scarf the beams
together at the points of support. Also, short pieces of timber may be placed under
each beam, extending from 5 to 7 feet on each side of the cap of the pier, as at AA,
fig. 88. The Bridge of Bassano is here given as an example of this kind of construction.
The strength is sometimes further increased by trussing the railing on each side of
the roadway. A foot bridge, designed by Mr. P. Nicholson, is a very good model." and
is peculiarly well adapted for any situation where lightness of appearance is desirable.
267. As it bas been shown that curved ribs are preferable to other methods of
spanning a wide opening, it will only be necessary to select two or three cases as
examples. If the span is not more than 50 feet, each rib may be composed of two or
three thicknesses of planks of a convenient length, bolted together, and the joiDts
crossed; one of three thicknesses is preferable. The ribs should rise as much as an atten~
tion to the. form of the roadway and other circumstances will allow of; and they should
be about from 6 to 9 feet apart, with the roadway supported by upright pieces in pairs,
notched and bolted to the ribs. As the weight of the roadway presses in a vertical
direction, and it may be considered as a general principle, that each piece (when
p~ssible) should be placed in the same direction 'as the force acts in that it is intended
to sustain; therefore the reason for placing them upright is evident. The distance of
the upright pieces should never exceed 15 feet, and horizontal cross ties should be placed
at the same points, with diagonal braces, to prevent the bridge from vibrating sidewaYi
when heRVYloads are moving over it. Diagonal pieces should also be inserted between
the road timbers, as lateral motion should as far as possible be prevented..
'.
268. In larger spans, that is, in spans exceeding 50 feet, there will be difficultY hi
obtaining timber deep enough for the ribs; therefore they should be built the contrarj
way, and bent to the required curve, so as to increase the depth. The b~ams forming
the ribs should be scarfed at the joiniDgs; the form of the scarf should be such as
would resist either pressure 01'tension (see Sect. IX. art. 295) and the scarf$ sh~uld. be
Kept as distant from one another as possible. The number of thicknesses in each "iib
must depend on the size required for the span, and the dimensions of the timber that
can be procured; and the whole should be well bolted together. The supports. of the
roadway and diagonal braces to be placed as described in the last article.
.. Nicbolson's Architectural

:Dictionary, p1ate i., of Wooden :Bridges.
S
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Fig. 112, PZllte XIX. represents a bridge designed for a 200 feet span; fig. 113 is a
!ection across at CD to a larger scale. This .bridge is sustained by four ribs, each rib
18 inches thick and 4 feet deep. The ribs to be two thicknesses in width, and either
three or four in depth, according to the size of the timber: the lengths of timber should
be disposed so as to cross the joints as much as possible, and the joints should be scarfed.
One of the most simple scarfs will be the best adapted for that purpose. The pieces
composing a rib must be well bolted together, and keys in the joints would be a further
means of preventing any sliding of the parts.
The vertical pieces which support the roadway are intended to be put on in pairs;
notched to the lib, and bolted together, and not more than 18 feet apart. An~ at each
pair. a double tie is intended to cross both the back and the under side of the ribs,
notched on to the ribs and bolted to the vertical pieces.
Between the timbers which carry the joists of the roadway diagonal braces should be
framed so as to secure the bridge from lateral motion. A series of braces for the same
purpose might be framed over the back of the ribs; but one of these methods, if wel~
executed, will be sufficient.
. The bridge is intended for a gravel or paved roadway, and is calculated to sustain two
loaded waggons at its weakest point without injury.
This kind of bridge is adapted to any span that is usual in bridge building, the ribs
not to exceed about 8 feet apart, and their dimensions may be easily calculated for any
span by the help of art. 274 and 275 of this Section, and art. 128 of Sect. n.
As the beams are intended to be bent to the form of the rib, it will be prudent to
ascertain whether such a degree' of curvature may be given to the beams without
impairing their elastic force. The curvature to be given to the beams will be sensibly
uniform, a~d the degree of uniform curvature that may be given to a beam is inversely
as its depth, or the radius of curvature will be directly as the depth. ~ut it has been
shown by Dr. Young, that the deflexion of a beam uniformly curved is to that of one
bent, by a load placed in the mi,ddle of its length, as 3 is to 2*; and as Mr. Barlow
has determined the degree a beam will bend without destroying its elasticity by
experiment-t; on these data a rule for the depth of the beams for a curved rib may be
.established.
Let :z be the deflexion found by experiment, upon a beam, of which half the length
js !I; then 3:£ will be the deflexion corresponding to an unjform curvature; and ~
2
3x the
radius of curvature, the deflexion being small when compared with the length.

=

If the depth of the beanl employed for experiment be d, and R the radius of
.. Lectares on Natural Philosopby, \'01. ii. art. 8~1).
"t E~5ay 011the Stren(tb of Timber, Tables, p. 180.
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3mR

~urvature of the brIdge, 'we haye -: R :: d: -=the
depth of the beams that mav
J
3 x:l
be employed for the curved ribs.
Hence, from Mr. BarIow's e:h-periments, we have
For English oak, '05 R=tbe depth of the beam in inches.
For Riga fir, ," '035 R=the depth of the beam in inches.
For larch,
'077 R=the depth of the beam in inches.
Mr. 'Viebeking has made some experiments on bending beams on a very large scale,
which tend to prove the correctness of the method I have used in finding the depth.
He observed, that when several pieces were placed one upon another they would curve
much more without fracture than a single piece would do*.
The radius of curvature of the Bridge of Bamberg was m feet and422x '035= 14'77
inches. The depths of the beams employed were from 13'5 to 15'5 (see Table, art. 238 j)
the depth given by my rule is nearly a mean between those that were used.
269. If the span be greater than 250 feet, instead of single curved ribs it would be an
advantage to make frames each consisting of two curved ribs, with radial pieces, aB-d
crosses between, as shown in fig. 114, Plate XIX. The ribs should be formed as
described in the last article. The radial pieces should be notched on to the ribs, in
pairs, and bolted together; the diagonal pieces, or crosses, halved together in the
middle, and made t~ abut end to end between the radial pieces. See fig. 115 imd 116.
Fig. 115 shows a plan of the framing; and fig. 116 a section across at the middle.
At AB, fig. 114, horizontal ties are 'notched and bolted to the vertical supports, so
as to brace them in both directions; and a series of diagonal braces might be applied
upon the horizontal cross ties, which would be very effectual in stiffening the bridge
against lateral motion.
The braces shown by dotted lines in fig. 116 need be applied only at 4 or 5 places
in the whole length of the bridge. The roadway to be formed and supported as in the
preceding examples.
270. The rise of the eurve should never be less than that determined by the equation
S9
0., ..;k~t=r=the
-8

rise of the curve, of which s is half the span, and k is the height of a

column of m,atter which would produce the same pressure upon its base as the greatest
pressure that ought to be transmitted through the framing. In large arches the ratio
of the weight of the supporting frame will be to that of the part supported in general
nearly as 1 to 6, and in small spans, as 1 to I ~; whence the reduced value of kwill be,
for timber, about from 430 feet to 270 feet. The following table shows the least rise
corresponding to each span, which will be more convenient for use than the one given
iR art. 249.
. Traite contenant une Parlie E$Sentielle, &c. p. 12~
s2
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Table of the least Rise for different Spans.
Span in feet.
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Least ri, e in feet.
O'S
0'8
1'4
2
2}
3
4
5

I

Span in feet,

Least rise in feet.

Span in feet.

1~0
140
]60
180
200
~20
240
~60

7
8
]0
11
12
]4
]7
~O

280
300
320
350
380
400

Least rise in feet.
24
28
32
39
47
53

t

It must be remembered, that a small Fise should be avoided, if possible, because it
requires a much greater quantity of timber to make the bridge equally strong.
271. The proper curve of equilibrium should be found by the principles laid down in
Sect. I. art. 56 to art. 61. But in general it will differ very 1ittle from the common
parabola, which is easily described. (See Sect. IV. art. 171.)
Wooden bridges, however well they may be executed, will always settle a little
immediately after construction, and this will increase in a small degree with time.
Mr. Wiebeking has made some observations on this subject, and has found ~hat th~
settlement in the middle may be expressed in inches by 'soo.:., where r is the rise in
.
s
feet, and s the whole of the span in feet:jl:.

Of the Roadway.
272. The roadways of bridges are constructed in various ways, but the most usual
~me is to pave upon gravel; sometimes gravel only is used, and some prefer planking only.
The planking in small bridges is often laid immediately upon the principal. beams,
which, in such c~es, are placed about two feet apart, as in fig. 99, Plate XVII.; but it
is better in respect to durability to lay cross joi~ting f!>rsupporting the planking; these
joists should be about t~o feet apart, and the planking laid upon them, which may be
from 3 to 4 inches thick. The cross joists admit the air to circulate more freely round
the principal timbers, and therefore :render them more durable. Fig. 113 and 116,
P late XIX. show the latter of these modes of cOIlstruction.
. Trai~ ~D~naDt \1ne Partie EI$l!ntieUe, &t:. p. 125.
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Where bridges are intended for wheel carriages there should be a separate f6otpath;
which may be paved with flag-stones. Footpaths are made from 3 feet to 6 feet wide,
according to the number of the passengers. The carriage-way may be paved upon a
bed of gravel of about 12 inches in depth. The paving to rise in a curve across the
road. The gravel should contain a considerable portion of tempered clay, so as to bind
it firmly together; but if there be too much clay, it will shrink and crack in drying.
.

Belidor states, that paved bridges are the most durable:il:.

If the road-way should be only gravelled, the gravel should be from 12 to 18 inche~
deep in the middle, and from 9 to 14 inches deep at the sides, according to the traffic
over the bridge. Whether the roadway be paved or gravelled, the means of conveying

off the water should be provided. .

As the moisture which passes through the gravel soon rots the planking, it is supposed to be better to lay an additional thickness of planking, and no gravel or paving.
In that case the upper planking should lay across the bridge to prevent the feet of horses
sliding. It would be easy to renew such a roadway, but I do not see any other advantage
it possesses.
Parapets or ballustrades are made from 3'5 feet to 6 feet in height above the footpath; 4 feet is enough for protection. The railing is stayed by braces on the outside.

TronraiHngis sometimes used.

.

"

The railing should howeyer partake of the character of the surrounding scenery. In
towns, upright or diagonal bars and other ornamental railing may be used; but in all
cases where trees and cottages form the most striking features of the surrounding landscape, simple horizontal rails with posts are preferable. Nothing is more formal and'
5tiff than ornamental or upright railing, and nothing more picturesque tl1an the simple
eontinuous lines of horizontal rails.
Wooden bridges ar~ often covered with a roof. The bridges of Schaffhausen;
Wettingen, Kandel, Mellingen, and various others, were roofed. The roof does not
appear to be of much service in protecting the bridge, and in later bddges it has been
generalJy omitted. The planking of the roadway migl1t. be protected ~ery m~~h by a
coat of pitch, tar, and sand. See Sect. X. art. 354. A composition of this kInd was
'Usedfor covering the planking under the roadway of the iron bridge, over the Wear; at
Sunderland.
On determining tIle Sca.ntlings of the Timbers for Bridges.

~3. The greatest load that is likely"to rest upon a bridge at one time would be that
produced by its being covered with people. Such a load, together with the weight" of
. St:ien~e des IpginieuTS, p. S64, edit. 1$14.
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the framing and gravelled roadway, would be about 300 pounds on a superficial foot, or
0'14 of a ton. And as this load may be supposed to be uniformly diffused over the
bridge, half the load upon it will be expressed in tons' by O.14wxs, where 8=half the
span, and w is equal the width of the bridge.
If the bridge be only planked without gravel, as a foot-bridge, the greatest probable
load will be expressed in tons by Q.09w x s.
Now as the load is sensibly uniform, the cunre of equilibrium will be a common
parabola; and when the rib is of this form, any uniform load would have no tendency
to produce any derangement or other strain in the rib than that which is propagated
iu the direction of the curve. Therefore the fi~t object must be to determine the size
of the ribs, so that they may be capable of resisting this pressure without being more
compressed than is consistent with the stability of the structure.
Riga timber suffers a compression in direction of its length of about one fifteen
hundredth part of its length under a load of 64 tons upon a square foot; and oak bears
about the same load with the same degree of compression. Under such a pressure
the curved rib of a bridge 200 feet in length would shorten rather more than 1.6 inches:
and as it is a material that so(;)ndecays, this will not appear too lew an estimate of its
strength.
The pressure in a bridge increases towards the abutment; but it is advisable to
increase the depth of the rib at the abutment, therefore we may estimate the pressure
at the crown, which simplifies the operation.
The pressure in the direction of the rib at the crown is tbe same as the borizontal
thrust, and may be determined by art. 40, Sect. 1.; but it is more convenient for the
present purpose to express it in a different ~anner.
If x be the rise, and 8 half the span; then, by the resolution of forces, 2x : 8 :: weight
': to the pressure in the direction of the curve at the vertex or croWD.
Therefore O.l~:xss = the pressure in bridges with gravelled roadways. (A.)
A nd

O.09w X 82
'2;--=t

.
. .
h e pressure III bn dges WIthout grave I.or pavmg.

(B .)

Also, if b=the breadth of each rib, and d:r:::thedepth of each rib, also ~=the number
of ribs; then 64n x b x d=pressure, when the ribs are sufficiently strong.
O.]4WXS2
Hence from equation (A) we have
-bxd.
(C.)
2 x 64 X.rxn
O.~w x 8~
And from equation (B) we have
bx d. (D.)
2 x xzxn =
From these equations we derive the following practical rules:
274. RULEfor bridges that are gravelled. Multiply the width of the bridge by the
quare of half the span, both in feet; and divide.this product by the rise in feet, mul-
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tiplied by the number of ribs; the quotient multiplied by the decimal O'OOll, will give
the area of each rib in feet.
275. RULEfor bridges ,,,here tIle roadway is only planked. This l1lIe is the same,
except multiplying by the decimal 0'0007 instead of 0'0011.
Example. Let it be required to determine the area of the ribs for a bridge of 200
feet span, to rise 15 feet, and be 30 feet wide, with 3 curved ribs. Then the half of the
span is 100 and its square is 10000; and 30;:~xO'OOll=3~XO'001l=7'333
feet nearly, for the area of each rib. Such a rib may be formed by making it three pieces
in depth and two in thickness, similar to those of the bridge near Bamberg, Plate XVI.
fig. 96; or to the design, fig. 112, Plate XIX.
276. Having now given an easy rule for determining the area of the rib, so that it
may resist the greatest pressure that can occur from an uniform load, we must next
inquire whether the strength so determined will he sufficient to resist the greatest load
that can be applied at one point.
The bridge is supposed to be in a state of equilibrium when acted on by its constant
load only; and the greatest strain; that can arise from a load collected at one point will
take place wheJ:lthat load is applied at one-third of the span from the abutment. But a
load so applied must strain the bridge at three points, as has been already ~tated (art. 128 j)
and the greatest load likely to be upon one point at one time, will never exceed 50,000
pouIHls, and in narrow bridges it should not be considered more than 20,000 pounds.
Z77. Let the load be considered to act at F, .fig. 108, Plate XVIII. then the strained
points will be at F, G, and H. If the effect of the connection at F be omitted, the
scantling that would sustaill any given.load at one point may be determined by art. 128,
Sect. n. where an example is given. The other parts of the bridge, such as the joists
and other horizontal timbers, will be easily determined by the rules already given, when
the weight to be supported by them is known, and which will of course always be given
by the nature of the construction.
In large bridges the depth of rib necessary to secure stabi1ity will always be greater
than that which would be sufficient to resist the pressure of the uniform load; for by
referring to art. ]28, Sect. n. it will be found that the area of each rib should be 8'83
feet, when there are 3 rib,s for a 200 feet span; but we have seen, in art. 275, that an
area of 7'333 feet is sufficient to resist the pressure of the uniform load.
If the amounts of (he loads upon a bridge be ,'aried from those I have assumed, it
will be easy to change them in the rules according to the particular circumstances ef
the case; I scarcely need add, that the loads sho~ld be the greatest probable.
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SECTION IX.
OF JOINTS AND STRAPS.
278. THE joints having to support whatever strains the pieces joined are exposed to,
.should be formed in such a manner that the bearing parts may have the greatest possible quantity of surface; provided that surface be made of the best form for resisting
the strains.
For, should that part of the joint which receives the strain be narrow and thin, it will
of course either indent itself into the pieces to which it is joined, or become crippled by
the strain; and, whichever of these happens, a change must be produced in the form
of the framing.
The effect of the shrinkage and expansion of timber should also be considered in the
construction of joints. On account of the shrink-age of timber dovetail joints should
never be used in carpentry, as the smallest degree of shrinking allows the joint to draw
out of its place; and, consequently, it loses all its effect in holding the parts in their
proper situation. Dovetail joints can only be used with success when the shrinkage of
the parts counteract each other; a case which seldom happens in carpentry, but is
common in joinery and cabinet-making.
Joints should also be formed so that the contraction or expansion may not have a
tendency to split any part of the framing. The force of contraction or expansion is
capable of producing astonishing effects where the pieces are confined, and may sometimes be observed in framing that has been wedged too tightly together in improper
directions. The powerful effect of expanding timber is well known to quarry-men, as.
they sometimes employ its'force to break up large stones.
279. In forming joints the- object to be attained should always be' kept in view; as',
that which is excellent for one purpose may be the worst possible for' another. This
coilsideration then must guide me in the division of this section, which will be considered'
under the following heads:
First, Of lengthening pieces that are strained in the direction of their leagth.
Secondly, Of lengthening pieces exposed to cross strains; and building beams~
Thirdly, Of lengthening beams that have to resist compression.
F0111'thly,Of joints for framing.
Fifthly, Of joint& for ties and braces.
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L Of lengthening Pieces of Timber that are to resist StraitlS in the Direction of their
Length.
280. The simplest and perhaps the best method of lengthenillg a beam is to abut the
ends together, and place a piece on each side; these, when firmly bolted together, form
a strong and simple connection. Such a method of lengthening a tie is shown by
fig. 120, Plate XX.; and is what ship-carpenters call fishing a beam. It is obvious,
however, that the strength in this case depends on the bolts, and the lateral adhesion
and friction produced by screwing the parts tightly together.
The dependence on the bolts may be much lessened by indenting the parts together,
as shown by the upper side of jig. 121; or by putting keys in the joint, ag shown by
the lower side of the same figure; but the strength of the beam will be lessened in proportion to the depth of the indents.
The only reasons for not depending wholly on bolts are, that should the parts shrink
ever so little, the bolts lose a great part of their effect; and .the smallness of the bolts
renders them liable to press into the timber, and thus to suffer the joint to yield.
The sum .of the areas of the bolts should never be less than two-tenths of the area
et' the -section of the beam; and it is not a good practice to put bolts near to the ends
of the pieces.
281. The most usual method of joining beams is that called scarfing, where the two
pieces are joined so as to preserve the same breadth and depth throughout; and wherever neatness is preferable to strength this method should be adopted.
From fig. 122 to fig. 129 various methods of scarling are shown. The first (jig. 122)
is the most simple; it depends wholly on the bolts, and in this and like cases, it is best
to put a continued plate of iron on each side for the heads of the bolts. The ends of
the plates may be bent and let into the beams.
282. Fig. 123 is another very common, but not so good a combination, as the bolts
do not press the surfaces in a perpendicular direction; and an oblique pressure, such as
will have place in this example, must have some tendency to separate the joint, without
any advantage in other respects.
283. Fig. 124 is ajoint that would do without bolts, but it is clear that the strength
would not be quite so great as half the strength of an entire piece; the key, or double
wedges, at a, should only be driven so as to bring the parts to their proper bearing, ~ it
would be better to omit it, than to drive it so as to produce much constant strain on the
joint. It is not necessary that there should be a key, except when bolts are to be
added, and then it is desirable to bring the joints to a bearing before the bolts be put in.
The addition of bolts and straps makes this an excellent scarf.
.
284. Fig. 125 is a slight-modification of the last described scarf, where the keys are
T
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supposed to be of hard wood; if of a curled grain, so much the better. In this form
the scarf is easier to execute, and equally a8 good, as the last" when bolts aloeused.
285. Fig. 126 represents a very common form, and a very good one, but it appears
to me inferior to the t,yO preceding Olleb (fig. 124 and 125;) and it is much more difficult
to make a sound joint of this form.
When bolts are added, and they are always necessary in pieces exposed to considerable strains, then the scarf represented by fig. 127 is a very good and strong form
for a scarf.
Fig. 128 differs from the last only in having keys instead of being tabled together.
286. Fig. 129 represents a scarf where the oblique joints ill the last examples are
avoided, and the same degree of strength is obtained; at the same time it is very simple
and easy to execute.
287. To determine the length of a scarf, in joining beams, it is necessary to know
the force that will cause the fibres of timber to slide upon each other. The researches
that have been made on this subject have already been laid before the reader in Sect. 11.
art. U5 and 116. To apply them to our present object, let AB, fig. 130, Plate XXI.
bt:: part of a scarfed beam, strained in the direction of its length, and put together
:\vithout bolts. Now it is plain that the strength of the part cb must be exactly equal
to the force that would cause the fibres to slide at the dotted line cd; for, jf the part cd
were shorter, the joint would be less strong .than it is possible to make it. Also, if the
depth of the indent ac be too small, it would be crushed by the strain; consequently~
the parts must have a certain proportion, so that the joint may be equally strong in
each part.
288. In the nr8t degrees of extension and compression the resistance is equaJ, therefore the depth of the indent a c must be equal to the part c b, in order that the strain
may be equal; -and it is evident, tha.t when there is only one indent, as in this example,
the depth a c should be one-third of the whole depth. Also, let d be the depth of the
~e~m, and m the number of indents; then 3~ =the depth of each indent. Or the sum
~ tb~ ~~p~hs 9f the inftents m:ust be equal to one-third of the depth of the beam.
289. To determine the length of the part cd, we must know the ratio between the
force. to lesist s1idiIlg and. the direct cohesion of the material. Let that ratio be as
}. : n; then c cl must. be equal. n times cb; that is, in oak, ash, or elm, c d must be equal
to from 8 to.10 times. cb.
In fir. and other .straight grained woods cd must be equal to from 16 to 20 times cb.
200. Hence may be derived some maxims that will be sufficiently accurate for
practi.;:al purposes :
1. In oak, ash, or elm, the whole length of the scarf should be six times the depth or
thickness o£ the beam, when there are no bolts.
.
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2. In fir the whole length of the scarf should be about twelve times the thickness of
the beam, when there are no bolts.
3. In oak, ash, or elm, the whole length of e. scarf depending on bolts only, should he
about three times the breadth of the beam; and for fir beams it should be six times the
breadth.
4. When both bolts and indents are combined, the whole length of the scarf for oak
and hard woods may be twice the depth; and for fir, or soft woods, four times the
depth.

H. Of lengthening Beams that are intelJded to resist

C,'OSS

Strains, and Building Beams.

291. Beams to resist cross strains require to be lengthened more frequently than any
others, and, from the nature of the strain, a different form must be adopted for the scarf
from that which is best for a strain in the direction of the length. There are cases
where .beams are exposed to both strains at the same time, but the cross strain is generally that of the most importance. Of this we have an example in the tie beam of a
roof, where the strain in the direction of the length is very small compared with the
cross strain.
Let CD, fig. 131, Plate XXI. represent a beam strained by a load at E, and supported.
at the ends. An the parts above the middle of the depth, bc, will be compressed, all
below wiII be extended; therefore, the square abutment ae is"better for the upper side
than any complicated joint \vhatever; and it is evident,. that all oblique joints should
be avoided on the compressed side.. In this figure the whole of the strength of the
.
lower side depends on the bolts and strap.
292. Fig. 132 shows another form, where the lower or extended side is indented so
as not to depend wholly on the strap and bolts; and a key is introduced to tighten the
scarf. It will readily appear, tbat had the joint beeu cut to the dotted line instead of
the oblique line, the strength would have bee~ much impaired.
Fig. 133 is another form with some slight alterations.
293. Fig. 134 represents an angular view of a scarf where it is jointed the contrary
way. An iron plate at abed is supposed to be removed, which shows the tongue at. e.
This method appears fo 1I?-eto employ more of the strength. of the timber than any
other, and is very well adapted for a tie beam where it is strained both across and in
the direction of its length.
In all these cases the depth of the indent&, and the length of the scarf, will be
obtained by the same mles as for beams strained in the direction of their length. See
art. 288 to 290.
In scarfing beams to bear a cross strain it would be a great advantage to apply hoops
"1'2
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or straps instead of bolts, as the coachmakers and ship-carpenters do. It ,,,'ouId be eas~
to form the scarf so that hoops might be driven on perfectly tight.
There is no part of carpentry that requires greater correctness in \YOrkman5hip thalJ
gcarfing; as all the indents should bear equally, otherwise the greater part of the
strength will be lost. Hence we see how very unfit some of the complicated forms
shO\vn in the old works on carpentry were for the purpose. It is certainly very absurd
to render the parts difficult to be fitted when the whole of the strength depends on
their fitting well. "But many," says Professor Robison, "seem to aim at making the
beam stronger than if it were of one piece; and this inconsiderate project has given
rise to many whimsical modes of tabling and scarfing*."

Building Beams.
294. The manner of building beams has already been considered in Sect. Ill. art. 143
to 146. It may not be superfluous here to remark, that tbe position of the indents is
not a matter of indifference. If two plain pieces were laid upon one another, and
supported at the ends, the pressure of a weight applied in the middle would cause them
to bend, and the touching surfaces would slide against one another. The upper piece
sliding towards each end upon the lower one. This sliding is effectually prevented by
indenting the surfaces, as is sbown in fig. 135, Plate XXI. when the pieces are bolted
together; but if the same indents be reversed, as in.fig. 136, they produce scarcely any
effect, and near1y the wbole strain is upon the bolts.
Wherever the principal strain on. the beam may happen to be, to that point, as at
C, jig. 135, the indents should direct their square abutments; that is, towards the
straining force. \Vhen the beam is uniformly lo~ed, the. greatest strain is, at the
middle.
I have often seen, in drawings, all the indents put the same way, and sometimes
as in fig. 136; otherwise the preceding remarks would have appeared. to have been
unnecessary.
If the depth of the indents be too small in a built bea.ni, they will not be capable
of resisting the pressure; and if they be made too deep, the number of fibres will be
diminished, and consequently the strength of the beam; therefore there is a depth for
-the indents, by which a maximum of strength will be gained. Duhamel undertook to
ascertain the proper depth by experiments t; and the general rule I hav~ givon in
art. 145, -Sect. Ill. agrees extremely near with the case he tried.
~ Art. Carpentry, Snpplcment t~ the Encrclop~ia

Britannica.
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HI. Of lengthening Beams that are intended to resist compressing Forces.
295. \Vhcn a post or strut is required to be longer than timber can be procured, as
sometimes may occur in the construction of wooden towers, spires, wooden bridges, or
centres, the same form of joint or scarf is applicable as when the piece is pulled in the
direction of its length, with this difference, that there must not be any inclined or
oblique parts in the scarf.
Fig. 122, ]24, 125, 129, 130: and 134, of Plate XX. and XXI. will answer equally
well for posts or ties, only it would be better to tongue the 'ends as at e, fig. 134.
In fig. 120 a piece on each of the four sides would be necessary, without some other
mode of strengtheuing it should form a part of the framing to which it is to be applied.
It is not a very neat method of piercing a strut, but it is one that is very convenient,
especially in temporary structures, such as centres, where it may generally be braced
in ope direction, and whcre a more laboured form of joining would be much out of
place.
IV. Of Joints for Framing.
296. Of Joints f01' bearing purposes.-The joint of a binding joist into a girder is an
example of this kind of joint. 'I'he greatest strains upon the fibres of a girder are at
the upper and lower surfaces, and th~ strain gradualJy decreases towards the middle of
the depth, where it becomes insensible; hence the most suitable place for a mortise is
at the middle of the depth.
The upper side being compressed, it is imagined by some writers that the tenon
might be made to fiU so tightly that the strength of the girder would not be impaired
by it, but this is a mistake; for anyone who knows any thing of the practice of carpentry, knows that it cannot be done in an effectllal. manner: besides, the shrinkage
of the joist would soon rendel' it .loose, however tightly it might be fitted in the first
instance.
Considering tben that the best place for a mortise in a girder, o~ other beam in a like
position, is at the middle of its depth, the next point is to consider the best place and
form for the tenon.
If tbe tenon be near the lower side, it will evidently have the advantage of employing
most of the strength of the joist; but this, on account of the strength of the girder,
eannot be adopted; therefore, the form in general use represented in Plate IV. fig. 46,
appears to combine all the advantages required. The tenon being one-sixth of the
depth, and placed at one-third of the depth from the lower side.
2fYJ. Binding joistsl or any other beams in a like position, should never be made
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with double tenons; for, as Mr. Price has judiciously remarked, it weakens the timber
framed into, and both tenons seldom bear alike; besides, in pinning it rarely happens
that there is a draft on both tenons, unless the piu be as tough as wire:;;:.
All horizontal timbers for bearing purposes should be notched upon the supports
rather than framed between, wherever it can be done, as much additional strength i.~
gained by preserving timbers in continued lengths. The same observation applies to
inclined timbers, such as common rafters. See Sect. H. art. 95.
298. Of the JOi1ltSof FramiTlg.-The object to be obtained by a system of framing is
to reduce all the pressures into the directions of the lengths of the pieces composing the
fl'ame; therefore the form of the joint should be made so as to direct the pressures into
the a.xes of the pieces. As when the direction of the strain does not coincide with the
axis of the piece strained, the strain will be much increased. Now, from tbe form of
the joints commonly employed, it must generally happen, that by shrinkage, or settlement, the joints will bear only u'pon the angular points of the joint; 1vhich not onI}'
gives a considerable leverage to the straining force, but also, by the whole bearing being
upon an angle, that angular point must be either indented or crippled by the strain,
which of course causes a further settlement. The extent of the evil of partial bearings
becomes very Inanifest whell the strains are considerable. In the centres of the Bridge
of NeuiIly seven or eight pieces in each frame were split from end to end, and many
. others bent considerably; and in these centres the joints were not very oblique~ otherwise the effects would ha.ve been more serious. Perronet was sensible of the cause,
and in order to con'ect it, he formed the abutments according to an arc of a circle, of
which tbe other extremity of the piece was the centre.
This method was adopted for the joints of the centre for the Bridge of Saill.te
Maxence, and also in that fol' the Bridge de la Concorde, at Paris; and it was effectual
in preventing the splitting and bending of the pieces t.
Circular abutments have been strongly recommended ~y Professor Robison t, and
they certainly might be employed' with' m~ch advantage. The principle is similar tothe welllmown contrivance called the ball and socket; and to the joints of animals,
where, with considerable latitude of motion, uniformity of pressure is preserved. That
they require more labour,.l a~ wen aware, but were -the labour doubled, it would be,
comparatively, a trifling object hi framing of importance; and for any 'other purpose it
is not recommended.
It is obvious, that when the one end o~ the piece moves a corresponding movement
will take place at the joint, and wben the radius of curvature at the joint is small, as it
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is in the joints of animals, the motion at the joint will scarcely be p,el'cept~ble. For in
a roof of a 30 feet span a sinking of six inches in the middle would not cause the joints
to slide more than one-tenth of an inch.
I will now proceed to notice some of the joints of most common occurrence, and
point out the advantages to be obtained by altering the forms of them.
'\Then onc piece is perpendicular to another, as, for example, a post upon a sill, the
most usual, as well as the most easy method, is to make the joint square, with a short
tenon of about one-fourth of the thickness of the framing, to retain it in its place.
But if the joint be not very accurately cut, the whole load will bear upon the projecting parts; consequently, the centre of pressure will seldom coincide with the axis of
the post, and its power to resist pressure will be much lessened. See Sect. 11. art. 127.
If; instead of cutting the joint square, it were cut to form an angle, as i~ shown by

fii

13j,

then a very little ~are in cutting

the joint

would

make

the centre

()f pressure

coincide with the axis.
299. Now whether ~he joint be square or angular, a slight inclination from the
perpendicular will throw the pressure upon. one corner; but if the joint be described
from a centre situate in the axis, and with a radius not much greater than half the
bJ;eadth of the post, as is shown in fig. 138; then, with any change of position, the.
joint will slide till the pressure be uniform npon the joint; and if the joint be mode~
rately well made, the pressure will not act with any sensible leverage upon the post.
300. When the pieces to be joined are not at right angles to one another, the joint~
may be of two kinds; the principal rafter of a l"oof affords an example of each.
Before proceeding t~ shQw the natnre of these joints, it is necessary to state, that the
direction of the strains, as well as their magnitude, as determined by the principles laid
down in Sect. I. re.main sensibly the same, whatever mQ,ybe the form of the abutting
joints, except in as far as the form of the joint alters the points of bearing; which may
in some cases cause the pressure to act with a leverage nearly equal to half the depth of
the beam. The strength of the joint itself depends upon its form, as it may be so made
that there will be. a tendency to slide"which it would be well to avoid, without having
reCOUl'Seto straps.
The re.sistance at the joint is always most effectual when the abutment is perpendicular t~ the strain, but where the' angle fOfIned by the inner sides of the pieces is
very acute, this kind of abutm.ent C.annot b~ obtained,. at least not without wounding
the tie too much.
Let ABC, fig. 139, be the jOillt of a principal rafter uPQn the tie beam; where the
dotted line AB shows the direction of the straining force~ and Ba is QJJ.e'of the abutting
surfaces. Draw a c perpendicular to Ba; then, by the principles of the resolutio.n of
forces (Sect.!. art. 28) ca willl'epresent the force pressing on the inclined pal't~ Ba,
of the joint; and there willl'emain a force represented. t.y Ba to be sustained hy the.
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abutment Bd. And, as this abutment will resist the force most effectually when it h
perpendicular to it, therefore Bd should always be perpendicular to Ba; the same n.m
be true in whatever direction the straining force acts.
Fig. 139 shows one of the most common joints; Ba and Bd are the abutting surfaces, which are to be perpendicular to each other; and h e shows the. tenon, tIle
thickness of which may be about one-fifth of that of the framing. This joint might
always take better hold of the tie beam than it is generally made to do, without any risl.
of weakening it. In general, Bd should somewhat exceed half the depth of the rafter,
and the joint should be left a little open at a, in order that it may not be thrown off at
B, by the settling of the roof.
301. Fig. 140 is a form that is approved by some writers, but by others it is considered inferior to the one already described. The dotted line shows the form of the
tenon; but it would be better put together in the same manner as tIle joint to be
described in the next article.
302. Fig. 141 is a yery good form for a joint, as hd is perpendicular to the strain,
considering the strain to be in the direction of the rafter, which is near enough to the
truth for our present purpose. The best method of forming this joint is shown by
the projected sketches A and B; as by this method it is easy to see when they are
accurately fitted; whereas in a mortise and tenon joint this cannot be done, and they
are often very imperfectly fitted, because it is easy to conceal any defe.ct.
303. Fig. 142 shows a joint with a curved abutment; the line BA represents the
direction of the strain; and c the centre, which should be in this line. The. radius for
describing the joint should be greater than half the depth of the rafter; and the part
between a and b of the joint should be left open to admit of any degree of settlement
that may take place. The projected sketches, C and D, show the manner (}f forming
the joint.
Sometimes double abutments. are used in joints, but it requires both great accuracy
in workmanship, and also that the !'Oofshould not settle more or less than the workman
allows for, in order to make both abutments bear equally; therefore I consider one
good abutment preferable to two. Professor Robison very justly remal~ks,that" because
great logs are moved with difficulty, it is very troublesome to try the joints frequently
to see how the parts fit; therefore we must expect less accuracy in the interior parts.
This should make us prefer those joints whose efficacy depends chiefly 011the visible
joint*."
But to ~ake doub1e abutments still further increases the difficulty, without
adding any thing to the security of the joint.
304. The joint at the upper end of a principal rafter differs from that at the lower
cnd in some respects; but the difference is not material in respect to the principle of
. Encyclopi£dia Brltannica, art. Carpentry, p. 641.
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forming the joint. Making the king post larger at the head enables us to get a more
effectual abutment; and this abutment shoulcl be, in common joints, square to the
back of the rafter, as at A, in fig. 145, Plate XXII. with a short tenon shown by the
dotted lines. When the head of the post is not sufficiently large to get the abutment
square to the back of the rafter, it is usual to cut it as at B. In either case the joint
should be left a little open at a; so that when the roof settles it may not bear upon the
acute angle.
The same remarks will apply to all similar joints; such, for example, are the joints
between the braces or struts and king post at C and D, fig. 145.
But the joints D and B would be better formed in the manner shown at A and B,
fig. 146, where ab is at right angles to he. The reason for this form is given in a
preceding article (art. 302.) The joints may be made as shown by the projected
sketches E and F.
305. A joint with a curved ablltment is shown by fig. 147 ; BC represents the middle
of the depth of the rafter, and c the centre from which the curve is described; the
radius Cc should not be less than half the depth of the beam. A and D are projected
sketches of the joint.
lnfig. 147, E shows a joint for the straining beam of a roof, and G is a projected
sketch of the joint. As a further security~ the piece F might be nailed upon the queen
post C. ,!'he lower part of fig. 147 shows the joint for struts or braces.
306. Instead of the common method of framing the king or queen posts between
the ends of rafters and the like, it is much better to ma.ke the rafters abut againSt
one another, end to end; and to notch a piece on each side, and bolt through these
pieces. I. have called these pieces suspending pieces, because they serve to suspend the
tie beam. (The term post is ridiculous, because it conveys a .false notion of the office
of the piece; but it is difficult to change a term in common use.) Fig. 148 and
149 show this method of Joining. It has been long in use for centres, bridges, and
roofs, as may be seen in the plates of the Bridge at Schaffhausen*, the Bridge of
Ritter near Bernet, the roof of the Riding House at Moscow (Plate XL;) and in
some very good roofs lately executed in this country.
The German carpenters, and, I believe, many others, put a piece of lead between the
abutting surfaces of their joints, in order to equalize the.' pressure. This method is
not, however, so useful in ti~ber-work as it is in stone-work; and I would, for the
joints in carpentry, give the preference to putting a plate of cast iron between the
abutting surfaces.
,. Plans, Elevations, and Sections, ofthe curious 'Wooden Bridlc at Scbaffhauscft. TaIlor, Holboru.
t ltolldelet, rArt de BAtir, tome iv. pJanche 148.
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V. Of Joints for Ties and Braces.
307. There i~ no part of ca.rpentry where defective joints are attended with stlch
-;edous incom'enicl1ccs as the joints of ties, nor are there any other joints so often m
c~nstrllcted. It is not easy to make a good tie joint, from the very nature of timber,
and therefore many ties should not be used where it is possible to avoid them. I have
before stated, "that dovetail joints should never be used in carpentryH (art. 278;) and
the maxim cannot be too strongly urged, wherever the joint is intended to hold the
parts together.
For let A,fig. 143, Plate XXI. represent the angle of a building, where the wallplates are joined by a dovetail joint; the part a b being the cross\vay of the wood,
will shrink in drying; and as the other piece is the lengthway, its shrinking will be
insensible; therefore a very small degree of shrinkage will allow the joint to draw considerably, as is shown by the dotted lines. A joint made as shown ill fig: 144, avoids
any danger of giving way from the shrinking of the timber, and is better than any dovetail joint whatever.
Dovetail joints, or dovetail tenons, have been used in various parts of carpentry;
such as the collar beams of small roofs, the lower end of king and queen posts, and for
joining plates, and the like. In all these cases they are the worst kind of joints that
can be used. The carpenter's boast must also be classed as a dovetail joint equally as
.
defective as any*.

308. Fig. 150 shows a method of notching a collar beam, C, into the side of a rafter

.

R, which is far superior to a dovetail joint.
A stout pin, of tough but straight grained oak, is an excellent addition to a tie joint,
and is more economical than iron bolts. The excel]ence of wooden pins is fully shown
by their extensive use in ship-carpentry, as they form the chiei' connection of shiptimbers.
OF STRAPS.

309. "A skilful carpenter," say" Professor Robison, ccnever employs many stra.p!,.
considering them as auxiliaries foreign to his artt;" and indeed they are seldom necess.ary, except to suspend the tie beam to the king post, and to secure the feet of the
principal rafters to the tie beam of a roof.
.. The carpenter's boast i. described by Mr. Nicbobon~ Carpenter's Guide, p. ss, 8th edition, and need bot bt'
repeated bere.
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Strap for King or Queen Post.-In fig. 145 $ shows a strap for suspending the tie
beam to a king or queen post; its hold of' the post may be improved by turning the
ends, as at dd, in the section B; these, when well fitted, wiJl, with the addition of
bolts, give the strap a firm hold; or staples, as in fig. 146, may be used for a slight
roof. The strengths of straps for different bearings Rre stated below. When the longest
unsupported part of the tie beam is
10 feet, the strap may be 1 inch wide by -is-inch thick.
15
1*
f
20."888"."",-,,,

2

'88"'""

{.

These dimensions are quite sufficient for common purposes; but where the ma-chinery of a theatre, or other heavy. loads, are to be borne by the tie beams, the straps
must be made stronger in proportion to the load.
Where suspending pieces are used instead of queen posts, the same kind of strap will
apply, as is shown in jig. 149.
310. Strap at the Foot of principal Rofter.-A strap at the foot of a principal rafter
is intended to form an abutment for it, in case the end of the tie beam should fail.
If the strap be put too upright it will, instead of forming an abutment, become quite
loose when the roof settles; and as it is intended to prevent the' rafter foot sliding
along the tie beam, an oblique position, as shown by fig. 140 and 151, will be the most
effectual. Straps of the same size as are used for the king post will be sufficient.
In bolting on straps they ought to be drawn tight; Mr. Price recommends square
bolts for this purpose; he says, "for this reason, if you use a round bolt, it must follo\v
the auger, and cannot be helped; but by helping the auger-hole, that is, by taking
off the corners of the wood, you may draw a strap exceedingly close, and at the
same time it embraces the grain of the wood in a much firmer manner than a
round

pin ""

."

Sometimes a bolt is used put through square from the back of the rafter, with
cross plates at the head and nut. Fig. 139 shows this method, the dotted lines repre.
senting the bolt.
3U. It must be remembered, that thin plates of iron decay very rapidly, particularly
in damp situations; therefore they should be well secured against rust by being painted
as soon as they are made. Mr. S~aton, writing on this subject, says, "I had observed,
that when iron once gets rust, so far as to form a scale, whatever coat of paint or
nrnish is put over this, the rust will go on progressively under the paint.'. The
. !3ritish Carpenter) p. J8.

u2
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method he used to prerent iron rusting was to heat the whole of the iron-work to
about a blue heat, and immediately strike it over the surface with raw linseed oil; the
next day, jf properly done, it appears as if a coat of ,'arnish had been laid on *". By
this method the pores of the iron become filled, and effectually protected from
corrosion.
Another method, that is easily applied to small articles, consists in heating the metal,
and rubbing it over, while hot, with wa..x. By this process the iron acquires an extremely uniform coating.
Nails and other small fastellings might be rendered much more lasting by boiling
them in linseed oil. Thil. is often practised by slaters to protect their nails from rust.
As it is difficult to heat large articles, a coating that can be applied in a cold state is
much better. One that dries quickly, and, it is said, perfectly preserves from rust the
metals upon which it is laid, is described in the Repertory of Artst.
It is prepared as
follows: Grind to an impalpable powder one part (by weight) of black lead (plumbago),
with which mix four parts of sulphate of lead, and one part of sulphate of zinc: to this
mixture add, by degrees, sixteen parts of boiled linseed oil.
As strapping is often applied to prevent accidents, and to connect the parts when the
timber itself is likely to decay, it is obvious that the iron-work should be rendered as
durable as possible, and particularly where it is exposed to the weather. I lay the
more stress upon this point, because it is one often neglected, and is of impo~tance.
.. Historical Account of the Construction of EdystoDt Light-house" p. 182.
t llepertlll1 GfArts) &c:.second serie., 1'61.xuii. p. 3] 4.
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SECTION X.
ON THE NATURE AND PROPERTIES

OF TIMBER.

312. \VOODis that substance which forms the principal part of the roots, trunks,
and branches, of trees and shrubs; and its usefulness in building and the mechanical
arts is well known.
The woods of different trees diff~r much in strength, hardness, durability, and
beauty; and, consequently, in their fitness for the various purposes to which they are
applied. The wood which is feUed and seasoned for the purpose of builcling is caJIed
timber; and in stating the properties of woods, I shall consider those only which are
fit for timber.
313. If the stem, or trunk, of a tree be cut across, the wood is found to be made up
of numerous concentric layers or rings; very distinct in some trees, but less so in
others. One of these layers is fOl'ined every year; consequently their number corresponds nearly with the age of the tree. Each layer consists, in general, of two parts;
the one solid, hard, heavy, and dark coloured; the other of a lighter colour, porous,
and soft; which renders the lines of separation between the annual layers distinct.
Scarcely any two layers of the same tree are precisely alike, either in the proportion of
the hard part, or in the thich.'1less of the layers; as the layers vary in thickness
according to the degree of vegetation which took place in the years of their formation:
and also in the same tree they vary in thickness, either acc<:>rdingto the situation of the
principal roots, or the aspect; the annual layers being always thicker on that side of
the tree which has been most favouTable tQ the grmvth of the roots, or that has had the
advantage of a good aspect.
314, The strocture of wood, and the nature of the vessels through which the fluids
move in the living plant, are not thoroughly understood: indeed the study of vegetable
anatomy is attended with considerable difficuJties; but some important facts have "been
ascertained that contribute materially towards a more perfect knowledge of the nature
and properties' of wood.
Wood appears to be composed of various vessels, which, in the living tree, convey
the fluids necessary to its growth; between thqse vessels there are cells interposed.
There is nothing of the character of solid fibres in wood, except the thin membraneous
coats of the cells and vessels, which adhere so slightly together in recently formed
wood, that it is easy to separate them. The vessels in the growing tree are intended to
convey a watery fluid, called the sa.p, horn the roots to the leaves; when it arrives at
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the leavea it undergoes some changes., and returns through the bark*; aud the bark
being expanded by this accession of moisture., rises from the wood., and leaves a cavity
tbat becomes filled with the returning sap, which gradually hardens and forms a new
layer of wood. The rising sap flows chiefly through the annual ring next the bark;
and from the e.."{perimentsof Mr. Knigbtt it appears, that the sap during its ascent
dissolves some portion of a substance that had been deposited in the vessels of the
wood during the preceding winter, for the nourishment of the buds, leaves, and young
wood; hence the flowing sap is more dense in the upper than in the lower part of a
tree. Dr. Darwin draws a like conclusion from the debarked oaks producing leaves!.
In trees, as the leaves expand the sap ceases to flow, and the bark again adheres tQ
the wood; and from the middle of June to the middle of August, there appears to be
a pause in vegetation; but after this period the sap again begins to flow, and the bark
which adhered so closely in the preceding months may be separated as easily as in the
spring.
315. The sap which rises through the wood, from the roots, is ,'cry different in its
nature from that which descends through the bark to form the new layer of wood.
That which ascends is nearly as liquid as \vater, and is called the common sap. It has
in general a sweetish taste, and contains sugar and mucilage. It always contains an
acid., sometimes in a free state, sometimes combined with lime or potash. When this
sap is left- to Hself, it soon ferments and becomes sour; and when the proportion of
sugar is considerable, it will undergo the vinous fermentation §.
The descending sap, caned t~e prope'1'sap, differs so considerably in different trees,
and is so diffieult to procure in a separate state, that its properties have not been
much examined. It is alwa~Tsless liquid., and contains a much greater proportion of
vegetable matter than the common sap. It is also very probable that trees of the'
s~me kind produce proper sap of different qualities in different climates, as we' fin!i
ihe facts ~stablished respecting timber the growth of one climate are not applicable to
the same species of timber grown in another climate.
316. That part of the wood next the bark is caned sap-wood, because it is through it
chiefly that the sap ascends; and as it is shown by Mr. Knight to contain the vegetable
matter to be expended in forming leaves and buds, it is reaSonable to suppose that the
sap-wood must be more prone to decay than the internal part of the tree, called the
heart-wood.
As trees increase in size the oldest part of the sap-wood gradually loses all vegetable
. Art. Anatomy, Vegetable, Suppiement to the .Encye1opcediaBritannlca, p.292.
:t Pbyto1ogia, p. 159.
. T Philosuphical'rraDsac:tioDs, 1805.
§ The properties of the di1ferent kiuds of sap that have been examined are given in Dr. Thomson's System of
Chemistry, iv. W9-ua..
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life, and the more fluid parts of it' are either absorbed by the new forming sap-wood, or
evaporated; its vessels and cells become closed by the pressure of the new forming
wood, and it ceases to perform any other part in the. growth of a tree. than to support
it. \Vhen these changes have taken place it is found to be more compact, and generally of a darker colour; and also contains only a small proportion of vegetable matter
besides that kind which is called the 'Woodyfibre by chemists. It is then heart-wood,
or wood in its most perfect state.
The sap-wood is softer, and generally lighter coloured than the heart-wood, and
contains a considerable portion of vegetable matter, that partakes of the nature of the
sap which ascends through it. It is found to decay rapidly, and is also very subject to
wbrms~ The reason is obvious, for it contains the food which they live upon, ancI
which is absorbed or evaporated from the heart-wood.
The proportion of sap-wood in different trees varies very much: Spanish chesnut has
a very small proportion of sap-wood, ?ak has In°re, and fir a still larger proportion than
oak; but the proportions vary according to the situation and soil. Three specimens of
a medium qua1ity gave the following:
Chesnut, whole age 58 years, 15i- inches diameter, 7 years sap-wood, of inch thick.

Oak,wholeage ... 65

]7 .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 17... . . . . . . . . . .. If

Scotch fir .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2*

Therefore, if the diameter be unity, or 1, that part of it which is sap-wood will be, in
the chesnut, 0'1; in the oak, 0'294; and in the Scotch fir, 0'416. The Scotch fir was

.

the produce of the Mar Forest #f

317. The life of trees, like that of men, has been commonly divided into three stages;
infancy, maturity, and old age. In the first, the tree increases from day to day; in the
second, it maintains itself without sensible gain or loss; but, in the third, it declines.
These stages vary in everr species according to the soil, the aspect, the climate, or the
nature of the individual plant.
.
Sir H. Davy statest, that oak and chesnut trees decay sooner in a moist soil than in a
dry and sandy one ; and their timber is less firm. The sap-vessels being expanded
with moisture without the necessary degree of nomishing matter, the general texture
becomes necessarily less firm. Such wood sp1its easily, and is very liable to shrink
and swell with the changes of the weather.
Trees of the same kind arrive at the greatest age in that climate which is best
adapted to their nature. The common oak, the fir, and the birch, thrive best towards
the n.orth; the ash and the olive tree thrive best towards the southern parts of
Europe.
. Tbese mea.ures were taken£ro:m specimen. in the collection of Wil1i1j.IllAtJtiI1lon,
to tJw
El"'. aJ."c:hi~l:~
Ordnance, &c.

t

.

Agricultural Chemistry, p. 256, Jyl), .edit.
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We find, says Mirbel, the ashes of Calabria and Sicily to be longer lived than those
of Prussia or Great Britain *. Oak and chesnut trees, under favourable circumstances,
sQmetimes attain an age of about 1000 years; beech, ash, and sycamore, seldom arrive
at half that age.
The decJine of trees appears to be caused by the decay of the heart-wood; and it is
this, as Sir H. Davy remarkst, that seems to constitute the great limit to the age and
size of trees.
In trees that have not arrived at maturity, the hardness and solidity of the wood are
greatest at the heart, and decrease towards the sap-wood; but in the mature or perfect
tree the heart-wood is nearly uniform; while tbat of a tree on tbe decline is softer at
'the centre than it is next the sap-wood. These observations were made by Buffon in

the course of his numerous experiments, and also by Duhamel.

.

Of Felling Timber.
318. "It should bc," says the venerable Evelyn, "in the vigour and perfection of
trees that a felling should be celebrated t." When a tree is feUed too soon the greater
part of it is sap-wood, and in a young tree even the heart-wood has not acquired its
proper degree of hardness; indeed the whole tree mllst partake so much of the nature
of sap-wood, that it-cannot be expected to be durable. And when a tree is not felled
till it be on tb;e decline, the wood is brittle and devoid of elasticity, tainted, discoloured, and soon decays. But in trees that have alTived at a mature age, the
proportion of sap-wood is small, and the heart-wood is nearly uniform, and is hard,
compact, and dw'able. Hence it is important that Evelyn's precept should be carefully
attended .~.o. It is true the proper age for each species has not been satisfactorily
determined, but it is a point where great accuracy is not necessary; for half a dozen
years in the age of a tree will not make much difference, provid~1!lit be not cut too
soon. I t is against cutting trees before tbey have. anived at maturity that I most
protest; and as it is most likely to happen from interested motives, it is the more
necessary t<.>caution the carpenter in this respect. Trees increase slowly in size after
they arrive at a certain age, therefore it is the interest of the timber grower to fell them
before they arrive at maturity; because it is his object t~ obtain the greatest possible
quantity of timber, without regard to the quality. But when the carpenter is sensible
of the inferior quality of young timber in respect to duration, it is bis'province to check
this growing evil, by giving a better price for timber that has acquired its propel.' degree'
of density and hardness.
.'.Journal

:

of ScieDce, &c. vol. iv. p. 11.

Silva, or a. Discourse on Forest Trees, vol. 'H. p. ~C5.

t AKricu1tural Cbemistry, p. !t20, ,4to. edit.
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The period generally allowed for an oak tree to arrive at maturity is 100 years, and
the average quantity of timber produced by a tree of that age is about Ij. loads, or 75
cubic feet. In some instances oak trees arrive at maturity in a less time than 100 years,
and in others not till after that period 'if
The age of an oak tree, according to Daviller, should never exceed 200 years, nor
should it be felled at a less age than 60t. Belidor states about 100 to be the best age
for the oak t. It is much to be regretted, that in districts where the oak flourishes it is
seldom suffered to attain a mature age; bei,ng often cut before the trees will produce
30 feet of timber each §.
The ash, larch, and elm, should be cut when the trees are between 50 and lOO years
old; and between 30 and 50 is a proper age for poplars.
The Norway spruce and Scotch pine are generally cut when between 70 and 100
years old in Norway.
319. In order that timber may be durable it is also necessary to attel1d to the proper
~eason of the year for fellilag. But on this point there is much difference in opinion,
and it is only to be decided by attending to the state of trees at different seasons of the
year. The most proper period for felling timber is undoubtedly that in which it is most
free from extraneous vegetable matter; or such matter as is intended to be expended
in leaves and budfi, and which is of a more saccharine and fermentible nature than the
proper juices, or such as form the wood. A tree deposits in the sap-wood, and also
in that part of the heart-wood which adjoins it, a portion of matter to be dissolved by

.

the rising sap It, and at the period when the leaves are putting forth, the wood must be
filled with matter in a state ready for germination; consequently the timber cut at that
period must be easily acted upon by heat and moisture, and subject to rapid decay; or
to be destroyed by worms. Now there are two periods in ,the year, the spring and
autumn, when trees are in a state of vegetatlon; ther~fore, at these times it is desirable
to avoid felling timber for any other than temporary purposes. Of these periods the
spring must be the worst, because then trees contain the greatest quantity of matter in
a state fit for germination.
On the other band, the best time for felling timber is in mid-winter, or mid-summer;
as at these times the vegetative powers are at rest, or have expended all the most
changeable parts in' producing leaves, &c. In some kinds of trees a little after mid.
summer appears to'be decidedly the best time for feUing. Alder felled at that time is
found to be much more durable; aIld Ellis says, that beech, when cut in the middle of
summer, is \.letter and less liable to worm-eat; particularly if a gash he cut. to let out
.,. First Report ofthe ComJ11issioners of Woods aDd Forests, p. 24 and 25, 1812.

:

Science des log{'oieurs,

U Philosophical

'l'ransactions,

liv. iv i:bp.

1.

t

Conr.s d' Architecture.

§ See MarsbaU's SO\~lhern Cpuntie~, vol. ii. p. 127.

18005,

x
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the sap some time before felling:;;:. And as summer felling is an advantage in some
species, it seems reasonable to conclude that it will be so in all.
320. But in oak trees the bark is too valuable to be lost; and as the best period for
the timber is the worst for the bark, an ingenious method has been long partially
practised, which not on.ly secures the bark at the best season, but also materially
improves the timber. This method consists in taking the bark off the standing tree
early in the spring, and not felling it till after the new foliage has put forth and died.
For by the production of new buds the fermentible matter is expended, and the sapwood becomes nearly as hard and durable as the heart-wood, being both less liable to
decay, and to be destroyed by worms.
Buffon has ascertained, by,experiment, that the wood is materially improved by this
method of barking the trees standing in the spring, ~nd felling'them about the end of
Octobert.
Duhamel, whose extensive knowledge of the nature and qualities of woods
is well known, recomI.llends the same method; and Evelyn states, that" to make
excellent boards and planks, it is the advice of some, you should bark your trees in a
fit season, and so let them stand naked a full year before the feUing!. But a tree will
not be benefited by standing so long; and the best time for felling appears to be whell
the new foliage has put forth and died, as Mr. S. Pepys observes in his paper on the
subject§. I am happy to be able to add, that Mr. T. A. Knight, to whom we are
indebted for many interesting as well ac; important facts respecting timber,. has made
some experiments and observations, from which he concludes, that in all cases where
it is essential to give durability to the sap-wood of oak, the trees should be barked in

the spring, and feUedin the ensuing winter 11.
When the bark of a tree is not of sufficient value to defray the expense of stripping,
the timber should be feUed during the months of December, January, and February, in
the winter; or during the month of July in the summer. Winter felling is recommended by most writers.
According to Vitruvius, the proper time for felling is
between October and February; ana he directs that the trees should be cut to the
pith, and then suffered to remain till the sap be "drained out. The effusion of the
sap prevents the decay of the timber, and when it is all drained out, and the wood
becomes dry, the trees are to be cut down; when the wood will be excellent for use ~.
A similar effect might be produced by placing the timber on its end as soon as it
is felled, and it would no doubt compensate for the extTa expense by its d11-rability
in use.
. Ellis's Timber Tree Improved,p. 35.

T Moyen facilc d'augmenter la Solidit~, la Force, et la Dllrie du Bois; Memoiru de l'Academie des Sciences, Paris~
1738, p. 169-184.
§ Philosophical Transactions, yol. xvii. p. 4M.
~ 8i1va, 1)r. Hunter's edition, vo1. ii. p. 214.
Vitruvius, book ii. chap. ix.
11 Annals ofPhilosophy,vol. xiv. p. 5!!.

,
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In France, so long ago as 1669, a royal ordinance limited tbe felling of naval timber
trom the 1st of October to the 15th of April. Buonaparte directed that the time for
felling naval timber should be abridged to from the 1st of November to the 15th of
March, in order to render it more durable*.

Of Seasoning Timber.

321. 'Vhen timber is felled, the sooner it is removed from the forest the better: it
should be removed to a dry situation, and placed so that the air may circulate freely
round each piece, but it should not be exposed to the sun and wind. Squared timber
.

does not rift or split so much as that which is round; and where the size of the trees
will allow of it, it is better to quarter them. vVhen beams are to be used the full size
of the tree, it would be .a good preservative against splitting to bore them through from
end to end, as is done in a water pipe. It is irregular drying that causes timber to split,
and this method would assist in drying the internal part of the beam, without losing
much of its streBgth; at the same time it would lighten it considerably,
Duhamel has shown that it is a great advantage to set the timber upright, with the
lower end raised a little from the ground t; but as this cannot always be done, the
timber yards sho~ld be well drained, and kept as dry as possible. Paved yards are
to be preferred, and the paving should have a considerable fall, to prevent water standing. If the paving were laid with ashes it would be better; those from a forge or
foundry would be excelJent: even an unpaved yard would be im.proved by a coat of
ashes, to prevent any thing growing among the timber.
If timber can be kept some time in a dry situation before it be cut into scantlings, it
is less subject to warp and twist in drying; but during the time it is kept in the tree
or log it should be carefully piled, so as to leQ.vespace fer a free circulation of ail'
between each piece, and also between the timbers al1d paving or ground. Lately, in
iSomeof the government yards, the timber has be~n laid upon cast-iron bearers, instead
of. being laid upon refuse pieces of wood; as the refuse wood is often half rotten, and
must in some degree contribute to infect the sound timber. Timber is too .often suffered
to lie half buried in the gTound, or grown over with weeds, till it be covered with
fungus, and impregnated with the seeds of decay before it be brought into' use.
When it shall have become convenient te convert the timber into smaller scantlings, it still requires attention; as the better it is seasoned, when brought into work,
the better the work will stalld, as well as be 1110redurable. 1rhe experiments of
Dubamel show that such scautlingswill dry soonest in an upright p.osition, and that the
oS Encyc1°piCdia Dritannica,

SuppJement,

art. Dry Rot.

x2

t 'f~D5P()rt des Bois, p..2J9,
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npper end dries more rapidly than the lower one *. But whether the pieces of timber
be piled 011the end, or laid horizontally, a free space should be left round each piece,
and the situation should be dry and airy; yet not exposed to the direct rays of the sun.
If the scantlings be laid horizontally, short blocks should be put between them; which
will preserve them from becoming mouldy, and will contribute much towards rendering
the sappy parts more durable.
Gradual drying, where the time can be allowed for it, is the most certain means of
giving durability to timber, by fixing those parts of it which are most liable to be acted
upon by heat and moisture.
It is well known to chemists that slow drying will render many bodies less easy to
dissolve, while rapid drying, on the contrary, renders the same bodies more soluble;
besides, all wood in drying loses a portion of its carbon, and the more in proportion as
the temperature is hig.her. 'l'here is, in wood that has been properly seasoned, a toughness and elasticity which is not to be found in rapidly dried wood. This is an evident
proof that some essential parts are dissipat~d in a high heat. Also, a forced seasoning
produces a hard cmst on the surface, which will scarcely permit the moisture to evaporate from the internal part, and is very injurious to the wood.
For the general purposes of carpentry, timber should not be used in less than two
years after it is fellcd; and this is the least time that ought to be allowed for seasoning.
For joiners' work it requires four years, unless other methods be used; but for carpentry
natural seasoning should have the preference.
Dubamel says, that the quantity of matter which ought to be evaporated from green
oak is about one-third 01' two-fifths of its weight; the proportion, however, will vary
according to the age and quality of the timber, and the nature of the soil that produced
itt.
I shall attempt to establish the relation between the size of the pieces, and the
time necessary to season them, in a succeeding article (see art. 327;) as it is a subject
that has not received that share of attention which its importance merits.

Water Seasoning.

322. On account of the time that it requires to season timber in the natural wa.y,
various methods have been tried to effect the same purpose in a shorter time. Perhaps
the best of these is to immerse the timber in water as soon as it is cut down;. and after
it has remained about a fortnight in water, but not more, to take it out, and dry it in
an airy situation:
Evelyn directs, to "lay your boards a fortnight in water (if running the better, as at
. Transport des Bois, p. liS.

t Idem,p. 7i.
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a mill-pond head) and then setting them upright in the sun and wind, so as it may pas&
freely through them, turn them daily; and, thus treated, even newly-sawn boards will
floor far better than those of a many years ury seasoning, as they call it.:" and he
adds, "I the often er insist on this water seasoning, not only as a remedy against the
worm, but for its efficacy against warping and distortions of timber, whether used ,\ithin
or exposed to the air."
Duhamel, who made many experiments 011this important subject, states, that timber
for the joiner's use is best put in water for some time, and afterwards dried; as
it renders .the tiniber less ljable to warp and crack in drying; but, he adds, "wher~strength is required it ought not to be put in watert."
And he found, from numerous
experiments, that timber which had remained some time in fresh water lost more of its
weight in drying than that which was dried under cover; and he observed, that green
timber that had been steeped in water for some time was always covered with a gelatinous substance!.
Timber that has been cut when the tree was full of sap, and particularly when that
sap is of a saccharine nature, must be materially benefited by steeping in water; because
it will undoubtedly remove the greater part of the fermentible matter. Duhamel has
ascertained that the sap-wood of oak is materially improved by it, being much less
subject to worm-eat; and also, that the tender woods, such as alder and the like, are
less subject to the worm when water seasoned§. Beech is said to be much benefited
by immersion; and green elm, says Evelyn, if plunged four or. five days in water
~especially salt water) obtains an admirable seasoninglJ.
When timber is put in water it must be sunk so as to be completely under water, as
nothing is more destructive than partial immersion. Salt water is considered best for
ship-timber, but for timber to be employed in the construction of dwelling-houses fresh
water is better.
Of Stea1R.ing and BoiliTlg Timber.

323. Though steaming or boiling impairs the strength and elasticity of timber, it
gives another property, which for some purposes is still more desirable than strength;
for boiled or stea~ed timber shrinks less and stands better than that which is naturally
$easoned. Therefore it may often be useful to;season timber in this manner where
joiners' work is to be executed in oak of British growth, as without this precau'tion it
requires a long time to season .it so as to be fit for such purposes.

.

Si1n, vol. ii. p. 217.

! Transport des Bois, p. 164,168, and 171.
U Silva,vol.ii.p.!17.

t

Transport des Bois, p. 2<17.
§ Idem, p. 172 et 176.
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The timber should not remain long in boiling water or steam; four hours will, it]
general, be quite sufficient: and after boiling or steaming the drying goes on very
rapidly, but it is well not to hasten the drying too much. Steamed wood dries sooner
than that which is boiled, according to Mr. Hookey's experiments"".
How far steaming or boiling affects tbe durability of timber has not been satisfactorily
ascertained; but it is said that the planks of a ship, near the bows, which are bent by
steaming, have never been observed to be affected \vith the dry rot t. The change3
produced. by boiling, as observed by Duhamel, are not very favourable to the opini~n
that it adds to the durability of timber. For when a piece of dry wood was immersed
in boiling water, and afterwards dried in a. stove, it not .only lost the water it had
imbibed, but also a part of its substance; and when the expel1.ment was repeated with
the same piece of wood, it lost more of its substance the second time th~n it did the
first. The same thing takes place in green wood; and tender woods; or those of a.
middling quality, are more altered by these operations than hard woods, or those of
a good quality!. Dr. Watson found steeping long in cold water produced simiIal'
effects; and that box, oak, and ash, lost more weight by this process than mahogany,
walnut, or deal§.
Of Smoke-drying, Scorching, and Charring TimlJ~.
324. It is an old, and a well founded observation, that smoke-drying contributes.
much to the hardness and durability of wood. Virgil seems to bave been aware of its.
utility when he wrote the passage which is thus translated by Dryden:
tt

Of beech the plough-tail, and the bending yoke,

Or softer linden harden'd i1a the smoke

11."

. Georgics,J. ~~5;

But this method can only be effectually applied on a very small scale; yet sometimes.)
for particular purposes, it may be useful to season in the smoke. As a substitute for
the smoke of an open chimney, BIlls a~"ises to bum fern, furze, straw, or shavings
under the timber~, which would destroy any seeds of fungi or worms, and so embitter
. Bar1ow'sEssayonthe StrengthofTnnber,p. 14.

T Ency.Brit. Snpp.art. DryRot, p. 68~.

1 Transport des Bois, p. 138 et 144.

§ Chemical Essays, vel. iii. p. 24.

Beckman (in bis History of Inventions, vol. it p. 77) quotes a passage (roD) Hcsiod to the same effect; and adds,
"as the houses of the ancients were so smoky, it may be easily comprehended bow, by means of smoke, they could dry
and harden pieces oftimber."
In this manner were prepared the pieces of WGod destined for ploughs, waggons, and
the rudders of vt'Ssels :
11

"These long suspend, where

,

nn.olu

their strength explores,

And seasons into use, and binds their pores.'o

Timber Tree Improved, by Mr. Ellis.

Sotheby.s Virgil.
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the external surface as to prevent any future ill effect from either. It would be easy
to contrive the means of smoke-drying for the use of a manufactory where much sea~
soned wood was used.
Scorching must do timber much harm when it is done hastily, so as to cause rents
and cracks in it; as these become receptacles for moisture, and consequently must
be the cause of ~apid decay.
It must be always remembered,. that chatTing the surface is only useful in as far as it
destroys and prevents infection; and that it should be applied only to timber already
seasoned; for when it is applied to green timber, it only closes up the pores at the
surface, so that the internal sap and moisture cannot evaporate.
In that kind of decay which arises from the constant evapQration.of moisture, charring
the surface produces no effect. Duhamel made some experiments on this point, and
found that there was very little difference between the posts he had charred, and those
he had not charred, at the end of six years *; but as a preventive of infection by the
dry rot, and of the worm in timber, charring appears to be very beneficial, and wiU no
doubt be assisted by impregnating the timber with the bitter particles of smoke.

Tables of the Weight of Timber in dffferent States.
325. As a suitable introduction to some remarks on seasoning, I subjoin the following
tables.
Weight of a Cubic Foot of Timber, Green, and also its Weight a Year after'lJ)ards.
From Dubamcl'a cxperimt'ntst;

Kind of wood,

reduced to English weights and DlcasUres.

Weight of a cubic foot Weight of a cubiefoot
green.
one year afterwards.

, , , ,,
Oak of Provence,
Elm, ditto, , , , , , , , . ,,

Poplar, ditto. ,. , . , , ..
Walnut, ditto .........
Lime,

ditto,

, . , , , , , ,.

Beech of Bourgogne
White pine of Provence"
Norway pine, dry .,.,

78'25
57'14
49'68
54'43
45'2
56'25
53'73

68'3
47'5
30'69
44'08
27'96
43'95
43'93
36'75

The writer of an article on Timber, in tbe Encyclopedie Methodique, states that the
weight of a. cubic foot of green oak varies from 62'5 to 66 pounds; of a cubic foot of
. Trausport des Bois, p, 2g.s, et slliv,

... IdcIII, p. t)1)..,
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seasoned oak, from 53'S to S8 pounds; and a cubic foot of very dry oak, from 44'6
to 47'3 pounds""'. The timber of very old trees is often much lighter than this; I
have tried specimens from old trees that did not exceed 38'S pounds per cubic foot
when dry. "'"hen the specific gravity is very low it may be safely concluded that it
is the wood of an old tree, and that it will be brittle and deficient both in strength and
toughness.
Someexperimeilts have been made on the loss of weight in seasoning by Mr. Couch,
at the Royal Dock Yard, at Plymouth, from which the following are takent.

-

Weight when felled of
a cl1bie foot.

Kind of wood.

Elm

Riga

(but

end)

..............

masts,

.,

69

" "

58t

.. ,.,. ..

Weight of a cubic foot
when first imported,
42

Pitch pine, American
Yel10w pine, dittQ , . .

Spruce pine, ditto. . .

Sbrink~e in seasoning,

pounds,

pounds.
Oak

Weight seasoned of
a cllbic foot,

.

47i-

"3T

36i-

-:rT

40

'TV

47
4~

46T.
28~

33

32~

1

1

1
~.(J"
1

T'I7

I

1
TTT

To these experiments the following new ones are added, which include some varietit~3
of wood not before tried.
Kind of wood.

Oak sap-wood (quercus sessilillora)
Spanish

chesnut

. ... .... ...... ..

Larch. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . , . . . . ,
Walnut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Acacia (robinia pseudo-acacia) . .
"

'Weight of a cubic
foot when green.

pounds.
67'0
54'68
42'06
57'5
51'25

Weight of a cubic
foot dry.

pounds.
47'07
37'91
30'99
38'5
46'76

"Ve are also indebted to Mr. Wiebeking for some experiments on seasoning timber;
and as both the kinds of timber and the. times of observation are different from those
already noticed, his table is a considerable addition to our knowledge of this important
subject. It is, in common with all the other tables in this work, reduced to English
weights and measures.
.. Art. Bois, Diet. Architecture, Encyclopedie Methodique.

t Mr. Couch', Table is published in :Barlow's Essay on the StreJlgth of Timber, p. 9; and COiltain:tmuch ,'aluable
.nformation.
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*

.
i

Weight of a cubic foot'

Weight of a cubic foot

fifteen days after the
wood was feUed.

after three months' exposure to the air.

Weight of a cubic foot

pounds.

pounds.

when dry.

I

pounds,

Oak . . ... ... . .. ... . .. ....
Larch.
. . . . , , , . . '.
'
Pine (pinus sylvestris)

,-;-.. ..
Pinaster
Fir (pinus"'"picea) .. ..

58'74
53'63
51'08
I

52'35
33'~

I

!

I

I

56'18
51'08
3S'31

39'27 to 39'58
38'31
26'817

I

33'2
29'37

25'54
25'22 to 25' 54

'i

!

i

Wood, when it is cut into small pieces, very SOO11acquires its utmost degree of
dryness. Dr. Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, ill the month of March, cut a piece from the
middle of a large ash tree that had been felled about six weeks, and weighed it; its
weight was 3]7 grains; in seven .days it lost 62 graius, or nearly one-fifth of its weight.
It was weighed again in August of the same year, but had not lost any more of its
weight; hence it had become- perfectly' dry in the short space of seven days. He alsq
found that the sap-wood of oak lost more weight in drying than the hear~-wood, in the
proportion of 10 to 7t.
Mr, ,Pontey has ascertained that the sap-wood of larch loses two-fifths of its weight
in drying

t.

Laws of Seasol~i1lg~

326. The time that is required to season, or to dry a piece of timber, obviously
depends upon its magnitude; for we have seen that in a small piece it will become
perfectly dry in a few days: therefore some rule in this respeet is des~nble. A complete
solution of the problem Csnllot be effected without more accurate ,experiments had been
made on pieces under various circumstances. But till something better shall be done
the following investigation may be useful.
The time required to -dry a piece of timber will depend on the quantity of sUlface
>IfTraitt contenant une Partie Essentirlle de la Science de con.truire les Ponts, p. 114..

t

Chemical Essays, vol. Hi. p. 21.
Forest Pruner, p. 88. Mr, Pontey is completely wrong when Re supposes his experiments to furniih apy rule fur
the time it would require to .euon larger pieces.
y

:
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exposed to the action of the air;. and while the quantity of timber remains the same;"
tbe larger the surface the sooner it will be dry.
Also, if the quantity of surface remain the same, the time of drying will be proportional to the quantity of matter; as the greater the quantity of matter under. the same
surface, the longer it will be in drying.
Let I be the length of a tree, which may be supposed to be .a cylinder, and d itg
diameter, and p=3'14l6.
Tb en, bv. the principles of mensuration, tbe surface of the cylinder is equal to
pdl++pd~;. and its solid content is ipd<Jl. But the time of drying will vary in the
inverse ratio of the surfa~e, and directly as the solid content: caU this time T. Then

ipd'-l
pdL+ipdt

: T, or

~l+j-d

: T. And, if c be a constantquantity,to be foundfrom expe-

riments, we have l~~d=T,
And in a rectangular

wb.en the beam is cylindrical.

beam

lb: ::16d

-T;

where b is the breadth

and d the depth

of the beam.

"Then a table of reciprocals is at hand, the latter nue becomes much
c
1.
] =T.
more convenient for calculation under the form I
d+b+7
This investigation is made on the supposition that the evaporation is free and eq~aJ
at every part ~f the surface; but this is not the case in seasoning, as the evapora~ion
from tbe ends is greater than from the sides, and greater from the upper side:than from
the under one; but it is perhaps sufficiently correct to be useful, at least till something
better shall be done.
Equal drying would be much promoted by often furning the pieces, and by keeping
them free from tbe ground or other damp bodies; and the more equal the drying is>the
more nearly these rules will apply.
Timber is used in two states, that is, when it is dry, and when it is only seasoned.
The term seasoned, however, is not very accurately defined. Rondelet considers
timber to be sufficiently seasoned for carpenters' work when it has lost about onesixth of its weight. But according to my own observations, timber has undergone what
is termed a proper seasoning, when it has lost about one-fifth of its weight; .' therefore,
I 8hal~ call that timber seasoned, which has lost one-fifth of the weight it had at the
time of felling.
It also appears

from the experiments

of Duhamel:;;: and, Couch

t,

that timber

loses

about one-third of its weight in becoming dry; and such a. degree of qryness pe4Jg
*

1'ransport des Bois.

t

Barlow's Essay ODTimber, p. 13.
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sufficient for the joiners' purpose, I shall consider timber dr!} when it has lost one-third
of its weight.
.

Thus the terms dry and seaso7led will have a more certain meaning; and when
diying is carried to its greatest degree, the timber may be called. perfectly dry, to distinguish it from that degree of dryness \vhich renders it fit for joiners' work.
In order to compare the times required to season and to dry timber when the sizes
of the pieces remain the same, it will be necessary to consider the progress. of evaporation
from the same quantity of surface..
Let the whole time be conceived to be divided into equal parts, then the quantity
evaporated during anyone of these parts of the time will be inversely as the square of the
time between that part and the commencement.. For as the time increases, the quantity of moisture decreases; and the force of evaporation being proportional to the excess
of moisture, the quantity evaporated must decrease in the inverse ratio of the time; 'but
if the evaporating force were constant, the quantity evapOL"atedmust be less and less
at each successive space of time from the decrease of moisture; therefore, as both the
e.vaporating force, and the quantity to be evaporated, decrease with the time, the quantity.~vaporated during any spa~e or part of the time is inversely as the square
of its
.
distan~e
from the commencement.
.
.
Now" a~cording to this law, the whqle quantity evaporated during any time, counting
from the beginning of the process, will be inversely as the cube of that time: therefore,
denoting the time necessary to season a piece of timber by unity, or 1, we may find
1 1
1
:
::
the time required to dry the same piece. For
5 3 l~: cu b e 0 f' bme 0 f clrymg

( : )$=4'63

.

. -

.

ne'arly: that is, it requires 4"63 times as long to dry a piece of timber, as it

does to season it~ if the piece remain of the same size.
Hence it appears how slowly the process of drying goes on; and the preceding equations showing that it proceeds most rapi~ly in small pieces, the importance of reducing
timber to its proper scantlings for use is obvious. For, however dry a piece of timber
may 'be, when it is cut to a smaller scantIing it will still shrink and lose weight, being
always less dry in the centre than. at the surface; and the more rapidly the drying has
been carried on, the greater will be tbe difference. Nevertheless, in the first stages of
seasoning it'is best that it should proceed slowly; otherwise tbe external pores shrink
so close as not to permit the free - evaporation of the internal moisture, and the piece
would split from unequal sbrinking; and, lastly, it should be reduced nearly to the

proper scantling some time before it be framed.

.

The long time wbich large' pieces' require to .season should render their use. less
freqllent, without a proper time can be allowed. In the following table. I ha,-:e given
the times of drying and seasoning pieces of different sizes, calculated by the rule.s laid
y2
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down in this article, \vhich may be useful, as it shows at once the time necessary
bring different scalltlings to the same degree of dryness.
!
;

I

Length in feet.

10
10
12
12
12
12
18
20

Breadth in inches. Thickness in inches.

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
~O

Time of seasoning

in

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

OF THE DECAY

mo;:s.

'l'ime of drying- in
I

tL\

I

m:;hS.
I

S+
10
12
14
17
1~
21

I

39
48
57
66
76
86
96

OF 'rlMEER.

327. Timber, when properly seasoned, is strong, tough, and elastic; but it does not
long. retain those properties in any state or situation. Timber is generally employed in
situations where it is continually dry, where it is constantly wet, where it is alternately
wet and dry, or where it is exposed to heat and continued moisture. The effect of
each of these states is the next object of attention.

J;tfect of continued Dryness.
Timber that is constantly dry, or affected only by the sma11 quantity of moisture
which it absorbs from the air in damp weather, has been known to last for seyen or

eight htmdred years; but, even in . this state, time produces a sensible alteration in its
properties; for it js found to lose its elastic and coherent powers gradually, and to
become. brittle. Hence it is unfit to sustain the action of yariable loads, though in a
state of rest it may endure an immense length of time.

Effect of continued Wetness.

328. The wood of trees in its natural state is a very compound substance; a certain
portion of its ?onstituents is soluble in water, another part may be extracted by
alcohol, and the part remaining, after being treated with alcohol, is the pure ,,.oody
fibre, or .lignin, of chemists. After water has extracted all that is soluble by it from
timber, it is-obviouS!that while the timber continues immer&ed in water it may remain
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unchanged for an indefinite period; but if it be taken out and dried, it is found to be
brittle and effete; or, to l1se the workman's expression, "its nature is gone;" and, as
Dr. Sloane has obsenTed of oak that had been buried in a wet situation, "it dries,
~plits, becomes light, and soon impairs*."
But though oak timber taken from bogs
is always found to be brittle and in a state of decay, fir from the same bog is often,
if not always, in a much sounder state.

Effect of alternate Dryness and Moisture.
329. '"Then timber is exposed to the action of alternate dryness and moisture it soon
decays. Jt has been already noticed, that repeated steeping and drying removes It
sensible portion of the wood at each operation (see art. 222 and 2'23;) and it is evident,
that at each drying a new portion of soluble matter is formed, which either did not
before exist, or which is rendered soluble by a change in its principles. This conclusion is further established by Saussure, who found that wood, the most completely
freed of its soluble principles, furnishe~ always by maceration in water, with the contact
of air, infusions holding extractive matter dissolved t. The effect of this kind of decay
may be observed in weather-boarding, fencing, and in any situation where wood is
constantly exposed to the vicissitudes of the weather. V\Then the timber has been
thoroughly seasoned, painting or any kind of coating that is capable. of resistini'
.rnoisture is the best means of :preserving it from this h;nd of decay. (See art. 354.)

Effect of continued Moisture with Heat.
330. Wood, in common with other vegetable products~ when exposed to a 'certain
degree of moisture, and at a temperature not much under 45 degrees, nor too high to
evaporate suddenly all the moisture, gradually decomposes. This decomposition is
called putrefactioH by chemical writers, but is called the 1'otill common language. It
proceeds with most rapidity in the open air, but the c{)ntact of air is not absolutely
necessary. Water is in all cases essential to the process; indeed it is a principal agent
in all processes of decomposition.
As the rot goes on certairi gaseous matters are giyen out; chiefly carbonic acid gas
arid hydrogen gas t.
Pure woody fihre, alone, undergoes this change slowly, but its texture is soon broken
-IPRvelyn'sSUn. vol.H. p. 10:;.

t

Dr. Thomson'sSyste~ of Chemi$tr)',vol.iv. p. S~6.

.,. Dr. Murray's liyttemof Chemistry,vol. iV'.p. 3~1.
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down, and it is easily resolved into new elements when mixed with substances more
liable to change. " Any process," observes Sir H. Davy, "that tends to abstract car..
bonaceous matter from it must bring it nearer in composition to the soluble principles,."
and this is done by fermentation;;'.
Hence it is that the sap-wood is of a more perishable nature than the heart-lvood; for the sap-wood abounds more in saccharine and
fermentahle principles, and consequently sooner ferments. Dr. Darwin took part of
the branch of an oak tree, cut in January, and divided it carefully into three parts, the
b~rk, the alburnum or sap-wood, and the heart-wood. These were each shaved, or
rasped, and separately boiled in water, and then set in a warm room to ferment. The
decoction of the sap-wood passed into rapid fermentation, and became acid; but not
either of the othert.
Duhamel tried some experiments to ascertain the effect of confining the sap in green
timber; and found, that the pieces thus confined soon exhibited signs of rapid deeay;
and therefore he strongly recommends a free space for the circulation of air round the
ends of joists and beams, instead of building them in the wall t. Duhamel also tried
the effect of covering the external surface of timber with paint, tar, and pitch; and
found that it contributed much to the durability of dry or well-seasoned timber, but
bastened the decay of green and unseasoned tirnber§.
Quicklime, when assisted by moisture, has a powerful effect in hastening the decomposition of wood, in consequence of its abstracting carbon. Mild lime (carbonate of
lime) has not this effect!!. But mortar requires a considerable time to bring it to the
state of mild lime; therefore, bedding timber in mortar, or building it in walls where it
will long remain in a damp state in contact with mortar, is very injurious, and often
the cause of rapid decay. Wood in a perfectly dry state does not appear to be injured
by dry liine; of this we have examples in plastering laths, which are generally found
sound and good in places where they have been dry. Lime also protects wood from
worms.
Volatile and fixed oils, resins, and waX, are equally as susceptible of decay as woody
fibre under the same circumstances ~; hence we iee the impropriety of attempting to
protect wood in any situation where the coat of paint, &c. cannot be renewed froI;I1
time to time; and also, that woods abounding in resinous matter cannot be mor~
durable than others.
Decay sometimes commences in the growing tree, for when it has stood beyond a
certain age, deca.y at the heart has generally made some progress. (See .art. 317.)
I have often observed this in large girders of yellow fir, which bave appeared sound on
.

. .AgriculturalChemistry,p. 249,4to. edit.

: TransportdeaBois, p. 52 et 53.
11Agricultural CJtemiatry,p..278.

t Phytologia,p. 83.
§ Idem, p. 60; also Chapman on Preserv~tionof',flMber, p.1~1..
,. Idem, p. 28~.
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the outside, but by removing some of the binding joists have been found completely
rotten at the heart*. It is on this account that the practice of sawing and bolting
girders is recommended. (See art. 140, Sect. Ill.)
It is usual to divide the rot into two kinds, the ttJetrot, and the dry rot; but I have
not been able to discern any real distinction between them, except that in the one the
gaseous products are evaporated, and in the other the greater part of them run into a.
new combination, which is a species of fungus. Both, in a chemical sense, are produced
by precisely the same causes, with this exception, that a free evaporation determines
it to be the wet rot; a confined place, or imperfect evaporation, renders it tbe dry
rot, as timber must be decomposed before it can become the food of a plant: they are
evidently tbe same with the putrefaction of chemists. It is said that the decay of a post
placed in tbe ground, or in water, is an example of the wet rot; and it is assumed, that
the parts undergoing the process of decay are alternately wet and dry; but the fact is,
they are constantly supplied with that degree of" dampness which is essential to putrefaction. For" timber being composed longitudinally of an assemblage of pipes or
tubes, it is only necessary that one .end of a log of wood should be placed in a damp
or wet situation, to occasion the moisture to be conveyed to the opposite end by
capillary attraction

t."

Prevent a free change of atmospheric

air, and a post so circum-

stanced, it is well known; would be affected with the dry rot. Hence it appears to me,
that some writers are mistaken in asserting, that they are" essentially different, both in

the symptoms, the progress, and the callses t."

.

.

When only the external part of a beam has been seasoned, and tbe sap has never
been evaporated from the internal part, the rot will be an internal disease; and where
an internal decay of this kind is found, it proves that the timber has never bee~ properly
seasoned. Mr. Bowden, in the plate to his'rreatise on the Dry Rot, gives figures of
such a piece; it appears to be of common occurrence; and it is evident from such
examples of decay, that the want of due time and attention in seasoning is one o~ the
chief causes of the rapid decay. of ships. In Mr. Bowden's specimen the exterior part,
to the depth of"two inches from the outside, was as sound as any wood could possibly
be; but the central part was filled with a fine, white, thread-like vegetation, extending
within the above-mentioned two inch~ of the exterior surface, and uniting in a thick
fungous coat at the end of the piece §; thus showing the depth .to which the seasoning
had been effected.
.
.331. In the ~rst stages of rotteness the timber swells and changes colour, is often
covered with mucor or mouldines$, and emits a musty smell. Where the rotteness ig

. I o,bJerved.an iDstance of this kiaa in the repairs

at Kenwood (the' teat of the Earl of Mansfield) in 1815; a~1l

.aimilar ones at some other places since tbat time.

t EDc:yclopredia.
Britannica, Supplement,art. Dry 1tot~p.t;7S.
§ ;I'reati$eon t~ .Dry'Rot,p.ll ;wd 15.

.

:: Idem, p. 671.
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internal, or the timber is in a confined place, a new substance is formed between the
fibres, of a spongy consistency, resembling the external coat of a mushroom; and the
substance itself has been ascertained to belong to the order fungi, of the cryptogamia
class of plants.
\Vhel1 the fungus first appears on the sides and ends of timbers, it covers the surface
with a fine delicate vegetation, that has been called by shipwrights a mildew. These
fiIle shoots afterwards collect together, and the appearance then may be. compared to
hoal'-frost, and increases rapidly, assuming gradually a more compact form, like the
external coat of a mushroom, but spreads in the form of leaves, being larger or
smaller most probably in proportion to the nutriment the wood affords. The colours of
the fungus are val'ious; sometimes white, gre)ish white, with violet; often yellowish
brown, or a deep shade of fine rich brown.
I t ha..')been considered It question of some importance to determine how fungi are
propagated, or from what they o~;ginate; but as such an inquiry can be attended wit}}
little, if any advantage, in preventing the rot, it appears to be better to consider it only
so far as it is a chemical change, leaving the question of their origin to the curiolls, as
well as the distinction of the species of fungi.
In..the more advanced stages the woody fibres contract lengthwise, and show many
deep fissures across the fibres, similar to a piece of wood scorched by the fire. The
woody fibres appear to retain their natural for~, but easily cmmble into a fine powder.
In oak this powder is of a fine snuff-brown colour.
The fungus, when it spreads upon the surface of the wood, often becomes of a
considerable size, sometimes spreading over the adjoining walls, and ascending to a
considerable height.

The decayedstate of a barn floor is thus describedby Mr. B. Johnson:

(C

An oak

barn floor which had been laid twelve years began to shake upon the joists, and on
examination was found to be quite rotten in various parts. The planks, 2~ inches ih
thickness, were nearly eaten through, except the outside, which was glossy, and apparently. without blemish. The rotten wood was partly in the state of an impalpable
powder, of a snuff colotlr; other parts were black, and the rest clearly fungus. No
earth

was near the wood:lA<."

332. In timber of the same kind, that of the most so.ppy and rapidly grown trees is
the most subject to decay. The wood of trees from the close forests of 'Germany or
America is more subject to it than that of trees grown in more open situations; and
it is remarked by Mr. Barrow, that" the timber broug~t from Am€rica in the heated
~old of a ship, .is invariably cqvered over, on being landed, with a complete c0ating <of
fungus t." Consequently, the timber must be infected with the seeds of decay before
. Transactions of the Society of Art.!, &c. vo1. xxi. p. 294.

t EnC3.Brit. Supp. art. Dry Rot, p:61!:'1'
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it is brought into use. Also, the custom of floating timber in docks and rivers injures
it very much; it would be better to sink it completely under water, as to half immerse
it in water is the worst situation it can be placed in.
333. Though moisture be essential to the progress of decay, absolute wetness will
prevent it, especially at a low temperature.
In ships this has been particularly remarked, for that part of the hold ofa ship which is constantly washed by the bilgewater is never affected by dry rot *. Neither is that side of the planking of a ship's
bottom which is next the water found in a state of decay, even when the inside is quite
rotten, unless the rot has penetrated quite through from the insidet.
334. Warmth and moisture are the most active causes of decay, and provided the
necessary degree of moisture be present, the higher the heat the more rapid ~s its
progress. In warm cellars, or in any close confined situations where the air is filled
with vapour without a cunent to change it, the rot proceeds with astonishing rapidity,
and the timber-work is destroyed in a very short time. The bread-rooms of ships,
behind the skil'tings and under the wooden floors of the basement stories of houses,
particularly in kitchens, or other rooms where there are constant fires; and, in general,
in every place where wood is exposed to warmth and damp air, ,the dry rot will soon

make its appearance.

-

335. All kinds of stoves are sure to increase the disease if moisture be present. The
effect of heat is also evident from'the rapid decay of ships in -hot climates!. And the
warm moisture given out by particular cargoes is also very destructive; such as cargoes
of hemp §, pepper, and cotton 11.
336. Building timber into new walls is often a cause of decay, as the lime and damp
brick-wol'k are active agents in producing putrefaction, particularly where the scrapings

of roads are used instead of sand for -mortar.

Hence it is that bond-timbers, wall-

plates, and the ends of girders, joists, and lintels, are so frequently found in a state of
decay. The old builders used to bed the ends of girders and joists in loam, instead of
mortar, as is directed in the act of parliament for rebuilding 'the city of London~. In
this place it may not be amiss to point out the dangerous consequences of pmlding walls
so that their principal support depends on timber. The usual IJlethod of putting bondtimber in walls is to lay it next the inside; this bond often decays, and of course leaves,
the waUresting only upon the external course or courses of bricks; and fractures, bulges,
or absolute failufes are. the natural consequences. This evil is in some degree avoided
by placjng the bondin the middle of the wall so that there is brick-work on each side,
and by not putting continued bond for nailing the battens to.
1iI'-BGwden's Treatise

on Dry Rot, p. 62.

t Idem, p. 68.
§ <::ha.pm~'.onPre'ervation of Timber, p. 14.

~ ldem, p. 7.0.
t! Idem, p. 73.

11'19 Clir. II. cap. 8.
z
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But if the powerful lateral pressure of flat arches were avoided, so many ties m
bond-timbers would l10t be necessary. The improper use of arches produces morc.fractures in buildings than any other cause. Nothing can be more absurd than the
construction of the fronts of London houses; they exhibit a continued series of stretchers
and ties. Each range of arches is a line of stretchers, and the bond and wall-plates are
the ties; and as the arches are close-jointed and well fitted on the outside, but open
jointed and indifferently built in the inside, when the building settles it has a strong
tendency to bulge outwards. Thus timber ties are necessary to secure an ill-constructed
wall, which consequently cannot be more durable than the timber.
As an example of the danger of trusting to timber in supporting heavy stone or
brick-work, the failure of tbe curb of the brick dome of the chureh of St. Mark, at
Venice, may be cited. This dome was built upon a curb of larch timber, put together
in thicknesses, with the joints crossed, and was intended to resist the tendency which
a dome'has to spread outwards at the base. In 1729 a large crack and several smaller
ones were observed in the dome. On examination the wooden curb \vas found to
be in a completely rotten state, and it was necessary to raise a scaffold from the
bottom to secure the dome from ruin. After it was secured from falling, the wooden
curb was removed, and a course of stone, with a strong bond of iron, was put in its.

place'*'
.
The bad effects resulting from damp,walls is still farther increased by hasty finishing.
To inclose with plastering and joiners' work the walls and timb'ers while they are in a
damp state, is the most certain means of causing the Imilding' to fall into a premature
state of decay.
337. There is another cause that affects all wood most materially, which is the application of paint, tar, or pitch, before the wood has been thoroughly dried. The nature
of these bodies prevents all evaporation, and confines the internal moisture, which is
the cause of sudden decay. Mr. Bramley remarks, that both oak and fir posts were
brought into a premature state of decay by their having been painted prior to a due
evaporation of their moisturet.
On the other hand, the doors, pews, and carved work, of many old churches, have
never been painted, ~nd yet they are often found to be perfectly sound, after having
existed above a century t. In Chester, Exeter, and other old cities, where much
timber was formerly used, even for the external parts of buildings, it appears to be
sound and perfect, though black with age, and has never been painted.
Mr, Semple mentions an instance of some field-gates made of home fir, part of
which, being near the mansion~ were painted, while the rest" being in distant parts of
. Rondelet, rArt de BA.tir, tome iv. p. 256; or Encyclopedie Methodique, Diet. Architecture, art. Coupore.

t

Transactions of the SOGietyof Arts, &c. TO].xxi. p. 302.

: 1tees'" Cyclop;edia, art. Timbet,
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Those which were painted soon became quite rotten,

but the others that were not painted continued firm*.

'
'

Painted floor-cloths are very injurious to wooden floors, and soon produce rotteneS8
in the floors that are covered with them; as the painted cloth prevents the access of
atmospheric air, and retains whatever dampness the boards may absorb, and therefore
soon causes decay. Carpets are not so injurious, but still assist in retardiilg free
evt\poration.

PREVBNTION OF DECAY.

338. Having now noticed the chief causes of decay, its prevention becomes the next
~bject of inquiry.
When timber has undergone a proper seasoning, in as far as regards the timber, it
is the best means of securing it against decay> whatever may be the cause; and, in.
addition to what I have already said on seasoning (art. 321 to 326) it only remains to
add, that the seasoning must be complete to. be effectual. The time required for a
, ,complete seasoning depends on the size of the pieces; and some correet experiments
.
on this subject would be very desirable, if made on a large scale.
339. But however well timber may be seasoned, if it be employed in' a damp situation
decay is the certain consequence; therefore, it is most desirable that the neighbourhood
of buildings should be well drained, which would not only prevent' the rot, but 'also
increase materially the comfort of those who reside in them: The drains should he.
made water-tight wherever they come near to tl.te walls; as walls, particularly brick
wans, readily draw up moisture to a.very considera~le height. Earth should never be
suffered to rest against walls, and the sunk ~tories of buildings should always be surrounded by an open area, so that the walls may not absorb' moisture from the earth.
To prevent moisture rising from the foundation, some substance that. will not allow it
to pass should be used at a course or two a.bove the footings of tbe, walls. Sheets of lea.d
or copper ha.vebeen used for that purpose. To 'lay a few courses of slaty stones, that
do not absorb much moisture, would be useful; but a better method is to build a few
courses in height with Roman cement, ins~ead of common mortar, arid upon the upper
course to 1;iya bed of about an inch in thickness of cement. As moisture does not
penetrate this ce~ent, it. is an excellent material for keeping out wet; and it is also a
great improvement to a brick building to stucco it on the outside with any' cement
'that keeps out moisture, as brick absorbs quickly all the moisture that comes iri contact
.
witb it, and retains it for a length of time.
. Treatise OilBuilding in Water, p. 84.
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340, The wans and principal timbers of a building should alway.sbe left for some
time to dry after it i:5covered ill. This dr)"ing is of the greatest benefit to the work,
-particularly the dr)ing of the walls; and it also allows time for the timbers to get
settled to their proper bearings, which prevents after settlements, and cracks in the
finished plastering. It is sometimes said, that it i~ useful, because it allow5 the timber
more time to season; but when the carpenter considers that it is from the ends of the
timber that much of its moisture evaporates, he will see the impropriety of leaving it to
season after it is framed, and also the cause of framed timbers of unseasoned wood
failing at the joints sooner than in any other place. No parts of timbers require
seasoning so mJ.lCh as those that are to be joined. Seasoning in the frame is a fatal
error in ship-building.
34]. Also~ when the plastering is finished a considerable time should be allowed for
the work to get dry again before the skirtings, the floors, and other joiners' work be
fixed. Drying will be much accelerated by a free admission of air, particularly in
fa.vourable weather,
When a building is thoroughJy dried at first, openings for the admission of fresh air
are 1l0t necessary where the precautious against allY ne'v accessions of moisture ha'"c
been effectual. Indeed such openings only afford harbour for vermin, as the current of
air through them is very seldom capable of carrying off any considerable degree of
moisture; for it is well known that air will not move in a horizontal direction without
a more considerable change of density than can be obtained in such situations. The
roof over the Egyptian Hall, in the Mansion House, Lo.ndon~has a space of two feet in
depth all round it for the free circulation of air'between the roof and cei1ing; and in old
Gothic buildings the roofs were gene~lly well ventilated, which must have added much
to their durability. But the construction of floors does not admit of the same facilities,
and therefore floors are more subject to decay; fol'~ as Mr. Papworth very justly
observes, "should the air absorb less moisture from the fungus than the timber affords
to its vegetation, the air will then increase the disease~ and draw into fuller growth the
fungus it has not the power to destroy; but if dry air be admitted in a quantity

adequate to cause that absorption, it will necessarily exhaust and destroy the fungus *.J>
Blit su<:h .a quantity of dry air cannot, fl'om the nature of the structure, be made to
pass between the timbers of a floor, though sufficient may be admitted to accelcrat~
its decay.
342. In floors next the ground we cannot easily prevent the access of damp, but this
-shOuldbe done as far as possible. All vegetable mould should be carefully removed,.
and if the situation admits ~f it, a considerable thickness of dry materials, such as brickb~tE, dry ashes, &c. but not lime,. should be laid under the floor, and over these a coat
. ESJiayon the Causes of the Dry Rot, p. .(8.
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of smiths' ashes, or of pyrites, where they can be procured. The timber for the joists
should be well seasoned; and it is advisable to cut off an connection between wooden
ground floors, and the rest of the wood-work of the building.
343. It is generally imagined that timber may be secured against the rot by impregnating it with substances that resist putrefaction; this opinion has produced many
schemes, but no rational hopes of success can be entertained, unless the timber be
also well seasoned, and secured as far as possible against moisture. No quick process
is likely, yet something might be done where time assisted in giving permanence to the
combination.
Common salt (muriate of soda) is found to protect the timber impregnated with it
when the proportion of salt is considerable. The Jarge wooden props which support
the roofs of the salt mines in Hungary, and are perpetually moistened with salt water
trickling down them, are said to have suffered no decay for many centuries SA<;and the
incrustations of salt upon the timbers of vessels employed in carrying salt-fish preserve
them a great number of yearst. There are, however, strong objections to using solu~
tions of salt, unless it be where it is of no importance whether the wood be dry or wet;
for the attraction of salt for moisture would keep the wood continually wet jf moisture
should be present.
344. Sea water has been found effectu.al in clearing timber of fungus, by immersing
it for several months. A ship called the Eden was cleared of every trace of fungus by
remaining eighteen months under water t. But unless a solutjon of salt, so strong as to
be objectionable from its attraction of water, could be used, there appears to be no
'well-grounded hope of its being useful; ~s it is well known that common salt in small.
quantities assists the decomposition of vegetable matter.
345. Sulphate of iron (commonly called green copperas) appears to be more likely
to answer the purpose.. Wood boiled for three or four hours in a solution of sulphate
of iron, and then kept some days in a w:arm place to dry, becomes so hard and compact
that moisture cannot penetrate it. In the Swedish Transactions it is recomm,ended for
preserving the wood of wheel carriages from decay§; and Mr. Chapman observes, that:
the wooden vessels in which copperas is crystallized become exceedingly hard, and not
subject to decay!!. Mr. Chapman strongly recommends immersing timbef in a solution
of this salt on a large scale, in order to be used for ship-building.
346. Dr. Darwin supposes that the rot in wood' might be entirely prevented by
soaking dry timber first in lime water, till it has absorbed as much ()f it as may be-,
and then, after it is dry, by soaking it in a weak solution of s\1lphuric acid in watcr~
.". Darwin's Pbytologia, p. 520.

:

t

:Bowden ODDry Rot~ p. 162.

Ency. Brit. Supp. art. Dry Rot, p. 682; or Transactions of tbe Society of Arts, vu!. xxxvi. p. 5-i.
§ Neuma.n, quoted by Chapman, on Prt:servatioll of Timber, p. 22.
11Cbapman on Preserration of Timber, p. 30.
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The acid will combine with the lime in the pores of the timber, and form gypsum
(sulphate oflime) and preserve it from decay if kept dry*. The benefit perhaps ,~auId
not be equivalent to the trouble of this process.
Boiling in alkalies has been proposed; but as the alkalies dissolve and decompose the
woody fibret, this process cannot be attended with advantage.
347. Quicklime, I have already stated (art. 330,) assists putrefaction when aided by
moisture. But where a great quantity of quicklime is present, so as to preserve the
wood, by its absorption of water, in a perfectly dry state; it hardens the sap, and
renders the wood very durable. Of this effect of lime Mr. Chapman had an opportunity
of ieeing proofs in the vessels employed in the Sunderland lime trade, some of whicb
were forty years old, and very sound!-

Repairs of Buildings affected '(ltiththe Rot.
348. To cure the rot is very difficult, and would be nearly, if not quite, aa expensive
a process as to put in anew the timbers affected with it; but when new timber is put
in, the old parts and the walls should have every particle of ~ungus removed from
them, or killed by some wash for that purpose. External washes perhaps are not
much further useful than so far as they hinder infection; but to produce that effect they
are perhaps the best-application, beca.use they can be applied with safety. A high
degree of heat would destroy all power of reproduction, but it cannot so well be
applied; -nevertheless, where pieces of wood are not materially injured by the rot, to
expose them to a strong heat would destroy all vegetable life in the fungus, and they
might then be washed with some of the solutions mentioned below, and used again
with perfect safety.
349. A solution <?fcorrosive sublimate (corrosive muriat.e of mercury) would answer
very effectually as a wash. It was proposed by Sir H. Davy. A very wea.k solution
does not produce the desired effect; Chapman says there should be an ounce of corrosive sublimate.to it.gallon of water, and it should be laid on hot§. No other metaUic
solution should be mixed with it.
350. A solution of sulphate of copper (commonly called blue vitriol) in the proportion
of about half a pound of. sulphate of copper to one gallon of water, used hot, makes an
excellent wash; an~ is cheaper than the preceding one.
351. A strong solution of sulphate of iron is sometimes used, but is not so effectual
aB that of copper; and sometimes. a mixture of the two solutions has been used.

. Phytologia, p. 519.
:

Chapmao on Preserva.tion of Timber, p. 16.

t Dr. ThomsoD's Chemistry, vol. iv. ,. 183.
§ Idem, p. 152.
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Coal tar. is said to have been found beneficial, but its strong smell is a great

objection to its use; where the smell is not of importance, it would assist in securing
new timber that had been previously well dried.
353. Charring new wood can only be expected to prevent infection, as We have
seen (art. 330) that decay may begin at the centre, and proceed without ever appearing
at the surface of the beam; and therefore if timber be not' well seasoned, no permanent
good can be obtained from charring.

To preserve Wood exposed to the Weather.

354. When timber is exposed to the alternate action of -dryness and moisture, the.
hest means of securing the timber from moisture is the protection of the surface by a
coat of some substance that moisture will not penetrate.
The Dutch, for the preservation of their gates, drawbridges, sluices, and other large
works of timber, that are exposed to the sun and perpetual injuries of the weather~
coat them with a mixture of pitch and tar, upon which they strew small pieces of
cockle and other shells, beaten almost to powder, and mingled with sea sand, or the
scales of iron beaten small and sifted, which protects them in a most exceUent
m anner * .
Upon common painting sanding is an excellent practice, where it is exposed to the
weat~er; as I have uniformly observed sanded painting to be mueh more durable than
common painting.
Mr. Chapman proposes a composition which possesses the properties of impenetrability to moisture and flexibility. It consists in applying a paint made of s'I;lb-sulphate
of iron (the refuse of the copperas pans) ground up' with any cheap oil, and rendered
thin with coal-tar oH, in which a little pitch had. been dissolved. In the neighbourhood of Newcastle or Glasgow the refuse of" the copperas pans may be easily
procured t.
Another method of protecting timber is described by Mr. Semple, which appears to
be so well caleulated for the purpose, that in cases where it can be applied a better
cannot be employed. It is described in his own words as follows: "After your work
is tried up, or even put together, lay it on the ground with stones or bricks \mder it to
about a. foot high~ and burn wood (which is the best firing for that purpose) under it till
you thoroughly heat, and even scorch it all over; th~n, whilst the wood is hot, rub- it
ever plentifully with linseed oil and tar, in equal parts, and well boiled together, and le~
it be kept boiling whilst you are using. it; and this will UnIQediately strike and sinl\
.

,. J:VdYD'SSilva, vel. ii. p. '19,

t Cha.pinan QIlJ're;crvation of'1jmber, p. 141.
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(if the wood be tolerably seasoned) one inch or more into the wood, close all the pores,
and make it become exceeding hard and durable, either under or over water:;;'."
No composition should however be applied till the timber has been well seasoned, as
to inc10se the natural juices of the wood is to render its rapid decay certain.

Of the PreVelltic1U of the Ra'tJages of Worms and Imects.

355. Besides the decay of its parts, timber is subject to be destroyed by various
worms and insects. Some woods are more' subject to be destroyed by them than
others; such as alder, beech, birch, and, in general, all soft woods, of which the juices
are of a saccharine nature.
.
.
Against the common worm, oil of spike is said to be an excellent remedy, and the
oil of juniper, or of turpentine, will prevent them in some degree. A free use of linseed
oil is a good preventive; but these can be applied to small articles only.
Evelyn recommends sulphur which has been immersed in aquafortis (nitric acid) and
distilled to dryness, which being exposed to the air dissolves into an oil. The parts to
be secured from the worm are to be anointed with this oil, which does not give an
unpleasant

odour to the wood

t.

.

Lime is an excellent preservative against the worm, and sap-wood should always be
impregnated with it when used in a dry situlltion.
As worms 'do not attack bitter woods, soaking wood in an infusion of quassia has
.
been tried, which is said to have the desired effect.
356. The bottoms of ships, and timbers exposed to the action of the sea, are often
destroyed by the pipe-worm, or teredo na1Jalis of naturalists. This creature is very
small when first excluded from the egg, but soon acquires a considerable size, being
often three or four inches in length, and sometimes increases to a foot in length. Its
head is provided with a hard calcareolls substance, which performs the office of m auger,
and enables it to penetrate the hardest wood. When a piece of wood, constantly
under water, is occupied by these worms, there is no sign of damage to be seen on the
surf&ce, nor are the worms visible till the outer part of the wood be broken 01' cut
away;. yet they lie so near the surface as .to have an easy communjcation with the
water by a multitude of minute perforations.
They were originally brought from
India to Ettrope.
Wood is eaten by them till it becomes like a honeycomb, yet tp.ere is an evident care
in these creatures never to injure one another's habitations, for the divisions between
the. worm holes are entire, though often extremely thin. .The fir and alder are the two'
.. Semple ODBuBdlng ill Water,' p. 85.

t

Evelyli's Sih'a, vol.li. p. 157.
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kinds of wood they seem to destroy with the greatest ease, and in these they grow to
the greatest size. In oak they make slower progress, and app~ar smaller, and not so
well nourished.
They never touch bitter woods, and in solid or hard woods they make slow progress.
Charring the surface of wood is not found to be of any use.
A mixture of lime, sulphur, and colocynth, with pitch, is found to be a protection to
boards and the like. And rubbing the wood with poisonous ointments. is a means of
destroying

.

them >11:

Coal tar is also a good protection against their depredations. The pores of the ,vood
should be saturated as far as possible with it; and perhaps corrosive sublimate migh t
be used with advantage, by saturating the wood with a solution of it, and letting it dry
before the tar be laid on.
Whale oil is stated to be an effectual remedy, aJld has been successfully employed t.
357. There is another kind of "vorm which is very destructive to timber, which
Mr. Smeaton observed in Bridlington piers. The wood of these piers, he sa~Ts,is
destroyed by a certain species of worm, differing from the common worm whereby
sbips are destroyed. "This worm appears as a small white soft substance, much like a
maggot; so small as not to be seen distinctly without a magnifying glass, and even then
a distinction of its parts is not easily ~ade out. It does not attempt to make its way
through the wood longitudinally, or along tlle grain, as is the case ",itb tbe common
ship worm, but directly, or rather a little obliquely inward. They do not appear to
make their way by means of any hard tools or instruments, but rather by some species
.of dissolvent liquor, furnished by the juices of the animal itself. . The rate of progression," he was informed, "is, that a three-inch oak plank will be destroyed in eight
years by action from tbe outside only!." Fir is more subject to be destroyed by this
.

worm than oak.

To prevent the destructive effects of these worms, Mr. Smeaton recommended that
the. timbers of the piers should be.. squared, and made to fit as dose together as
possible; to fill all the openings left with. tar and oakum, and level the face and cover
it with sheathing, as ships are covered.
These worms do not live except where they have the action of the water almost
every tide; nor do they live in the parts covered with sand.
The remedies that resist the ship worm would no doubt be effectual against these.
358. The termite or white ant (a species of the. genus termes, and of the aptera order
of insects in the Linnrean system) is represented by Linnreus as the greatest cal~mity
of both Indies, because of the havoc. they make in all buildings of wood, in utensils:,
. Rees', Cyclopaedia,art. Teredo.

:- Smeaton's

t

Reports, ,.01. Hi. p. 188.

AA

Chapma.n on Preservatiolt of Tinibu~ p. 4Z.
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and in furniture; nothing but metal or stone can escape their destructive jaws.
They frequently construct nests within the roofs and other parts of houses, which they
destroy if not speedily extirpated. The larger species enter under the foundations of
houses, making their way through the floors, and up the posts of buildings, destroying
all before them'"". And so little is seen of their operations, that a well-painted building
is sometimes found to be a mere shell.
Con-osive sublimate is highly poisonous to these ants; therefore, to impregnate the
timber with a solution of it would prevcnt their ravages. Arsenic is also very destructive to them; and they do not destroy wood impregnated with oil, particularly essential
oils t. Thunberg found cajeput oil effectual in destroying tbe rcd ants of Bata\ia ;
he used it to preserve his boxes of specimens from them. When ants were put into a
box anointed with this oil they died in a few minutes t.

Of the Dura1Jility of Timber.
359. The carpenter who feels any deligl1t in the progress of his art cannot be insensible to the advantage of giving durability to his materials; nor yet be uninterested in
any inquiry into the probable extent of their duration. Not tbat his fame as an artist
rests solely on the extent of their duration; for while his productions are wortby of
imitation, the remembrance of them will be preserved by the engraver's art as long as
there shall be men capable of paying '8 just tribute to the memory of departed merit.
The French army, in 1799, destroyed the celebrated bridge across the Rhine at Schaffhausen; but the fame of Grubenmann the carpenter will long continue; and the form
of that excellent specimen of the art will only cease to be remembered when carpentry

itself no longer exists§.

.

It must also be remembered, that to give durability to his materials is one branch
of .the carpenter's art; and that to be defective in this particular is as much to his
discredit, as to be l1nacquainted with the geometrical or mechanical principles of
carpentry.
As examples of the duration of timber, I have collected the following notices; and
must, though not without regret, leave the subject to be extend~d by those .who have
better means of rendering it more complete.
Of the durability of timber in a wet state, the piles of the bridge built by the" Rus's Cyc1opZllia, art. Tennite.
t Supp. to Ency. Brit. art. Ant; and Cbapman on Preservation of'l'imber, p. HS.
'l'bunbarg'J Travels, '°1. ii. p. 300.
§ An 1tx~&1\ent
plate of this bridge i. published by 'l'aylor, Holbora.

:
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Emperor Trajan across the Danube is an example. One of these piles was taken up,
and found to be petrified to the depth of three-fourths of an inch; but' the rest of the
wood was little different from its ordinary state, though it had been driven more than
sixteen centuries:1«.
The piles under the piers of London Bridge have been driven above 600 years, and
from Mr. Dance's observations, in 1746, it does not appeal' that they were materially
decayed t; indeed they are now (1819) sufficiently sound to support the massy superstructure. They are chiefly of elm.
360. We have also gome remarkable hlstances of the durability of timber when buried
in the ground. Several ancient canoes have been found in cutting drains through the
fens in Lincolnshire, which must have lain there for many ages. In the Journal of
Science, &c. published at the :Royal Institution, one of these canoes is described, which
was found at the depth of eight feet below the surface of the ground. It was 30 feet 8
inches long, and 3 feet wide in the widest part, and appears to have been hollowed out
of an oak tree of remarkably fine free-grained timber!.
Also, in digging away the foundation of old Savoy Palaoe, London, which was built
650 years ago, the whole of the piles, consisting of oak, elm, beecb, and chesnut, were
found in a state of perfect soundness; as also was the planking which covered the pileheads. Some of the beech, however, after being exposed to tbe air a few weeks, .though
under cover, had a coating of fungus spread over its surface§.
361. On opening one of the tombs at Thebes, M. Belzoni discovered two statues of
wood, a little larger than life, and in good preservation; the only' decayed parts being
the sockets to receive the eyes. The wood of these statues is most probably the oldest

in existence that bears the traces of human labour \I.
A continued range or curb of timber was discovered in pulling down a part of the
Keep of Tunbridge Castle, in Kent, which was built about 700 years ago. This curb
had been built into the middle of the thickness of the wall ~, and was no doubt intended
to prevent the settlements likely to happen in such heavy piles .of buil<lingj .and there-:
fore is an interesting fact in the history of constructive architecture, as well as an

instance of the durability of timber.

""

In digging for the foundations of the "present house at Ditton Park, near Windsor,
the timbers of a drawbridge were discovered about "ten feet. below the surface of the
ground; these timbers were sound, but had become black. Hakewell says, that Sir
JQhn de MoJines obtained liberty to fortify the Manor-house of Ditton, in 1396**; and
~

BuffOD,Preuvcs de la Tbeorie de la. Terre.

t HattoD's Tracts, Tol. i. p."U9.

:t Journal of Seienee, &C.vol. i. p.244.
§ Supp. to Ency. Brit. art. Dry Rot, p. 684.
11Quarterly Review, vol. xix. p. 422; or Supp. to Ency. Brit. art. Dry Rot.
fI King's Observations on An~ient Castles, P.99.
History of Windsor, p.329.
.AA..
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it is most probable the drawbridge was erected soon after that time; and accordingly
the timber had been there about 400 years.
362. The durability of the framed timbers of buildings is also very considerable. The
trusses of the old part of the roof of the Basilica of St. Paul, at Rome, were framed in
816, and were sound and good in 1814, a space of nearly a thousand years. These
trusses are of fir"".
The timber-work of the external domes of the church of St. ]\1ark, at Venice, is more
than 800 years old, and is still in a good statet.
The inner roof of the Chapel of St. Nicholas, King's Lynn, Norfolk, is of oak, and
was constructed about 450 years ago t.
Daviller states, as an instance of the durability of fir, that the large dormitory of the
Jacobins' Convent, at Paris, had been executed in fir, and lasted 400 years§.

The timber roof of Crosby Hall, in London, was executed about 360 years ago ;
11

and the roof of "restminster Hall, which is supposed to be of chesnut, is now above
300 years old.
The rich carvings, in oak, which ornamented the ceiling of the king's room in
Stirling Castle, are many of them still in good preservation. Jt is nearly 300 years
since they were executed, and they remained in their original situation till a part of the
roof gave way, in 1777, when the whole was removed, and has since been dispersed
among the cC?llectorsof curious relics of old times ~ .
Moreton Hall, in Cheshire, where" the staircase winds round the trunk of an
immense oak tree," and the building itself is cniefly constructed of wood, has now
existed

250 years:ll=

.

I{;

And Mr. Britton describes an old house at Islington, constructed chiefly of wood"
which he has ascertained to be about 200 years old t t.
363. Other notices of extraordinary durability will be. found. in .the descriptions of
the different kinds of wood. But enough ah-eady: has been collected to show that
timber is very durable where nothing more than ordinary means have been used to
render it so; that is, nothing more than judicious selection and good seasoning.
Every permanent support should be a good and sound piece of timber; inferior
kinds should be used for temporary purposes, and where no strain occurs, and consequently where they can be easily renewed without injury to the strength of the
building.
"

Rondelet,rArt

de B!tir, tome iv. p. 168.

: :Britton's Arcbit.
11

Antiq. vol. iii. p. 58.

t Idem, tome iv. p. ':19.
§ Da.viller,Cours d'Architecture, tome ii. art. :Bols.

Idem, vo1.iv. p, 137.

'I Lacunar StTevelinense, p. 4. This 'Work is a collection of engravings of the carvings; and some of the bordel'!l.
might furnish useful hints to artists.
.. Britton's.Archit. Antiq. vol. ii. p. 82.
-tt Idem, vol. n. p. 8~.
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Mr. Ban'ow, in writing on this subject, very judiciously remarks, .. that the f~lliIlg
of timber while young and full of vigour, making us~ of the sap-wood, and applying it
to ships and buildings in an unseasoned state, have no doubt contributed to make the
disease of dry rot infinitely more common and extensive than it was in former times,
when our ships \vere 'hearts of oak,' and when, in our large mansions, the 'yind was
suffered to blow freely through them, and a current of air to circulate through the wide
space left between tbe panneled wainscot and the wall. In those old mansions which
yet remain, and in the ancient cathedrals and churches; we find nothing like dry rot,
though perhaps
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

C

perforated

sore

And drilled in holes, the solid oak is found
By worms-voracious eaten through and through *.'''

364. In regard to the durability of different woods, the most odoriferous kinds are
generally esteemed the most durable; also woods of a elose and compact texture are
generally more durable than those that are open and porous; but there are exceptions,
as the wood of the evergreen oak is more compact than that of the common oak, but
not near so durable.
Sir H. Davy has observed, that, "in general, the quantity of charcoal afforded by
woods offers a tolerably accurate indication of their durability; those most abundant in
charcoal and eartby matter are most permanent; and those that contain the largest
proportion of gaseous elements are the most destructible.
Amongst our own trees,"
he aCIds,"the chesnut and the oak are pre-eminent as to durability, and the chesnut
affords rather more carbonaceous mattcr than the oakt."
But we know from experience, that red or yellow fir is as durable as oak in most situations, though it
produces less charcoal by the ordinary process. I have added, for the information
of the reader, the following table of the quantity of charcoal afforded by 100 parts of
different woods.
,. Supplement

t

to Encyc10predia Britannica~ art. Dry Rot.

AgriculU1ra.l Cl\~~istJ")', p. 254, Svo. edit.;

p. tU,

4to. edit.
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Table of the Quanti!.y of Cltw'coal in a hundred Parts of /1Tood,according to different
Experimentalist$.
Kind

.,
.. , , . , ", , ,,
, , . . , ,.

Mahogany,

Walnut. , , . . , . , .
Elm ....................... "
....................
Beech
Fir ...... - .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. .."
Norway

pine.

Rumfordt,

I

Oak~ dry , . . , , ,
Chesnut

Proust!.

Musbett.

Watson~.

of woed.

, , . ,.

Pine,..."."....
. . ..
Scotch pine,
"
Ash,."......,..,
Poplar .....................
Lime ........................
Birch .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....
Sycamore. , . , . . . ,,
Sallow. , , , , , . , .

19

2~'6
28'2

2~'92
~0'82

25'4

~6'04

20'6
19'5
19'9

'

43
\
,

15'62

43'27

I

44'18

I

19'2

I

20
16'4
17'9

17'n

i

17
43'57
43'59
!

17'4
19'7

I

"

I

18'4

I

In Count Rumford's experiments a longer period was allowed for the process; and~
in consequence, his results represent more nearly the real quantities of carbon in each
wood than the others. But even according to the common process it does not appear
that the proportion of charcoal is a satisfactory criterion of the durability.
365. An experiment to determine the comparative durability €If different woods is
related in Young's Annals of Agl'iculture, which will be more satisfactory than any
specula.tive opinion; and it is much to be regretted that such experiments haye not
been oftener made.
" Inch-and-half planks of trees from thirty to forty-five years' growth, after ten
years standing in the weather, were examined and found to be in the following state
.
and condition:
Cedar, perfectly sound.
Larch, the heart sound, but sap
quite decayed.
Spruce fir, sound.
Silver fir, in decay.
Scotch fir, much decayed.
Pinaster, quite rotten.
. ChemicalEssays, ToI.iii. p, 27.

:t Dr.

Thomson's

System of Chemistry,

Chesnut, perfectly s.ound.
Abele, sound.
Beech, sound.
Walnut, in decay.
Sycamore, much decayed.
Birch, quite rotten §."

.

yol. iv. p, 185.

t

Philosopbital Maguine, 'J01.ii, p, 188.
§ Annals of Agriculture, vola 1i. p. ~56.
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This shows at once the kinds that are best adapted to !esist the weather; but even
in the same kind of wood there is much difference in the durability; and the observation is as old as Pliny," that the timber of those trees which grow in moist and
shady places is not so good as that which comes from a more exposed situation, nor
is it so close, substantial, and durable:if;" and Vitruvius has made similar observations t.
Also split timber is more durable than sawn timber, for in splitting the fissure follows
the grain, and leaves it whole, whereas the saw divides the fibres, and moisture finds
more ready access to the internal parts of the wood. Split timber is also stronger
than sawn timber, because the fibres being continuous, they resist by means of their
longitudinal strength; but when divided by the saw, the resistance often depends
upon the lateral cohesion of the fibres, which is in some woods only one-twentieth
of the direct cohesion of the same fibres. For the same reason whole trees are
stronger than specimens, unless the specimens be selected of a. straight grain, but the
difference in large scantlings is so small as not to be desen1ng of notice in practice.
Before proceeding to describe the particular woods, it will be necessary to explain
the differences in their structure, and to make the reader acquainted with tbe means
that have been adopted to ascertain their properties.

.
OF THE STRUCTURE

AND CLASSIFICATION

OF WOODS.

366. To the experienced eye of a workman the general appearance of each variety of
wood has become so familiar, and its most obvious characters are so strongly impressed on his memory, that be readily knows them one from another; but, never..
theless, the notice of some characters that are peculiar to certain kinds of woods may
be of use, especially to young men, who will find both information and amusement in
making collections of specimens, in examining their properties, and in renderin~ themselves familiar with their uses!.
In a section qf a tree it clearly appears that the wood IS composed of separate layers,
or rings, regularly disposed round the pith, which is in general nearly i,n the centre of
the tree j but the thickness of these layers is seldom if ever perfectly regular,
. PHny, a$ quoted by EveIyn, SiIva, Tol. i. p. 87.

t

Vitruvius, book ii. cbap. ix.

t I make it a rule to preserve a. specimen of each piece that I make an experiment upon; snch a collection i.s
invaluable as an appenda{e to tables of ex.\>enmeDts.
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\Vhen examined by a magnifier, the wood appears to consist of fine divisions, like
raJ's, spl'eading from the pith to the bark, ,\\rith pores between them, often empty, but
sometimes filled with some kind of vegetable matter. In the resinous woods most of
the pores are filled.
Besides the fine divisions, which are often scarcely to be distinguished by the naked
eye, there are, in some woods, other divisions that are larger; like larger rays passing
from the pith to the bark, they are generally of a light silvery colour, and are called the
silver grain, or larger transverse septa.. When a. piece of wood is cut so as to pass
obliquely through the larger septa or silver grain it produces that fine flowered appearance so well known in the oak.
The fine divisions, or lesser transverse septa, are common to all woods except the
palm, though in some they are not very distinct; but there are only some kinds that
have the larger septa" or silver grain !if; therefore this forms a natural character fOl'
distinguishing the kinds of wood. And they may be divided into two classes, one that
has, and the other that has not, the larger septa or silver grain.
Again, in some woods each annual layer or ring seems to be nearly uniform in its
texture, and the line of separation between the layers is not very distinct, being so
indistinct in some woods as to be "as it were shadows of circles, nothing real."'~
Mahogany is an example of this structure; and the .robinia caragna of Hill is of this
kind t.

But in other woods one part of the la.yer is nearly compact, and the rest of it presents the appearance of a circle of empty pores; of which we have an example in the
.

ash. This structure is remarkably distinct in Hill's section of the arbutus!.
There is a third kind, in 'which nearly all the pores appear to be filled with resinous
or gummy matter; and one part of the layer consists of a compact, hard, and dark!oloured substance, the other part is lighter coloured and softer. All the l'esinous
woods are of this kind.
367. According to these distinctions the arrangement of the following table is made.
. As the term silver grain is used to denote both the smaller and larger septa, I shall follow the example of Mr, Ellis
(Vegetable Anatomy, Supplement to the :Encyclopredia Britannic&, p.38i) and employ tbe terms larger transverse
septa, and lesser transverse septa. I would rather bave used the term silver grain; but if so, it must have been iD a.
~estricted sense, and in such cases new terms are less likely to mislead.
+ Hill on tbe Construction of Timber, p. 186.
t Idem, p. 1:17.
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r Division

1.- Vcry distinct annual
rings, one side porous, the other

.

(CLASSI.-With

larger

transversesepta.

J

l
rn.

r

§<
0

compact.

...

.

DZ'lnszon2.-Aunual nngs not very
dis~inct, and their texture nearly
umform.

D'

I

Division 2.-Annual

Chesnut.

II

Ah
E:rr:.

rings not very

Mahogany.

Walnut.
distinct, and their texture nearly
.
~ Teak.
um fiorm.

J

l

L

Beech.
Alder.
Plane.
Sycamore.

.
L FaIse acaCIa.

compact.

CLASS11.- N 0 1arger
transverse s~pta.

I

"
I
An uua l' rmgs very d'15lVZ$lOn.-

tinct, one side porous, the other

f$

{

Oak.

L Poplar.

Division 3.-Annual rings very distinct, pores filled with resinous
matter; one part of the ring
hard and heavy, the other soft
and lighter coloured.

Cedar of Lebanon.
r Larch.

YeHow fir.
White fir.
American pine.
Cedar.

The only properties of wood that seem to require explanation are the cohesive force,
the modulus of elasticity, the stiffness, the hardness, and the toughness.
368. The cohesive force of a bar or beam is equal to the power or weight that .would
pull it asunder in the direction of its length. The weight that would pull asunder a
bar of an inch square of different kinds of wood has been ascertained by experiments.
Of these experiments I have taken the highest and lo~est result for each kind of wood.
Experiments have been made by Muschenbroek:t<, Emersont, Rondelett, Anderson,
and Barlow§.
369. The modulus of elasticity is. the measure of the elastic force of any substance.
Dr. Thomas Young has by means of it given some very elegant demonstra~ons .of the
laws of resistance/!. As it is the measure of the elastic force, its use must. be evident
'when it is considered that it is only the elastic force of timber that is employed in
~ Intro. ad Phi!. Nat. tom. i. p. 414.

:

L' Art de Bitir,

tOMe iv.

t

:Mecbaaics, 4to. edit. sect. viii.
§ :!,:ssayon the Strength of Timber, &c.

tl Luture~ on Natural Pllilosopbr. vol. ji,
JIB
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resisting the usual strains in carpentry; and the learned reader wiU readily percei're~
that the constant numbers in my rules for the stiffness of timber have for one of tl)eir
elements the modulus of clasticitv.
"
By means of the modulus of elasticity the comparative stiffness of bodies can be
ascertained. For instance, its weight for cast iron is 18,240,000 pounds, and its weight
for oak is 1,714,500 pounds. Hence it appears that the modulus for cast iron is 10.6
times that of oak, and therefore a piece of cast iron is 10'6 times as stiff as a piece of
oak of the same dimensions and bearing.
3iO. A hard body is that which yields least to any stroke or impressive force; and it
may be shown, by the principles of mechanics, that in uniform bodies the degree of
yielding is always proportional to the weight of the modulus of elasticity; therefore, atable containing the weights of the modulus of elasticity of such bodies shows also. their
relative hardness and stiffuess.
The relative hardness is determined with considerable accuracy by means of the
modulus of elasticity; but the methods used for ascertaining the hardness of mineral
bodies is very defective; and the method proposed by Dr. O. Gregory'*', from the theory
of percussion, is not susceptible of any tolerable degree of accuracy, from the difficulty
of making correct experiments.
As the hardness follows the same laws as the stiffness, cast iron is 10'6 times as bard
as oak. But it is necessary to inform the reader, that when the substance is not uniform;t
the hardness thus found is that of the hardest part. Thus, in fir, it is the darker part
of the annual ring that is the hardest, and whi~h deter.mines the extent to which a
beam will bend without fracture. Dry wood is harder than green, consequently it is
more difficult to work. The labour of sawing dry oak is to 'that of sawing green as
4 is to 3t, nearly.
371. In respect to the toughness of woods, that wood is the toughest which combines
the greatest degree of strength and flexibility;, hence that wood which bears the
greatest load, and bends the yP.ostat the time of fracture, is the toughest. From the
data obtained in the course of my experiments, the comparative toughness has been
ascertained; except in a few instances, where I had not specimens sufficiently long for
experiments.
In such cases Mr. Barlow's experiments have been calculated from.
. 372. The opposite ,to hardness is softness, the opposite to' toughness is brittleness,
and the opposite to stiffuess is flexibility; therefore, when the hardness, toughness,
or stiffness of a wood is expressed by a low number, it may be considered to have the
opposite quality.
373. I have made oak the standard of comparison, and have considered its strength,
toughness, and stiffne.~s, each to be 100; and in so doing, the mean strength of oak is
. Treatise on Mechanics, vol. i. art. 348.

t Belidor's Arc:lIitect~re Jl)'dra~i'lue,

tome i. p. 34i,
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taken at 11,880 pounds per square inch, and its modulus of elasticity at 1,714,500
pounds for a square inch.
Having thus laid before toe reader the means adopted for arriving at the propertie8
of the woods, I scarcely need say, that it is those properties which determine its fitness
for the different purposes of carpentry. In some cases stiff woods are required, as in
the joists and rafters of a building; in other cases tough woods should be employed, ~
for the shafts of carriages; and in other cases strength is necessary, as in tics, and other
timbers strained in the direction of their length.
Tough woods, which arc also hard, are the most difficult to work, especially if cross
grained; on the contrary, brittle woods work easily; and hard woods preserve the
best surface.
And, in general, where straightness is desirable, stiff woods should be preferred;
where sudden shocks are to be sustained, tough woods are the best; where little
strength IS required, but much labour is to be put upon it, a brittle wood is de.!irable;
and where a fine surface is to be preserved, a hard wood should be chosen: so that it
is not in carpentry alone that these researches will be useful, for they are equally
applicable to any art where timber is employed.

DESCRIPTION OF WOODS.
CLASSI.
374. The first class contains all woods that have larger transverse septa (silver grain.)
The woods of this class are compact, hard, and heavy; never very deep coloured,
the oak being the darkest coloured of the class; they are nearly free from smell, and
never resinous. .
This class is formed into two divisions; one containing those woods in which the'
annual rings are distinctly porous on one side, and compact, or nearly compact, on t4e
other; the other division contains those in which the annual rings are sensibly uniform, and only to be distinguished by a difference of colour.

DIVISION I.

375. In this divisionI have only observed one species, the oak, which is universally
..,llowedto be the best of woods.
BB2
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1. OAK.
376. Of the oak (the QUtl'CltSof botanical writers) there are several species, which
produce valuable timber. Vitmvius enl1lllerates five kinds, viz. the esculus, the cerrus,
the quercus, the suber, and the robur; the timber of each being distinguished by its
peculiar properties"': but it would be difficult to identify some of the kinds mentioned
by him with the species described by botanical writers. Vitruvius, by his observations,
sho,,'s that the qualities of the different species were attended to; and they must also
have been well understood by the Gothic builders in this country, for in the roofs and
beams of most of their buildings we find a very superior kind of oak, which sometimes .closely resembles, and is often mistaken for, chesnut. (See art. 384.) I have
heard this kind of oak caned the" Irish oak." Evelyn commends the Irish oak" for
resisting the wormt;" but to what species of oak he alludes I have not been able to
determine.
At the present time the Sussex oak is esteemed the best which England affords; its
superiority, according-to Marshall, is chiefly to be attributed to the nature of the soil t;
perhaps also in some degree to good management, for the management of woods makes
a considerable difference in the value of the timber. Miller states, that he observed
many large trees of the kind with long stalks to the acorns in the wilds of Kent and
Sussex

§.

From this it would appear that th~ common,

and consequently

the valuable

Sussex oak, is not of that species; but whether it be or not I have not been able to
ascertain.
~n general the Englisb oak is spoken of by practical men as though there were but
one species, and no difference in the quality of the wood, except tbat produced by soB
and situation; but ~~o distinct species have been long known to English botanists n; and
it appears from the observations and inquiries I have made, that th~ kinds which are
'common in different,districts a~edifferent species. I have not been able to extend my
observations on this point so far as I was desirous of doing; but ~ the different species
differ materially in their propertie!, it is of national importance that the best speCies for
sb.ip-timber should ~e most commonly cultivated; therefore I hope the investigation
will.be continued by some one more competent to the task.
Common British oak (Quet'cus 1'olJur'O is found throughout the temperate parts of

.

Lib. ii. cap. ix.

t

Silva,Hunter's edit. vol.n. p. U2.

§ Gardener'. Dictionary, art. Quercul.
~ Rural Economy of the Southern Counties, 'Yol.ii. p. 109.
!! See Ray', Sinopsis. Methodica Stirpium Britannicarum, p. 440.
'J Tbis tree i. the guercu.spetlunculata of Willdenow and some other botanist.: Sir J. E. Smith makes it gUlrCUSI
1'Dbwr,au4 state., that Linnaus, as well ii.i the British botanists, ban always considered it to be the robur; I hav6
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Europe, and is that which is most commonly met with in the woods and hedges of the
south of England.
The leaves of this species are irregularly sinuated, with short, or scarcely any footstalks; the acorns have long stalks. In favour~ble situations this species attains an
immense size. A fine healthy tree, now gr{)wing (1820) in the grounds of Earl Cowper,
at Panshanger, Herts, meastlres nearly 18 feet in circumference, at 5 feet from the
ground; and the whole height of the tree exceeds 75 feet.
The wood of this species has often a reddish tinge; the larger septa are always very
numerous, producing large flowers; the grain is~tolerably straight and fine, and it is
generally free from knots; sometimes closely resembling foreign wainscot. It splits
freely, and makes good laths for plasterers and slaters; and it is decidedly the best kind
of oak for joists, rafters, and for any other purposes where stiff and straight grained
wood is desirable.
The sessile-fruited oak, bay-oak of Bobart, N or\Vood oak of Martyn (Quercus sessiliflora) is a nat.ive of the woods and hedges of the temperate parts of Europe, and
appears to have been first noticed as a distinct species in this country by Mr. Bobart, iu
Bagley Wood, and neal' Newbury, in Berkshirel,;<. It ha') been observed by Miller, neat:
Dulwich, in Surry; ar.::l it appears to be the common oak of the neighbourhood of
Durham, and perhaps. generally of the north of England.
A few trees of this kind have been observed by Mr. Atkinson, in tbe grounds of
Thomas Hope, Esq. near DorkiDg, Surry; and there ar~ also some very fine trees in the
Earl of Mansfield's

grounds at Kcnwood

t,

where I had an opportunity

of comparing the

trees of the two species; . but could not 'observeany differencein their growth or general
form, except that the sessile-fruited oak had a more graceful appearance, which renders
it superior as an ornamental tree. .
The leaves h~ve]ongish footstaJks, often nearly an inch long, and they are more
regularly and les$ deeply sinuated than those of the robur. The acorns.'sit close to.
the branches, having very short or scarcely any stalks.
therefore followed bis authority. It also appears to be the N~ur ofVitrm'ius, for he states that the robur is less subject.
to warp than the querens (book ii. chap. Hi.;) now this is precisely the case with the two Enflish oaks, as tbe wood of
tbe robur of Smith il much less ~I:!bjettto warp than that of the sessiliiiora. Again, the description given by Vitmviul
of the w.oodof.the querens (in boo~ ii. cbap. ix.) agrtes in every thing with the properties of that of tha sessile-frnfied
oak; and as he describes the wood only, it is by it alone tlaat the species is to be known. :Perrau1t (in bis notes on
Vitruvius) and Evelyn (in his Silva) apply tbe name robuT to the sessile-fruited oak: but had either of theae writers
known that the wood of the sessile-fruited oak is more fiexibIe than that. of the other ki~d) they woald 1,1.0thave. dOD6
10; for it appears to have beeD merely the import of the IIl\IXlethat they had. in view:.
. Ray's Sinopais, &c. p. 440.
t These trees were first pointed out to me by my brother, wbose assistance in co!1ecting and examining specimens Gf
tbe leanl, fruit, and wood of these.a.nd ot!ler trees basbcen vet., user!!l.
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The wood is of a darker colour than that of the robur, and the larger septa are not
so abundant; sometimes there are very few septa. The smoothness and gloss of
the grai.n makes it resemble that of chesnut. It is heavier, harder, and more elastic,
than the wood of the robur, and is very subject to warp and split in seasoning. It is
very tough and difficult to split, therefore not fit for laths. This is most probably the
reason that oak laths are so seldom used in the north of England. In respect to the
comparative durability of the woods of the two species, it is a question that requireSt
to be investigated. It appears, as far as can be determined from the structure of the
wood, that the tine oak found in old Gothic roofs is of the sessile-fruited kind; at the
same time it must be owned, that our means of judging are not so satisfactory as to
enable us to decide on this point with certainty; uut we know that the old oak is very
durable.
The strength, elasticity, toughness, and hardness of the sessile-fruited oak render it
superior for sMp-building, but it is both heavier and more difficult to work than the
robur; how far they may differ in durability remains to be determined. The wood for
the old Sovereign of the Seas was from the north *: is it not probable that the greater
part of it was of the sessile-fruited oak? The hardness of the timber" when taken in
pieces after forty-seven years' service" is in favour of this conjecture.
In order to make experiments 011the two species, when gr0'¥ill at the same place;
and nearly of tbe same age, I was supplied with specimens by Mr. Atkinson. These
:specimens were from trees grown in the grounds of Thomas Hope, Esq. at the Deepdene, near Dorking, Surry, which were directed to be cut by Mr. Hope for the e.xpress
purpose of comparing the '\\--oods.
The trees were cut a little before the faH of the leaf, and being cut into small
scantlings, after drying two months they were submitted to experiment.
The following table shows the results of trials on two pieces~ each piece an inch
square, and sustained by supports 24 inches apart, the weight being applied in the
middle of the length.

Species ef oak.

Specific gravity.

Weigbt of a cubic
foot in pounds.

,

Quereus robur
I

. ......

Quereus sessili:flora. . ..

'S07
'879

50'47
54'91

Comparative stiffness
or weight tbat bent
the piece seven-twentieths of an inch.

Comparative strength
or weight that broke
the piece.

pounds.

pounds.

167
149

322
350

Both these specimens broke short without splitting, therefore these experiments offer
a very fair view of the properties of the two species. The sessiliflora bent considerably
. Supplement to Encyc10padia Britannica, art. Dry Rot, ,. 6et.
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more at the time of fracture than the robur, but it. could not be measured with that
correctness which is necessary to render such data useful.
The following table contains the values of the cohesive force, and modulus of elasticity, calculated from the above experiments.
Species of oak,
I

Quereus
Quereus

rob~
..
sessilifiora

.. . ... .
. ... . . ../

Cohesive force of a
square ineh in
pounds.
11,592
12,600

Weight of modulus of
elasticity in pounds
for a square inch,
1,648,958
1,47],~.56

These pieces were hastily and therefore imperfectly seasoned;
treated exactly alike this would not affect the .comparison.

.

ComparatiTe
tougbness.
81
108

but as they were

There is another species called the Durmast oak, which is a native of France and the
south of Eng!and; its wood is not so strong nor of so firm a texture as the English oak,
and it retains its foliage. much later.
Tbe Austrian oak is a taller tree than the English oak, but the wood is whiter,
softer, and less valuable.
Of the American species the chesnut-Ieaved oak is a tall tree, rel11arkable for the
beauty of its form: the wood is coarse grained, but is very serviceable, and is much
used for wheel carriages.
The mountain red oak (Quercus ,.ttbra) is 8. native of Canada, and the cOl1ntryw~st
of the Allegany Mountains; it is called the red oak from the leaves changing to a red
or purple colour before they fall off. It is a large and fine tree, of 90 <>r100 feet in
height, and of rapid growth; the wood is useful for many purposes~ but it is light,
spongy, and not very dura'ble.
The white oak (Quercus alba) so called from the whiteness of its bark, is a nati~e of
the woods from New England to Carolina, and acquires an immen!je size in some of the
middle states. Its wood is tough and pliable, and ,it is preferred to all others in Am~.,.
fica for both h<>useand ship carpentry, being rouch more durable. It is less durable
than British oak, but it is of a quicker growth.
The blunt-lobed iron oak is anothe!' of the American species that produces very
valuable ship-timber; the wood is hard and not liable to decay, and is preferred for
f.encing. It is found in m{)st of the upland forests from Canada to Florida, and is a tree
.
.
of 60 or 70 feet in h£ight.
The species of the Riga <>ak,so valuable on account <>fthe straightness of it.sgrai~
and freerlom from knots, does not appear to have been determined: nei~her have I bee~
.able to find from what species the Dutch wainscot is obtained; it is growp. in tl,teforcstj
13fG.erroany, and flo~ed down the R~im:..
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According to Hassenfratz, the mean size of the trunk of the
Common oak is .. . . .. 45 feet in length and 32 inches diameter.
":-hite American oak. . 58
35

RedAmericanoak. . . 48

;... 32

Oak of a good quality is more dUl'ablc than any other wood that attains a like size.
Vitruvius says, it is of eternal duration when driven into tlie earth; and it is well known
to be extremely durable in water; and in a d1JTstate it has been known to last nearly
]000 years. The more cempact it is, and the smaller the pores are, the longer it will
last; but the open, porous, and foxy-coloured oak, which grows in Lincohlshire and
some other places, is not near so durable. Mr. Chapman very justly observes, that the
heart of sllch oak is scarcely superior to the sap of better kinds.
The chief use of oak is for ship-timber: the consumption of oak for the construction
and repair of the British navy in ]788 exceeded 50,000 loads of timber*. It is also
lIseflll for most.of the purposes of the carpenter, and particularly in situations where it
is exposed to the weather. It makes the best wall-plates, ties, templets, king posts,
and indeed it is best suited for every purpose where its warping in drying and its
flexibility do not render it objectionable; but, as Vitruvius has observed, it is ,'ery
subject to twist and occasion cracks in the work it is employed in.
The colour of the oak is a fine brown, and is familial."to everyone; it is of different
shades; that inclined to red is the most inferior kind of wood. The larger transverse
septa are in general very distinct, producing beautiful flowers when cut obliquely.
Where the septa are small and not very distinct the wood is much the strongest. The
texture is alternately compact and porous, the compact part of the annual ring being of
the darkest colour, and in hTegll1ar dots, surrounded by open pores, producing beautiful
dark veins in some kinds, particularly in pollard oaks.
It has a peculiar smell, and the taste is slightly astringent. It contains gallic acid;
and is blackened by contact with iron when it is damp.
The young wood of Bnglish oak is very tough, often cross grained, and' difficult to
work. Foreign wood and that of old trees is more brittle and \vol'kable.
Oak warp~ and twists much in drying, and shrinks about one-thirty-second part of
its width in seasoning, according to Mr. Couch's experiments.
The cohesive force of oak varies from 7850 to 17,892 pounds per square inch. The
mean of Mr. Barlow's experiments is 10,000 pounds. I have taken 11,880 as a standard
to compare with the other woods, being the result of an experiment on a specimen of a
mean quality.
The weight of the modulus of elasticity for a squal'e inch is 1,714,500 pounds, from a
mean of varipus specimens.
. Report of Commissioners of Woods and Forests, fur 1812, p. 22.
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The weight of a cubic foot of different kinds is as under:
English oak, from. . . . . . . . . . . 45 to 58 pounds, season~d.
Riga oak
43 to 54
Red American oak. .. . .. . . .. 37 to 47

.

White American oak.

.

. . . . . .. 50

to 56

Adriatic oak. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 58 to 68

Representing the strength, stiffness, and toughness of the common Ehglish oak
.(quercusrobur) each by 100, it may be compared with the other kinds as under:

Strength ........
Stiffness. . . . .. . .
Toughness. . . . . .

Comlnon.English
oak.

Rip oak.

American oak.

Dantzic: oak.

100
100

108
93
125

86
114
64

107
117
99

loo

It is necessary to observe, that the specimens of Riga and Dantzic oak were of the
best quality.
Rees's Cyclopredia, art. Quercus; Barlow's Essay on the Strength of Timber;
Rondelet, L' Art de Batir; Vitruvius, book ii. and vii.; Chap man on Preservation of
Timber; and Lambert's Travels in Canada, vol. i.

DIVISION 11.

377. In the second division there are several species; I have described only four;
the beech, alder, plane, and sycamore. The woods of this division are very uniform in
their texture, and very durable in water; they are useful for piles and p]arlking in wet
situations, but not applicable to other kinds of carpenters' work. Woods of this division
do not Watp so much as those of the first division.
1. BEECH.

378. Of the beech tree, the Fagus S!jl'Oaticaof botanists, there is one species, the
common bee~; the difference in the wood proceeding, according to Miller, from the
difference of soil and situation; but owing to this difference the wood is disting-uished
.
by the names brown or black, and white beech.
cc
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The beech is common in Europe, especially on a rich chalky soil.; a considerable
quantity is grown in the southern parts of Buckinghamshire,; there is one wood of beech
trees in the parish of Wycombe cOlltaining 700 acres. On the southern range of chalk
hills the beeches are very fine, particularly near Walberton in Sussex. The best beeches
grow on a good soil, more dry than moist; and the wood is whiter than that of those
grown in damp valleys, which loses its strength in drying and becomes brittle. The
mean size of the trunk of the beech tree, according to Hassenfratz, is about 44 feet in
length and.'l:j inches in diameter.
Beech is durable when constantly immersed in water, but damp soon destroys it.
In a dry state it is more durable, but is soon injured by worms, whether it be in a damp
or in a dry state. Dllhamel obs,crves, that water-seasoned beech is much less. subject
to wor~ than that seasoned in the common way; ap.9,Ellis s~~, to p~eserv~ it from
worms, it ought to be cut about a fortnight after midsummer, and planked immediately;
then the pl~B should be put in 'Yater about ten days, and aftmvards dried.
Beech is not useful in building, because it rots so soon in damp places, but it is
'Usefulfor piles in situa~jons where it will be constantly wet; and it is very useful for
various tools, for which its uniform texture and hardness render it superior to any
other wood: it is also much used for furniture, and great quantities are brought to.
London in boards and plan~.
Before cast iron was introduced much beech was used
for :railways for the collieries about Newcastle.
The colour of beech is a whitish brown, of different shades.; the darker kind is call~d
brown, and sometimes black beech; the lighter kind is called white beech. The
texture is. very lmiform; the larger septa ro'e finer and dQ not extend so far in the
length of the wood as in oak, therefore the flowers are smaller. The annual rings
are rendered visible by being a little darker on one side than the other. It is very
- s.o.meingredie~t that would
uniformly por~us, and might ~ easily made to imbibe
pr-event the :worms de~tr.Qyingit. (See art. 355.)
It has no sensible taste or 'Smell, it is not very difficult to. work, and may be Qrougbt
~ a very sffiopth surface.
The white kind is the hardest, but the black is ~ougher; -and Evelyn says it is more
dura.ble than t:tle white.

The cohesive force of a square inch of beech varies from 6070 tQ 17,000pounds ~
the weight of its modulus of elasticity is about 1,316,000 pounds; the weight of a cubi~
fop,t qq v~ries how 43 to. 63 pounds. ~
~her numbers are from Muschenbroek,
1w~h in coh6$iv.e for<?8a1ld w~ht, antl they are ~ertainly much ab~ve any I have.
.en:e4,

as W~U as ~uch

i~s mean cohesive force.

aho,:e those. of. any other writer:

about 12,-000 fOUD.ds ~
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Representing the strength of oak by ]00, that of beech will be
103
stiffness of oak by 100,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 77
toughness

of oak by 100,

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

138

Hence it appears that oak is superior in stiffness, but neither so strong nor so
tough.
Miller's Gardener's Dictionary; Rees's Cyclopredia; Duhamel, Transport des Bois~.
Evelyn's Silva; Ellis's Timber Tree Improved; Rondelet, l'Art de Batir; Barlow'~
Elsay; Marshall'a Southern Counties, vol. ii.

2. ALDER.
379: The alder tree is the Betula 1211lU$
of botanists, a native of Europe and Asia.
that grows in wet grounds and by the banks of rivers. The tree seldom exceeds
4() feet in height.
The wood is extremely durable in water or wet' ground. Vitmvius has remarked,
that in a wet state it will sustain the weight of very heavy piles of building without risk
of accident; and that the whole of the buildings at Ravenna, which is situate in a
marsh, were founded upon piles of this wood. Evelyn says, he finds they used it
under that famous bridge at Venice, the Rialto, which was built in 1591,.01' 228
years ago. But it soon rots when exposed to the weather, or to damp; and in a dty
state it is much subject to womlS.
On account of the durability of alder in water, it is esteemed valuable for piles.,
planking, sluices, pumps, and, in general, for any. purpose where' it is constantly wet.
And for such purposes it has been much cu1tivated in Holland and Flanders'. It is
aJso used for turner'g wares and other light' purposes~ It' was used by our ancestors
for scaffolding fA<.
The colour of alder is reddish yellow, of different shades~ and' nearly uniform. The
texture is very uniform, with larger septa of the sattie coloUr as tbe wood; therefore not
very distinct, nor producing sensible flowers.
It is soft, and works very easily; would cut well in carving, aiid ma"ke very good
models for casting from.
The cohesive force of a'square inch of aIder varies .from 5000' to 13,900 pounds; it.s
modulus of elasticity is 1,086~15()pounds fot a sqiHire inc11; and' a cubic foot' weigh&
from 34 to 50 pounds in a dry state.
. 2rittol1's'Afchitectural

Amiquitiei, .,.01.Hi. p. 31.

CC 2,
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100, that of alder will be

80

100,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

63

toughness of oak by 100,

SR(.T. X.

.. .. ........ 101

Evelyn's 8ih'a; Vitruvius, book ii. chap. ix. and book iii. chap. iii.

3. PLA~E TREE.
380. Of the plane tree there are several species. The most common arc tbe orienta;
plane and the occidental plane.
The oriental plane (Platanus orientalis) is a nath"c of the Levant, and other eastern
countries, and is considered one of the finest of trees. It attains about 60 feet in
height, and has been known to e.xceed eight feet in diameter. Its wood is much like
beech, but more figured, and is uscd for furniture and things of a like nature. The
Persians employ it for their furniture, doors, and windows.
The occidental plane (Platanus occidentalis) is a native of North America, and is
perhaps one of the ]argest of the American trees; on the fertile banks of the Ohio and
Mississippi some of the trees exceed twelve feet in diameter. It is sometimes caned
water-beech, and sycamore; but the wood called sycamore in this country is a species
of maple. (See art. 381.) The wood of the accidental plane is harder than that of
the oriental kind; but the occidental is the I?ost common in Britain, and to it only the
rest of this article applies.
The colour of the wood of the plane tree is nearly tbe same as that of beech, and it
also closely resembles it in structure; it differs in the larger septa, as in the pla.l!e
th~ septa are more numerous, producing very beautiful flowers when properly cut. It
works easily and stands very well.
The cohesive force of a square inch is about 11,000 pounds; its modulus of elasticit)"
is 1,343,900 pounds per square inch; and it weigbs from 40 to 46 p01mds per cubic
feot,when dry.
Representing the strength of oak by 100-,that of plane tree will be .. 92
stiffness of oak by 100,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 78
tougbness of oak py 100,
108
Tbe wood of tbe occidental plane is very durable in water, and on tbat account the
Americans use it for wooden quays in preference to any other kind.

Rees's Cyclopredia; Michaux'g Travels, p.

7 and 86; OliYier'sTravels, vol. i. p. 75.
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SYCAMOR.E.

381. The sycamore or great maple (.Aeer pseudo-platanus) generally called the plane
tt'ec in the north of England, is a native of the mountains of Gel'many, and is' very
common in Britain.
It is a large tree, and of quick growth; it thl'ives well near the sea, According
to Hassenfratz, the mean size of its trunk is about 32 feet in length, and 29 inches
in diameter. Evelyn says, that in Germany they have a better variety than the one
which grows in Britain.
The wood is durable in a dry state when it can be protected from worms, but it is
equally as subject to be destroyed by them as beech. It is used chiefly for furniture,
and the white wood of this tree is valuable for many ornamental articles.
The colour of ~ycamore is generally of a brownish white; sometimes of a yellowish
white, or nearly white in young wood, with a silky lustre. Its texture is nearly'uniform,
and the annuallings not very distinct. Its larger septa are small and close, and perhaps
it might be more correctly described as having distinct smaller septa, and no larger
septa. Its flowers are small, presenting a minute dappled appearance. The. wood is
sometimesbeautimlly curled. In large trees the wood is generally tainted and brittle.
It is in general easy to work, being less hard than beech.
The cohesive force of a square inch varies from 5000 to 10,000 pounds; its modulus
6£ elasticity is 1,036,000 pounds for a square inch. A cubic foot of sycamore weighB
from 34 to 42 pounds when dry.
Representing

the stt'cngth of oak by

100, that of sycamore is

stiffness of oak by ] 00,
toughness of oak by looJ

r

.. .. ..

.. ........

,..

81

59

III

Evelyn's Silva; Rondelet, r Art de Batir.

.
CLASSII.
382. The second class contains all woods that have no larger' transverse septa. TQ
this class many woods belong, and of various colours and qualities.
.
This class contains three divisions; the first and second formed on. the same distinctions as the first and second in the first class (art. 374;) the third division includes all
the woods of which the pores are :filledWithr~sinous matter.

l~
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DIVISION I.

383. In the first division of.the second class the annual ring is nearly compact towards
one side, and porous towards the other side; and from this inequality the wood is very
subject to warp in drying. I have only described four woods belonging to this division;
those are the chesnut, the ash, the elm, and tlle false-acacia.

t. CHESNUT.

384. The wood called chesnut is the produce of the Fagus casta1tt!aof botanists~
commonly called the $Weet or Sp'anish chesnut. This tree is a native of the warmer
mountainous parts of Europe, and was once very common in this C011lltry. FitzStephens, in a description of London in H:enry H.'s time, states, that a noble forest of
chesnuts grew on the north part of it; and"many of tbe old buildings appear to have"
been- built with this wood; indeed it appears to have been the chief timber used in
eR1"liertimes.
It is one of the- largest and most long-lived of European trees, sometimes enduring
more than a thousand years. The mean size of its trunk, according to Hassen.fi-atz, is
about 44 feet in length and 37 inches in diameter; and it is of a rapid growth.
The chesnut contains only a very small proportion of sap-wood, and therefore tl1e
wood of" young trees is found" to be superior even to oak in dura'bility. Marshall
statei, that hop-poles of this wood last longer than any other.; and in pales, stakes,
Md posts, it has been known to last from 20 to 30 years, which is longer than most;
woods last in such situations. Mr. Kent has observed a- p"Ostof chesnut taken up
sound after having stood above 40 yearst; ahd Miller says it will endure longer than
elm to convey water under ground. The roof of Westminster Hall!, and that of KiDg'i
College, Cambridge, may be cited as examples of its durability in a dry state"'; also the
roof of the church of Notre-Dame at Paris. Rondelet however observes, that several
old buildings near Paris, of which the timbers- were supposed to be chesnut, were
examined by BuffODand d'Aubenton, who found the pretended cbesnut to be a variety
of oak. And it is probable that a closer examinatJon will prove the roof of Westminster
Hall to be of oak.
Chesnnt is useful for the same purpose& as oak, when the timber is not from old
trees'S but the wood of. old trees is unfit for any situation where an uncertain load is
to be borne, as- it is brittle; Mld, as Evelyn states, often makes a fair show outwardly
. Rural EcoDomy of the Southern
;;t EUt)'cloplieOia Bl"hannica,

CoIlD~S, yol. i. p. ~16.

Supplement,

al't. Dry Rot,

}>'684.

t

TraDi. of tke Soeic" of .ins, .01. x. po ~O.
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when it is .decayed and rotten within. According to Belidor, it soon rots when built
in a wall, therefore the ends of .joists of this wood should have a free space left
round them.
The wood of the chesnut is nearly of the same colour as that of the oak. In old
wood the sap-wood of chesmrt -iswhiter ftfid -the heart-wood browner; but it is so much
like oak that in old buildings they have he€n sometimes mistaken the ooe for the other.
Sir H. Davy says, "they may be easily known by this circumstance, that the pores i~ the
alburnum of the oak ~r~ much larger, a.nd more thickly set, .and areeasi1y distinguished;
whilst the pores in -the chesnut require glasses to be seen distinctIy*."
Chesnut has
no larger transverse septa, which is a more decided distinction, and renders it easy to

know it from oak, whether the wood be old or not.

.

The wood is hard and compact; you:ng wood is tough and flexible, old wood is
brittle, and often shaky. It does not shrink and swell so much as other woods, and is
easier to work
.
. than British oak.
.

The cohesiveforce of.a sq~re inch of chesnut varies from 9570 to 12,000 pounds,

wh~n dry.

The weight of a cubic foot dry is from 43 to 54'8 pounds.

The properties :as determined from

a.

piece of young wood in a green state are as

under. The cohesive force of a sq\1are jnchof green chesnut is 8,100 pounds; the
weight of the modulus of elasticity per square inch of ditto, is 924,750 pounds; the
weight of a cubic fOJJtof ditto, 54'68 pounds.
Representing the strength of dry oak by 100, that of green chesnut is 68

stiffuess of dry oak by lOO;t.. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . ..

54

toughness of dry oak by 100,

85

.

Since the preceding part of this article was written and sent to the press, an opportunity has offered of making some experiments on dry chesnut; and as they stro:ngly
confirm a very old observation respecting it;t I am glad of having the .power of addmg
the.rn;tto render this article more complete.
.
The wood of the specimens su,bIUitted to experiment was from a tree of about
thirty years growth, and 11 inches diameter; consequently if had been rapidly grown~

Its specific~vity was 0'535.

.'

Tb,e first tfial W~ made with the s.upports.30 inches apart, but a small knot neal'the middle ~used the speqimen to break With. a long splinter, consequently it was

:got a fair measure Q:fits strepgth. The fracture took place so suddenly, arid so un..
.

expectedly, that I narrowly escaped an accident 3 a~ unlike.other .woods, it gave no.
warning wha,tever. T~e second trial was made with the supports 24 inche$ apart, and
~nay b~-~on$idered ~ f~ir Ipeasure of the str~ngth_6f chesn.~t; but though the bending
.. ~>\gri,ultural Che~i8try, p. 222, ~to. cd~t.
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,vas very considerable, the last measare taken being 2.} i.nches, it broke as suddenly as
the first specimen, and without any previous cracking or other signs of fracture. The
result of these trials may be seen in the following table.

First specimen
Ditto
Second specimen
Ditto

Length.

. Area of section.

30 inches

~1inch square

ditto

ditto
:

24 inches
ditto
I

ditto
ditto

bent 0'5
broke at
bent 0'5
broke. .

85 pounds.
inches with
153
a knot....
inches. . .. 163
. . . . . . . . .. 296

According to the experiment on the second specimen, the cohesion of a square inch
of Spanish chesnut is 10,656 pounds: and the modulus of elasticity for a square inch,
according to the .first experiment, is 1,147,500 l)Opnds; according to the second
experiment, 1,126,656 pounds.
It bends more than oak at the time of fracture, and therefore is tougher. Its toughness seems to permit it to yield insensibly till every particle exerts its utmost force, and
then it gives way at once, more in the manner of metals than in that of woods. Its
properties are compared with those of oak in the table No. 20, at the end of the volume.
Rees's Cyclopredia; Miller's Gardenei's Dictionary, art. Castanea; Evelyn's Silva;
Rondelet, L' Art de Batir; Belidor, Science des IngenieUl'S.

2. ASH.
385. The common ash (the F1'axinu.sexcelsior of botanists) is a native of Europe and
the north of Asia, and is the most valuable of the genus. There are other species both
in America and other places, but 1 do not know any thing worthy of notice respecting
their wood.
The ash is a very rapid growing tree, and, like the chesnut, the young wood.is much
more valuable than that of old trees. No timber differs more from a difference of soil
and situation than the ash. The mean size of the trunk is, according to Hassenfratz,
38 feet 'in length a~d 23 inches in diameter; but sometimes this tree attains an
immense size.
Ash soon rots when exposed ,to either damp or alternate dryness and moisture, but is
tolerably durable in a dry situation. Evelyn says, the best season for felling ash is from
November to February, and that tv}1enfelled in full.sap it is very subject to the worm.
The pores of ash cut in the spring are of a reddish colour, and such wood is muck
benefited by water-seasoning.
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Ash is superior to any other British timber for its toughness and elasticity; and in
consequence of these properties, it is useful wherever sudden shocks are to b"esustained;
as iIi various parts of machines, wheel caniages, implements of husbandry, ship blocks,
tools, and the like; being equally as useful in the arts of war as in those of peace, in
ancient as well as in modern times:
" From Pelion's cloudy top, an ash entire
Old Chiron feU'd, and shap'd it for his sire."

POPE'S HO![ER,

It is too flexible for the timbers of buildings, and not sufficiently durable.
The colour of the wood of old trees is oak brown, with a more veined appearance,
the veins darker than in oak, sometimes the wood is very beautifully figured. The
wood of young trees is bl'ownish white with a shade of green.
Its texture is alternately compact and porous, the compact side of the annual ring
being the darker coloured, which renders the annual rings very distinct. It has no
larger septa, and consequently it has no flowers,
It has neither taste nor smell, and is difficult to work, except the wood of old trees,
which is of a more brittle nature.
The cohesive force of a square inch varies from 6300 to 17,000 pounds; and the
weight of its modulus of elasti~ity is about 1,525,500 pounds per square inch. The
weight of a cubic foot dry varies from 34 to 52 pounds; when the weight of a cubic
foot is lower than 45 pounds, the wood is that of an old tree, and will be found deficient
both in strength and toughness.
Representing the strength of oak by 100, that of ash is
,. 119
stiffness of oak by 100,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 89

toughnessof oak by 100, ".''''''''''.''''

160

It exceeds oak both in strength and toughness, and in young wood the difference is
still more considerable.
Miller's Gardener's Dictionary; Rees's Cyclopredia; Evelyn's Silva; Ellis's Timber
Tree linproved; and Rondelet, U Art de Bath'.
3. ELM.
386. Of the elm tree (the Vlmus of botanists) there are five species now common in
Britain; viz. the common rough-leaved elm, the cork-barked elm, the broad-leaved
elm or wych hazel, the smooth-leaved or wych elm, and the Dutch elm.
The common rough-leaved elm (Vlmus campestris) is common in scattered woods
and hedges in the southern parts of England; it is a harder and more durable wood than
the other species; it resists moisture well, and is therefore preferred for coffins.
DD
.
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The cork-barked elm (Ulmus suherosa) is very common in Sussex, the wood is of an
inferior kind.
The broad-leaved elm or wyeh hazel (Ulmus montalla) appears to be the most common species throughout Europe; it is frequent in the woods and hedges of England,
particularly in the northern counties. Sir J. E. Smith says, "the wood fetches about
half the price of our Norfolk campestris."
The smooth-leaved or wych elm (Ulmus glabra) common in Herefordshire, Essex,
and the north and north-east counties of England, gro\ys to a large size, and is much
esteemed; the wood is stated to be preferred for nayes of wheels.
The Dutch elm (Ulmus majQr) is a native of Holland, its wood is very inferior to the
other species; indeed Miller says it is good for nothing.
The wych elm is the largest tree, and the Dutch elm the smallest. Hassenfratz states
the mean size of the trunk of the elm tree to be 44 feet in length and 32 inches in
diameter. The trunk of the common rough-leaved elm is often rugged and crooked,
and the tree is of slow growth. Marshall says the Vale of Gloucester l)roduces some
very fine elms, but has not described the species.
Elm has always been much esteemed for its durability in situations where it is constantly wet; and it is also said to be very durable in a perfectly dry state, but not wben
exposed to tbe weather. The piles upon which London Bridge stands are chiefly of
elm, and have remained six centuries without material decay~; and several other instances of its durability in water have been noticed.
Elm is not useful for the general purposes of" building, but from its durability in
water it makes excellent piles and planking for wet foundations. It is also used for
water-works, such as pipes, pumps, and the like, and it is much used for coffins. The
naves of wheels, the shells of blocks for tackle, the keels of ships, and sometimes the
gunwales are made of elm.
The colour of the heart-wood of elm is generally darker than that of oak, and of a
redder brown. The sap-wood is of a yellowish or brownish white, with pores inclined
to red. Elm is in general porous, and cross-grained, sometimes very coarse grained,
and has no larger septa. It has a peculiar odour. It twists and warps much in drying~
and shrinks very much both in length and breadth. It is diillcult to work, but is not
liable to split, and bears the driving of bolts and nails better than any other timber..
The timber of the English elm is generally esteemed the best, that of the wych elm
is equally as good, but the Dutch elm is very inferior.
The cohesive force of a square inch of elm varies from 6070 to 13,200 pounds; and
the weight of its modulus of elasticity for a square inch is about 1,343,000 pounds.
The weight of a cubic foot dry is from 34 to 47 pounds; seasoned, from 36 to 50
poUDds.
.

. Hutton's Tracb, vol. i. p. 119.
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Representing the mean strength of oak by
stiffness of oak by

100, that of elm is
100,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

toughness of oak by 100,
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. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

86

According to the experiments of Mr. Couch, elm shrinks one-forty-fourth part of its
width in seasoning.
Rees;'s Cyclopredia, art. Ultnus; Miller's Gardener's Dictionary; Evelyn's Silva;
Rondelet, L' Art de Batir; Barlow's Essay on the Strength of Timber; Winch on the
Geography of Plants; and Annals of Philosophy for 1818.

4. COMMON ACACIA.

3f57. The common acacia or locust tree (Robinia pseudo-acacia of botanists) is a
native of the mountains of America from Canada to Carolina.. It is a beautiful tree,
attains a considerable size, and is of very quick growth. According tG Hassenfratz,
the mean size of its trunk is 32 feet in length and 23 inches diameter.
.
The wood is much valued for its durability; some of the houses built by the first
settlers in New England of this wood still continue firm and sound; and in posts, stakes,
and pales, it is found to be one of the most durable kinds. It is adapted for any
purpose to which oak is applied; it makes excellent tree-nails for ships, and is valuable
for fencing. Th€re are several other species, but I have only specimens of the lcind
now described.
The colour of the wood of the acacia is of a greenish yellow, with a slight tinge of
red in the pores. Its structure is altel'Dately~nearly compact~ and very porous, which
marks distinctly the annual rings. It has no larger septa, and therefore no flowers. It
has~o sensible taste or odour in a dry state. It will require about the same degree of
labour to work it as ash does.
The cohesive force of a square inch varies from 10,000 to 13,000 pounds; and the
weight of a cubic fOQtseasoned is from 49 to 56 pounds. Its other properties, determined from young wood in an unseasoned state, are as under:
Weight of the modulus of elasticity for a square ineh 1,687,500 pounds.
Representing the mean strength of oak by 100, that of unseasoned acacia. is 95

stiffness of oak by

100,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

toughness of oak by 100-,

.

... . .. .. . . .... ..

98

92

Hence in a dry state it will be superior to oak in these properties.
Rees's Cyclopredia, art. Robinia; EvelYll'sSilva, Hunter's edit.; and Roridelet, L?Art
de Batir.
DD2
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DIVISION n.

388. In the second division of the second class the wood is uniformly porous; the
distinction of the rings is chiefly owing to a difference between the colours of the sides
of each ring. To this uniformity of texture may be referred the superiority of the
woods in tbis division in retaining their original form; or, in other words, it is tbe
reason they stand '50 well in work. The woods of this division are very numerous, but
many of them have little durability; only four are here described, those arc, mahogany, ,yalnut, teak, and poplar.
1. MAHOGANY.

389. Mahogany is the produce of the tree caned by botanists SzvieteJlia mahogoni.
Jt is a native of the West Indies, and the country round the Bay of Honduras in
America,
There are other two species of swietenia besides the mahogany tree, which are'
natives of the East Indies. The one a large tree, of "'v'hiehthe wood is of a. dull red
colour, and remarkably hard and heavy. 'rhe other is only a middle sized tree, with
wood of a deep yellow colour, close grain, heavy, and durable, much resembling that
of the box tree; but neither of these species are in use in this country.
The mahogany tree is stated to be. of very rapid growth, and makes a very fine
appearance. Its trunk often exceeds 40 feet in length, and 6 feet in diameter. The
Honduras mahogany is cut down at two periods in the year; that is, at Christmas and
in the autumn. The trees are cut off at about ]2 feet from the ground; the workmen
having a stage to work upon. The trunk furnishes wood of the largest dimensions,
but for ornamental purposes the branches are preferable; the grain in tbem being closer
and the veins more variegated. Mahogany was first brought to London in the year 1724.
In a dry state mahogany is very durable, and not subject to worms. It does not last
long when exposed to the weather. It is a kind of wood that would make excellent
timbers for floors, l'oofs, &c. but on account of its price its use is chiefly confined to
furniture aild doors for rooms; for whjch purposes it is the best material in use. It is
sometimes used for some parts of window frames, and for sashes; but from its not
standing the w~atber. well, it is not so fit for these purposes. It has also been exten51velyused in the framing of machinery for cotton mills, &c.
The colour of mahogany is a red brown, of different shades, and various degrees
of brightness; sometimes yellowish brown; often very' much veined and mottled, with
darker shades of the same colour.
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The texture is uniform, and the annual rings are not very distinct. It has no larger
septa, but the smaller septa are often very visible, with pores between them; these
pores are often filled with a white substance in the Jamaica wood, but generally empty
in the Honduras kind. "It has neither taSte nor smell, shrinks very little, and warps or
twists less than any other kind of wood.
The variety called Spanish mahogany is imported from Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola,
and some other of the West Indian islands, and in smaller logs than the Honduras.
The size of the logs is in general about from 20 to 26 inches square, and about 10 feet
in length. The Spanish mahogany is close grained and hard, generally of a darker
colour than Honduras"; free from black specks, and sometimes strongly figured; and
its pores appear as jf chalk had been rubbed into them.
The Honduras mahogany is imported in logs of a larger size, that is, from 2 to 4 feet
square, and 12 or 14 feet in length; sometimes planks have been got 6 or 7 feet wide.
The grain of the Honduras kind is generally very open, and often irregular, with
black or grey spots. The veins and figures are frequently very fine and showy; the
best kind is that which is most free from grey specks, and of a fine golden colour. It
holds with glue better than any other wood.
The cohesive force of a square inch of Spanish mahogany is 7560 pounds, and of

Honduras mahogany is 11,475 pounds.

.

The weight of the modulus of elasticity of mahogany is 1,255,500 pounds, for a square
inch for Spanish; and 1,593,000 for Honduras. The weight of a cubic foot of maho.

gany is from 35 to 53 pounds.
RepresentiIlg the strength of oak by 100, that of Span. mahog. is 67, of Hond. is 96
stiflhess of oak by 100,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 73,. . . . . . . . . . 93
toughness
of oak by lOO, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61,. . . ... . . ......99

2. WALNUT.

390. The common walnut tree (Juglam regia) is a native of Persia, and the northern
parts of China. It was formerly much propagated in England for its wood, which was
much esteemed before mah~gany was introduced. The wood is very beautiful, and is
still much prized by people of taste, who consider its ,colour to be far superior to the
red brown of mahogany.
.
Walnut, on account of its scarcity, is scarcely ever used for the pUrposes of building;
indeed it is of too flexible a nature for beams, though it appears to have been used for
that purpose by the ancients. Plinyobserves, that it has the good. property of giving
warning by "cracking before it breaks; hence when the baths of Antendros'failed, the
bathers were alarmed in time to save themselves. The wood is dUl'able, and not liable
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to be destroyed by worms; and it is much used for gun-stocks, and sometimes for
furniture.
The hickery or white walnut (Jltglans alba) is a native of North America. It is a
large tree, the trunk sometimes exceeding three feet in diameter. The wood of young
trees is extremely tough and flexible, making excellent hand';spikes.
The black Virginia \"alnut (Juglans nigra) is also a native of America, and is found
from PeQ.nsylvania to Florida. I t is a large tree, and for furniture the wood is the most
valuable of the walnut-tree kind. It is of a fine grain, and beautifully veined, receiving
an excel1ent polish. It is also durable, and not affected by worms.
The heart-wood of walnut tree is of a grayish brown, with blackish brown pores, often
much veined, with darker shades of the same colour; the sap-wood is grayish white.
The colours are much brightened, and the veins rendered more distinct by oiling.
Its textw'e is not so uniform as that of mahogany, the pores being somewhat more
thickly set on one side of the annual ring. It has no larger septa nor flowers. It
has a slightly bitter taste when green, and a perceptible odour. It does not work so
"easily as mahogany, but may in general be brought to a smoother surface. It shrinks
very little.
The cohesive force of a square inch of walnut varies from 5360 to 8130 pounds; its
modulus of elasticity for a square inch is 837,000 pounds, in a green state; the weight
of a cubic foot varies from 40 to 48 pounds, in a dry state.
Representing the strength of oak by 100, that of common walnut is 74
stiffness of oak by
toughness

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

49

.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..

111

100,. . .. .

of oak by 100,

These properties were Wicertained from a green specimen;
'Wouldbe greater in a dry state.

the streDgth aIld stiffness

Miller's Gardener's Dictionary; Rondelet, l'Art de Batir; and Rees's Cyclopredia.
3. TEAK WOOD, or INI>IAN OAK.

391. Teak wood is the produce of th~ Tectona grandis of botanists, and is a native of
the mountainous parts of the Malabar and .Coromandel coasts, as well as of Java,
Ceylon, and other parts of the East Indies.
The teak tree is of rapid growth, and the tniEk grows erect, to a vast height, with
"Copiousspreading branches.
Th~ wQOd of the teak tree is by far the most useful timber in Iudia; it is light,
'easily worked, and; though porous, it is strong and durable; it requires little seasoning,
and shrinks very little-; it is rather of an oily na.ture, therefore does not injure iron;
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and is the best w00d in that country for ship-timber, house carpentry, or any other
work where strong and durable wood is required.
Malabar teak is esteemed superior to any other in India, and is extensively used for
ship-building at Bombay. It gTOWSin the teak forests, along the western side of the
Ghaut Mountains, and the contiguous ridges, where the numerous streams afford watercarnage for the timber. There is a variety, says Dr. Roxburgh, grows on the banks of
the Godovery, in Hindostan, of which the wood is beautifully veined, closer grained, and
heavier than that of the common teak tree, which is well adapted for furniture.
The cohesive force of teak wood varies from 13,000 to 15,000 pounds per square
inch; the weight of its modulus of elasticity is 2,167,000 pounds p~r square inch,
according to "Mr. Barlow's experiments; and the weight of a cubic foot seasoned varies
from 41 to 53 pounds.
Representing the strength of oak by 100, that of teak will be. ,"., .. 109
stiffness of oak by 100,
. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. 126
toughness.of oak by 100,
,...,..,
,.. 94
From which it appears, that it is much superior to oak in these properties, except in
toughness; but it is to be remembered, that these proportions are drawn from two or
three experiments on teak, and most probably these were tried on very select specimens;
whereas those for oak are from a mean specimen, selected from pieces of oak of
various qualit.ies,
Transactions of the Society of Arts, vol. xxx.; Rees's Cyclopredia; Supplement to the
Encyc10predia Britannica; Barlow's" Essay on the Strength of Timber; and Quarterly

Review, vol. x.

"

~. POPLAR.

392. Of the poplar tree (the Populus of botanists) there are five species common in
England. The common white poplar, the black poplar~ the aspen or trembling poplar,
the abele or great white poplar, and the Lombardy poplaF.
The wood of the aspen lasts long exposed to the weather, and most of the poplars
prove very durable in a dry state; agreeable to th~ woodman~s adage,
"Cover me well to keep me dry3
And heart of oak I do defy."

CRAGG.

The wood of most of the species makes very good flooring for bed-rooms, and places
wp.ere there is not much wear, and it has the advantage of not catching fire readily; or, as
Evelyn has it," the poplar burns untowardly,and rather moulders away than maintains
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any solid heat." As Vitruvius has observed of the poplars, they are woods sufficiently
strong for light purposes, being 50ft, white, and easy to work, and well adapted for
can'ing; but none of the species are fit for large timbers.
.

There is not much difference in the wood of these species. The colour is of a

yellowish or brownish white; one side of the annuall'ings being a little darker than
the other, which renders the growth of each year visible. They are of an uniform
texture, and are without the larger septa. The Lombardy, the black, and the common
white poplar are the most esteemed. The Lombardy poplar is sometimes recommended for cheese-rooms and farm-houses in general, because neither mice nor mites
will attack it.
The cohesive force of a square inch of common white poplar is from 4596 to 6641
pounds, and the others will not differ much from it; the weight of the modulus of
elasticity for a square inch is, for abele 1,134,000 pounds, and for Lombardy poplar
763,000 pounds; the weight of a cubic foot dry is, for abele 32 pounds, for common
white poplar 33 pounds, for Lombardy poplar 24 pounds, for aspen and for black
poplar 26 pounds.
Representing the strength of oak by 100, that of abele is 86, that of Lom. pop. is 50
stiffness of oak by 100,. . . . . . . . . . . .. 66, . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 44
toughness of oak by 100,

.. . . . . . . . . . . . 112, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 57

Rees's Cye1opredia; Miller's Gardener's Dictionary; Vitruvius, lib. ii. cap. ix.; and
ETelyn's Silva.
DIVISION m.
393. In the fhird division of the second. class the woods are. distinguished by the
pores containing resinous matter. . Some of the most useful and the most durable
kinds of wood belong to this division. The cedars and the different species of pine
belong to this division.
1. CEDAR OF LIBA~US, 01' THB GREAT CEDAR.

394. The cedar of Libanus, or Pinus cedrus of botanists, is a cone-bearing tree, and
an everg:reen; it is a native of Mount Libanus, whence it' has its name. The finest
cedars in the time of Vitillvius grew in Candia and Afriea; and there were also some
grown in Syria, but we do not know of what species.
It 'grows to a considerable size; the mean size of the trunk, according to Hassenfratz,
is about 39 inche~ in diameter, and 50 feet in length. Several very fine cedars have
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been produced in this country. The tree which furnished the specimens on whieh my
experiments were made was 34 inches in diameter; it was grown at Ditton Park, near
\Vindsor.
The wood is said to be very durable. It is stated by Pliny, that in the Temple of
Apollo, at Uttica, cedar was found of nearly 1200 years old. According to Vitruvius,
the statue of Diana, in the famous Temple at Ephesus, '\-vasof cedar, as well as the
timber-work of the floor and cciling of that edifice; and he further states, that the timber-work of the most celebrated temples of antiquity was in general executed in cedar, on
account of its extreme durability. The cedar used for statues was most probably the
oxycedrus (see art. 403;) but though Vitruvius describes the cedar as having a leaf like
cypress, that used for beams, floors, and other parts of the temples, was most likely to
be the great cedar, as it does not appear that the other kinds are large enough for such
purposes. Cedar of Libanus was used by Solomon in the construction of the Temple
at J erusalcm.
It has no larger perceptible transverse septa, but when it is planed where it has been
cut across the annual rings, the smaller septa present a very minute and beautiful
dappled appearance. The general colour of cedar is a rich light yellowish brown; the
annual rings distinct, each ring consisting of two parts, the one part harder, darker
coloured, and more compact than the other.
It is a resinous wood, and has a peculiar and powerful odour, with a slightly bitter
taste, and is not subject to the worm. It is straight grained, and easily worked, but
readily splits.
The cohesive force of a square inch of cedar is 7400 pounds; the weight of its
modulus of elasticity for a square inch is 486,000 pounds, according to my experiments ;
and the weight of a cubic foot seasoned is from 30.5 to 38 pounds.
Representing the strength of oak by 100, that of cedar is
62
stiffness of oak by

100,...

.. . .. . . . . .. ..

. . .. . .. .

28

toughness of oak by 100,

'..."."".'."""""
137
From these proportions it appears, that it exceeds the oak in toughness, but is vastly
inferior in stiffness and strength.

Evelyn's Silva; Miller's Gardener's Dictionary; Rondelet,L' Art de Batir, tome iv.;
1 Kings v. and vi.; and Perrault's Vitmvius, liv. ii. chap. ix.

2. RED or YELLOWFIR.
395. Red or yellow fir is the produce of the Scotch fir tree (the Pinus $!}l'Dtstrisof
botanists;) it is a native of the hills of Scotland, and other northern parts of Europe,
J!E
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and common in Russia, Denmark, Norway, Lapland, and Sweden. The great. forests
of Norway and S\veden consist alrnost entirely of Scotch fir and spruce fir. The Scotch
fir is exported [l'om thence in logs and deals, under the name of red-\yood. NOl'\vay
exports no trees above 18 inches diameter, consequently there is much sap-wood; ~ut
tl~e.heart-wood is both stronger and more durable than that of larger trees from other
situations. Riga exports a considerable .quantity under the name of masts and spars:
those pieces from 18 to 25 inches diameter are called masts, and are usually 70 or 80
feet in length; those of less than 18 inches diameter are called spars. According to
1\11'.Coxe, the greater part of the Riga timber is grown in the districts near the
Dneiper. Yellow deals and planks are imported from Stockholm~ Gefte, Fl'ederickshall,
Christiana, and various other ports of Norway, S,.yeden, Prussia, and Russia.
The Scotch fir is often grown jn English plantations, but the wood is seldom of
much value, as it succeeds only upon dry gravelly ground; and it appears to me to be
an inferior variety of the pinus sylvestris that is usually planted; if nota different species
from. that which produces the Riga timber. In the mountainous tract through which
the river Dee traverses; in Aberdeenshire, there is a fine forest of natural grown wood;
sQme of the trees exceed 3 feet in diameter and 90 feet in height. The wood is of a
very good quality, but not equal to the best foreign kinds.
Tar, pitch, and turpentine, are obtained from the Scotch fir; and the tree is not
'injured by extracting these products, when it has acquired a certain age; indeed some
suppose the wood to be improved by it.
It is the most durable of the pine species; and it was the opinion of the celebrated
Mr. Brindley, the conductor of the Grand Trunk Canal, and an opinion fouuded on
observation, "that red Riga deal, or pine wood, would endure as long as oak in aU
situations*."
Similar observations have been made by Mr. Semplet.
An instance of the durability of fir is given by Duhamel, who states, that the piles of
the foundations of an old church, which had existed many centuries, -\vcre fOlmd. to be
perfectly sound in the' centre, which still had the colour and odour of resin, but the
outside was a little decay~d. And an instance of the durability of natural grown Scotch
fir is given by Dr.. Smith, who states, that he had seen,some of it, which~ after it had
been 300 years'in the roof of an old castle, was as fresh and full of sap as new imported
from Memel ;". and "that part of it was actuany wrought up into new furniture!."
And here it may be observed, that foreign timber has an advantage that is too seldom
allowed to that which is home grown; for it is always seasoned in some deg,ree before
it arrives in this coun.try, therefore cannot be employed in so unseasoned a state as
British timber is generally employed.
'" Darwin's.Phytolegia, P' 521.

~

Dr. Smith, quoted by Pontey, Forest Pruner,

t
p. n.

Treatise on Building in Water, p. 86.
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Its lightness and stiffness render it superior to any other material for beams, girders,
joists, rafters, and framing in general. It is also much used for masts and other parts
of vessels. For joiners' work it is also much used, both for external and internal work,
as it is more easily wrought, stands better, is nearly, if not quite as durable, and is much
cheaper than oak.
The colour of the wood of the different varieties of Scotch fir differs considerably; it
is generally of a reddish yellow, or a honey yellow, of various degrees of brightness.
I t consists in the section of alternate hard and soft circles; the one part of each annual
ring being soft and light coloured, the other bardei' and dark coloured. It has no
larger transverse septa, and it has a strong resinous odour and taste. It works easily
when it does not abound in resin; and the foreign wood shrinks about one-thirtieth
part of its width in seasoning from the log.
In the best timber the annual rings are tbin, not exceeding one-tenth of an inch in
thickness; the dark parts of the rings of a bright and reddish colour; the wood hard
and dry to the feel, neither leaving a woolly surface after the saw, nor filling its teeth
with resin. The best Norway is the finest of this kind, and the best Riga and Memel
are not much inferior.
The inferior kinds have thick annual rings; in some kinds the. dark parts of tbe rings
are of a honey yellow, the wood heavy, and fined with soft resinous matter, feels clammy,
and chokes the saw. Timber of this kind is not durable, nor fit for bearing strains.
Mar Forest timber is often of this kind. In other inferior kinds the wood is spongy,
contains less resinous matter, and presents a woolly surface after the saw. Swedish
timber is often of this kind, and is then inferior in strength and stiffuess.
The cohesive force of a sq. in. of foreign til.Ilber varies from 7000 to ] 4000 pounds.
of Mar Forest. . . . . . . . . . .. 7000 to 10000
of English growth. . . . . . . - 5000 to 7000
The weight of a cubic foot of foreign fir seasoned varies from 29 to 40
of .Englishgrowth, seasoned. . . . .. 28 to 33

of Mar Forest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

38

The mean weight of the modulus of elasticity for a square inch
of the foreign varieties of Scotch fir of a good quality is 1,687,000 pounds.
of Mar Forest. . -. . . . . . . . . .. . . - . . . . .- . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . 845,000
of English.

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

951,000

The mean strength, stiffness, and toughness, of oak, being each represented by 100,
those of the different varieties of Scotch fir will be represented by the number~
below:
Strength of foreign timber 80, of Mar Forest ditto 61, of English grown ditto 60
Stiffness.
. . . . . . . . . . . . -. 114,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49, . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.' . . . . . . 55

Toughness. . . . . . . . . . ... 56,

'~_:
~. . . .. 76,.. . . ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

EE2
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Mr. John 'White favoured me with a specimen of Norway yellow fir much superior
to any of the fir kind that has been experimented upon; its strength was to that of
oak as 120 to 100; its weight per cubic foot 39 pounds.
The wood from cold climates appears to be always much harder than that which is
the product of warmer countries; for from the under side of crooked pine trees the
Laplallders procure what they term kiol', which is always as bard as box wood: this
they use for the bottoms of their sledges, and for the outer part of their bows. The
Norway timber is also hal'del' than that of Riga, &c.
,Rees's Cyclopredia, art. Pinus; Bar1ow's Essay on the Strength of Timber; Von
Bnch's Travels in Norway; Linnreus's Tour in Lapland, vot i. and ii.; and Coxe's
Travels in Russia.
3. WHITE FIR or DEAL.

396. White fir is the produce of different species of spruce fir; that from the north
of Europe is produced by the Norway spruce (Pim.ts abies of botanists;) but that from
America is produced either by the white spruce (Pillus aZba,) or' black spruce (Pinus
nigra.). White fir is imported in deals or planks.
The Norway spruce (Pinus abies) is a native of mountains in various parts of Europe
and the north of Asia. The forests of Norway afford it abundantly. A considerable
quantity is imported from Ch:dstiana in deals and planks, which are esteemed the best
white deals of any; not so much, Von Buch says, from the superior quality of the
tree, as thereguJar thickness of the deals. The trees are usually cut into three lengths,
generaUy of ~bout twelve feet each1 and are afterwards cut into deals and planks by
saw mills, each length yielding three deals or planks. A tree requires 70 or 80 years'
growth before it arrives at perfection. White deals are also imported from Frederickstadt, Drontheim, and other ports in Norway; and from Gottenburg, Riga, and other
of the Baltic ports. At Christiana, Mr. Coxe states, that each saw mill is restricted
from cu~ting more than a certain quantity of.deals: at that port there are 136 saw mills,
and the quantity permitted to be cut amounts to twenty million standard deals, 12 feet
long and li- inch thick.

.

'

It is from the Norway spruce tliflt the Burgundy pitch is obtained. It thrives very
well in Britain, aDd produces very good timber, little inferior to the foreign; it is
sOqlewhat softer, and the knots are extremely hard, which renders it difficult to work.
White deal is very durable in a dry state, and is much used for internal joiners' work,
and fQJ;'furniture. It unites well with glue.
Tbe American white spruce fir (Pinus alba,) in Canada called epinette, or rather
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sapinette blanche, is a native of high mountainous trac~ in the colder parts of North
America. The \"\Toodis not so resinous as that of the Norway spruce, and it is tougher,
less heavy, and generally more liable to twist in drying. It is imported in deals and
planks.
The American black spruce fir (Pin us nig~a) is a native of the high mountainous
tracts from the northern part of Canada to Carolina. The black and white spruce are
so named from the colour of the bark, the wood of both kinds being of the same colour.
The black spruce is said to produce the best wood: I have not, however, been able to
procure a specimen that was known to be from that tree.
The colour of spruce fir, or white deal, is yellowish or brownish white; the hard part
of the annual ring a darker shade of the same colour; often has a silky lustre, especially
in the American and British grown kinds. Each annual ring consists of two parts, the
one hard, the other softer. The knots are generally very hard, and the clear and
straight grained kinds are often tough, but not very diffIcult to work, and stand
extremely well when properly seasoned.
The cohesive force of a square inch of Chl'istiana deal is from 8000 to 12000 pounds.
of American white spruce.
.... .. .. .. 8000 to 10900
of British grown Norway spruce is about 8000
The modulus of elasticity is 1,500,000 pounds for a square inch, taking the mean of
t.he three kinds.
A cubic foot of Christiana deal weighs from. . . . .. 28 to 32 pounds when dry.

.

.

of American white spruce. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 29
of Norway spruce (British grown) ... .
34

. ....

Representing the strength, stiffness, and hardness of Dak, each by 100,
Christiana deal.

The strength will be . . . .
The stiffness.

. .... ..

The toughness. . . . . . . ." .

American white
spruce.

British grown
Norway spruce.

104
104

86
79

70
81

104

102

60

I

The shrinkage of white deal is about one-seventieth part in becoming perfectly dry,
according to my observations; the deals being in the state they are usually purchased
at the timber-yards when first measured. What are termed dry deals will shrink about
one-ninetieth part.
Von Bueh's Travels in Norway ; Rees's Cyclopredia, art. Pil1US; Evelyn's SilVR';
and Coxe's Travels in Norway.
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and, 7. PINASTER.

397. The \Vcymouth pine or white pine (Pinus strohus) is a native of North
America, and is imported in large logs, often more than 2 feet square and 30 feet
in length. It is one of the largest and most useful of tbe American pines, and makes
excellent masts. The wood is light and soft, but is said to stand the weather tolerably
well.
In joiners' work the wood is much used for mouldings, and other work where clean
straight grained wood is desirable; but it is not durable, nor fit for large timbers, being
very liable to take the dry rot. It has a peculiar odour.
The colour of the wood is a 111'ow111sb
yellow, the texture is more nearly uniform than
that of any other of the pine species, and the annual rings -not very distinct. It stands
very well when seasoned, and is a very good kind of wood for moulds for casting from~
and for some kinds of furniture; but its softness renders it unfit for many purposes.
Its strength, &c. are given in a table in the following page.
398. Yellow pine (Pinus 'Variabilis) is a native of the pine forests from New England
to Georgia, and the wood is much used for many of the cal'penter's purposes, and for
ship-building. It is also imported into Britain; but I have not been able to procure
specimens that were known to be from this tree.
399. The pitch pine (PilluS resinosa) is a n!itive of Canada, and is remarkable for the
abundance and fragrance of its rc...,in. I t is a very heavy wood> and not very durable;
it is also brittle when very dry. It is of a redder colour than the Scotch pine, feels
sticky, and is difficult to plane. Its other properties are given in -the table in the
following page.
.
400. The silver fir (Pinus pieea) is a native of the mountains of Siberia, Germany,
and Switzerland, and is common in British plantations. It is a large tree, and produces
the Strasburg turpentine ofcommoerce. The wood is ofa good quality, and much used
.on the continen~ both for carpentry and ship-building.
The harder fibres are of a
yellow colour, compact, and resinous; the softer nearly white. Like the other ki~ds of
fir, it is light and stiff, and does not bend much under a considerable load; consequently
floors constructed of it remain permanently level. It is subject to the worm. \Viebeking
says, it lasts longer in the air than in wat€r, and it is therefore more fit for the upper
.
p.3,!:lsof bt'idges than for piles and piers.

40]; The cluster pine (Pinus pinaster) is a native of the roch.-ymountainous parts of
Europe, and is sometimes cultivated in British,plantations. It is a larger tree than the
Scotch pine, and produces both pitch and turpentine; and its wood is not of so red a
colour.
.
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Wiebeking says, the wood of the pinaster is more durable in water than in air, that it
is of a finer grain than either the pine or silver fir;!and contains less resin than either.
Table of Pt'operties of tlte preceding Species.
Weight of a Weight?~ Ulodulus Cohesin: force of
of elashcl:Y for a
(mbic foot.
a square inch.
square Inch.

Kind.

COlnparative,
stiffness.

Comparative

Comparative

strength.

toughness.

I

I

pounds.

vVeymouth

pine

28i-

Yellow pine. . . .
Pitch pine. . . . .

28

Silver fir . . . . . .
Pinaster . . . . . . .

25-!-

41

pounds.

pounds.

1,633,500

11,835

95

99

103

9..796

73

8'Z

92

!

I/Z52,

~OO

25-}

In the fifth, sixth, and seventh columns, the stiffness, strength, and toughness of oak
are each Supl)osed to be represented by 100.
Rees's Cyclopredia, art. Pinus; \Viebeking on Blidges; and Barlow's Essay on the
Strength of Timber.
8. LARCH.

402. Of the larch tree there are three species; one European, and two American.
The European larch tree (Pinus larix) i~ a native 'of the Alps of Switzerland, Italy,
Germany, and Siberia. The variety from the Italian Alps is the most esteemed, and
has been lately introduced to a considerable extent in the plantations of Britain. The
present Duke of Atholl has. been one of the most arduous in promoting this desirable
object. I t is a straight and lofty tree of rapid growth. A tree of 79 years' growth was
cut at Blair Atholl jn 1817, which contained 252.cubic feet of timber; and one of 80
years' growth at Dunkeld measured 300 cubic feet~:, and a tree of 54 years' growth in
Derbyshire contained 83i- cubic feet t. According to Hassenfratz, the mean size of the
trunk is 45 feet in length and 33 inches in diameter.
Jt is extremely durable in all situations,. fail~g only where any other kind wOl1ld fail;
for this valuable property it has been celebrated from the time of Vitruvius;! who regrets
tIlat it could not be easily transported to Rome, where such a wood would have been
so valuable. It appears, however, that this was sometimes done; for we are told that
Tiberius caused the Naumachiarian Bridge, constructed by Augustus, and afterwards
burnt, to be rebuilt of larch planks procured from Rhretia. Among these ,vas a tt'lUlk
.. Philosophieal Maguine, vol.liii. p. 4~4.

t

Farey's Derbyshire Report, vol. ii'l1~ :J5Z.
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120 feet in length, which excited the admiration of ail Rome >.(:. The celebrated
Scamozzi also extols the larch for every purpose of building; and it has not been found
less valuable when grown in proper soils and situations in Britain.
In posts, and other situations where it is exposed to damp and the weather, it is
found to be very durable. The Duke of Atholl has known it to last from 20 to 34 years
-in such situations, particularly the knotty top-wood.
In countries where lal'ch abounds it is often used to cover buildings, which when first
done are the natural colour of the woed, but in t\VOor three years they become covered
with resin, and as black as charcoal; the resin forms a kind of impenetrable varnish,
which effectually resists the weather. Larch is 110tattacked by worms, and does not
inflame readily.
The larch, says vViebeking, is preferable to the pine, the pin aster, or the fir, for the
construction of the arches of wooden bridges; and Mr. Coxe states, that the borderers
on the Lake of Geneva prefer it for building their vessels: indeed the larch is useful for
every purpose of building, whether external or internal; it makes excellent ship-timber,
masts, boats, pOBtS,rails, and furniture. In some parts of Kamtschatka it m'~'ives at a.
considerable

size, and is there used for ships, and lasts extremely

well t.

It is peculiarly

adapted for flooring boards in situations where there is much wear, and for staircases;
in the latter, its fine colour when rubbed with oil is much preferable to that of the
black oaken staircases to' be seen in some old mansions. It is well adapted for doors,
shutters, and the like; and from the beautiful colour of its wood when varnished,
painting is not necessary.
The wood of tbe American black lardl (Pinus pendula) is said to be equal to that of
the European larch; and that of the American red larch (PillUSmicrocarpa) is also of a
very good quality; but they do not produce turpentine as the European kind.
1\11'.Chapman states, that the wood of the larch tree is much improved in hardness
by barking the trees in the spring, and felling them late in the autumn; and as a want
of stiffness is one of the most. striking defects of larch for the carpenter's purposes,
such as joists and beams, it. would be desirable that further trials should be made; as
fro~ the form of the tree, barking would be easily accomplished, as far as 'would be
necessary.
The wood of the European larch is generally of a honey-yellow colour, the hard part
of the annual rings of a redder cast; sometimes it is brownish white. In common with
the other species of pine, each annual ring consists of a hard and soft part. It general1y
has 'a silky lustre, and its colour is browner than that of the Scotch pine, and it is much
tougher. It is more difficult to work than Riga or Memel timber; but the surface is
better when once it is obtained. It bears driving bolts and nails better than any other
.

*

Btckmano's History of Invention!, vol. ii. p. 299.

t Langsdorlf's TraTels, vol. n. p. 267.
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kind of the resinous woods. When it has become perfectly dry it stands well, but
warps much ill seasoning.
The cohesive force of a square inch is from 6000 to 13,000 pounds; the modulus of
elasticity for a square inch is 1,363,500 pounds; and the weight of a cubic foot of larch
valies from 29 to 40 pounds when dry.
Representing the mean strength of oak by 100, that of larch is
103
stiffnessof oak by 100,
; .... .. .. .. i9

.. ..

toughness of oak by 100,

... .. .. .. . . . . .. . . 134

Of the larch wood there are two very distinct lands, differing much both in colour and
quality; the one being of a redder colour, harder, of a straighter grain, and more free
from knots than the other, which is of a white colour and coarse grain. The white
kind is the most common. I have made experiments on both kinds, from the Duke of
Atholl's woods, in Scotland. It certainly would be desirable that trees producing woods
so different in quality should be carefully examined by a scientific botanist.
Vitruvius, book ii. chap. ix.; Rees's Cyclopredia, art. Pinus; Wiebeking on Bridges;
Coxe's Travels in Switzerland, vol. ii. p. 103; and Chapman on Preservation of Timber.

9. CEDAR.

403. Of the cedar tree (the Juniperus of botanists) there are several species that
produce valuable wood. Thet'e are also several other kinds of timber that are often
called cedar. Thus, a species of cypress is called white cedar in Amelica; and the
cedar used by the Japanese for building bridges, ships, houses, &c. is also a kind of
cypress, .which Thunberg describes as a beautiful wood, that lasts long without
decay.
The Juniperus oX!Jcedrusis a native of Spain, the south of France, and the Levant; it
is usually called the brown-berried cedar. The wood of this species is supposed to have
been the famous cedar of the ancients, so much celebrated for its durability, of which
some of their first statues were made, before the use of marble in that branch of art
was known.
The Bermudian cedar (Jzmiperus Bermudiana) a native of Bermuda and the Baham&
Islands, is another spec~es. that produces valuable timber for many purposes, such as
internal joiners' work, furriiture, and. the like.
The red cedar, so well1.llown for its being used in making black-lead pencils, is
produced by the Virginian cedar (Junipcrus P'irginiana) a native of North America, the
West India Islands, ,md Japan. The tree sel~om exceeds 45 feet in height.
FF
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The wood of the red cedar is very durable, and is not attacked by worms or insects.
It is used for drawers, wardrobes, and various kinds of furniture, for ship-building, and
for pencils. Its colour is a brownish red, the sap-wood nearly white, texture nearly
uniform; it is brittle, vcry light, and has a strong and peculiar odour, which renders
it unfit to be employed in considerable quantities for internal work.
Its specific gravity is '650. Th6 cohesive force of cedar, according to Muschenbroek's
e.xperiments, is 4875 pounds for a square inch; but the kind is not mentioned *'.
Evelyn's Silva, Dr. Hunter's notes;
tiOIlary; and Rees's Cyclopreclia.

Thunberg's Travels;

. Intro. ad Phil. "Nat. tom. i. p. 414.

Miller's Gardener's Dic-

TABLES OF SCANTLINGS,

SPECIFIC GRA VITIES, &c.

No. I.
Table cif the Scantlings of Girders, of Yellow Fir, for different Bearings, from 10 to 36
feet; Girders 10 feet apart. See Sect. Ill. art. 138 to ]48.
L~ngt~ of

.Inea;mtg
ee.

Depth

Depth

,

26

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Depth

Depth

Depth

Depth

Depth

Depth

14 inches. 15 inches. 16 inches. 17 inches. 18 inches.

Breadth

Breadth

Breadth

Breadth

Breadth

I

Breadth

Breadth

Breadth

in inches. in inches. in inches. in inches~ in inches. in inches. in inches. in inches. ia inches.
~.}
1~
I}
l{.
7i
5}
4
3}
~
9
6~
5
4~
3.}
~
2~
2
1~
1O}
8
5,i
5
Si3.}
2.}
2
~
12j.
9j.
6i5~
4.j.
3t3
~.j.
2{.
6{
5{4}
3.j.
3
2,}
14j.
1O~
7~
16-}
12~
9
7~
6
5
4
S-}
3
IBf
14
10~
S~
7
5i
4~
4
3{16
II}
9~
8
6{5{.
4+
3~
17~
13
11
S~
7~
6
5'
4

!

.. .. .. .. ..

19{

. .. .. .. .. .. ..

. .. .. .. . . . . . . . .

.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

14f

12

16
17i19}

IS.}
15
16}
18
19-}

..

.. ..

Depth
Depth
Depth
19 inches. 20 inches. 21 inches.
Breadth
Breadth
in iBches. in inches.

9{.
10{11'
1l{
12i13-t
14

Si9
9';'
10
10{
ll}
12

:Breadth
in incbes.

7iN.
SiSf
9,}
10
IO}

Len~b ofT
bearmg
in feet.

\

,

Breadth

10
11
12
13
14
IS
16,.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Depth'

10 inches. 11 inches. 12 inches. 13 inches.

9~,

8

6,}

S}

4~

lOi12
13
14i15}
16i18i19.::-

9
9~
lO-f
II}
12-f
13-f
15
16
17iIS}
19f

7{8
S{
9.j.
10}
11{12i13
14i15iI6{17~
18,}
19{

6
6~
7}
S
S{
9}
10i11
Il{
12f
IS}
14,}
IS}
I6,}
17iIS.}
19}

5i5~
6i-

~

7}
8
Sf
9i10
IOf
IJ}
12i13
14
14f
15i16}

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
3~
33
34
35
36

To find the scantling for 3 girder for any length of bearing, look in either the right or left
hand column for the bearing, and opposite in any of the other columns is the breadth, with. the
proper depth for that breadth at the head of the column; therefore such a breadth and dept~
may be selected as will be convenient for the intended purpose. Thus, for a 'lO feet beari~g a
girder may be 16 inches in breadth, and 1~ inches deep'; or the breadth may be 18j. inches, and
the depth 13 inches, and so on; but where there is space to admit of a. deep girder it requires
less timber. A new series of depths begin for be.arings above 29 feet.
This table is calculated by the equ,ation 7;~2 =b; where l is the length in feet, and band d the
breadth and depth in inches. In theru1e in words at length, instead of depth read breadth, ill
the second line of the :rule, art. 139.
~ F~
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No. 11.
Table W' the Scantlings of Bindillg Joists, qf Yellow Fir, for d{/fe1'ent Bearings, from
5 to 20 feet, when tlte distance f1'om middle to middle is 6 feet.
See Sect. Ill.
art. 149 and 150.
; LeD~th ?f
! beanng In.
feet.

i~--)

i:

i

Depth
I

I

6 inches.

Depth
I

I

Breadth

I

5

i
i
i

7
8
9

!

ID

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19
~O.

'4f

I

i

!

7

I

!

3
4

5~
S

Breadth
in inches.
4

4'T
I

5f
6'T

I

7~

I

I

Depth

Depth

10 inches.

11 inches.

I

Len~h ~f

Depth

bea;lDg In

12 inches.

.ect.

Depth
14 inches.
Breadth
in incbes

3+
3~
~4i4iSi-

6

Breadth
Breadth
Breadth
Breadth
in inches. in inches. in incbes. in inches.

'2

6}
Depth
]3 iocbes.

Depth
9 incbes.

/

3
4
5i-

6i

I
!

Depth
8 inches.

Breadth
Breadth
in inches. I in inches,

I in inches.

6

7 inches.

i

. Depth
15 inches.
Breadth
in inches,

2f
3i-

3'.,.
4
4'-:r

4+

I

2
<).1
"'':f

2

3i4-}

2':3i4
5
6
,...

2
2i3
3':4+
5i

8
.9
10~

Si

5+
6.}
8

I

6.}

1~
8i
10

--

2+
3
3f
4

4-}
5~
6
6i
7i8-}
9j.

5
6
1
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
.
16
.
11
18
19
20

To find the scantling for a binding joist for any beaJ.'ing,look in either the right or left hand
column of the table for the bearing in feet, and opposite the length of bearing, and under some
one of the depths at' the head of the columns, will be found the breadth required. Thus, if it
be required to find the scantling for a binding joist for a 10 feet bearing, 9 inches is a depth
that wo11ldbe suited to the floor; then.. opposite 10 feet, in one' of the side columns, and under
9 inches at the head of one of the middle columns, we find 5i- inches, the breadth required. If 8
.inches had been :fixedupon for the depth, it would have required 8 inches in breadth to be equally
as stiil' as one 9 by 5j.. If the bearing be 19 feet, and 13 inches should be o~ convenient depth,
the1:l.opposite 19 in.the aide columns.. mid under depth 18 inches, we. find 6j. inches, the breadth
required.
.
This table is calculated by the rule 4~~~=b; where l is the length in feet; and d the depth, and
b the breadth, each in inches.
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No. lIT.
Table of tlte Scantlingsfor Single Joisting, or Bridging Joists, of Yellow Fir,for different
Bearings, from 5 to 25 feet; the distance from middle to middle 12 inches. See
Sect. Ill. art. 137 and 153.
Length of Breadth . Breadth Breadth Breadth Breadth Breadth
bearing in
2 in.
li- in~ l{- in.
2f in.
2-irin. 2-} in.
feet.

5
6

7
S
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
IS
19
20
2]
22
23
24
25

Breadth Breadth Breadth
8 in.

I

si- in.

8.j. in.

I

Breadth Lengthof I
4 in. bearing in
feet.

Depth in Depth in Depth in:Depth in Depth in Depth in Depthin !Depth in Depth in Depth in
inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches. inches.
43T
5{.
4{.
5
~4,
4i5iSi4i53
51T
5i
6
5
'4.}
6i4f
5iT
#
6j.
53T
53T
6{.
6
5~
7
5
6'...
5i61
63
6j...
7}
6{
6
7
5f
Si
7i11"
7j.
63T
6j.
6.}
6f
6
Si7
5f
7f
S
7{.
6.}
9
7
Si6f
7~
6i7iSI
63T
7.j.
9}
S
9
n.
7
8':'
7i11'
10
9{.
S
7{.
9
Si9i-Si7'{7-i
83T
IO,}
9j.
9
9iSi~s
10*
7':93...
83T
11
10
10.}
9
8
Si9i9'T
11}
10
10j11
9
9{Si9-i
9'11'
8'11'
9.}
11
10
12{JO{10+
9{9{UT
Sf
ll{.
IO}
JOj.
10
12
10{12{11{9{9T
11.}
11{.
12.}
12
9j.
JO{.
10
IS{10i10i1~j.
10.}
12
13
10
!O{10iHill.i13i]]
1~.}
13
12
1IilOT
14{13:;'
10{11-}
13.}
12}
14{
12{
12
11.}
10{.
11
14
1l{12
13{.
ll}
15
II
13f
]2{12}
'11i14ilQ3
13
ll{.
14
12
14{12{15-}
13-}
H{"T
13{.
Hj.
13-}
12
16
15.}
14
12{llf
12i13
14
12
15
13~
16-j15-}
14i12i1°'"11'

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
]6
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

To find the scantling for a joist for any bearing, look in either the ~ight pr left hand column
for the given I;>earing,and opposite in any of the other columns will be found the depth, with the
eorresponding breadth at the head of the column; therefore, such a breadth may be taken as. i~
best adapted to the ,purpose required. Thus, for a 14 feet bearing, a joist 10 by ~ is of the same
degree of stiffnesS as one 9 by 3; or as one of any other depth opposite 14, with the br.eadtb a.t
the top of the column.
l'l .

This table was calculated by the equation (b r X2-2= d. See art. 137.
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No. IV.
Table of the Scantli71gsof Ceiling Joists, of Yellow Fir, for different .Bearings, from. 4 t(~
15 feet;

Length of
bearing in
feet.

distance from. middle to middle 12 inches.

Breadth
q. inches.

Breadth
l{ inches.

Breadth
2 inches.

Breadth
Breadth
2~ inches. 2-} inches.
Depth in
inches.

Depth in
inches.

2}

Depth in
inches.

4
~5

2i2{.

Depth in
inches.
2
2i-

6

3*

3'T
3~
4i-

3
3i4

43T

41T

14

15

Breadth

:!i-incbes.

Breadth
3 incbes.

Deptlr in
inches.

Depth in
inchei.

I.

Depth in
inch~s.
21
2{.

7
8
9
10
11
]'2
13

See Sect. Ill. art. 154.

4
4,}
-5
5i
6{6-:}

H
8
S.}

5311"
5~
6j.
7
7i7~

5
Si6
6''T
7
7i-

Sf
3...
4i4...

5i-

5...
6i
6{
7f

Length of
bearing in
feet.

4
5
6

3~
3{
4~
4{
5i
5'T
6
6.}
7{.

3+
4i4,'
'"
5.}
5f
5'r11"

6-:7

3i4
4i5
Si5'T
6i
6{.

1
8
9
10
II
1'l
13
14
15

In. order to find the scantling of a ceiling joist for any bearing, look :for the length of the
bearing in either the right or left hand column, and opposite will be found the depth, with the
br~adth at the top of the column, containing the depth that is most convenient.
Ceiling joists should never have very 101lgbearings, particularly those for ceilings nex.t the roof
of a house; as long joists are subject to warp, which breaks the plastering.
.
The distance from middle to middle should never.exceed 12 inches, otherwise the bearing for
the laths becomes too long. If the distance from middle to middle exceed& It;l inches, double
laths should be used.
This table is calculated by the rule
.

breadth.

'64l
b+

=d; where l is the length, d is the depth) and b th~
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No. V.
Table cif Scantlings of Timbers for different Spans from 20 to 30 feet, for the Roc?! shown
in fig. 49, Plate V. See Sect. IV. art. 164.
Span.

Tie beam A.

King post K.

feet.
20
~2
24
26
28
30

inches.
9i- X 4
9~x5
10i- X 5
II{- X 5
1li- X 6
12{- X 6

inches.
4x3
5x3
5X3~
5X4
6X4
6X4!

Principal rafters
P.
inches.
4X4
5X3
5 X 345X4-!6x3k
6x4

BraGesB.

Pudins C.

inches.
3ix2
3~4, X 2.1
4,

inches.
8 X4~
8-!X5
8~X5
8~x5
S!X5!
9 X5i

4 X2~
4-!-X 2~
4i X 2i
4~X3

I Smallr.rafters
!
inches.
3i X 2
3ix2
4 x2
4ix2
4lx2
4!X2

In this table the trusses are supposed to be not more than 10 feet apart, the pitch of the roof'
about 27 degrees.. the covering slate, and the timber yellow fir. The timbers are marked with.
t.he letters A, K.. P, B, C, and r..in the engraving fig. 49.

No. VI.
Table of Scantlings for Roofs fi'om 30 to 46 feet Span, to Design fig. !\O,Plate V.; Tl'USSef
10 feet apart. See Sect. IV. art. 165.
Span.

Tie beam A.

Queen posts

Q.

Principal
rafters P.

StraiXliDg
beam S.

Braces B.

Purlins C.

Smallrafters

inches.
8 X4f
StX5
8!X5
8!x5
8ix5

inches.
3ix2
3~X~
4 x2
4 x2
4!X2
4] x2
4!X2
4
5 X2.

0

feet.
32
34
36
38
40
4~
44
46

inches.
10 X4~
10 x5
1O!x5
10 x6
11 x6
Il~X6
12 x6
12~ X 6

inches.
4iX4
5 X3~
5 X4
6 X3!
6 X4
6 x4i
6 X5
6 x5i

inches.
5 X4~
5 X5
5 X5:l6 x6
6 x6
6.1x6
4x6
1 x6

inches.
6i X 4~
6ix5
7 x5
1ix6
8 X6
8:tX6
8!X6
9 x6

inches.
8~ X 'll
44 X 2£
4.1X~!.
4: X 21
4! X 21
4~ X 2!
4] x3
~.
4ix3

Pitch of the roof about 21 degrees, covering s1"1.te..and timber yellow fir.
the engraving, as in the table above.

Six Si
9 X5
9 X5!

T.

The letters refer to

The scantlings in these tables are calculated by the rules in Sect. IV. I have put the smallest
scantlings th?-t ought to be used for good Riga or Memel timber; of course soft and inferioI'
kinds of timber-will require them to be larger.
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No. VII.
Table of Scantlings for Roofs of from 46 to 60 feet SparJ, to Design fig. 51, Plate VI.;
Trusses 10feet apart. See Sect. IV. art. 166.

-

Span.

Tie beam A.

Queen posts
Q.

Posts D.

Principal
rafters P.

Straining
beam S.

feet.

inches.

incBes.

inches.

inches.

inches.

inches.

6 X5!
6 X6!
'6 x6f
1 X6:1
7 x6i

6X2i
6x2i
6X2i
7 X2-!
7x2!

74-x6
8i X6
9tx6
'6tX7
7yX7
84x7
9 x7

8ix6
S!X6
SiX6
9 X6
9ixG
9lx7
10 x7

4! X2!
4-! X2,f
4i X21
4! X2f
5 x2f
5 x2!
5 X3

48

llix6

50
5~
54
56
58
60

12
12
12
1~
12
12

x6
x6k
xl
xS
X8!
X9

7 xri

7x2!
7X3

7!X7

: Braces B,

Purlins C.
I

I
I

in~~e8.

8!X5
S~X5

Six 5i
84 X 5f

Sf x 51

9 X54
9 X5~

Small
rafters 1'.
inches.

4 x2
4.}X2
4.}X2
4ix2
44-x2
4!X2
4ix2

,

No. VIII.
Table cif Scantlillgsfor Roofs from 60 to 90 feet Span, to Design fig. 52, Plate VI.;
Trusses10feet apart. See Sect. IV. art. 167 and 168.
Span.

Principal
Tie beam Quoeenposts\ Posts D
Q.
Dol rafters P.
A.

I

feet.

65
70
75
SO
85
90

'

inches.,

inches.

inches.

15 X lol

8 x7

5><3
5 X 3i
5x4
6x4
6X4i

15 X 11t
9 X6!
15 X 134 9 X7!
16x 13
9 x9
16 X 13~ 9ix9
10 X 9i
16 x'14

6x4i

inches.

I
StraiDing<:King post
Braces
Purlins C.
beam S.
K.
B'I
inches.

8 X 7! lOt X 8
9 X 7 102 X 9
9 X s ll!x 9
IO! X 9 12 x9
12 X 9 1czi X 9
1O! X 10 13 X 10'

inches.

inches.

inches.

5X3
5X34
5X4
6X4
6 X 4l
6 X 4l

5 X 3-k
5 X 3i
5X4i
6 X :3l
6x4
6x4

8lX5
S4X5
8~X5
Si X 5i
9 X5i
9 x5t

Small
rafters r.
inches.

4 x2
4tx2,
4'2X2
4iX2
4fX2
5 x~

ID.these tables the pitch of the roof is supposed to be about 9..7degrees, the covering slate, a2id
the timber to be good Riga or Memel fir'. Inferior timber will require to be of larger dimensions..
but the ~ulditionof one-fourth of an inch to each dimension will be sufficient for any difference in
quality, except it be knotty timber. The letters refer to the parts on the engravings.
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No. IX.
Table cif 8cantlings for Roufs from 55 to 65 feet Span, to Design fig. 53, Plate VII.;
Trusses 10 feet apart. See Sect. IV. art. 169.
Span.

feet.
55
60
65

Tie beam A.

inches.

12x8
l'Z!x 9
13 X 9!

Queen posts

Straining

Principal

Q.

rafters P.

inches.

8 x6
9 x6
94 X 64

\

Posts D.

beam S.

inches.

inches.

8 xS
9 x7
94x8

IOx8
10x9
11 X 9~

Braces B.

inches.

inches.

6X4
6X4!
6x5

6x4
6X4!
6x5

I

In roofs of this design, and between 55 and 65 feet span" the purlins may be 9 inches by
5 inches, and common rafters 5 inches by 2 inches.

No. X.
Table of Scantlillg's fOl' Roofs from 70 to 80 feet Span, to Design fig. 54, Plate VII.;
Trusses 10feet apart. See Sect. IV. art. 170.

.

Span.

Tie beam A.

feet.
70
75
80
85

inches.
15x 11!
15 X 14
16 x]3
16 X Hi

Queen posts Q. Principal

iDcbes.
9~X 8
10 X 84
lO!X 9
11 xl0

rafters

Straining beam

P.

S.

inches.
13 X 94
IS! X 10
14 X 10!
144 x 11

inches.

Hx

9~

12 X 10
13 X 1O~
13 x 11

I

Scantlings of
the upper parts
may be got
from
Table

No. 5.

No. XI.
Table of Scantlings for Roofs from 20 to 32 feet Span, to Design fig. 60, Plate VIII.;
Trusses tOfeet apart. See Sect. IV. art. ]72.
Suspending pieces.

Span.

Tie beam.

Cnrved rib.

feet.
20
24
28
30
3~

incbes.
8 x4
8 x4
8 x5
8!X5
9 X5!

inches.
4 x4
4~X4
5!X5
6 x5
6 x5!

I

No. of Scantlings of
pairs.
each piece.
inches.
4x2
3
4x~
3
3
4X2!
3
4X2i
3
4 X 2-!

Parlins.

Common

inches.
8 x5
8 x5
8~X5
8~X5
S!X5

inches.
3-kX 2
4 x~
4~X2
4ix2
5 x2

The pitch, &c. the same as the preceding tables.
GG

rafters.

I
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No. XII.
Table of Scantlings J01' Roofs from 35 to ]00 feet Span, to Design fig. 57, Plate VIII.;
Tl'llSSeS10 feet apart. See Sect. IV. art. 171.
Suspending pieces.
Span.
feet.

35
40
45
50
55
tSo
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
lOO

Tie beam.
inches.

llx
6
llx6
l1x 6*
llx
1
llx7
llx
8.
llx
9
11 X 9§
llxlO
12 X 10
12 X 11
12 x 11
12 X 12
12 X 12

Curved rib.

No. of
pairs.

inches.

6
7
8
9
10
10
10
11
11
12

X 6
X 6
X 6*
X 1
X 7
X 8
X 9
X 94
xlO
xlO

12! X

n

14 X It
14 X 12
15 x12

Scantlings of
each piece.
inches.

4
4:
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
9

4 x2i
4 x2f
4 x2f
4 x3
4 x3
4 X3!
4 x3!
4!X3!
~X3!
4~X3!

9

4kx3~

10
11
11

5 xsi

5 xs!
5 x4

1
I

l

Pudin. 9x 5
inches.
Small rafters
5 X 2 inches.

I

J

The pitch is supposed to be about 27 degrees, the covering slate, and the timber good Riga or
Memel fir.

Since this table and the description, art. 171, were written, a roof has been executed on this
principle, over the Royal Military Chapel, at Woolwich; of :which the span is 50.fee~. As
the rise was intended to be as little as was consistent with the necessary degree of strength,
it was determined by a similar equation to that in art. 270, Sect. V'DI. and the scantlings were
calculated accordingly. It is covered with lead, and carries a heayy ornamented ceiling. The
!uspendi;ng pieces are of irOJl.
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No. XIII.
Table of the Scantlings of Binding Joists, cif Yellow Fir, that have to carr!!a Ceiling on!!},
for different Bearings, from 5 to 12 feet; distance apart 7Iotmore t!tan 6 feet. See
Sect. Ill. art. 152..
,
Len;,,-thof Breadth
Breadth Breadth Breadth Breadth Breadth Breadth Breadth Length of
bearing in 2 inches. 2-}inches. 3 inches. S-}inches. 4 inch!,:s. 4-}inches.
5 inches. 5} inches. bearing in
feet.
feet.

5
6

7

~S

9
10
11
1~

Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
4'
3i
H
44i3i11"
5{
5}
4{
5
4-{4i-

6''I"

6i7~
Si9ilO}
Hi-

7{.
8
Sf
90}

10i

6

5~

5'

5

6i-

6{

6

5i-

7.}
S{-

7i-

6{-

S

7i-

6i7i-

9{-

s{.

Si-

90}

9{-

10

S
Sf

5

6

7
6{.
70}

8
9
10
11

S+

12

6i-

7
7iSi-

No. XIV.
Table of the Scantlings of Purlins, of Yellow Fir, for Roofs for dijferent Bearings, fi'om
See Sect. Ill. art. 190.
6 to 14 feet; distances apart 6 feet, 7 feet, 8 feet, and 9 feet
Length of
bearing in
feet.

6 feet apart.
Depth in Breadth
inches.

6

~7
~S
9
10
~11
~12

13
14

6
6i-

7 feet apart.
Depth

Breadth

8 feet apart.
Depth

Breadth

9 feet apa.rt.

Depth

Breadth

in inches. in inches. in inches. in inches. in inches. in inches. in inches.
:p
60}4
4{6~
6i3i4j.
4j.
4
7
7{7i4'

7i-

41
11"

7i-

SiSi-

5
5'
"'J"

Si9i-

9i-

5{-

43T
5i-

Length of
bearing in
feet.

6
7
S

8

4.}

S{-

5

Si-

5'
.T
53
6
6'
11"

9

5+

9

9i-

5i6{-

10
11

10

6

10';'

6'
T

9j..
IO}
IOi-

IOi-

6-}

lli-

6-}

Iq.

7

12

12
13

63

6{
7i-

ll~

,

I2{-

7{.

12j.

7+

14

la

.

.":j:

9i-

5'
11"
53

,.,.

JOj.
11{

Purlins may often be found apparently strong enough of less scantlings than tbese~ but in such
~ases the common rafters will be found to be stronger than is necessary. But it is most economical to make the rafters no stronger than is necessary to carry the load between the pur1ins~and
the purlins sufficiently strong to carry the rafters.,
GG2
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No. XV.
Table of the Scantlillgs of Common Rofters, fOT Roofs, for dijferent Bearings, fi'om 5 to
20 feet; distance apa1.t 12 inches. See Sect. IV. art. 191.

Len~h ?f: Breadth Breadth Breadth

beanng lnj 13 in
feet.

i

I

"1"'

1

"-.

in

!2i- in.

Breadth
2-} in.

Breadth
2f in.

Breadth
8 in.

Breadth
3i- in.

Breadth
4 in.

3

2}

6

1
8

30}
4i4i-

3i4
4-}

9

5~

5
6
7

~i3{.

3-i-

S

3{-

s.}

4i-

4}

4

Si-

4i5i5i-

4i5

4{.

5i6

43
"I"
53
1>
53
T

5i-

4i5{.

4-}
5
5i5!6{.

3i4i
5

s

10

6

11

6{-

5-:'
5i6i-

12
IS

7

6~

6i-

6{

6{.

6

53
T

7i-

7i-

7.}

8i-

8

7f

6!7{.

6i-

14

7
7j.

6{.
63T

15
]6

~8i-

Si-

8

7i-

7i-

n

6{

9fr

9i-

Si-

8}

~s

n-

]0
'10fr

9i10{1Oillo}

9}
10
10.}
11

9
9}
10
1O}

Si9

8{83
T
9
9fr

7.}
8

]S

19
20

fc:et.

Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in Depth in
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.

5

]7

Breadth Length of
4-} in. bearing in

11
Hi

T
8"
9{9{]O.}

7

9j-

10

S{.
8'3
T

9

9
10

4~

11

5'

12

"I"
5,'
'B"

6i65
10
,."

1-

7{.
8
Si-

S,}

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20

Roofs that are covered with plain tiles.. or stone slate, will require rafters one-third stronger
than is necessary for blue slate. The table will answer for either.. for it is calculated for blue slate;
and if to the breadth found at the head of a column half of that breadth be added.. it will give
the breadth required for stone slate..or plain tiles. Thus.. for a rafter of 7 feet bearing, 4 inches by

~ inches

is sufficient -for blue slate ~ and therefore 4 inches by 3 inches is the 6cant1ing for stone

-slate, or plain tiles.
Purlins also require the same addition to their breadths when the covering is of plain tiles, or
stone slates.
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No. XVI.
Table cif Scantlingsfor Story Posts, to carry two Stories.
Height
in feet.

6
~7
'8

9
10

11
12
13
14

15
16

4 feet apart.

.s feet apart.

6 feet apart.

7 feet apart.

8 feet apart.

width. thickness. width. thickness. width. thickness. widtk. thickness'! width. thickness.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches,
7j- X 4'v
Si- X 5
8i- X 5'
7~ X 4i
9i- X 5j.
90} X Sf
90} X 53T
7i X 43or
9~ X 5'11"
8~ X 5~
S.,-:r X 5~
J,Oo}
10
X
6
X
X
5~
X 6'T
9i5i9i9} X 5j.
1Oj. X 6{.
9j. X Si10{. X 63T
]Oi- X 6''T
9-j. X 53T
]O~ X 6iH{. X 63T
lO} X 6{ll~
X 7
6j.
10-} X 6'
IH
X
X
6~
ll{- X 7
12 X ""
10f
IT
'I'
12j. X n.
lO{- X 6'11"
12,} X N.
1l~ X 7
11~ X 6f
ll{
X 63T
12f X 7-lr
12i X H.
13{ X 8
I1f X 7
13.} X 8
lIi
X 7
12
12+ X n.
X n13~ X Si-

12 X 7{
12j. X 7-}

12}
~7i]2i X n.

IS.} X 8
13i. X SIT

13i- X S''I'
14{- X Sj.

14{ X Si
14{- X Si-

Height
in feet.

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

14
15
16

No. XVII.
Tahle of Scantlillgsfor StOTYPosts, to carry three Stories.
Height
in feet.

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

4 feet apart.

:> feet apart.

6 feet apart.

--

I

7 feei apart.

8 feet apart.

I

width. thickness. .width. thi~kness. width. thickness.: width. thickness. width. thickness.
inches.
inches.
inches
inche..
inches.
I
10
X 6
]Oi- X 61
X
9-} X .53
6'
X 7
lliT.
UiT
11"
10.;} X 6-}
ll.} X 63T
10
X ()
12
X 7
X 7i,
Hi
121
Ho} X 63T
12
12} X 7{X 7
1Oi- X 6'11"
.
T X 7i,

lli,
l1i
12
j2~
I3ii3f

X 6{X 1
X 1iX 7{.
X 8
X 8'T

Hf X 7
12} X 7-}
12{ X "'3
IT

12-}

X H
13 X 7i
13i- X SIT

13{- X S
14{- X Si]4} X 83T

IH. X 8'11"
14-} X Si15
X 9

12f X 7*
13i, X S
14
14}
15
15}

X
X
X
X

SIT
S'T
9
91
"i"

13{-

14
14.}
15

X 8
X Si-

X
X
15i- X
16.} X

8.1
"i"
9
91
"i"
9{.

Height

in feet.

8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
]6

The stories supported are supposed to be constructed with brick, according to the r~gn:1a.tjons
oetmIe.d in the Building Act..
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No. XVIII.
Table of Scantlings for StOt!! Posts, to carr!}four Stories.
Height
in feet.

4 feet apart.

5 feet apart.

X 6f

12

X 7~

tbickness. width. thickness. width. thickness.
inches.
inches.
incht":;.
12+ X 7{.
12 X 7
Hi- X 6"T
12~ X g.
12 X "'1
12i- X
7-}
'T
13.} X 81T
12-} X 7f
8
13-i- X

X 7~
X 8

13~ X 8
1# X Si-

X S"
.T

15

X 9
X 9{.

16
16{.

width. thickness. width. thickness. width.
8
9
10

inches.

inches.

lO.} X 6~
1(4. X 6j.

10~ X 6}
11~ X 7

11';'

11
12
13
14

12
12i13
13.}

X
X
'X
X

8~

12i13.}
14
14{.

15
16

14}
15

X S~T
X 9

15
15i-

7i7i-

7~

X So}

14i-

X 8"T

14 X
14} X

8{.
83T

15

X

I
I

8
9
10

11
~12

l4iH}

X
X

Si-

9

IS.}

X

9i

9+

16i

X

~14

16~
17}

X 10
X 10i-

15
16

X 9

16

X 9'v
X 9"T

16{. X 9.1
T
16{ X 10

X

Height
in feet.

8 feet apart.

7 feet apart.

6 feet apart.

I

13

No. XIX.
Table of ScaTltlings jar Story Posts, to carr!}five Stories.
Height

in feet.

S
9

10
11

i2
13

5 feet apart.

4 feet apart.

6 feet apart.

7 feet apart.

8 feet apa.rt.

width. thickuess. width. thickness. width. thiekness. width. thickness. width. thickness.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
inches.
1I{ X 6.,}
12.,} X 7~
13{ X
12i- X 7{
11':- X 7
8
lli
X 7
12~ X 7}
12{- X 7i
13{ X S
14i- X
Si12} X 7t
13{. X 8
14{. X S}
14t X S{13f X 81T
.
81v
14{. X
12f X 7.,}
13f X 8'T
15
X
15+ X
9{
9
14{. X 8i13f X 81T
16
X
16i X 9"T
14i- X 8..T
9i-

14{ X Si-

14

.14}

15
16

15
16

X.8f

X 9
X 9i-

I

,

I

15

X

15-;. X

9

15j- X

9~

16{.

16 'x 9j.
16{- X 10

X

9i

93

T

16{- X 10
17'j- X 1<>+

16{- X

9"T

16.,} X 10

17i- X 10j.
17.} X l°i-

16~ X
17i- X
.17~ X
18~ X

10
1Oi1O~
11

Height
in feet.

I
I

8

9.
10
11
1€l

13
14
15
16

In these tables the stories supported are supposed to be constructed with brick, according to
the regulations contained in the act .of parliament called the Building Act.
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OF TIMBER.

No. XX.
Table of the Pl'opertie$ of dijfe'rentKinds of Timber.

:1

Specific
gravity.

Kind of wood, and state.

~I

--

Common oak (Qum:us Tobur) dry

:

Rig'a oak, dry . . - , . . . , . . . . . , , . . ," .

, . , .. . , . .,
oak, seasoned.
,
,
. , . , . , . . . , '. , , .
American oak,
' Dantzie

:"'-

'A

~

'688
'755
'867

Alder (Betula alnus) dry.,.""."

'555

.~ Plane (Platallus occidentali.s)dry. . , .
A Sycamore (Acer pseudo-platanus) dry
Chesnut (Fagus cas.taneo)dry. . . . . .
~ Ditto, green. . . , . . . . . - . . . . , , , , , .
:> Ash (Fraxinus excelsior) dry. , . , , , . .
A Elm (Ulrnus campestris) dry. . . . . , , .
Acacia (Robinia pseudo-acacia) green

'648
'590
'535
'875
'753
'544
'8'20

-SpanishinahOgany;&y

'b5.'3

. Honduras ditto, dry.

~
,~

,

. .~~-:~

. . . ", . ", , , . , . . ,

(Juglans regia) green..
., .,
.,
Teak (Tectona granrJis)
." - . .. "
A
Poplar
(Populusdilatata)
dry,.
..
..
H
>-I
Abele (Populus alba) dry, . . . ., . .
"
"'~I
Cedar of Libanus (!)inzls cedrus) dry

W~nut

U

Riga fir (Pinunylvestris)

dry':. '. ..
,,

Memel fir (ditto) dry,. . . . : . . ,
Mar }<'orest fir (ditto)

.

'750

Beech {Fagus sylvatica) dry. . . . , . . . - '690

~

U

-

d
':

~
.

. . . ' . , . ..

." . , .

'S60
'9~0
. '744
'374
'511
- '486

'480
'544
'684

Planted Scotch fir (ditto) dry, . . , , .

'460.

Christian a white deal (Pinus a6ie,~)dry
American white spruce (Pi11usalba) dry
Planted spruce (Pinus abies) dry. . . ,
Weymouth pine (Pinus strobus) dry
Pitch pine,
,
,...,.',.
Larch (Pinu& larix) dry. ., , . , - , . .,

'512
'465
'555
'460
'660

'643

Weight ofthe'
modulus of
elasticity in
pounds per
square inch.

1,714,500
1,610,496
1,998,000
1,958,700
1,316,000
1,086,750
1,343,250
1,036,000
],147,500
924,570
],525,500
1,343,000
1,687,500
J,~55,500
1,593,000
837,000
2,167,074
763,000
1,134,000
486,000
1,687,500
1,957,750
845,06G
951,750
1,804,000
1.244,000
1,393.975
1,633,500
1,252,200
1,363,500

Cohesive
force in
pounds
per square
inch.

11,880
12,888
1~,780
10,253
1~,2~5
9,540
10,935
9,630

,

ComparatIve
Stiffness,

---

~trength,
"

.

I

ness,

I

100
93
117
114
77
63
78
59

100
108
107
86
103
80
92
81

54
89
7S
98
73
93
49
126
44
66
.28
98
114
49
5.5
104
72
81
9599
73
79

68
119
8~
95
67
96
74
109
50
86
62'
. 80
80
61
60
104
86
70

lO~656 6;;. -sg
8,]00
14,130
9,720
11,29.7
7,560
1l,475
8,775
12,91:)
5,928
10,260
7,420
9,540
9,540
7,323
7,110
]2,346
]0,296
8,370
11,835
9,796
12,~40

Tough-

82
103

In the last three columns of this table oak is made the stand.ard of cOlQparison~

100
1~5
99
64
138
]01
108
111

liB

85
160
86
92
61
99
11 I
94
57
11~
106
64
56'
76
65
104
10~
60
103
92
134

"'»
2"....

TABLE OF THE SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF 'WOODS,

No. XXI.
Table of tne Specific Gravity and 1VeiglLt pf a Cubic Foot of dijj'erent ''foods.
1
Specific
gravity.

Kind of ",ood, a.nd sta.te.

Abele, dry... , . , . .. .,
"
Acacia (false) green...,
dry
,."
dry . , . . , , , , . . . . . .
-

-

'511
'8~0
'791
'748

T.
E,
H.
T.

32'00
51'<25
49'43
46',5

(three thorned).. ., . '676 H, 42'25

Alder, . . , , . . , , . . . . . . . .soo M,
dry, , . . . . . , , . , . . '555 E.
Almond tree. . .., .. ' 1'102 H.
Apple tree. . , .'. . ."". . . '793 M.
Apricot tree. , . , . ". . . . . . '789 H.
Arbor vitre (Chinese) -.
'560 H.
Ash (heart-wood) dry, ". . '845 P,
dry """""".
'83'2'\V.

-

youngwood,dry.
.
, , ,, , ,
,, ,

..

.

.

.

..

.

'.,."

""""'" tree) dry . ,."
(old
-dry
Bay tree, . , . . . , . . . . . . .
Beech (meanly dry) .."

. , . .. . . . . .. . , . .

,. ., ,,,,,. ,. ,..
. . . , , . . . . . , . '. . . ,

'760 B,

'753 T.
'690E,
'S2e M.
'854 P,

-

"""''''''''
. . , ,. """"
.. . . , . . . . . ,

--Turkey.
,

dry ...,

..

35'00

'720 H.

1'030 J.
1'031 P.

" 1'024 B.
from
to
'960 B.

{

'950 W.

dry . . , . . , ", ,
Chesnut (sweet) green. .
,

~

,.

.

.

I

50'00

""""'

33'45
41'06
37'~8

men, dry,

I

47'06
43'12
51'37
53'37

45'00
S3'OO

64'37
64'43
64'00
60'00

59'37

'672 T.

42'00

-685 H.

42~81

46'31

54'68

, , ,

, ,. ,,.. ..

}:

30'18

,
Crab tree, meanly
dry.
, . , , , , , , . , . .' ,
Cypress,
(Spanish)
",...

65'00
15'00
47'81
40'93
40-25

Ebony

'765 P,
'655 H,
'644M.

See fir.

yellow. Seepine.
,
(American)

1'331 M.

,,. .,

(Indian) .. .. .. . . 1'209 M.
.. ...............

1'108 R.
-695 M.
'940C.
'693 S.
...................
.
.
.
.
.
'588 C,
!Seasoned.. . . ,
,
.. '553 B.
(common) dry
'544E.

Elder tree. . . , .. , . . . . .
Elm, green. . , , . , . . . . . .

-

45'00

43' 50
43'12

dry,
speci-

}

47'50

28'31
37'68
30'37

'815 E.

'535 T.

(horse)
. . , -6::>7 H,
-dry"..., "'"
'596 T,
another
'483T,
specimen, dry,.
..
Cocoa wood . , . . . ." , , , , . ]'040 M,
Cork, . . . . . , . . . . . , , , . , '240M.

(sweet,)
another

-

'453 C.
'603 H.
'486 T.
'741 H,

37'95

Chesnut

Deal, white,

. . . . . . . . . '949R. 59'3]

seasoned
'.. . , ,
dry . . . ,
Cherry tree. , . , . . ~ . . .

'606 T,

Kind of wood, and sta.te.

50'68

Brazil wood (red)
1'0311\1:, 64'43
Canarywood. . . . . . . . . . '723R. 45'18
Cedar (Indian) .,
1'315 M. 82'18
(Canadian), . . . . ~. . '753 C. 47'06
(Virginian red) dry '650 T. 40'62
(Palestine),...,...
'596 M. 37'25
(American) .,.,.,
'560 M. 35'00
Cedar of Libanus

Weight
of a cubic
foot in
pounds.

5'J'81
52'00

'852 M. 53'25

'696 B.
dry , . . . . . . . . . . . '690 E.
Birch,dry . . , , , . . . . . . . . '7'20E.
Box (Dutch)
1'328 M.
"""''''
dry

-

50'00
34'68
68'87
49'56
49'S 1

'811 T.

'SOO J.

Specific
gravity.

Weight
,of a cubic
'foot in
pounds.

1

--;e:!c~,.

""
:~~~~ ~~~~'}

-

ditto,dry. . . . . . . .

-

,
spruce) ",.,
-. . "
(silver) green.. , . . . , ,

'763 E.
41'68
'684T;
42'15
'600M.
37'50
32'00
'SI2T.
29'06
'465'1'.
'S31 Wi. 33'20
'403 'Vi. 25'22

Filbert tree. . , . , . , . . . . .
Fir (Norway spruce) ..
- (white American "
-

}

dry.

83-18
75'56
69'2!>
43'43
58'15
44'41
36'75
34'56
34'00

,..,,,,..,,., ,.

- (Scotch,) Seepine.
Fustic

'817 R.
.tS06 M,
Hickery
"."
'929 S,
,
,......
Hornbeam
'760H.
Jasmine (Spanish)
..., . ~ '77oM.
Juniper wood. . . , . . , . . . '556,
Laburnum ",.........
'843 T.
Lance wood.".
.'.. I'03H L,
"'"
dry........
'943 R.
Larch, green. . . . . , . . .. '858 Wi,
'640T.
~
(red wood) seasoned
dry.,
,....
'612 Wi.
'496T.
~
dry
,.
.,..""""""

Hazel................

,

-

51'06
37'~7
59'06
47'50
48'12
34'75
52"70
64'87
58'93
53'63
40'00
38'31
31'00

TABLE OF THE SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF WOODS.
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Weight

Weight

Specific, of a cubic
gravity, foot in

Kind of wood, and state.

Specific of a cubic
gravity. foot in

Kind of ",ood,and state.

ponuds,

Larch (white wood)
seasoned. , , . . , . . , ,
Lemon tree, , , . . . , , , . .,

}

Letter wood
Lignum vitre """"""""
..................
,,..,,,,,.

"
.. .. .. . . .. ....

. . .. . .

.

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Logwood

., . , , , . . . . .

Mahogany (Spanish) dry"
dry.......:.
(Honduras)

22'75

'703
1'286 C,

43'93
80'37

1'333 M.

. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ....

Lime tree,

'364T.

'564H.

83'31
82'93
37'75
35'25

'480 T.
'913 P.

30'00
57'06

'852 T,
'816W,

53'30
51'00

1'3~7 p,

'604 M,

pounds.

Pine (Scotch) green

-

-

-

-

(English) green." 1'113 C, 69'56
1'063 Eu, 66'43
(French)green,
, . , .. .'..

-

(Adriatic).........

(Irish bog), .

1'046 C,
'994 H.

-

(evergreen)

-

(black bog) dry. . , ,

-

",."

(white American)
half seasoned, , , . , .

}

-

(QuercU$sesSiliflo-}
ra) dry, . N , , , , . . ..

-

(American)white"

-

,'-

(Provence)seasoned '828D.
(Quercus robur) dry

(Engli!h) seasoned'
(Dalltzic) seasoned

-

(American) red, , .'

-

(Englisn) from an}

-

(lliga) dry. . .. . . .,

old tree, dry ..,."
Olive tree, . . , , . ... . . ,
Orange tree, . , .. , , , .. "
Pear tree~ dry . . . . , , . . .,"

--------.

......

......

Pine (American pitch) dry
(ditto) seasoned. .,
-

-

(pillaster)

green '.

,

,

-

39'06

'927M.
'705 M,
'708T,

57'93
44'06
44'25

'646B,
'936T,

40'37
58'5

'837 Wi,

46'31
52'35

'741 C,

(Riga) dry
(Weymouth)

to
{~om

"

dry

(seasoned),

.,

"

,,,,,

(black)

dry.

'.

, . , , .."

(Lombardy)dry ,.

Quince tree, . , , , , , ,
Sassafras, , , . . . . . .
, , ', . , , ,
Satin wood.

.,
, , ," .
, , ..

Saul (Bengal) seasoned"
Service tree. . , , . . , , , ,

Sissoo (Bengal) seasoned"
Stink wood (seasoned) ,.
Sycamore. , . , . , . . . , .
"
dry..,..."..

Teak~dry . , . , , . .

~1'15

'625 T.

(oriental)",..",

{frOm

dry

Poplar (Spanish~ white)

54'97
5~'50
50'47
48'56
47'24
47'00
43'00

-

Poon

65'37
6~'25

'807T.
'777C.
'755 T,
'7'52 L.
'68ST.

(American)dry."

(Memel)

51'08
43'50

33'06

'429 \Vi. 26'81

Plane tree (common~) See'
sycamore
Plum tree. , , , . , . , , , .
. ... . . . . . .. .... "..

'993 B. 6~'06
'965 R. 60'31
'908 Ch, 56'75
'879 T,
'S40H.

(Scotch) dry""..

Plane (occidental) dry.

dry

'816 Wi.

'696 B.
(planted Scotch) dry '529T.

--

35'00
'560T.
Maple (Norway),.
'795L,
49'68
dry , , , , ", ."". . , ". . '755 P.
47'18
(common) dry
'624 T.
32'75
Medlar tree. , , , . , . . , . ," . '9441\£,
59'00
Mulberry tree (Spanish)..
56'06
'897M.
Oak (live) half seasoned.
1'216 Ch" 76'03

-

..."

(Mar Forest) , . , . ,.

,,,,,,

-...................

'553

84'56

'544 T.
'480
'466 T.

34'00
30'00
29'}2
28'75
23'00
40'50

'460

T.

'368T.
'648 E.
'53SH,
'785 M,
'603 p,
'576 C.
'5~9M,

33'62
49'06
41'43
~W'Oo
33'06

'4~1 T,

<;26'31

'374E,

24'87

'705 M,
'95<:2R.

44'06
30'12
'59'50

'994L.
'742 H.

62'1~
46'37

'4S~ P.

'889 L,

55'52

'681 C.
'645H,
'590E.

4~'56
~O'31
36'87

'832 Ch,

52'00

Tulip tree..

seasoned.... . .. ..

'745B,
'657C,
'477 H.

Wah:mt tree~ green, , , , . ,
(American), ,

'920 E.
'7'35 H..

41'06
29'81
77':n
57'50
45'93

'671 M.
'616 T,
'619 E.
'568
'404T.

41'93
38'50
3S'68
35'50
25'25

'657 C.

41'06

'801 M,
'788M.

50'43
49'25

'788 H,

48'62

-

.. .. .. .. .
Vine. , . . . , . , , ', , . , , , .. 1'287 M,

(French),.

-

dry....,...

"

...,,,
"
dry ...., {from

Willow.. green.

to
Yellow wood, seasoned"
Yew (Spanish) ........
-

-

(Dutch)

, , , , , , , , .,

..................

46'56

The letters following the specific gra.vities refer to the authorities; B. Ear)ow; Bu, Buffon;
'C: Couch; Ch, from Chapman on Preservation of Timber; E. Ebbels; H, from Rondelet's
table ;J, Jurin; L, Layman; M. Muschenbroek ;P, ~hilosophical Transactions~ vol, i.'Lowthorp's
Abridgment; R. Ralph 'Tf'edgold, who collected this and the following table; S. Scoresby j
T. .from my own eXperiments; W. Watson (Bishop j) and Wi. Wiebeking.
RH
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TABLE OF THE SPECIFIC

GRAVITIES OF SUBSTANCES,

No. XXII.
Tahle of the Specijic Gravity and T'Veight of a Cubic Foot of various Substances.
i Weight
I

:r-;an1eof the substance.

Sp ecific

!of a cubic,
\ foot in

gr-dvity.

\
"

1

I

Air (atmospherie)
I

\

!,

Alabaster. See gypsum,
1187'50
Basalt. . . . . - ' . . . {~rOm 3'00
~:~~8 K. I~~::~~
(Fairhearl)
~
I

(Derbyshire) '" ..,. "
(Giant'sCause\vay);

I

2'921 W. !182'56
2'90 K. 1181'25

2'864 Br. :179'00

(Rowley rag)...,
B~es' wax (yellow),..,..

Name of the substance.

\

'Oj5

'00] 2

"""

ponnds.

I

I

Coal (Cannel)

-

..,... ,, .,

(Newcastle

caking)

Copper (British sheet)
(British cast) . , ." .
Earth (common,) . from
to
(loamy or strong)..
(rammed) .. . . . . , .

{

--

(loose or sandy) ...
2'478 K. ;154'81 i
Firestone. . . . . - , . . . . . . ,
60'31
'965
I
B~smuth (cast) ,.. - . .
9'822
:613'87
. . . , , . . . . from
Flint.
'
{ to
BItumen, of Judea , . , , .." 1'104
69'00
~

I

,

Brass (wire drawn)

-- .

..,.

(plate) ",...,..
(cast) ., . , ..
. '.,
" from
B1'lck (common)"'
to

{

-

(red) "'"...,...
(pale red)

-

-

-

. , , '...

}
paving(English
clinker) ., ,. . , , , . . }
".,

{

-

.,

Charcoal from birch..

wfrom fir .. . '.from oak ,...
from pine.

Cl ay (p otter .s ) .,.'
"

"

1'841 T.

115'06

1'653 R.

103'31

1'817 T.
]'600 R.
2'315
2'657 Th.

'542 K.

.
Gramte

-

113'56
100'00
144'68
166'06

'280 K.

17'50

{

(common) """"

with gravel, , . . . .. 2'560

"

160'00

slate. Seeslate.

46'50
95'37
80'62

{

Gypsum (plaster stone)
Iron (bar)

--

2'999
2'538
2'999
2'664
2'662

K.
W,
R.
Re.

j

1

1

"""

{

1Si'<17!
158'6'21
187'47 1
166'5 /
166'371

9'653R. 165'81:
165'18
164'0°1
109'32
109'06
57"62
"

\

2-2S6 \V.

142'87

"
from
to

7'600
7'800 K.

475'00
487'50

. ,.
from

7'600 M.
7'600

47"5'00

hammered. - . . . . .. 7'763 M. 485'18

~

33'87

'"
from
1'800
112'50
to
'2'085 K. 1.30'31
1'919 Be. 119'93

1

, - . . from
to
(Guernsey), -..,.
(Aberdeen gray)
(Cornish)
(ditto),." """
(Aberdeen red) ..

2'643 R.
(Cornis}}) ... - .. 9'624 T.
Gravel, . '. ., , . . . . . .
1'749 P.
Gunpowder (~olid), . . '"
. .. 1'745
(shaken), ...
'922

'441 K." 27'56
'332 K. 20'75

Coak . . -. . . . . , , . , . . , . '744 K.
Coal (Kilkenny) , . ~.. . ., 1'526 K.
(Glasgow splint) .. 1'290 Th,

-

Gold, pure cast.. . . . . .. 19'361Br. 1210'06
standard. . . . . - - . .. 17'724Th, 1107'75

(CambridgecIunch) 9-657W. 166'06
(Dorking)
, 1'869R. 116'SI

"

-

I

1

clinker) 1'482 R. 92'62
fire) ., 2'408 T. 150'50
,.,...
"95'00
and

}

187'50
172'50,
157'501

1

2'085 Re,1130'31

sand in equal parts, ,
alone (cast) "..
from
Chalk
to
"

-

!534'00;

79'50
79'31
549'06
537'93
95'00
124 '00
126'00
99'00
95'00
112'50
161'25
164'37
162'00

1527'56

.. 1'857 Be. 11l6'06
"
(commonLondon

(Dutch
(Welsh
Brickwork, about.
Cement (Roman)

-

8'544

1

.. .., ,

stock) '.,

1''2j"2 Th.
1''269 Th.
S'785 Ha.
1:1'607Ha.!
1'5~0
] '984
2'016
1'584 Pa,
1'5~0
1'800
'2'580
2'630 Th,
'2'592 W.

(black Cambridge). ,
Freestone,
See stone,
8'441 W.
8'100 P. 506'25
Glass, white flint
-"" . 3'000
plate.,
1'557
9'-'31
2'760
I
crown. """
, . . , . . ,""- ., 2'520
'2'000
11S~'OO
I

2: 168 Re, 1135'50

,.,.

Weight
of a cubic
foot in
pounds.

Spec1fic
gravity .

I

not hammered.

{

(cast,) . . . .
to
'
horizontal ditto. . ..

-

475'00

""

7'200 Th, 450'00
7'113 Re, 444'56

verticalcastings. .: 7'074Re. 442']2

Ivory..,

,

1'S26P,

114:12

Lead (milled) . ...
.. .. 11'401 Th, 112'93
"
(cast)
.,'. ll'35~ Br, 709'50
"""'.
black. Seeplumbago.
Lime, quick. . , . . . - . . . .
Limestone. S.ee stone,
and

marble.

"

'843 Be.

52'68

I
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Specific
gravity,

Name of the substance.
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Specific

Name of the substance.

I

gravity.

foot in

pounds.

See earth,
i K
Iharb Ie. , . . . . , .
"

I

Loam,

I

froml ~'840
.to
2'580

{

Parian white,
veined white,
Carrara white.

,
, "
, ."

blue.

,

. .'

Italian b!ack
DerbyshIre en-""
trochal. . , . . , . , , , . ,
SaxOll gray - . . ,
Brabant black,. "
Derbyshire black
Namur black. , ..
Sienna yellow.,
Pallion brown

}

2'837 K.
2'7CJ6 Re,

2'717K.

/ 2'713
j

I

; pounds,
I

I

.

K,
2'712 K.
<)'709R ,
'"
2'700 K.
2'697 Re,
2'690 W,
2'682 R.
2'677 K.

177'50
161'25
177'31
170'37
169'81
169'56
169'50

"
-

.. , . .,

beat together..
...,
of pit sand 3

}

}
,, }

~~~rt~~.~~,i~. ~~t~
ditto, ditto, well

.

pure,

169'31
168'75
168'56
168'12
167'62
167'31

""""

2'875
2-,93

1

from 3'000
to
2'768 K,
from 2'570

,. , . , . , ,

Quartz (crystallized)

pit (fine grained

2'850 K,

li'S'12
165'93

--

171'87
Il7'S,
102'37
100'62

}

1'523 T.

95'18

scrapedfromLan- }

1'494 T:

93'37

pit (very fine grained) 1'480 T.

9~'50

and clean)

-

187'50;
173'00:
160'62

2'655

-

-

141"(>81
179'68/

.1 174'56i

Roe-stone.
See stone.
Road grit,
See sand,
Sand (pure quartz) ".,.
2'750
river,
, . . - , , . . . , - 1'886 Be.
RiverThames(best) 1'638 T,
pit (cleanbut coarse) 1'610 T.
"..,.,.

don roads (road grit)

river Thames (inferior) ~. , . , , . , , . , ,

}

Sandstone,

1'588 Ro,

Serpentine, Anglesey green 2'683 R.
blackish green ~2't)7
4 K.

167'68
160'87

99'25

\

See stone,

brown .~a:.~.r~~~~s~} 2'561 K. 160'06
Silver, pure cast. . .., . ,. £0'474 Br, 654'62

llS'93

91'06

.

-

Slate, Welsh...,

standard., "..,.

.. , ...

-

Anglesey..

, . , , ,.

-

1'663 Ro. 103'93

Westmoreland,

pale blue ,'.

common, of

.. . . ,

, ,

10'312Th.
2'888 K.
g'S76 K.

} .2'791 W,

644'50
180'50
17 9'7 1>
17.1'43

'

}

the lining of an
antique reservoir near
Rome
" the interior
,.,
from

}
of an old wall at Rome }

lime, sand, and
hair, used for plastering, dry .,..,.....
Oolite, See stone, roe.
Peat (hard) , , . . , . . . , ,.
'

}

""'"

',

90'87

1'457 Ra,

Pebble (English)

(green)
(red)

1345'68,

1'454 T,

3 parts, of quicklime
2 parts. , .. , . , . . . .

~~~,~~~~

453'00
71'87
80'37

1'893 Ro, 118':n

1'903 Ro,

~alk:.l~~:

or

7-248
l'150P,
1'286 Be,

, . . , , , , , . 21':;31 Th,
'black leacl,
2'267

{
Puzzolana , . . , . . . {to

1'615 Ro. 100'93,

beat together..
of poun ded " tile

}
-ditto,ditto,well
beat together, . . , . . }

Platina,

Potstone

}

}

.. . ., , , , , ,. ,. ,.
,
(cast) ,.,.,..",

Porphyry

{

parts, of lime in paste
2 parts. . . . . . . . . . , .
ditto, ditto, well

Pewter,
Pitch
Plaster

Plumbago,

2'586 R. 161'62
from 1'600
100'00
Marl ..,."..,.,
to
2'870 Th, i79'37
Mercury (fluid)
",. 13'568 Br, 848'00
Mortar
1'715 Be. 10i'18
of river sand 3

figured., . .

Weight
of a cubic

1'550 R.
1'549 Ra,

96'S1

1'414 Ro,

88'37

1'384 R.

blue

96'87

,

..~~~ .} 2'781W. 173'81
pale

greenish blue. . . . , , } 2',68 lV,
black2'758 W
ish blue, used for floors
'
2'752 K,
Welsh rag " '.,.
~

}

.

.

.

86'50

-W:estmoreland
fine gramed pale blue

-:--

}

Cornwall
gray, . , , . . . } .2'512

-ISh blue.

..
Stqne, Bath (roe-stone)

1'329
2'609

. , ," .
Blue-lias (limestone)
.:- . . . . .

83'06
163'Op

~

HH2

2'732W,

, ,

K.

2'494 K,

1'975 R.
2'467 R.

173'00
172'37'
172'00
170'75
15,'00
155'87
1~3'43
154'181,
1

:-

TABLE OF THE SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF SUBSTANCES,

2;J6

-----_._~_._--_.
,

I Specific

Name of the suh5tance.

i

i

F:rayity.

----.----

Weight
I

ofacubic
foot in

Speci5s

Name of the substance,

gr.n'it~.,

pOllnds,

~I

i Stone, Bromley-faU

}

2'506 Re,
.. ................ 2'261 R.
Bristol stone,.",
,- 2'510

sandstone..

;):

i-

sandstone),

!

it) s one.

2'423 'Re,

......

"" 2'049 R.

Craigleith (sand-

. .. .,.. ., ..

}

-

(grindstone) ....,

-

128'06

131'75 I

127"50

147'50
146-62
158' H~
157'31

-

.

Purbeck

.

.

..

"

"""""""

Roach Abbey}

(magnesian limestone)

'629 R.
2'680 W,

39'31
167'50

2'599 Re. 162'43
1'893 R- 118'31

(Tottenhoe ea1ca-} 1'800 T,
,.

l'eous sandstone),

-

!

163'81

Tile (common plain) ,... 1'858 R. 116'15
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1'815 Be. 113'43
Tin, hammered ........
7'299 Br, 456'18
7'291 Br. 455'68
- purecast """"
Toadstone (Derbyshire),. 2'921 W. 182-56
Tufa (Roman) , , . . . ,
1'217 Ro. 76'06
Water, sea. . . . . . . . . .." 1'027 Tb. 64'18
ratn. .... '.'"
1'000
62'50
Whinstone (Scotch) . . .. 2'j60 W, 172'50
I
Wood ashes. , , . . , . . ..
'933 P.
58'32
Wood petrified. . . . . . .. 2'341 P. 146'3l
Zinc, . . . . . , . . , . . . .. 7'028 W. 439'25 \
i

.

2-598 Re. 16~'37
Pennarth
(limestone)
2'653 W, 165'81
.........-Portland (roe-stone) 2'461 W. 153.al
cQmpact lImestone)

-

pumice .................
, , , , , ,

2'4'l3 Re. 151'43
~'1l3 R. 132'06

Syenite (Mount Sorrel) -, 2'621

~'143

stone) .,..,....,.,
LiIIleri~k (black}

-

--

(roe-stone)

112'50
Woodstock :flagstone 2'614 K, 163'37
Yorkshire paving., 2-507Re. 156'68
. ,. 2'356 R. 147'%
Slonework,meanWe;gh}
according to Betidor
107'00
about ""..,....,
Shingle. . . . , , . , . . . , . .. 1'4'24Pa. 89'00
486'25
Steel . . , , . . . , . . {frOm 7'780
to
7'840 Th, 490'00
'

151'43

133'93
~n~.e~~~~~~~t~~~:]~~}2'029 P. 126'81
Hilton (sandstone) 2'177 R. 136'06
Kentish rag .....,
2'675 R. 167'18
Ketton -(roe-stone). 2'494 K. 155'81
. . . . . ... .. 2'058,R. 128'6~
Kincardine (sond-} ~'448T, 153'00
-I

Stone,Portland,

-

~:>R e. 153'25

I

1,
-

141'31 156'87

£)'4 P2

, . . . . . . .. 2'360 R.
---,Derbyshire(redfri-}
2'346 R e.
able sandstooe) ....
Dundee. . . . . . . . .. 2'530 Re.
\
.. .. . .... I 2'517!,
i.

-

I

156'6~

2'686 W. 16j'S7

,, . , ,, . ,

!

I

2'108 R.

. ,

.

"
"
Clitheroe limestone
Collalo, white}

i (sandstone)
!

2'049 P.

Burford ( dry piece)
Caen (calcareous}

I

pounds.

I

j
i

W ~ibht
uf a cubic
foot in

'

r

Part of the letters of reference are explained in a note to the preceding ta.ble, the rest are as
follow: Be. Be1idor; Br. Brisson; Ha, Hatchet; K. from Kirwan's Mineralogy; Re. Rennie.
Philosophi~l Magazine, vo1.liH,; Ro. Rondelet; T~. from Dr, Thomson's. System of Chemistry..
5th ~ditio.n; and Pa, PasleYJ Course of l\'Iilitary Instruction.

..
In bodies of a porous nature, the specific gr~\'ity, as given by the greater part of the tables I have consulted, -is much
above tbe real weight of a given bulk of the materia1, as compared with water. The cause of this dift'eI:ence is the
absorption which takes place when the body to be tried is immersed in water.
Let A be the weight of a body in air,
.
A

W its weight in water, a the weight of water it absorbs, and S the specific gravity; then
'A+a-W
A
absorption is nothing, or a;::o; tben ~=S,
wbich is the same as the common rule.
-

:Bythe equation

A

=s.

When.the

'

A-W
.

seen determi'ni!d. :B1:Itthis
= S, tb,e specific gravities in the table marked Rand - T bave
,
A+a-1V'
mtt.hod does not apply to sand and otber loose !tIateriab; therefore, to find the specific gra~jty of sand, a vessel, which,

ADDENDUlVI

TO SECTION
..

11.

.

On the Resilience of Timber.
RESILIENCE,or the power of -resisting a body in motion, is a kind of strength which is
of im portance in some cases, as it is well known that many bodies that are capable of
resisting an enormous degree of pressure may be fractured by the stroke of a small
hammer, moving with a moderate velocity.
As the resilience of materials had been considered by other writers, -in as far as
regards the resistance to fracture only, I did not include it in arranging the objects to
be treated in Sect. n. because I had not at that time satisfied myself that my conclusions
wel'e consistent with the laws of resilience as determined by experiment: but now,
having made such trials as convinced me of their accuracy, I add them here rather than
omit them; as in floors and other parts of buildings, &c. we make the resistance to a
body.in motion the measure of their stiffness; therefore the stiffness to l'esist a body in

motion ought to be considered in a work on carpentry.

.

If a beam be supported at both ends, and W be the weight corresponding to ;), the
deflexion which the beam mny take without injury to the structme; and x be any
variable degree of deflexi?n : also 10the weight of the falling body, k the height of the
fall, and '114gltthe velocity with which the weight w strikes tbe beam. Then, ~ : x : :
"\\7x
W :
=the resistance at any deflexion .r; and ~.r the retarding force there.
By
~
uW

=

when filled contained a known weight of water, was tilled with the sand. to be tried, and weighed~ The vessel I use~'
.
~ontained 1800 grains of water; therefore, as 1300 : weigbt ofthe sand:: 1 : specificgravity of the sand.
By the method of mixing equal volwucs of water and sand, a.solid specimen of quartz would be of the same specific
gravity as its sand would be; but it is well known that a.stone crushed into sand occupies more space than the solid
stone did; and therefore the method is erroneODS.
The specific weight of a cohesive earth, such as clay or .loam, is best got by cutting a cubical piece, and carefuIJ)'
measuring and weighing it. This metbod is give,n by Kirwan' in bis Essay on the Analysis of Soils, and is accUf!I,to
enough for business.
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the laws of variable motion -n'=

. ')o"V.rx

but, when x=o, v?=4g1L; therefore,

"0

~w

..
20'\V.1:'.)
*; of which tne fluents are -v~= b
;
~w

. 20"\~

4g1t-v'2=~.

r'2

Also, when .'t'=;1, v=o;

and we

~r'"

have 21lw= VV~.

BDs

Now in Sect. n. art. 80, equation (2.) it has been shown, that \V= aU~; and considering the deflexion, ~, constant, and substituting for \V its value, we have hw : B~3 :
consequently, the resistance to resilience is regulated by the same proportions as the
stiffness of beams; and the same rules apply to both, merely requiring different constant numbers.
The effect of a body in motion is expressed by h x w; that is, by the weight multiplied
into the height of the fan: thus, a weight of 100 pounds falling from a height of
3 inches produces the same effect as one pound falling 300 inches; or as a body of 100
pounds weight moVing horizontally at the rate of 4 feet per s~cond.
The mass of the resisting body has not been considered in this inquiry, but it is
obvious that its effect is considerable, and, if the space permitted, it might easily be
illustrated by many popular examples.
.

ff Dr. Hutton's Course of Mathematic:s, vol. n. p. 331, 5th edit.
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Page4, line 4 from the top, for Ac read AC.
4, - ]4
for and c readand C.
S, - 26
for CA read Ca.
10,
4
for
directions read direction.
-- ~O, - 5
for 2Bc read 2BC.
- 35,- 4 from the bottom, for 03 read 103.
-

--

-

39, - 4
for 176 read1'7a.
41, - 10 from the top, for Ac readAC.
49,

-

63, -

11

- for c rtad C.

4 from the bottom,fen'depthreadbreadth.

64, top line, for breadth read depth.
104, line 7 from the bottom, for eb .read eh.

116, in the table, for 10 inches diameter read one inch diameter.
203, line S from the top, for and Annals readin the Annals.
209, ..;.. 15

2~4, -

for larger perceptible read perceptible larger.

9 from the bottom" for 5 X3i- read 5 X3.}.
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